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THE DATES OF 1HE SMRTM3EAPTERS OF

M4TSYA-PUEANA,

BY

RAJEFDEA CHANDRA HAZBA, M. A.

Department of Sanskrit^ Dacca University,

The determination of the date of composition of the Matsya-
Purana, as we have it now, is rather difficult No one date is euffi*

cient for it, because it has suffered through repeated additions

and losses. Hence* for the date of this Purapa in its earlier

form, we shall to look to the chapters dealing with the gen-

ealogies of kings of the Solar and Lunar dynasties, for* these

chapters are undoubtedly the oldest parts in the present Matsya.

These chapters, again s should be divided into two groupss vis.

(1) chapters 11-12, 23-24 and 43-46, which have not yet been

traced anywhere else, and ( 2 ) chapters 47-50 and 271-273, which

greatly resemble chapters 96 ( verses 192ff, ), 97-98 and 99

( especially, except verses 367-391 ) of the Vayu~Purana Besides

thes, there are also other chapters which are common to the

Matsya and the Vayu-Purana, viz, Matsya-Purana chapters 51, 114,

124-128 and 141-145 and Vayu-Purana chapters 29, 45 (verses
69 to end ), 46 ( verses 1 to end, except some verses ) , 50 ( verses

56 to end), 51, 52 ( verses 1 to 71
a
), 52 ( 71

b
to end ) and 53.

We shall first turn our attention to the chapters of the second

group, and especially to chapters 50 ( verses 72ff ) and 271-273
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dealing with the future dynasties, because their date will help us

to the date of the present Matsya-Purana.

The striking agreement between the chapters common to the

Maisya the Vayu-Pura$a naturally raises in our mind the

question as to whether these two Puranas borrowed their accounts

from the same original source or one of them copied from the

other* As a solution Mr. Pargifcer has put forth the theory that

about the last quarter of the 3rd century A. D. the Matsya bor-

rowed from the Bhavisya the shorter account ( of the future dyna-

sties ) which ended with the downfall of the Andhras and the

local kingdoms that survived them a while.
6The Bhavisya account

was then extended down to the time when the Gupta king-

dom had acquired the territories assigned to it, and its language
was revised ; that would be ( say ) about 320-325 A. D The Vayu
copied that extended and revised account from the Bhavisya al-

most immediately, and that is the version found in eVayti ( i e.

a Ms of the Vayu-P, preserved in the India Office Library
called eVayu by Mr. Pargiter for differentiation). Afterwards s

the language of the Bhavisya version was revised again
-about 330-335 .......This second revision was

soon adopted by the Vayu and is the version found now in Vayu
Mss generally.

' l This theory, with ail its attractiveness and rea-

sonings, is not free from defects. The way, in which the Matsya
and the Vayu refer to the

4

Bhavisya,
* 2 shows clearly that

their versions were not copied verbatim from the original source^

for in the
*

Bhavisya
'

itself such references would be absurd
arid meaningless. If so s why, then, do the two versions agree al-

most literally not only in the genealogies but also in the stories

of kings, sages and demons ; viz. Matsya 47 = Vayu 96 ( ver-

ses 192ff) 98 ( on Visnu ?

s different incarnations and the war bet-

ween the gods and the demons ) ; Matsya 48, 30 - 89 = Vayu 99,

35-98 ( containing the story of the birth of Dlrghatamas, his

practice of go-dharma and his begetting of five sons on the maid-

*, Pargifcer, Dynasties of the Kali age, Introduction p. xiiL

. Viz: in 'tSu sarvan kirtayisyami Bhavisye kathitan nypan'- Matsya 50,

75= Vnyu 99, 267; the Vayu reads 'pathitSn* for * kathitan *; HasyanvavSye
iraksyami Bbavisye kathitan nrpan' Matsya 50, 77= VUyu 99 @ 270; the Vayu
reads *tavate' for s

kathitatn'. And 4

Bhavisye t prasainkhyStSh puraijajSaih.

snitarsibhih'-Jfa^st/a 273, 37= Vayu 99, 417; the lattef reads bhavisyals-tatra

saipkhya'tlh
11

for *Bhaisy0 etc".
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servant and the wife of Vail ) ; 49, 15-34 = Vayu 99 ,

139-158 ("afcory of the birth of Bharadvaja ) ; so on. The gen-

ealogies of kings are given in some other PuraBas also and there

are ? of course^ certain verses which found common to two or

more of them, but the striking agreement which is found between
the Matsya the Vayu is to be met with nowhere else. So the

mutually agreeing Mathya Vayu versions^ which not

copies made from the original source, could not "be based inde-

upon this source-because in that they coulci

never so literally-but one of them must have drawn
the other.

The expressions
*

.,,,,,Bhavisye katMfcan nrpan,
* *

Bhavisye te

prasamkhyat&h" .......
'

etc, occurring both in the Vayu and the

Matsya, should not be taken to be due to the independent use of

the same original ( be it the Bhavisya-Purana or anything else )

by these two Puranas. But the reason is that, as we shall see

below, the version of the Vdyu was based on some original to

which it refers as
&

Bhuvisya
* and the version is only a

copy of the Vayu version So the references also have been retain*

ed in Matsya.

It may be questioned f

s

If one of the Matsya and the Vayu used
the other as the source^ then how we to explain the differ"

ences between the two Ptiranas in readings and additional verses ?
?

The answer is that such differences are to be ascribed to the later

additions, alterations, losses and mistakes made by the scribes-

Even the different Ms of a particular Purana are always found
to differ not slightly in readings and numbers of verses, but

inspite of suoh differences the work is originally the same. So9

the and Vayu versions should not be taken to be dis-

tinct from, and independent of, each other merely on account

of suoh differences. On the other hand, a comparison of read-

ings and verses given from different Mss In fehe AnSS edit-

ions of the Vnyu and fehe Mat&ya lessens such variations to a

very great extent. It should be remembered that no one Ms of

a Ptirana is reliable for such comparisons for it is not seldom
found that while one Ms preserves a correct reading in a place
another makes a mistake and the verses omitted by one Ms in a

place are found in another* For example, Vayu 99, 15 (=Brahma^a
III, 74S 14 = Matsya 48, ll

b~12a
; the Matsya reads

'

Kolahalaaya
'

for
*

Kalanalasya
'

of the Vayu and the Brahmai$4) was not
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found in the Ms C of the Vayu ( vide Vayu-P, , p, 370, foot-note ) ;

V&yu 99, 17
a

(
= Brahmanda III, 74

3
16

a = Malaya 48, 14
b

; read-

ing differs ) was not found in the Ms B of the same Puraita ;

and so' on. Similarly, Mateya 49, 52b~59 (= ayu 99,175-182;

readings differ ) were not found in the Ms C ( vide Maisi/a-f. ,

InSS ed. p. 102 S
foot note) ;

and so on. On the other hand Mat.

49, 61-69, which are not found in the Voyu-P. ,
were also not-

found in the Mgs D and E of the Matsya ( vide Matsya-P. ,
AnSS

ed,
, p. 102, foot-not ) ;

Mat* 50, 41
b

, not occurring In the Vayu

did not also occur IB the Mss A and B ( vide Matsya-P. , AnSS

ed.
, p. 105, foot-note) ; and so on. As regards the readings also

a good number of such examples may be given.

As to the inter-relation among the Vayu, Brahwa^da^ and Matsya,

it may be said that the Vayu and Brahmanda, though originally

one, were separated long ago. Since separation they have been sub-

jected, separately and independently, to additions, alterations, losses

and mistakes made by the scribes. As the same additions* alter-

ations etc, were not, and could not possibly be, made in these two

separate works by different hands belonging to different climes

and ages, where one Is found to preserve the original text and

readingj the other makes a mistake. It is only for this reason

that,
Si

where the Vayu and Brahma^d differ, one of them

not seldom agrees with the Matsya
"
which also has not escaped

additions, alterations etc ; that
"
single Mss of them sometimes

vary BO as to agree with the reading of the Matsya ;

>?

and that
*'

one Purana occasionally omits a verse which appears in one or

both of the two others, yet a single Ms ( or a very few Mss ) of it

has at times preserved that verse,,...
n

\

From all that has been said above it follows that the Mat$ya

and Vayu versions were not based independently OB the same

original source nor were they copied verbatim from it, but

that either the Matsya version was copied from that of the

Vayu or vice versa. We shall now try to see which one is the

borrower. In Maisya 142 (
= Vayu 57, 1-85 ) the genealogies of

the sages are referred to as narrated before
2
but there is no

1
Patgiter, Dynasties of the Kah ag, Introduction s p. vt,

2 Of. kramSgatain mayapy-etat tobhyaip noktaip yuga-dvayaip, rsi-vaip-

sa-prasangena vySkulat?5t tathatmanali Matsya 142, 39= Vayu 57, 38. The

latter reads 'hi' for 'apt,' *proltam
s
for 'noktaip' and 'tathaiva, ca

8

for "tathl-

tmanaL
1
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chapter in the Matsya dealing with and preceding
14& 9 whereas in the Vayu there is a chapter ( via. 28 ) which
deals with rsi-vamsa. In the Matsj/a the genealogies of sages
are given as late as in chapters 195-202 which, on account
of their position and elaborate character, seem to be later addi-
tions. Moreover, the opening verses contain Manu ?

s mention
of Siva's curse on the sage a curse which has really not been
referred to by fehe Fish anywhere In the Matsya-P. These chap-

( 195-202 ) , which practically treat of the gotras and prava-
ras, may have on the works on pravaras ascribed to

Baudhayana, Kafeyayana, Visvamitra, others (

s

pwr
vara-gotrayoB. samanatvasamanatve Baudh^yana Katyayana-
Yisvamltra-GaFgadi-pranltesu pravara-granthesu prasiddhe

'

Vide Parasara-bhasya of Madhavacarya, Vol. I, part ii . p.

72^).
Again, in Matsya SO, 68-71 (

= Vayu 99, 260-263; the
Vayu differs In readings in several places ) the sages* wishing
to hear oi the future, put to Suta several questions about ( 1 ) the
future kings -their names and the periods of their reigns, and
( 2 ) the future ages-their characteristic signs, their merits
defects, and the happiness anci miseries of fehe people during these
ages. Consequently, Suta, promising to narrate to them the fu-
ture Kali age, the future manvantaras and the future kingships

1

,

begins with the future kings and answers all the question in
Matsya 50 ( verses 77 to end = Vayu 99, .270-280*) and 271-273
(
= Vayu 99, 281 to end ). About the future manvantarag, which

Suta himself wants to narrate, nothing Is said in the Matsya-P. ,

whereas In the Vayu these are- dealt with in the following chap-
ter ( viz. chapter 100 ). From these disagreements between the
two Purana it follows that the Malaya-P. borrowed only those
chapters from the Vayu, which it found necessary^ without car-
ing for the lines containing references to other chapters of the
Vayu, So, we may hold that the Matsya borrowed the chapters
common to Itself and the Vayu from the latter and not from the

Bhavisya. And this priority of the Vftyu account explains why"
the Vnyu has Prakrltlsrns sometimes where the Matsya has

correct Sanskrit
" 2

1 Of. Matsya 50, 72-76 = Vayu 99, 264-269; the readings differ in a
few oasas.

& Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali age, Introduction, p. xiv,
'
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Tit above view is supported further by the Vfiyu MBS them-

One F8jy Ms (referred to as eVayu by Mr. Pargiter

and belonging to the India Office Library ) is described as

follows :

"
Very valuable because it has readings different from

the printed editions and some verses not contained therein
; and

where it differs therefrom, it often agrees with the Matsya

........
f * l

Moreover, in that portion of the account* which deals

with the evils of the Kali age and a chronological-astronomical

summary of the age,
"
the account in eVayu has the full descri-

ption with the exception of a few verses.
n From these It follows

that the agreement between the Vayu and MaUya versions was

once much greater than it is BOW and that the text of the Vayu
has been much tampered with, with the result that it has suffered,

not without occasional gain, through additions, losses and mis-

takes. It should be noted here that the Vayu Ms referred to can

not be proved to have preserved the original readings of the Vayu
and that there might have been other Mss containing better

readings.

Before finishing this topic we are confronted with another

problem, viz, why Vayu 99
S 365-391, which carry the narrative

down to the rise of the Guptas, do not occur in the Matsya-P, ,

though the latter drew upon the former. The explanation is

that the Vayu version of the dynasties of the Kali age must have

had two stages of termination. IE its earlier stage it ended with
the downfall of the Andhras and the local kingdoms that survi-

ved them a while, and it was in this stage thai the Mateya copied
the Vayu version. In the second stage the Vayu account was
extended to the rise of the Guptas by the addition of verses

365-391 of Vayu 99. There being no mention of Sanmdragupta's
conquests in this later addition, Mr, Pargiter thinks, and not

unreasonably, that this addition was made not later than 335

A. D,
g

Hence the date of the Vayu version in its earlier stage
should be placed not earlier than the middle of the 3rd century
A. D. when the Andhra kingdom fell and not later than 335 A. D.

,

and most probably about the last quarter of the third century

1 Ibid.
, Introduction p. nxiii.

2
Ibid., Introduction, p. xiii
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A, D.
l

So, the date of the Matsya version, also falls either in the

last quarter of the 3rd or the first quarter of the 4th century

A, D. The occasional crude style of the version and the

agreement between the Vayu and Brahma^a as regards the

extended portion of the dynastic account need not go against

the priority of the shorter account of the Vayu. We have seen

that the text of the Vayu was revised and emended more than
once* Hence it is at all improbable the crude portions

also should have been Further, the Vayu BrjMma-
nda separated undoubtedly after Vayu account
been extended to the rise of the Guptas also even after the

text of Vayn had to be tampered with, for the jBrahmv-

nda not only contains the portion of the dynastic ac-

count of the Vayu but agrees more closely with the printed
of Vayu with the Ms ( eVa^u of the India Office Library)
referred to.

The view of Mr. Pargiter that the Bhavisya was subjected to

two revisions in the earls/ centuries of the Christian is purely
an assumption without any evidence in its support. The accounts
in the three Puranas Matsya, Vayu, and Brahmanda also do
not seem to have been compared at times s because in that

the readings of the Matsya, while agreeing more with those of

the Ms e ayu would not have differed so much from those of

the printed editions of the Vayu, and the Brahmanda and there

would have been every possibility of extending the Matsya
account to the rise of the Guptas.
We have seen above that the chapters of the second group

in the Matsy i-P. ( L e. those chapters on genealogies of kings
in the Matsya which are common to itself and the Vayu ) were
borrowed from the Vayu about the last quarter of the 3rd

century A. D. Now, the chapters of the first group ( I e,

chapters 11-12, 23-24 and 43-46 ) may either b contemporane-
ous with those of the second or they may hail from different

ages* The close relation of contents of the chapters of the two

groups, however, tends to point -to the former alternative. In the

first group ? chapter 11 opens with a request to Suta to describe

the Solar and Lunar dynasties, and chapter 12 accordingly
1

Ibid.* IntrodiictiQn, p. ziii.
2 Ibid., Introduction, p. xiii.
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the of Iksvaku of the Solar dynasty,

the Lunar dynasty is taken up. Accordingly; in chapters 23-24

the story of the birth of Btidha is narrated and his descendants

down to YatiUj Turvasu, Druhyu s ABU and Puru are named;

and chapters 43-46 name the descendants of Yadu and give

accounts of some of them. Let us now pass on fco the second

group* in which chapter 47 narrates the stories of the Yadavas
?

of KrSBa s ot the wars between gods and demons* etc; chapter 48

names the descendants of Turvasu, Drahyu and Ann with their

accounts; chapters 4S-50 ( verses 1-67 ) name the descendants of

Puru down to Adhisomakrsna; chapter 50 ( verses 68~0nd ) names

the future kings from Adhisomakrsna to Kseraaka; and chapters

271-3 further continue the names and aecounts of the future kings

and races*

The above contents will show how closely the chapters of the

two groups are related, Without the chapters of the second

group* the accounts given by those of the first are incomplete,

for the descendants of Turvasu, Druhyu, Anu and Puru are no

less important than those of Yadu but are equally required for

the fullness of the account. It is, therefore } highly probable that

the original author, or rather compiler, of: the present Mat$ya-P.

wrote, or borrowed from some unknown source* the chapters of

the first group and supplemented them with those of the second.

Consequently, the date of the earlier form of the present Matsya-P*
seems to be the same as that of ifatsya's borrowing the chapters
of the second group from the Vayu i, e, about the last quarter of

the 3rd or the first quarter of the 4th century A. D.

Let us now pass on to the Smrti-chapters s which form the

major portion of the present Matsya-P. In this Purana sraddha is

dealt with in chapters 16-28$ vrata in chapters 7, 54-57, 60-66,
69-81 and 95-101; dana in chapters 53, 82-92, 205-206 and 274-289;
tlrtha in chapters 13 ( verses 10-end ), 22, 103-112 ( on Prayaga-
mahatmya ) , 180-185 ( on Avimuktaksetra-mahatmya ) ,

and
186-194

( on Narmada-mahatmya ); asrama-dharma in chapter 40;
snana In chapters 67 9 68 and 102; pratistha in chapters 58-59 and
264-270; strldharma in chapter 7 ( verses 37-49 ); naraka in

chapter 39; grahayajla and ssanti in chapters 93, 94 and 228-239:

raja-dharma in chapters 215-243; vyavahara In chapter 227;
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utsarga in chapter 207; yuga-dharma In chapters 142 S 144 S 145

and 165; prayasoitfca in chapter 237 ( verses 34ff ) , and vastu In

chapters 252-257 and 268-270.

Before proceeding- to discuss the dates of these chapters we
should turn our attention to the chapters common to the Matsya
and the Padma-P* ( srsti-khaxstda ) in order to see whether the
former borrowed these chapters from the latter or vice versa. The
chapters common to the two are the following:-

Mat. 5-6= Pad. 6

7-9 = ., 7

10-12=
,

8

IS ( verses 1-9 ) anci 14-17 =?
, 9

9

18-21 = Pad. 10 ( except verses i5-20a )

Mat. 22 ( except verses la and 2-10a ) Pad.= 11 ( ex ffl verses 2-3

and 10-lla )

Mat 23 and 24 ( verses 1-54 )
= Pad, 12 ( verses 1-96 )

Mat 43 ( ex. verses 1-4 )
= Pad. 12 ( verses 97-end )

Mat 44 ( ex. verses l-14a ), 45- 46 S
47 ( verses 1-181 er. 9b and

lOb-lla )
= Pad. 13 ( verses 1-279 )

Mat 100
5
101 ( ex. verses 70 and ?3b-74a ) 8 and 102 ( ex. verses

27b-30a )
= Pad. 20 ( ex. verses l-3 5 129, 136-9 and 171-2 }

Mat- 81, 82 ( ex. verses 23a~and 24), 83-92, 74-75. 76 ( er.

verse 13 ) and 77-80 Pad. = 21

Mat 61-64, and 66 = Pad. 22 ( ex. verses 63 and 165-175 )

Mat 69-70 = Pad. 23

Mat 71-72 = Pad. 24

Mat 55 = Pad. 25 ( ex. verses 34-37 )

Mat. 57-58 = Pad. 26-27

Mat 59 = Pad. 28 ( ex. verses 23-end )

Mat 60 = Pad. 29

Mat 164 ( ex. v rse 3 X and 165-178 = Pad, 39-41

Mat 146 ( verses 41-end )
= Pad. 42 ( verses 5-40 )

Mat, 147 ( er. verses 5b, 6b-9, 10b, llb-14a and 15-16 )
= Pad.

42 ( Tersee 41-59 )

? | Annalu, B. O. R- I.
J
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Mat 148 (ex. verses Ib, 4-6a, 8-10, 12-19, 22a, 25-37, 39b-41a,

44-50 53, 57-58a, 66-72, 85b-97 )
= Pad 43 ( verses 66-104, ex. 64,

68b-69 f 74-75 and 87 ).

Mat 153 (verses 222-228
a

)
= Pad. 42 (verses 105-end, ei.

I09b~ll0 ).

Mai 154 (ex. verses 25-26, 29-31a, 51, 82
S 127b, 173-174, 180b-

181a, 198a, 200 5
201b 5 216, and so on )

= Pad. 43 ( ex, verses 5b,

lOb, 16a $ 17b s 30a, 226 and so on ).

Mat 155-160 ( ex. verse 32 )
= Pad. 44 ( ex. verse 125 )

Mat 161 ( ex. ^erses 70b, 72b-73a, 78a and 87 ), 162 ( ex. verses

35-38 ) and 163 ( ex. verses l-25a )
= Pad, 45

Mat- 179 ( verges l-l3a )
= Pad 46 ( verses 1-4 and 73-81 )

The multifarious subjects and stories dealt with in these

chapters prove that they could not be based independently

on tradition but one of them must have drawn upon the other,

A comparison between the two Puranas s however, shows

that the Padma ( srsti ) is the borrower. In those chapters which

are common to the Vayu, Matsya and Padma ( srsti )\ the

Padma follows more the Matsya than the Vayu. We have seen

above that the Matsya drew upon the Vayu. So it stands that the

Matnya first borrowed these common chapters from the Vayu and

the Padma ( srsti ) next took them from the Matsya A comp-
arison of chapters common to the Harivamsa, Matsya and Padma

( srsti )

s
also shows that the Padma resembles more the

Matsya than the Harivamsa. The reading
'*

Puranara paus^

kare caiva maya Dvaipayanac-chrutam
"

of Hv. Ill, 14 66
a

need not mislead us to hold that the Hv. was based on the Padma

( srsti ), for both the Mateya and the Padma ( srsti ; read
"
Puranam purusaS-caiva maya ( Padma reads mayam ) Visnur-

Harih prabhuh
s?

in the corresponding passages. Besides the

above evidences there are also others to show that the Padma

(srsti) is the borrower. Both in Vayu 9 ( verses 9, 12,15,19
and 31) and Mateya 47 (verses 174, 179, 182, 186 and 197)

Sukra, the preceptor of the Asoras, is said to have lived invisi-

bly with Jayantl for ten years ? whereas in Padma (srsti) 13

73 and 96-98, Matsya 14-15 and 47 and Padma ( spsfei ) 9
( verses

11-71 } and 13 ( verses 135-279 )

2 Hv. Ill, 4147 and 744, Matsya 161-171 and Padma ( srsti ) chapters

45,39 wad 40,
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( verses 274 f 277 and 283 ) the period is lengthened to hundred

years. The occurrence of the words
*

6ata varsani
*

and
*

satam ?

in three places in the Padma ( srsti ) shows it is

not due to the mistake of the scribes but is to be ascribed to the

spirit of exaggeration of the people of later ages. Further* in

some of the chapters of the Padma ( srsti ) which traceable

in the Mafsya and the Visnu-P.^ the names of Visira have

changed for those of Brahma 9 while in others the names or glori-

fications of Visnu have -left unchanged* Even in

chapters wherein such changes have niade 9 there

left to testify to their originally Vaisnava character ( ci\

srsti 9 7, 115-' Brahmadya Visnti-sayiijyam tato yasyanti vai nrpa;

9, 109
;

etc ) . Such Vaisnava character of these cliapters shows
that they did not belong to the Padma ( srsti ) , which., we
see afterwards, was originally meant for the revival of the

Brahma-worship. That the Padma ( srsti) borrowed the common
chapters from the Malaya does not seem to have been unknown
to the early Smrti-writers, For example, Anirudhabhatta s who
lived about 1150 A. D., quotes Padma ( srsti ) 10, 33b and refers

to ( srsti ) 10, 15-203
saying

"
yat-tu Padma-Purane-

'

sainpujya dvija-dampatyaip nanabharana-bhusitam ?

ity-evam~
antam J^afs^a-Purana-tulyam---abhid]aay--*adliikain sayya-dana -

vidhanam-ukfcam tat parvatlyanam-eva Kamarupadi-vaBinarn
Brahmanadinam-avasyan-ustheyam-iti tatraivoktam ??

( Hara-
iata 3 p e 199 ). The evidences adduced above are perhaps suffi-

cient to prove that the Padma ( srsti ) is the borrower. It is

probably due to plagiarism of this Purana that it has been

rarely drawn upon by the early Nibandha-writers.

Let us now proceed to discuss the dates of the Smrti-chapters.
We shall first take up the chapters ( 16--22 ) on sraddha. These

chapters were written by a Vaisnava ! and introduced into

the Matsya-P* in connection with the Pitrvamsa ( the genea-

logy of the Pitrs) given in chapters 13-15. The spurious chara-

cter of all these chapters from 13-22 seems to be proved by their

very position,, At the outset of chapter 11. Suta Is requested to

1 Of. 'varjayet krodhaparatStp smatan-N^fSya^aiii Hariip
3

16, 45b; atah-

param pfavaksyEmi Yisgirn^ yacHidfritam 17, lb ; ityEfaa Kesavah 17,

30b>; an4 io on,
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the Solar and Lunar dynasties. Chapter 12, accordingly

dealing with the Solar race, ends thus
"
iti-'-Surya-vamSa-

nuklrtenam nSma dvadaSo'dhyayah.
"

, But the Lunar race

is taken up as late as in chapter 23, Hence the intervening

chapters 13-22 seem to have been interpolated later on, The

spurious character of these chapters is further proved by the

fact that they are wholly unconnected and are introduced all

on a sudden without any hint being given beforehand, So, their

date is to be placed later than the first quarter of the 4th cen-

tury A, D. Again, chapters 16-22 ( dealing with sraddha ) and

chapters 13-15 ( on Pitr-vamSa ) do not appear to have hailed

from the same date. At the beginning of chapter 13 Mann
requests the Matsya to tell him about the Pitr-vamsia and the

Srfiddha-devatva of the Sun and the Moon. The latter accord-

ingly narrates the Pitr-vamsa in chapters 13-15, refers to the

Sun and the Moon in the course of chapter 15 ( viss : in 15, 43
a

and 32
a

) and finishes saying
"
havismatamadhipatye ftr&ddha-devah srnrto ravih,

etad-vah sarvam-akfayatain Pitr-vanisanuklrtaEam,

punyam pavitram-ayusyam klrtanlyam sada nrbhih.
"

(15, 43),

As in chapters 3.3-15 there is no reference to the chapters on
sraddha, as the Pik-mmsa Is complete in chapters 13-15, and
as there is no second reference to ufae sraddha-devatva of the Sun
and the Moon anywhere in chap, 16-22, we may hold that chap.
13-15 formed a distinct unit by themselves and were originally
not followed by any chapter or chapters on Sraddha. It iss there-

fore, probable that chap. 16-22 on sraddha were interpolated later
than chap, 13-15. If periods of at least 50 years each be allowed
between the chapters on the genealogies of kings and chap. 13-15
and between the latter and chap. 16~2^

s then these chapters on
sraddha can not possibly be earlier than the beginning of the 5th

century A. D. Now, Devanabiatta quotes numerous verses from
Matsna-P. chapters 15-19 and 22 in his Smrti-candrika I and IY,
Jlmttavahaaa from chapters 17 and 22 in his KSlarvtveka, Ani~
ruddha from chap. 18 in his Haralata, Ballalasena from chap, 22
in his Dana-sagam, Apararka from chap. 15-18 and 22 In his
commentary on the Yajnavalkia-mrii, Haradatta from chap. 18
in his commentary on the Qautama-dharma-suira, Kuliukabhatta
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from chap. 17 and 18 In Ms commentary on the Manu-smrti,

Madhavaoarya from chap. 16, 1? and 18 In his Parasarabhasya,

Madanapala from chap. 16 and 17 in his Madana-parijatu^ Srldatta

CJpadhyaya from chap, 16 In his Krtyacara, Gande&vara from

chap. 17 in Ms Krhja-ratnakara^ Nrsiinlia Vajapeyin from chap.

18 in his Nityacara-pradipa* and Govindanaiida from chapters 15,

16, 17, 18 and 22 in his jDana-kriyaIca'tmudl and 6raddha~Jcriya,~-

kaumudi. The^e quotations made by the Nibandha-writers from
different parts of India^ show that chap. 16-22 must be dated not

later than 1000 A, D. A.gain 5 chap, 16-22 are among those which
found common to the Matsya and the Padma ( srsti ). The

quotations made by the early Nibandha-writers like Aniruddha-
bhatta, Apararka, Baliaiasena 9 Devanabhatta and Srldatta Upa-

dfayaya, from the common chapters of the Padma ( srsti ) show
that the Padma ( srsti ) borrowed these chapters so early that this

Purana, with Its new additions, had sufficient time not only for

circulation in all parts of India but also for replacing the earlier

form of the Purana* If at least a ceatury and a half be allowed

for such effective circulation^ then the lower limit of the date of

borrowing Is to be placed not later than about 950 A. D, Con-

sequently, the common chapters of the Matsya are to be dated

earlier still. As chap. 16-22 betray Vaisnava authoreMp it is

probable that they come from the same date as the chapters on

vows and gifts.
]

We shall now take up the chapters on vows, gifts, bath ? etc.

The position of chapters 51-270 between the chapters 43-50 on the

one hand and chapters 271-273 on the other appears to prove their

spurious character, for the latter two groups of chapters are inii"

1 If the word '

Brahmariya
'

used along with the words * Siva-bhakta *,

"Surya-bhakta' and 'Vaisnava' in Matsya 16, 9-10 is taken to mean 'the wor-

shipper of Brahma'., then we must admit, that the worship of Brahma was
still prevalent, otherwise his -worshippers would not have been classed with

the 'pafikti-pavanas.' Hence Matsya 16-23 could not be later than 650 A. D.

Though the Padma-P. ( srsti ) reads 'Brahmana' in the corresponding line

( of. Pad srsti, 9, 87b ) the reading 'Brahmanya of the Matsya is the correct

one, for this latter reading is supported by Devanabhatta ( Smrti-candrika

IV, p. 156 >, Apararlra ( p. 443 ) and Govindananda { J&raddha- Kriya-kaumudi;

p. 35 ). The change from 'Brahraauya* to 'Brahmaiia* made by the Padma
( srsti } is most probably due to the fact that in the just preceding line it

changes 'Siva-bhakta' to 'Brahma-bfaakta*.
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mately connected with each other. The Lunar dynasty is taken

up in chap. 23 and is described IB chap. 23-24 and 4340. IB

Matsya 50 8 68-71 the sages request Suta to tell about the

future kings and ages. In compliance with this request Suta

undertakes, in Matsya 50
} 72-76, fco speak on the future Kali"

yuga and the tuanvanfearas and also to give accounts not only of

the future kings in the families of Ila, Iksvaku and Puru but

also of the Andhras, Sakas, Yavanas* Pailndas, Kaivartas,

ibhlras and others* who attained regal power. He then gives the

list of the future kings of only the line of Puru in Matsya 50, 77

to end } the chapter ending thus
*

"
ityesa Pauravo vainso yathavad-iha klrfcifcaJi,

dhlmatah Pandu-putiasya Arjunasya mahafcmanali
5?

.

At the beginning of chapter 271 the sages say to Suta :

"
Puror-vamfesr-tvaya Suta sa-bhavisyo niveditaii,

Surya-vaip.se nrpa ye tu bhavisyanti hi tan vada
' ?

and the latter continues to give lists and accounts of the other

future kings and the future ages in accordance with the promise
he makes in 50, 72-76. From all this it is quite evident that

chapters 271-3 have been separated from chap, 50. Of course,

this separation might be due to the misplacement of chap. 271-3
which is not quite unlikely, We should, therefore, turn our

attention to other things. The internal evidences show that at

least a good number of the chapter on dana, vrata, snana etc.

were inserted into MatayarP. at the same time. In Matsya 53, 1

the ask Suta not only to enumerate the PuraBas but also

to
**

deal exhaustively with the piety of making gifts
'"

( daaa-

dharmam aaesam tu ). Consequently, ia chap. 53, 3ff Sats speaks

of the PuraDas and Upa-PuraBas and the gifts of these on parti-

cular occasions. Next, proceeding to on the gifts connect-

ed with vows and fasting in chapters 54ff, he saying
'*

atatparam pravaksyami dana-dharman-asesatat i

Yratopsvasa-sainyuktaE yatha Matsyoditan-iha 1

Mahadevasya sainvad Naradasya oa dhlmatai It
M

The expression
*

pravaksyami dana-dharman-aseeataii
*

is cer-

tainly used by Suta in compliance with the request made by the

sages in 53, 1. It, therefore, shows that chap. 53 and those chapt
ers ( viz : 54-57, 61, 68 and 83-92 ) on vratas and danas ( because

the making of ceremonial gifts also is to be with
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lasting ) in which Mahadeva and Narada are interlocutors

are contemporaneous. The genuineness of these latter chapters

need not be doubted, for, the request made by Narada to SiTa in

54, 4 to tell him how the Siva and Visnirworshippers could attain

health,, beauty etc. , shows that the chapters In which Mahadeva
and Narada are to be the interlocutors should be Saiva and
"Vaisnava ; and In fact they are so with the only exception of chap.

1 ( dealing with Agastya-puja ). Chapters 83-92 were all insert-

ed at the time in a group, for they are all enumerated by
Siva afe the very beginning of these chapters ( viz : in 83, 4-6 ).

A.11 these contemporaneous chapters (viz. 5457 5 61, 68 and 83-92 )

are interspersed by many others ( viz, 58-60* 62-65 9 86-67, 69-80

and 81-82 ) on vrata, pratistha s snana and dana In which the In-

terlocutors differ l
. The unconnected position of these chapters

the breaches they create in the dialogue between Mahadeva
and Narada prove their comparatively late dates. In these com

paratlvely late chapters, again s there are some which seem to

date still later. These are chapters 65 3 73 and 76. The list of

of the Mats^a given In chapter 291 does not mention the

Akgaya-trtlya-vrata ( chap* 65 ) Guru-Sukra"puja-vidhi ( chap*
73 ) and Visnu-vrata ( chap. 99 ). Therefore* these seem to be

later additions. This doubt is further strengthened by their

absence from the Pad//, or P. ( srsti-kh. ). The late age of chap, 76

( dealing with the Phala-saptaml-vrata ) Is evidenced by the DLOH~

mention of this vrafca In Mats$/a 74, 2-3 wherein Siva names the

Saura he afterwards speaks of in chap. 74-5 and 77~80

Thus we get three groups of chapters which are arranged In

order of priority *

Chap, 54-57 are told by Mahadeva to Earada,
58-60 Matsya to Mama.

61
.
Mahadeva to KSTSrada,

62-65 MahSdeva ( Isvara ) to Uraa.

66-67 jiatsya to Manu.
MahSdeva to Narada.

69-80

81-82 .

83-92

93

94

95-112

Siva to Brahma.

Matgya to Mano
MahSdeva to N5rada.
Taisiamplyana to Saunaka.
Siva to (? ).

Nandikesvara to
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( 1 ) chap. 58, 54-57, 61, 68 and

( 2 ) chap, 58-60, 82-64, 66-67, 69~72 ? 74-75, 77-80 and

81-82,

and ( 3 ) chap, 65, 73 and 76,

Now
s Nrsimha Vajapeyin of Orlssa quotes OE0 verse from chap, 53

in Ms Nttyacara-pradlpa ; Govldananda quotes a number of Terees

from chapters 53 and 58 in his Dana-knya-^aumudt ; Candesvara

quotes the entire chapters 56 and 63 and also some verses from

chapters 53, 61 and 70 in his Krtya-ratmakara; Madanapala quotes

verses from chapter 53 in his Madana-parijata; Balialasena

quotes entire chapters 82-92 and also verses from chap. 53 in his

Dana-sagara ; .Apararka quotes almost the entire chapteis 53,

58-59 and 82-92 in his commentary on the Yajfiavalkya-smrii;

and Jlmuta-vahana quotes a verse from chap. 53 in his Kola-

viveka, These quotations made by the Mbandha-writers hailing

from different parts of India, show that the chapters of at least

the first two groups were inserted Into the Mofapr-P. much

earlier than their times. Otherwise, wide spread circula-

tion of the Purana would have been impossible. So these chapters

must be dated not later than 950 A* D. Again $ many of the chap-

ters of the first and second groups and chap. 76 of the third

group have been borrowed by the Padma-P. ( srsti ) from the

Mat'Sya, We have said that this borrowing took place not later

than about 950 A, D. Hence the dale of the chapters of the

MatsyOt including chap, 76, are to be placed earlier skill and

most probably not later than at least 900 A, D. We have sale!

above that chap. 76 ( on Phala-saptaml-vrata ) was added later

than hap. 74-5 and 77-86 which belong to the second group.

Hence the date of at leart these of the second group

and consequently also of those of the first, is to be placed

further up. The acala-danas ( gifts of hlUockflrchap. 83-92 )

require the images of Brahma, Visira aad which are to be

placed on the artificial hillocks to be given away ( of. 83, 15 and

91, 5 ) and in 58, 24 Brahma is found to be worshipped equally

with the other two gods of the triad. These evidences show that

the worship of Brahma did not die out at the time of insertion

of time chapters. Yaraha-mihira's mention of only the most
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prominent sects of his time f shows that the Brahma-worship
was still popular. If, as scholars hold, this god was thrown into

the back ground about the beginning of the 7th century A. D. .

then the date of chap. 58 and the chapters on acaladana can not

be placed later 650 A. D. Thus we get the lower limit.

The mention of the of the week-days in connection with
the etc. ( of. 55 S 4; 57, 4 ; 64, 5 ; 70, 33 ; etc, ) shows

were well-known chapters were added. The ear-
liest dated of a week-day being traced in in-

scription of A. B> these chapters should not be placed very
much earlier 53, 46-7 describe the Kurma-P.
in its Vaisioava form,, As we have shown that the Vaisnava
Kufma-P. was written between 590 650 A, D. chapter
can not be earlier than 550 A D. The mention of the ten in-

carnations of Visnu during the worship of the Naksatrapurusa
in Mat&ya 54 ( dealing with, the Naksatra^-purusa-vrata )

their total absence in ^rhat-samhita^ chap* 105 ( dealing with the

vrata) prove the date of the former. The Brhat-samhita
was 550 A. D. Therefore, the of Mat^/a 54 is

later 550 A. D. The inclusion of Buddha, in Matsya 54 ( on

Nak^fcra-puruga-vrata), among the ten incarnations of Visnu
also shows that this chapter could not have written earlier

550 A. D. The Mahabharata does not mention the Buddia
incarnation though it mentions Kalki in one of the spurious
verses in XII 9 141. Marka^ideya-Parana chap. 4 names a few in*
carnations beginning with Varaha and ending with Mathura
( i . Krsna ) , there being no mention of Buddha. The Viszm-P.

MagSms-ca Savitnh Sambhoh sa-bhasma-dvijSn
'Matrpjam-api Mltr-maigidala-vido V ipran vidur-Brahmanah |

S'akyan sarvahitasya s5nta-manaso Nagnan JinanSi|i vidur
ye yaip devam-upaspltah sva-vidhinS tais-tasya kSryS krlya 1!

Brhat-samhita 60, 19.

The mention of only the Bfaagavatas, and not the P^fioaratras, among
the worshippers of Visnu shows that Yamaha-mihira mentions only tbe
most powerful sects of his time. W@ know that the Bhagavatas grew in

power under the O-upta mporors who called themeelves 4

parama-bh5gm-
*

2 This essay on the Kmrma-P. ha?? been publislied in the June issue of

e Indian Historical Quarterly,
3 f Annalis, B. (X R. L J
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( about 300 A* D. ) mentions Kalki but not Buddha, The Han-

vamsa ( about 400 A9 D. ) also does not mention Buddha though it

mentions Kalki. The lists of incarnations, or rather manifest-

ationss of the Brahma-P. are the same as those in the MarkiytfeycrP.

and the Hari-vamia. The Jayakhya-samUta ( about 450 A. B 6 )

of the Pancaratras does not name Buddha* The Ahirbudhnya-

samhita which is certainly later than the Jayakhya, mentions

39 Vibhavas in which Kalki is one but the name of Buddha

is wanting, Thus the Buddha incarnation seems to have been

unknown to the beginning of the sixth century A. D. Matsy<i 47,

247, which mentions Buddha, is undoubtedly a later interpol-

ation, for there is no mention of Buddha in the correspond-

ing verse of the Vayu* Now, the mention of the Buddha in-

carnation in the G-ttagovinda of Jayadeva ( about the end of the

12th century) , the Dasavatara-carita of Ksemendra ( llth century

A. D. ) ,
a hymn by Nammalvar ( alias Saint; Satagopa, 9th

century ) ,
the Visnupura cards ( end of the 7th and beginning

of the 8tb century ) , a Pallava inscription of about the latter

half of the 7th century A. D.
* and the BhagawtarP. shows

that this incarnation attained popularity by the beginning of

the 7th century A, D. It is highly probable, therefore, that

Buddha began to be regarded as an incarnation of Yisnu from

about 550 A. D. That during this time the founders of the here-

tical religions came to be identified with Visnu is shown by

the Brlwt-mmUta ( 58, 45 ) according to which the image of

the god of the Arhats ( Arhataxn devah ) is to be marked with

the 3rf-?atsa.

From what has been said above it appears that the chapters
of the first; two groups vvere written not earlier 550 and not

later than 650 A. D.

Of the chapters of the third group, chap. 76 is 9 as we have seen,

later than the chapters (74-5 and 77-80 ) of the second group.
As it is found in the Padm,a-P. ( srsti ) , it is earlier than 950

A. D. The other two chapters ( viz. 65 and 73 ) are neither men-
tioned in the list of contents of the Matsya given in chap, 291

1 H. Krishna Shastri, the Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India

Vol. 26, p. 5.
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nor in the Padmar-P. ( srsti ). They are also not drawn "by

any Nibandfaa-writer. Therefore, they may be taken to be very
late additions.

Matsya chap. 7, verses 6-30 deal with the Madanadvadasl-vrata
observed by Diti for getting a son capable of killing the enemies
of the Daityas, As in none of the other Puranas Diti is found to

observe this vow, this portion of Matsya 7 seems to have been

interpolated later on. This interpolation ^as most probably made
not than 900 A, D. , for these verses also occnia in the Padma-
P. ( srsti ).

Matsya 95-101 deal with vratas- Sa!va ? Saura and Vaisnava*
All of these chapters do not seem to have come from the same
date. In Matsya 95 Siva 9 the speaker in the earlier chapters on
vrata and dana, refers Narada to Nandike&vara, who is to speak
on the 'Mahessvara-dharma*. Consequently, Narada asks Nandike-
svara to tell Mm about

'

M3hesvara-vrata,
' and the latter des-

cribes the
*

Siva-caturdasl-vrafca
?

( chap. 95 ) and the
*

Sarva-

phala-tySga-vrata
*

( chap. 96 ) both of which are Saiva. But
in chap, 97-112, which also are ascribed to Nandikesvara
the Saura Vaisnava vratas and Prayagamahatmya are

treated of. Hence these chapters ( 97-112 ) must have been

added by the non-Saivas later than chap, 95-96. The strictly Saiva
character of chapters 95-96, as contrasted with those chapters on
vrata and dana in which Siva and Narada are the interlocutors,,

and the fact that Nandikesvara, the narrator in chap. 95-96,

is introduced to Narada by Siva s show that chap. 9596 were
added by a Saiva later than those chapters in which Siva and
Narada are the interlocutors. Therefore, these two chapters
( 95-96 ) can rot be dated earlier than 600 A. D- Now, CandesvarSi

quotes a few verses from chap* 95 and 101 in his Krtya-ratnakara^

Madanapala from chap. 101 in his Madanaparijata, and Devana-
bhatfca from chap. 101 in his Smrti'-candrika II, These quotations
show that chap. 95 and 101 are to be dated earlier than 1100 A.. D*

Chap. 100 and 101 have been borrowed by the Padmar-P. ( srsti ).

Therefore, these two chapters should not be placed later than
about 900 A. D. The Bhavi&ya-P. also has borrowed chap. 95-100.

Hence the dates of Matsya chapters 95-101 fall between 600 and
900 A. D. Chap, 95-96 being earlier than chapters 97-101, the
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former should be IB the former and the in the

latter part of this period,

Mat-sya chapters 205--206 on gifts and chap, 207 on the dedica-

tion of bulls ( vrsotsarga
1

) seem to have been misplaced* Chapter

115 opens thus J

Mamtr -uvaca

caritain Budha-putrasya Janardaaa srutam 1

sratat SrSddha-vidhih punyah sarva-papa-prana^anahll
dhenvah prasuyaoianayaii phalam danasya me srutem 1

krsnajina-"pradanam-ca vrsotsargas-tathaiva ca I

sratva rupam narendrasya Budha-putrasya Kesava I

kautuhalam samutpannam tan-mamacaksva prcchatah II

etc. etc.

This opening shows that this chapter was Immediately preceded by
the story of Pururavas (the son of Budha ) in which he was pra-

ised for his physical beauty, and also by chapters on sraddha,

prasuyamana-dhenu-dana, krsnajina-dana and vrsotsarga* Now,
the story of Pururavas is found In chap, 24 ( verses 11-32 ) , srad-

dha ia chap. 16-22, prasuyamana-dhenu-dana in chap, 205 $

KrsBajma-dana in chap. 206 and vrsa-laksana in chap. 207.

That Mateya 24 ( 11-32 ), dealing with the story of Pururavas,
is aimed at by the expression

s

oaritam Budha-putrasya
eta

'

is shown by the fact that it is in this portion ( viz.

24, 12 ) that Pururavas is called very beautiful so much
so that Urvasl, the divine nymph, falls in love with him.

There are also other evidences to show chap, 205-207

.immediately followed the chapters (16-23) on sraddba, Matsya
204, in which the Pitr-gSthas only are laid down tut which ends
with the verse

"
etavad-uktam fcava bhtmi-pala sraddhasya

kalpam muni-sampradistain etc
? '

points to chap. 16-22 termed
*

sraddha-kalpa
?

and is, therefore, a continuation of these chap-
ters. The mention of the prasuyamana-dhenu-dana, krsnajina-
dana and vrsotearga in this chapter ( i. e. chap. 204 ) shows that

it preceded chap. 205-207 dealing with these topics. Hence the

real order of these misplaced chapters seetns to have been as

follows :

Chap. 16-22, chap. 204-207, chap. 24 and chap, 115-120. This

order is supported by the V^urdharmoitara which borrows,
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the 207 ( 24
b-end ) and 115-120 from

the Matsya in which the story of Pururavas is Immediately

preceded by vrsotsarga.
s

We have above that chap* 205-207 stand in close

connection with, the chap. ( 16-32 ) on sraddha. This connection

shows that the former could by no means be earlier than

the latter, it is highly probable two groups

of from the That chap. 205-207

the 1100 A, D, is doubt-

for Govindananda quotes verses from 205-207

in Ms ^uddhi-knya-kaum^di^ Sulapani

quotes two lines from chap, 206 in his Prnya&cttta-w&eka, Bal-

lalagena quotes the chapters 205 ( 1 ) 206

( except the last verse ) three verses from chap. 207 in his

Dana-mgara, Apararka quotes chap, 205 ( ex* verse 1 ) and

206 ( except the first and last verses ) in MB commentary on Yaj.

Matsya 274-289 deal with the sixteen matadanas ( great gifts)

which, requiring tbe worship of Visnu, are certainly Vaisoava
in character* The mention of these 16 mahadanas in chap. 274

( 4-10 ) shows all of the chapters 274-289 come from the

same date* These chapters are frequently drawn upon by the

Nibandha-writers early and late. Govindananda quotes verses

from Matsya 274 in Ms &uddhi-kriya-kaumudi 9
Ballalasena gives

the entire chapters 274-289 in his Dana-sagam, and Apararka

quotes chapters 274 ( ex. versee 3a
,
I3b and 28b ) , 275 (ex. the last

verse ) , 277 ( ex. the last verse ) , 278 ( ex, the last verse) , 279,

280 ( ex. the last verse ) and 281-289 in his commentary. These

quotations show that these chapters must be dated not later than

1050 A. D* The Linga-Purana deals with the mahadanas in II,

i Vide V*wu-dharmottara I, 146, 4 Ib-end and I, 148-154 ( verse * 1-7)

which, are the same as Matsya 20? ( 24b-end ) and 115-120 rsspectively.

The Visnu-dharmottara Is suspected to be the borrower for the following

reasons -,

(1) In the Visnu-dfa. the story of Pururava^ is further eomtlmied to

chap. 156.

(2) Though the opening verses of Vi$nu~dh.l* 148 ar the same as those

of Matsya 115, in the former there Is no chapter on prasilyamlna-dheira-dana

or kri^Ejiaa-dSna preceding chap. 148.

(3) In the Visnu-dh. the chapters on vrsotsarga and the story of

Pururavas are introduced almost abruptly.
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28ff. Ballalasena says that the mahadanas dealt with in the Lingo,

were based on those of the Maisya,
l

A.S in the Linga the maha-

danas were inserted before the time of Ballalasena the chapters

( 271-289 ) of the Matsya should be dated earlier still and reason-

ably not later than 1000 A. D. The references to the
, worship of

the Images of Brahma during the different mahadanas 2
prove

that the worship of the god was still pjpular. So these chap-

ters ( 274-289 ) can not be dated later than 650 A. D, The ten

incarnations of Visnu including Buddha and Kaiki being men*

ticned in Maisya 285, 7
5
these chapters can not be dated earlier

than 550 A. D. Therefore, their date falls between 550 and

650 A. D.

Let us now take up the chapters on tlrtha* Matsya 13, Yerses

10-end describe s quite incoherently, the story of the selHmmol-

ation of Sati, the daughter of Daksa, in which she is appeased

to name the numerous holy places sacred to herself. The position

of these verses in chapters 13 ( dealing with the Pifcrs ) and their

obvious Sakta character testify to their late date. Their late

age is further proved by their mention of Radha in 13, 38

( Radha Brndavane vane ) and their position in the Padma-P.

( srsti ). Though chap. 9 of this Purana is the same as Matsya

13 ( verses 1-9 ) and 14-17, these verses which are included in

Matsya 13, are found in the Padma-P, ( srsti ) as late as in 17,

182-216
a

. Hence we may be sure that these verses were taken

by the Saktas from a common source and Interpolated inde-

pendently in those parts of these two Puranas which the in-

terpolators thought suited for them.

Chapters 103-112 ( on Prayaga-mahatmya ) of the Maisya are

later than Kurma-P. I, 35-38 which again, can not be dated

earlier than 750, or rather 800 A. D. Hence the chapters of the

J 'brhad-api Linga-PurSnaip Matsya-PurSnoditair-mahadanaih etc.

Danasagara, fol. 3b.

2 Brahma, Siva and Visnu are to be worshipped on the altar construct-
ed during the tula-purusa-mahSdana, etc. ( Matsya 274, 30 ); in the kalpa-
pSdapa-mahSdSna, the kalpa-padapa is to be placed on a heap of coarse

sugar ( guda ) with Brahma, Visnu, Siva and Sutya ( Matsya &77
8
6 ) ; the

images of BrahmS and Anantasaktl are to be placed on a heap of salt in

hema-kalpa-lats-dana ( Matsya 286, 6) ; and the golden image of BrahmS
is to be placed on salt during the sapta-sagara-dlaoa ( Matsya 287, 7).
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Mafsya should be dated not earlier than 850 A, i>. As most of

these chapters profusely drawn upon by Vaoaspatimisra
Candesvara they are certainly not later than 1250 A D.

The chapters on Prayaga-mahatmya ( told by Matkandeya
to Yudhlsthira ) are not free from interpolations! for there

are evidences which go against the authenticity of at least

verses 1-17 of chap. 112. Though upto Mafsya 112, 17 the

Markandeya is nowhere said to have with Yiidhisthira s

in Mat&ya 112, 4 the former is said to have com to the latter,

blessed him and then repaired to his hermitage. This is quite

contradictory. Again in Matsya 112, 18 Nandikesvara says
"
ityuktvS sa mahabhago Markaiideyo mahatapali,

Yudhisthirasya nrpates-tatraivantar-adhlyata.
" The word

*

ity-uktva
* would have been meaninglees if the preceding ver-

ses were not spurious, for they are spoken by Vasudeva, Hence
it follows that Matsya 112, 1-17 are interpolated.

Matsya 180-185 ( on Avimuktaksetra or Benares ) come from
a fairly early date. A. comparison between these chapters and
Kurma-P. I, 30-34 ( on Benares) shows that the former are earlier

than the latter. Though in both the Pnranas ( Matsya 181, 6-7

and Kurma I, 30* 16 ) the Avimuktaksetra-mahatmya is said to

have been told by Siva to Uma on the mount Meiru, the chapters
of the latter consist of the glorification of some SIva-iingas, vis.

Orhkara, Krttivasesvara s Madhyamevara etc s at Benares.

They also contain some fanciful stories about the origin or power
of these lingas. Besides these, there is a story glorifying the

Pisaca-mooana-kunda lying near the Kapaidl^vara lixiga. These
names and stories* which are undoubtedly of later origin^ are

not found in the Matsya. Now, Kuvma I, 30-34 are dated not

later than the middle of the 13th cei/tury A. D e Therefore s

chapters 180-185 of the Matsya should not be placed later

than 1200 A. D. As Govindananda quotes verses from chap. 184

in his &rciddha-kriy&-kaumudi 9 Vacaspatimisra from chap. 180-

184 in his Twtha-dmtamani, Madanapala from chap. 184 in his

Madana-panjata, Madhavacarya from the same chap, in his

Parasara~bha$ya and Apararka from chap 184 in his comment-

ary on Yaj. 9 we may be sore that chapters 180-185 were

in$ertd into the Mafsya not later than at least 1075 A. D. The
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strictly Saiva character of chapters tends to show that they

700 A* D,

186-194, on Narmada-mahatmya^ "must have been

coaiposed by a Safva living somewhere about the northern bank
of the Narmada !

8 These chapters have been interpol-

ated at a very date. They seem to be later than Kurma-P.

II, 33-39, which) are than 800 A. D. Their late

date seems further to be proved by the fact that no Nibandha-

writer has been found to draw upon them.

Matsya 39 and 409 treating respectively of aaraka and asrama-

dharma, are included in the story of Yayati extending over chap.

$5-43. This story seems to have been interpolated later on s be-

cause the PadmarP. ( srsti ) in which Matsya chapters 5-24 and

44ff are found borrowed in the same order s omits this story* As
no Mbandha-writer has been found to quote from these chapters,

we are not sure about the lower limit of their date.

Snana is dealt with in Matsya chapters 67-68 and 102, Of
these ? chapters 67 and 68 have already been dated between 550 and
650 A. D. Chap. 102, being drawn upon by Govindananda in his

&uddhi-kriya-kaumudl and by Devnabhatta in Ms Smrti-candnM

II, can not be dated later than 1100 A, D. As this chapter has

been borrowed by the Padma ( srsti ), it should not be placed
later than 950 A, D. It has been shown above that chap. 97-112 are

later than chap. 95-96 which, again, are later than 600 A. D.

Therefore, chap. 102 cannot possibly be earlier than 650 A, D.

Thus the date of this chapter falls between 650 and 950 A. D.

Pratistha ( consecration ) is the subject matter of Matyya 58-59
and 264-270. Of these the former two have been dated between
550 and 650 A. D8 The latter two chapters, dealing with the con-

secration of the images of gods, are certainly contemporaneous
with chap. 58-263 In which the characteristics of the different

images of gods have been laid down. A comparison between
Bfh-it-samhita chap. 58 (dealing with pratima-laksana) and Matsya

1 Cf. chap. 186, verses 8as 10, and 11 In which the NarmadS is glorifiedevn over the Ganges, YaoranS and Sarasvatl. Also of. 186, 52a ; 190, If etc.
wherein the northern bank of the NarmadS is said to be equal to the Eudra-
ioka. The Saiva character of sh@s chapters is quit obvious.
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258-270 show the former be the latter.

The the following gods math respective

characteristics,

( 1 ) Rama, the of Basaratha f (2) Bail* the son of Virocana,

( 3 ) Balaclava, the carrier of the ploiagh, ( 4 ) Devi (i. e. LaksmI ),

( & ) Samba* ( 6 ) Pradyumna, ( 7 ) the two wives of Samba and

Pradyumna, ( 8 ) Brahma, ( 9 ) ( 10 ) ( 11 )

( 12 ) ( for the ) ,
and ( 13 ) the god of

the ( for Jains ).

The ( 3 ), ( 6 ), ( 7 ), ( 12 ) and ( 13 ) but

following s Karma, Varaha, Nrsiinha, Yamana,
Rudra, Ardlia-narlsvara, Uma-Maliesvara t Siva-Narayana^ Vina-

yaka, Yama9 Nairfca, Varuna, Vayu s Kuvera,

Gadadhara, the Hairs ( vis Brahmaril, Mafaesvarl, Kaumarl,
Vaisnavl, Varahl, Indranl, Yogesvarl, Camunda, and Kslika )

and Kusumayudha. The innovations made in the chapters of the

Mat-sya prove that they can not be earlier than 550 A. B e As

Apararka cpiotes verses from chap. 265 and 267, they can not; be

later than 1100 A D. The retention of Brahma by the Matsya

inspite of its additions and alterations in the list of gods given

by the Brhat-samhita^ shows that the Brahma-worship did not

die out. Moreover* according to the Maf&ya^ the priest is required

to be
*

Brahm-opendra~Hara-priya
?

( Matsya 265, 7 ); the Brahma
mantras are to be used in consecrating the image of Brahma
( Matsya 267 39 ) ; and the gods 9 who are to be summoned at fche

time of consecrating the image of any god, include Brahma

( Matsya 267, 4^X Ail these references prove the popularity of the

Brahma-worship at the time when Matsya 258-270 were written.

Hence chapters are fco be dated earlier than about 650 A e D,,

and thus their date falls between 550 and 650 A. ix

Mat&ya chapter 7 t verses 37-49 lay down the duties of pregnant
women. These verses* being vitally connected with the story of

the birth of the Maruts$ appear to come from the date when the

extanfc Ma$sym-P* was first written or compiled. That they
are not than 1100 A. D* and most probably also than 950 A. D.

is shown by the quotations made from them by Devanabhatta in

Me Smrti-camdrtka I and by the occurrence of these verses in

Padma ( X
4 [ Annate, B* O. R. I. J
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215-243 and 252-257, treating of raja-dharma, graha-

yajla s adbhuta-6anti, yatra-kala-vidhana, subhasubha^niriipana,

and vyavahara, must have cooie from the same date, be-

cause all these are meant for the king. The determination of even

their approiimate date is rather difficult. That they are not

later than 1000 A, D, is sure, for Bhavadeva quotes verses from

cbap. 227 in Ids Prayasdtta-praktrana, Apararka from chap. 253

in Ms commentary on Fa/., Devenabhatta from chap, 227 in his

Smrti-candrika I, and Ballalasena from chap. 228-238 in his

Adbhuta-sagara. The reference to the unpopularity of the wor-

ship of Brahma in Matsya 225, 12-14, wherein it is that

the people worshipped the fierce ( dandinah-punishing ) gods

Rudra* Agni, Surya, Visnu and others instead of the mild (pra-

sanfca-serene ) Brahma, Pusai and Aryaman f shows that Matsya

215-248 and 252-257 can not possibly be dated earlier than 600,

or rather 650, A D.

Matsya 93 and 94 deal with graha-santi and graharupakhyana

respectively, These chapters are certainly not later than 1000

A, D,, because Sulapanl quotes two lines from chap. 93 in his

Vrata-kala-viveka, Devanabhatta quotes a verse from chap. 93

in his Smrti-candrika II, Apararka quotes the entire chap, 94 and

a good number of verses from chap. 93 in his commentary, the

Trikanda-ma^idana has one verse from chap. 93 S and Vijlane-

svara quotes the entire chap, 94 in his Mitaksara ( under Yaj. I,

297-298
a

). The interlocutors ( viz, Vaisampayana and Saunaka
in chap, 93 and Siva alone in chap. 94 ), who appear abruptly

without any introduction but who are not found in the chapters

preceding or following chap. 93 and 94, prove that; these two

chapters are later than at least those chapters on vrata and dana

in which Siva and Narada are the interlocutors. These latter

chapters we assigned to 550-650 A. D, Therefore, chap, 93-94 can

not be earlier than about 650 A, D. Thus their date falls between

650 and 1000 A, D.

Yuga-dharma is dealt with in chapters 142, 144, 145 and 165.

Of these, the former three are the same as Vayu 57 ( verses 1-85 ),

58 and 59 respectively. They most probably come from the time

when the extant Matsya-P, borrowed some of its chapters from the

Vayu, Their position between Matsya 50 and 271-3 ( on the future

dynasties and ages ) must be due to misplaoemeni Matsya 165,
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which has been borrowed by the Padma ( srsti ), should be dated

not later than about 950 A. D.

In the foregoing pages we have tried to determine the dates

of the different Smrtl-chapters of the Matsya-.P. The results of

our Investigation are given below in a tabular form*

Chapt ers Periods of insertion

16-22

53
3 54-57, 61, 68 and 83-92

58-60, 62-65, 66-67, 6C-72, 74

-75, 77-80 and 81-82

76

65 and 73

? ( verses 6-30 )

95-96 and 97-101

205-207

274-289

13 ( verses 10-end )

103-112

180-185

186-194

39-40

102

258-270

7 ( verses37-49 )

215-243 and 252-257
93-94

400-950 A. D. Probably between
550 and 650 A. D,

550-650 A* D.

550-650 A. D. ( comparatively
later than the chaps, in the

second group ).

650-950 A. B.

Uncertain. Surely much later.

Most probably not later than
900 A, D.

600-900 A. D, The former two
chaps, are earlier than the

latter.

Not earlier than 400 A e D. and
not later than 1100 A. D.

Probably between 550 and
650 A. D.

550-650 A. D.

Late interpolation.
850-1250 A. D.

700-1075 A. D,

Very late (later than 800 A. D.)

Late but uncertain,

650-950 A. D.

550-650 A D.

Not later than 950 A. D, Most
probably as old as the date

of composition of thp ex-

tant Mat&ya.
650-1000 A. D.

650-1000 A. p.
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Chapters

142, 144 and 145

165

Periods of insertion

Most probably the same as the

date of composition of the

extant Matsi/u.

Probably not later than 950

A. D.

In connection with the Smrti-chapters we should like to say a

few words on the date and authenticity of some of the remaining

chapters. Matsya 52, dealing with karma-yoga, recommends the

woiship of Brahma, Visnn, Siva and Surya ?
who are to be con-

sidered as not different from one another ( Matsya 52, 23f. ). The

aathor of this chapter seems to bo a Visnu-worshipper 9 for he

defines Vasudeva as
'

afclndriya,
? *

santa ',

*

suksraa
'

/ avyakta \
4

sanatana
'

and
'

jagan-murti
'

and calls Brahma, Siva, Surya

and others his
'

vlbhuti
;

. Therefore, the date of this chap, can not

possibly be later than 650 A. D. The story of Pururavas in chap.

115-120 is of comparatively late origin. It says'how Pururavas,

the son of Budha, attained extraordinary physical beauty by

fasting on every dvada! tithi and by worshipping Visnu in the

Himalayas respectively in two of his previous births. Ballala-

sena's quotation of Matsya 115, 14 in his Dana-sagara ( fol. 23
a

),

however, shows that chap, 115-120 are at least not later than

1100 A. D. The story of Savitrl in chap. 208-214, on account of

its innovations befitting later taste, can be taken to be a late in-

terpolation. It says that A^vapati, king of Madra, worshipped

the goddess Saitrl and was gifted with a daughter who was con-

sequently named after the goddess, and that four days before the

death of Satyavan, Savitr! fasted for three days and observed

the Savitrl-vrata. Besides these there are also other innovations.

From what has been said above about the dates of the different

chapters of the MatiyarP. it appears that this Purana was sub-

jected to additions, and also perhaps to alterations, more than

once. That some of Its chapters have been lost is shown by the

quotations made by Devaimbhatta and A.pararka on dana and

ekadasS-upavasa, In the extant; Matsya there is no chapter treat-

fug of these topics.
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The extant Matsya-.P. seems to have been written , or rather

complied, originally by the Vaisnavas. At least this Impression
is created by the earlier portians that have been retained,, In

Mafs'i/a 1
3 23-25 the supernatural power which the Fish displays

In rapid growth and huge size is said to be possible only with

Vasudeva, foi% Mann
4

none other than he be such
'

;

Matsya 9, 39 says at the end of each thousand years
Manns perish Brahma and other j^ods ( Brahmadyah) at-

tain the proximity of ISDU ; in Matsya 23 S 17 Narayana is

called
* Paramatman f

: in Mafsya 24 ( verses 11, 36 etc, ) many
ancient kings, viz. Pururavas, Raji and ofchers 9 are said to

practised austerity for the favour of "Visriu ; and go on. In the

verses referred to above Visnu has been assigned the highest posi"

i:ion s and these seem to be the traces of the original Vsisnava
character of the Matsya.

On the strength of the great prominence given to the region

about the Godavarl in Matsya 114., 37-39 ( on geography ) it has

been suggested that the place of composition ol the Mafsya-P.

Ifasik '. This suggestion seems to have a very weak basis*

for these verses of the Mafsya tally with Payu 45, 112-114, and

we have seen Matsya borrowed some chapters from the

Vayu. The close agreement between the majority of the geogra-

phical chapters In the two Puranas seems to confirm the indebted-

ness of the Mafmja to the Vayu. Hence to find out the place

of origin of present Matsya we shall have to look to those of

its original chapters which have not been found to be borrowed

from any other work, Such a one Is chap. 2. In It the river

Narmada s not the famous Ganges 9 is said to remain even

after the destruction of the world ( Matsya 2 9 13 ). iSlsewhere 9 in

chap. 15 ( which most probably comes from a little later date )

this river
" which flows through the Deocan ??

is called the
4 manasl kanya

?

of the Somapa Pitrs living in the Manasa loka

( Matsya 15, 25-28 ). These passages tend to show that the Matsya-
P. was composed and circulated by some Vaisnava living some-

where about the river Farraada.

1 Hafa Prasada Sastri, A. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mssv Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Vol. V, Preface, p. 190.
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We give below a list of those verses quoted by the compai'ative-
iy early Nibandha-writers from the

'

Mat&ya-.Purarm
'

which
we have been able to trace in the Vangavasl edition of the same
Purana.

(l) Smrh-ca?.drika Maisya-P,
of Uevanabhatta )

1

p. 46 = 7,37
b
-3S

a
;
40

b
;
44

b

-45
a

; 46-47.
157 = 17, 6-8.

180 =
18, 30,

II

296 =
102, 13

322 = 101,37.
419 = 93,111.
486 = 102,2-8,
487 =

102, 9
b
~10

a
.

517 =
102, 14-21 &23b

III

II, 481 = 227, 146
a

( the other

line differs )

IV

28 = 17,4~5
a

.

29 = 17,6-8.

53
S 72, 76, 77-78-On ekadasl

82 =
22, 84

83 (twice) = 16, 21; 22
9 85

84 (twice) = 22 S 83 and 88

121 = 22,88
156 (twice) = 16, 8

b
-10

a
; (other

quotation is not found)
191 = 16

}
19

a

194-195 = 16, 19
b
-20

215 =
15, 39a

(the first line

is not found )

255 = 17,30
265 = 15 8 37

b
-38

a

270-271 =
16, 27b-2S

a

271 =
16, 28

b
-29a

272 =
19, 4

a

290-291 = 17, 14b-15a

Smrli-candrika

291. =
17,

298 =

MaUya-P,

19, 4-ll a
( except 4

b

and 5
a

)

340 = 17,28
b

358 = 17, 4()
b
-4l

375 = 17,47
b

388 = 17,49
b

389 (twice) =
16, 47

a
and 17,

53
a
-55

( ex. one

line after verse

54)

406 = 17,61
b

409 =
17, 62

412 = 16 f 56-57
a

438-439 =
17, 69

( of Bhavadeya )

P. 5 r= 227, 118b-120a

(8) Kala-nveka

(of Jimtta-vahana)

p. 101 = 17,9
292 zr

61, 49a
(the other

line is not found )

304 =
( this is same as

Brahma-P. 220, 14)

321 = 274,19
b-22a

369 s= 22
? 83

370 = 22,88
391 =

( the same as Bra-

hma-P. 220
? 5i

b
-54)

400 =
17, 4

a
( the other

line is not found )

418 = 17,9

520 =
17, 5

b
-8
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( 4 ) Haralala Jfatyy i-P.

( of Anlruddha )

p. 98 a= 18, 30

162 = 18, 5-7

198 = 18, 12b~14a

( 5 ) M'tiaksara Matsya- P.

( of Vijmanesvara )

under Yaj ffl I, 297-29Sa = Chap. 94

( (>) Dana-sagara Matsya P
( of Ballalasena )

folio 6a = 274, 1

15b-16 a = 22, 27 b
~~28

3 30
b~

36, 49-55% 57-~59 f

68, 73b-75a
, 71 a

18a = 208, 23b-24a

23a = 115, 14

27a-31b = Chap. 274

Ddna-Sagara Matsya-P.
fol 90a-90b = chap. 89

91a-91 b = 90
Q9>a---Q9t> _ Q-J

ss /A/ I/A/
J3 yjL

93a-93b = 92

( ex, verses 17-33 )

,. 94 a~95 a = 82
( ex* verses

1, 20a
, 23%

24 & 26-31 )

115 a-115b = 205

( ex, verse 1 )

117 a-117b = 207 ?

191 b-193b = 53"

3-4 and 11-56
203a-203b = 290 S

2-19
S9 214a-215b = chap. 206,

( except fche

last verse )

(7) Commentary Matsya-P9

on the ManurSmrti
( by Kullukabhatta )

Under Mann III, 265 = 17, 61

., V s 60 = 18, 30
(6') Commentary Matsya-P.
on the Yajnaualk't/asmTii

( by A.pararka )

p. 16 = 265, lb~5

139 ( This quotation tal-

lies with Vi$nwJPm

111,11, 32-35)
145 = 16, 5

201 (twice), 207 (twice) and 209

(twice ) On ekadasl
Three of the lines quoted
on p. 207 are found quoted
in the Smrti-candrika IV,
61 as from the Brahma-
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Com* on Yajnavalkya- Matsya-P.

295-296, 370, and 427

On gifts of cows, land,

house etc.

301 = chap, 205 (eioept ve-

rse 1 ).

303-305 = 82,2-25, (except

verses 12 and 24)

313-319 = chap, 274 ( except

verses 3
a

,
13

b and 28b)

320-323 = chap, 275 ( ex. the

last verse ) and chap.

276
"( except the last

verse ; one of the

quoted verses Is not

found )

324-326 = chap. 277 ( ex, the

last verse )

328-354 = chap. 278, ( ex. the

last Terse), 279,280

( ex. the last verge )

281-289,

83-87,
88

( ex, verse 1 )

89-91,

92 (ex. the last

verse )

354-356 = chap, 206 ( ex, the

first and last verses )

382-383 = 253, 19
b
-32

392-396 = chap. 53 ( er. verses

1,2,8-10, 21, 25
b
-26

and 56
b
to the end )

403-404 = chap. 290
( ex. ver-

ses 1, 13-17 and 20 to

the end )

409-413 = chap. 58 (er. verses

1-3)

Com, on Yajffawtlkyar

Smrli

414-415 = chap. 59 (ex, verses

1 and 19 )

441 = 16, ll
b
-12 ft

( the other

verse Is not found )

443 =
16, 8

b
-10

a

456 = 16, 19-20
466-467 = 22, 88

475 (twice) = 15, 34a and 35
b -

36
a

: 16, 26-29

( ex. 26
b

)

485 =
17, 26-27

a

491 = 15, 32
b
-33

a

507 = 18, 30

511 (twice) = 17, 5
b
-55 and 59

512 = 17, CO-61
514 = 16, 56-57

a

515 = 17, 65
b-66

523 =
18, 8-9

a

550 (twice) = 16, 52
b
-54

a
(the

first quoted pas-

sage is not found )

554 = 17, 36

557-558 One line coincides

with 17, 4
a

; the sub-

stance of another

quoted veise Is found

!

in 17, 2a

564 = 267, 12
b
-13

569 =s chap. 94, ( the quoted

passage has two verses

more than chap. 94 )

572 = 93, 7
b~9a and 11-12

575 = 93 S 5963
a

800 = 227,6
835 = 227, 8

856 = 227, 120b
-121 a

,
and 126

b-

127a

889 = 18f 5-6

890 = 18, 7

954 = 184, 21
b
~23

a

1043 = 227,
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(P) Tnkari(jla-mai?$ana Matsya-P*

( of Trikanda-mandana
Bhaskara Misra )

p. 238 = 93, 111

( 10 ) Haradaita f

s Matsya-P,

commentary on the

madharmasufra
Gautama II, 5 ? 12 = 18,

30

( 11 ) Matsya-P*
( of )

fol. 66b = 16, 5b

(12) Kftyar^ratnakara Mat&ya-P.
( of Caitdesvara )

foL(?) = 61 f 43ff.

fol. (-?) = 53,28-29
foL 139b s= 53,

161b
-~162a = 56, 1 to end

169a~170to = 95 1 to end
ff 176b = 53 S 31-32b

177 a
/' Reference to 82,

18ff In

dhenu-dana Is

with)

w 178a = 107, 7-8, (the verse
*

sitasite etc/ is not

found ) ;

101, 36

181a = 101, 53a-b

lt 181 a-182a = 6^
9 1 ^o

Terse 29 )

187 a = 53, 33-35

193a = 101, 79

193a~b = 53 S 36-37
197b = 17, 6-8

MO* ff = 70, 32-441

5 f Annala, B. O. B. L !

( IS ) Parasara-bhasya Matsyct-P.

( of Madhavacarya )

Vol. I, il

p. 58 = 18, 30

182 = 184, 21b-2Sa

222 = 18, 30

310 = 17, 4-5
311 = 17, 6-8

361 = 16, 19a and 19b~20
371 = 17, 30

398 = 16, 28b-29a

396 = 16, 27b-28a

405 = 17, 23 and 14 b-15 a

4 18 = 17, 28b

433 s= 17, 36
434 = 17 f 49b

; 16, 47; 17, 53-55
438 = 16, 54a

440 = 16, 55

443 = 16, 56-57 a

(14) Madana-panjata Maisya-P-
( of Madanapala )

p e 13 sa 53 ? 5M8a
( ex l*bX One

line "trptiin karoti etc/
is not found

264 SB 101, 37
375 = 184, 21b-23a

540 ( twice ) ( Brahma-P. 220,

17, 6-8
558 s= 16, llb-12m

568 = 16, 27b~28a

575 = 17, 23

631 = 17, 65b-66

(15)

( a ) Vrata-kala- Matsya-P.
vimka ( of Sulapani )

fol. 2b s= 93, 140b^141a

( b ) Sarnbandha-vweka
fol lb = 18, 30
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(c) Praya&cittavivgka Matsya-P.

p. 416 = 206, 23 b-24 a

(16) Tirtlia-ciniamani, Matsy<i-P.

( of Vacaspatimisra )

p, 8 = 106, 3, 4b-5 and 7

17 = 108, 33

23-24 = 110, l-ll a
( the verse

'

tatha drstva etc.
'

is

not found)
26 = 104, 16-17
29-31 = 106, 27-28, 30b-33 and

46-48; 107, 20-21; 108,
15 and 25-26 a

. ( Three
verses are not found )

27-29 = 107, 8 ( the other quo-
ted verses are not found)

47 = 104, 5-6 a

48-49 = 106, 34-39
49 = 106, 40-42
49 = 106. 44-45
49-50 = 107, 4-6 ( ex. 5c )

50 = 107, 9-11
50 -

107, 17-19
42-43 .= 105, 13b-14a and 16

-end
45 = 105, 13b-15
200 = 104, 14

205 = 106, 49a

216 = 106, 49 ( the other three

lines as not fouud )

236 = 82, 2-6 and 7-25 (except
verses 23a and 24 )

267 = 105, 15 ( the other ver-
ses are not found )

340 =
183, 61-62

342 = 180, 54 and 57a
(one line

is not found );

184, 56-57 u
(-one verse

is not found )

345 = 182, 27a-b

Matsya-P.
349 = 183, 71-72 and 75
351 = 183, 73

(17) Nityacara- Matsya-P,
paddhafi

(of Vidyakara Vajapeyin )

p. 127 = 182, 12 b

530 = 158, 13a

U*)_
(a) Dana-kriya- Mattya-P,
kaumudt (of Govindanan da)

p. 24 (twice) = 18, 8b ;

56 = 205, 4b-6

53, 17 a
-
b

.

70 (thrice) = 53, 51 53, 17 a-b
,

22a-b
, and 51

81 = 206 (ex. verses 1, 3-4% 91 ,

10-19, 20b
-22, 23b-28a,

and 30-31 )

84 = 206, 23b-24a

86 = 18, 12b-14a

94 (twice) = 207, 18-19a
;

207, 38
100 = 18, 16b

125 = 58, 55-56
130 = 58, 18a-b

157 = 58, 42b-43
161 = 17, 65b

164 = 58, 43b

( b ) ifuddhi-kriya-kaumudi
p. 49 = 18, 30
74 = 18, 12b

139 = 18, 7 a

163 = 18, 12b-14a

165 = 207,38-41
169 = 207, 18-19a

177 = 17, 70
178 = 18, 26

182 = 18, 16a and 22b-23*
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uddhi-kriya- Matsya-P.

kaumudi

183 = 18, 22b-23a

184 = 18, 16

194 = 22, 82-84a

284 = 274, 6b-10

350 = 102,31

( c ) Sraddfia-kriya-kaumudi

p. 11 =

27 =
28 =
32 =
35 =

41 =

59 =
81 =
84 =
98 =
103 =

122

126

127

128

137

142

150

186

= 17, 30-36

17, 63-64

17,70

17,70

16, 8-12 ( six lines, 'sad-

angavifc etc.' are not

found )

16,14 and 15b-16, ( the

line
'

parapurvapatii.

etc.
' and the verse,

' Zarnata-ca etc.
'

are

not found )

17, 14a

16, 20

16, 19a and 29b-30a

16, 56-57a

184. 33a ;

17, llb-12a
;

16, 27b-29a

17, 16b

17, 19b-23

17, 14b-15a

17, 14b-15a and 17 b

17, 26b-27a

15, 37
b
-38a

15," 32b-33a

17, 46

raddha-kriya- Matsya-P.
kaumudi

192 = 16, 39a

194 = 16, 38b-39

196 = 17, 47b and 49a

207 = 17, 52b-55a

208 = 17, 55a

212 = 17, 52a and 23

214 = 17, 59-60a

252 = 16, 57b-58a

259 of 17, 63a

300 = 18, 22b-23a

306 = 22, 82-85

312-313 = 22, 2
319 = 18, 16

326 = 16, 43

336 = 18, 8b-9 a

337 = 18, 22b-23a

345-346 = 18, 22b-23a

357 = 18, 16

362 = 18, 16a

389 = 17, 27a

398 = 18, 26

425 = 18, 19b-22a
.

. .

433-434 = 18, 16

435 = 18, 28-29

436 = 18, 20a and 21b

471 = 16, 58b-c.

474 = 18, 23a

488 = 17, 65b-66

557 = 16, 5b

(19) Nityacara-pradtpa Malsya-P,

( of Nrsimha Vajapeyip )

p. 18 = 53, 59b-c

104 = 18, 30

209 = 93, 83b-84*
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The following editions of tlie Pur5r>ae and other works have

in this paper.

Matsya-PurS^a -Vaiigavasi edition,

AnaudSsrama Sanskrit Series ed.

^^iik^esv&m Press ed.

P0dma-P."( Sfsti-kfaaoda ) VangavSsi ed,

Harivaipsa Vangavas! ed,

MafaSbliSrata Calcutta and Bombay editions

Klrma~P, Vanga. ed.

MSrkai^deya-P, Vanga, ed*

Yisnu-P. Vanga, ed

Brahma -P. Tanga. ed

B?hat~sanibita Ed. by Kero.

JayEkhya-sanihita Bd, by Err bar Krishnamacharya, Gaekwad* Orl-

ental Series, Vol. LIV.

Ahifbodhiiya--sai|iliita Published by the Adyajr Library, Adyar, Madras
BhSgavata-P. Vanga. ed.

Bhavisya-P. Venkat. Press ed.

Visgu-dfaaFraottara Vnkat e Press ed,

Liiaga-P. Edited by JiySnanda Vidyas5garas Calcufcta.

Smrfei-candrika Pub. by the Govt. of Myior,
PrayaicItta-prAkarana Pub. by the Sanskrit Sahitya Farisad, Calcutta.

Kala-riveka Bibl. Ind. ed.

H^ralatS Bibl Ind, ed.

D^na-sSgara India Office Ms,

Adbhuta-slgara Id. by Muralldhara, Jha. ( Banares )

Aparlrka's commentary on YSj. AnSS ed.

Kullukabhatta's commentary on the^Manusmrti Vanga. ed.

Mitksar on YSj. ^rif^aya-sagara Press ed.

TrikSnda-ma^dana Bibl. Ind. ed.

Haradatta's com. OB Oautama-dliarma-sutra AtsSS. d.

KftyScSra Ms. No. M 42/39 in the Dacca University Library*
Krtya-ratnSkara A mutilated Ms, ( No. 1055c ) In the Dacca Untvewiiy

Library,
Paraimfa-bliSsya of MadhayScarya Ed. by V. S. Isiampwkar.
Madmna-pSrijIta Bibl. Ind. ed,

Vrata-kSIa-viveka Ms, (Ho. 1578c) in the Dacca University Library*
Sambandha-~Yivka Ms No, 403 c. in the D. U. L.

Pr5yasoiltavlTeka~ Ed. by Jrvananda VidyasSgar
Tirtbar-orntftmani Bibl. Ind. ed.

NityUoara-paddhati Bibi Ind- ed

Dgna-krlyS-kaumiidi, Suddbi-kriyS-kaumudi, SrSddba-knyl-kaumudi
Bibl. Ind- de

Nityl@lra-pradlpa Bibl. Ind. ad.
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[ In this chapter, Sanskrit rendering of the text is not given as

it is quite unnecessary* It has been dropped even where it is given

IB the commentary, ]
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( To be continued )



SOME OBSERVATIONS ON FIGURES OF

SPEECH IN THE *

BY

ABEL

( Eagiish. by &. Venkatasubbiah. )

[
I ] This article will have only an indirect relation to the

ordinary labours of the Societe de Linguistique. I do not her/-

ever undertake in It, as the title may lead one to imagine, a purely

literary study, at finding which in our Memmrs^ may justly

feel astonished. The facts to which. I am going to draw attention

concern philology 5 and particularly Vedic lexicography.

The rhetoric of the Vedas is in reality a bizarre one which

seems to shock e^en to this day the most authoritative inter-

preters of the Rgveda. Bather than be consistent in their transla-

tions* they have* in order to avoid the strangeness of the figures,

and chiefly the cacophony of the discordant metaphors, had re-

course to a certain extent to all kinds of means. When the obli-

teration of the figures, or even the wholesale substitution of plain

words for figurative ones, has seemed insufficient in their eyes,

they have at no time shrunk from doing the utmost; violence to

the lexicography.

Howevar, I concede readily that the two scholars who have

given us recently complete translations of the Rgveda have not

yielded in the same degree to the repugnance which the rhetoric

in question must engender in all persons with our modern taste.

In many of the cases where Grassmann has retreated before the

boldness or incoherence of Vedic figures s Ludwig
! has held hie

# The original article, entitled
"
Quekfues observations siir les figures de

rhetorique dans le Rgveda
" was published in Memoires d la Societe de

Lingttistique, Tome IV, fascicule 2, pp. 1-42.

i The translation of Ludwlg i, on the whole, a very estimable work, vry

superior in regard to accuracy to that of Grassmann ; but it will become per-

fectly intelligible only with the help of the commentary which is to follow

it. As regards G-rassmann, he has assuredly, by the publication of his diction-

ary, rendered signal service to Vedic philologists. But he has aggravated

in his translation the defects of interpretation that are already purctptibi

in Mi fomur wotk.
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Still lie too has been lacking in courage on more than

occasion.

[2] I hare already referred to them afc length.
1 My transla-

tions have appeared so crabbed to a serious critic
?> as to force from

him this singular opinion
" On the whole I avow that I would

rather be in the wrong with Roth and Grassmann than understaud

the Veda rightly with Bergaigne/
?

I shall be still more bold on

this occasion. 1 shall not be content with holding my ground

before the monster on all the occasions when it presents itself

before me in connection with a verse ; but 1 am going to give

chase to it throughout the collection of hymns. 1 hope to show

that this
"
extreme harshness of expression

n
:>> on which my in-

terpretations often border is not only tolerated, but is actually

recommended, by Vedic rhetoric, that in other words, the authors

of the hymns are never more satisfied with themselves than when

they have put together words which
"
scream with fright at see"

ing themselves joined together.
' '

BOLDNESS OF SIMILES

The boldness of Vedic similes is well-known* None of the pro-

cesses of interpretation that I am going to criticise here has been

able to efface totally this characteristic trait of the poetry
ofthersis. Even the most obliterated translation the interpret-

ation that is the most intentionally colourless* that of GrassmanB
for instance, teems still in strange figures. A small number of

examples will suffice,

Here is one whose strangeness has at least a certain poetic

flavour. ,The horses of Indra are compared to wings that carry
am eagle/ VIII, 34, 9 The team of the Asvims being often'com-

posed of birds, it is, by a figure perhaps still more singular, thes
birds

'

that become their wings while they themeelves are com-

pared to eagles, V, 74, 9. Why then should Grassmann who has

translated these formulae pretty faithfully, obliterate the same

1J La Religion Vedique d'apres les hymnes du Rgvtsda, Vol. 1.

_
,

2
Pischel, G-ottingische Anzeigen, 18799 p. 170,'

* Ibid.

4 Th Maruts on their chariot drawn by horses are also compared to

VIII, 20, 10.
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figure in verse VI, 47
? 31 in Ms translation which is more in con-

formity with our own taste than with the text which he inter-

prets ? This text in fact, does not say merely that
*

the warriors

fly on their horses ?

*

but that they take
fi

their horses
?

for
s

wings/

In the verse X, 180, 2, Indra is compared to a terrible animal.

At the same time, there presents itself before the poet the image
of a chariot with a sharp wheel which grinds the enemies t

and

the sharp wheel of the hero becomes the jaw of the animal :

"
Like

the terrible animal dwelling in the mountain which glides slowly 9

thou hast come from the most distant region ; [3] sharpening
like a jaw,

! the sharp felly of the wheel g O Incira, grind the

enemies, cliase the malefactors*
ff

The following comparisons are still more bizarre. The poet

with Ms hymn turns Indra (in order to make him roll towards

himself ) as the carpenter turns a'whee! 9 VII, 32
9
20. The singers

place their desire on Indra like a foot in a chariot { in order that

it may take them to the goal), VII, 32 S 2. The prayer is compared
to a girth which grips Indra and Soma like two horses, VII, 104,
6 9 Indra is filled with chants as a stable with cows, VIII, 24, 6.

"We shall have to revert more than once to the assimilation of

the chants with cows. The whole world knows* moreover/what an

Important role the cow plays in Vedic phraseology. The bene-

ficent deity par excellenee s Indra ? is compared to a cow that; allows

herself to be milked, VIII, 82, 3; Val. 4, 4. The god who unites

in himself the principle attributes of Providence, and who9 In

particulars observes the most secret faults, Varuiia, protects the

thoughts of men 9 like- cows, VIII, 41, 1*

I could continue thus for a long time. The juices of Soma*
when they have been ingurgitated, . fight in the heart, like drun-
ken men, VIII, 2, 12.

2 When Indra soaks himself with thein 9 the

author of the hymn X 5 43 compares them not only, to rivers tfaafc

i

'
'

This meaning eeems to me Justified by the analogy of

srkvan, ' coroer of the mouth ( in classical Sanskrit ), and by the comparison

of irers I, 32, 12, in which ^RR is used a second time with the Ters@ IV 18f

4
*

in which uh@ word IfSf is used;
'

E The tweoml simile contained in thii vers is very
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fill a pool ( verse ? ), but to birds that are going to upon a

thick ( verse 4 ). The simples that heal a sick person are

compared to victorious mares that break through the malady
X, 97, 3,

But, more curious* sometimes, the strangeness of the text

Itself are the expedients to which the interpreters have recourse

in order to escape it Indra
'

carries his puissance like a hook',

X, 134, 6 9 without doubt in order to draw to himself the branch
of the celestial tree, ibid. Who could have expected to see Ludwig
and Grassmaon have recourse to a word saJdi,

*

lance
?

, of which
there is BO trace in the Vedic texts,

1
in order to end in the idea,

which is moreover no less bizarre, of a god carrying his lance

like a hook ?

INVERSE COMPARISONS
There is more than one simile whose words occupy a place

which Is inverse to that which, in our eyes, appertains to them. .

Thus the comparison of rivers to horses that run e does not

astonish us. The comparison of horses however [fli] with rivers,

VIf 46, 14, appears to be very strange. It is nevertheless capable of

explanation.
r

J he rivers* like the waters in general s play such
a great role in Vedic phraseology.

The sound of fche pressing-stone is often compared to the

chant of the priest. Inversely, we read In the verse V, 36, 4,

that the
'

singer
?

raises the voice
4

like the stone
?

The comparison of prayers to teame is very frequent * the

prayers thus become in a way the type of teams, and a poet com-

pares the teams of the gods to prayers
" When willst thou yoke

thy team like prayers ? ", VI, 35, 3. The position of the particle
of comparison, na, does not allow of any othr interpretation.
This however does not prevent GrassmaBB from translating,
64 When willst thou yoke the pfayers like horses ?

* '

The sacred speech is all powerful in the sky. It is therefor

-comprehensible why its power is compared to that of fche gods.
None but a Vedic poet however would think of saying of a god,
of India, that he is 'powerful like the speech', VIII, 46, 14
This, however, is no reason why the translators of this verse dis-

In the verse II, 39, 7, Ludwig gives the correct interpretation.
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figure an expression that Is perfectly clear by Interpretations
are as far removed from each other as from which they

claim to explain.
!

In the verse I, 124 5 4 S we read the Dawn s

has catise'd

to appear like Nodhas f all that
*

* This lias

put all the interpreters to torture ; or it is name 9 In it-

self inoffensive s of Nodha-% that have tortured

in order to from it a which they to be

hidden in it. Let the reader however reassure himself I shall

cite the conjectures of the principal interpreters

only. The word signifies according to Both 2 * merchants *,

according to Grassmann s

*

young girl* . Ludwlg f finally, in

it two different words s and extracts from them a meaning is

as strange as any that can be proposed.
4

it would be very much
more simple to take the word for what It is, that is to say, as the

name* known from other passages, of an ancient sacrlficer. The

priests procure wealth to those that employ them. They can there-

fore be compared to the Dawn who brings to mortals the

of light. The poet has only reversed the comparison here,

[ 5 ] Sometimes also the Vedic poets s in their comparisons*
kill, as we say, two birds with one stone. Two ideas, each of

which is often compared with a third, a-re compared with each
other through the medium of a metaphor which replaces the two
former similes. The latter, thus, in a wayf serve" as premises for

a conclusion which is the new comparison*

This will be made more clear by examples. Here are two
which I have already mentioned together elsewhere. s The prayers

1 Gpassmann ;
** Im wahren Slnne des Wortes, kraftigen.

>f

Ludwig :

" wi ( meine ) Rede ( e* vermag ).
" Does not Ludwig himself interpret a

similar formula in the verse X9 50, 4 in the sense that Indra is
* the prayer

par excellence
'

, being thus more correct on this occasion than G-rassmann ?

2 Siebenzig Lieder des IZgveda, ubersetzt von Q-eldner und Kaegi, pp* 35

and 37, not 2.

3 if and
4 " Nfcht wie in Enter liesz si ( doch ) Liebes sehen.

"

s Religion Vedique* I, pp. vi and rii and note,, and previous to it, Revue
Critique, 1875, II, p. 373, note 3.

9 I "RL O. R. I. 1
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of different are the branches of the tree. The favours

which the distributes anioBg men also branches of the

same trunk* Hence this third comparison which comprises the

two former-
"
The favours of Indra ramify like prayers/' VI, 44,

6. Again, the prayers are teams that bring the gods to the sacri-

fice or that carry the man to the goal which he pursues. But the

riches that one appropriates are also teams that can be guided

according to one's will. This is the origin of the formula9

"
I

yoke the riches of men like my prayers.
9

\ VIII, 19, 33. In these

two passages* Grassmano has, without any reason, abandoned the

true meaning of the word vlp
*

prayer/ Ludwig seems to have

understood both formulae ; only, he has committed the mistake

of obliterating the metaphor in the second and has thus made it

difficult to comprehend the comparison.

Here Is another example of the same type. The diffusion of

light is often compared to the effusion of a liquid. The composi-
tion of the hymn is assimilated to the clarification of the sacred

beverage. The two comparisons are combined into one in the

following formula which seems at first Bight fco be deYoid of

meaning *
6S

Agni, whose flames are clarified like sounds/
' X f 3,

5. I refer to the translation of Ludwig, and especially to that of

Grassmann 9 the reader who is curious to learn to how many im-

probable hypotheses about the meanings of words that are most

clear, the strangeness of various figures of speech can lead the

most competent interpreters.

A double comparison seems likewise to be implied by the

bizarre metaphor which makes butter the tongue of the gods*
1

IV,

58, 1. The tongue of the gods is, ordinarily, Agni as f 6] it is

by means of the sacrificial fire that the gods consume the offering.

Now the butter can be compared to the fire in so far as all the

offerings have to be preceded and followed by an offering of butter

which seems therefore to envelope the principal offering and thus

becomes a new intermediary between this offering and the deity

for whom it Is destined.

1 GrassmauB translates correctly without giving any explanation.
Ludwig seems, as if he would avoid, by means of a forced construction, the

application of thin formola to the butter.
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OF

We have pointed out the boldness of the Vedic similes. When
these become Implicit and are reduced to mere metaphors, fehe

strangeness can more easily conduce to obscurity* The rays of

the sun are compared to horses* It is necessary to have this Idea

present in the mind In order to comprehend formula :
u The

rays of the draw him,
"

I, 50, 1. The when shaking
the sky, brilliant fall from it, V, 54 $ 12. This is

the is conceived as a tree, fruits

are celestial or light.

It is said of dead burnt on the funeral pyre they are
4

cooked V Again, the sun is a strainer with brilliant

ments who filters the light as the sacrificial strainer the

Soma juice,
8 The reader to whom these ideas are unfamiliar

can hardly understand that in the verse IX, 83 S 12, the
*

cooked
ones

'
that alone can reach

*

the strainer with brilliant filaments
'

at which the
s raw ones

f do not arri8 9 represent the dead going
to inhabit the sun.

To pardon sins s is in the Vedic language as in ours 9 to
*

deli-

ver
f
one from them. But the rsis do not content themselves with

this metaphor. They compare the sinner to a calf or a cow
is

s

tied ', IV, 12, 6. It is this which explains the following prayer*
86

Release us, O A.gni* from the stable of the gods and from that of

the mortals,
??

IV, 12, 5. The allusion seems to have escaped

Grassmann Ludwig who' arbitrarily assign to the word
9

stable/
s the meaning of

*

prison '.

It is certainly a gracious figure that makes of the lightning a
smile of th &ky. It is again necessary to know that this figure
is familiar to the Vedic poets in order to understand the compar-
ison of Agni 9 the celestial fire, to the sky

*

smiling across the

i Religion Vedique, I, pp. 79 and 80.

Ibid. , p. 201.
s

See, regarding other, most curious,, uses of this word, pp. 11 and 18, It !

no longer necessary to change its meaning in th verses III, 1, 14 ; IV, 509 2

( whr however Ludwig retains the meaning of stabl abandoned by
Grassmann), nor in the vers II, 13, 7

9 nor in VII, 76, 59 wh@r the father

ar represented as * united with th Dawns in their gtable,
s
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cloud/ II, 4,6, [7] and specially the allusion 1

contained in

:

"
Agni who makes the of all sacrifices,

"

IV, 7, 3. The
*

smile
*

of the sacrifice Is the lightning itself in the

verse VTII, 78, 6 9 the sacrifice in question being the celestial

sacrifice
" When tliou art born, O Indra, then are born the

sacrifice, the hymn and the smile,
* ?

Indra, when he becomes intoxicated with the sacred b@ve-

rage In the company of Vismi, receives with this god s the, to

our eyes* very irreverent appellation of
4

jug- of Soma*, VI, 69,2

and 6. An allusion to the same figure seems to be contained in

this formula whish is still more bold*
ss To milk the Soma

into the stomach of Indra", IX, 72, 2. Here Grassmann translates

correctly 'and It is Ludwig who weakens the figure by substi-

tuting the natural expression *to cause to run' for the figurative

expression
s

to milk".

We have already seen that the sound of the pressing stones is

considered to be like a prayer. Hence the stones that speak, V,

31, 18 8

a Th hymn X9 94 S dedicated to the pressing-stones* begins
thus*

"
May they speak, may we also speak. Speak to the stones

that speak". By adding to this figure a metonymy , that iss by

understanding the stone as the sound which it makes* we arrive

at the bizarre formula of the verses X s 64, 15 and X, 100, 8: "The

stone has said' '.*

The assimilation of the prayer to an offering *i@ the key to

the understanding of expressions like ^pouring out the .hymn*,
VIII, 52, 4. It is the more astonishing that this formula should
have brought Grassmann5 to a standstill since this scholar cor-

"fectly translates the verse VIII, 39 S 3* "O A.gni, I throw these

prayers, like butter, into thy mouth ?f

, and
Jbhe

verse II, 27 , 1:

"I pour out with the spoon in honour of the Adityas these chants

dripping with butter", 6

1 It has escaped Grassmaan.
2 And passim. See Religion Vedique, I, p* 281 .

3 Grassmann acquits himself of the affair, as he frequently do, by
substituting for the figurative expression the word ' resounds.

'

Ludwlg hM
reoourse to a construction which seems to be very forced.

4
Religion Vedique, I, p. 283.

s H tranilates 6

Singers Ruf \
6

Of. I, 61, 5.
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Vedic poets not content with comparing the recitation

of the hymns to the throwing of the offering in the fire; they

compare composition with the preparation of the Soma offer-

ing.
1 As the prayer, moreover^ procures all riches^ It can be

of Agni $ the poet par excellences that he "clarifies a very nourish-

ing hymn", VII, 9 2. Ludwig and Grassmann escape very

cheaply from the difficulty presented by this [8] by
giving to the a which it does not have in

Vedic hymns, to the verb,
2 a that in

fancy.

It is further of the he clarified the

hymn4
through three III, 28, 8, When this god is: con-

ceived* as the author^ but merely as the inspirer of prayer^
the poets become the strainers through which he clarifies Ms
thought/ III, 1, 5. The prayers

6 themselves distil a sweet liqueur
when passing through the poets as through strainers, III, 31, 16,

It is also said that the sages clarify speech through an extended
strainer through which pass thousands of drops, IX, 73, 7. To

i Religion Vedique, I, p. 28 3*

8 3fqR
& sun f

; see Religion Vedique, I, p. 279 and note.

3 WTT! Grassmann, 8 flammend aufthat
*

; Ludwlg :
* rein darsieliencL

f

SO .

* Again 3pfJ which. Ludwig continues to translate as s sun. ' He will

explain later on the s

three purifications of the sun.
" Grassmann disposes

of the matter at once by giving to the word ^l^f
*

strainer, the meaning

of * entflammen
9

( sic ).

s Ludwig's translations
*

heillig darstellend seine geistige Kraft' durch

die Reinigungsmitsel der gottlichen Weisen* is not very clear. Grassmann

has not hesitated to make a mere adjective of <pffl^f I
j
Ludwlg too does so,

moreover, in the verses III, 31, 16. Se the next note.

6 Denoted by the word W^Nfb which occurs again only once in IX* S3, 1

and as an epithet of the prayers. 1|^ef! is a partitive genitive used

with !JIfvfT; as i* frequently is with the verb pa
&to drink'. It is th prayers

which came th waters to move (hinvanti can have only a transitive mean-

ing ). Graismann and Ludwig have not troubled themselves about making
the translation of this passage accord with that of the preceding one.
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which celebrate Sonia Pavamana 1

Is to learn

*the iu ice prepared by the rsis', IX, 67, 31. Finally, the tongM
distils the sweet liquour of fche sacrifice/

1

IX, 75
,
2

8 and at Its

extremity is a strainer, IX, 73
S
9 e We shall below3

with

this last idea In combination with a different figure.
uTo weave the work of the singers", X s 53,6, Is another meta"

phor which recalls by way of allusion the comparison of the

prayer with a textile, with a garment, which the singers weave

for the gods.

The prayer is also conceded as a weapon, whence the metaphor,

to 'whet the prayer', VIII, 42, 3. The weapon of the prayer is

employed by the gods themselves. If this idea had present

in their minds, Grassmann and Liadwig, would have, in

spite of the example of Roth, understood that there is no

occasion to abandon4
[9] the meaning of prayer* which Is the

only justifiable
5
meaning, in order to explain the formula:

ss

Trita

struck the boar with a prayer which had a point of iron
* ?

t X, 99,

6. The prayer with the Iron point recalls moreover the hymns
6

which 'glow like the fire' X, 68, 6.

Ifc Is said to Indra:
s

"Do not stay in the evening away from us

like a bad son-in-law", VIII, 2, 20. This is a comparison which
is not more unusual than many others* One does not, however,
understand it fully, if one falls to see in it an allusion to the

1 And not the prayers
* that clarify themselves as I hav said elsewhere

( Religion Vedique, I, p. 283 ) through a lapsus, confusing the derivative

^I^pft with the present participle of the verb pu.

Or, more correctly, of the law.
'

I do not believe that the genitive

^pP3f should be construed with
fyf||L as Grassmann and Luadwig have

done, and still less, that the tongue in question can be Soma. Such a figure
can be explained by no analogy. On the other hand 9 it is clearly Soma who is

the *

lord* or *

spouse* of the prayer, and who moreover, himself also speaks.
2 Pp. 26-27,
4 Grassmann :

* PfeiL '

Ludwlg :
*

Schleuder
f

.

5 See abov, p. 5, note 1.

r
Again Grajismaiin ; 'Glut 6

' Ludwig;
*

Blitss.
9

Seep. 8, notes \

and 3*
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the prayer is the spouse, the young wife, ibid. 19,
f of the

god. In ..this way Is also explained the presence tin a hymn
addressed to Indras of a formula like that of the verse V s 37 ? S%

"This woman goes searching for a husband that will espouse

her"* In the same way also when the Vedio poets show us

Agni VII, 10, 1, or Sorna, VI, 47, 3, awakening the prayer which

readily awakes s It requires OB the part of the reader some familia-

rity with the conceptions which peculiar to them to there

aa to the spouse or lover ( female ) awakened by the

or the lover.
2

The is, again s a chariot the gods to the sac-

rifice. The edic VI, 32^ 1.
s

The poet, other may compete with

invoke the god at the time as he s addresses himself in

these words to Indra s
&

Let our hymn be the one that conveys

tie best,
' ' VI t 45, 30. From this translation to that of Lud-

wig and from Ludwig^s to Grassmann ?

s ? there can be observed a

gradual effacement of the figure* Ludwig says,
"
Let this be the

one that draws thee the best/
8 and Grassmann :

"
Let this be

the one charms thee the most.
s? We may also cite in this

connection the formula :
"
Let us make for Indra a pleasing cha-

riot,
"

III, 53, 3, Grassmann gives to the word ^fl[f
4
directly

the meaning 'praise ': in doing so, he is only following the Nirukta.

The hymn of praise may be thus named because it brings the god;

but there is here one of the numerous cases where the question of

rhetoric is wrongly treated as a question of lexicography. The

word ^Tfl^f denotes
l

chariot
" and suggests the idea of

*

prayer.
* 5

1 * 8 Come towards us like the great man who has married a young wife,
"

that is to say, like a powerful or rich son-in-law. The second pada seems to

be a sort of parenthesis. Ludwig, it seems to me, has totally misunderstood

the meaning of this passage.

* Compare, regarding 3^T^f^ X, 63 S lf end regarding SfSftfR! I9 1S4 5 3.

The allusion has, without doubt, escaped the two translators.
s And passim*

* Of. the use of the word ^Tl in the compounds

and Wf^?I And likewise the parallel use of the adjective

applied sometimes to the hymn, as above VI, 459 30, sometimes to the rivers,

VIII, 26, 18, and sometimes to the chariot, VII, 37, 1.

s Ludwig substitutes, without any apparent reason, another mataphor s

Hebe \
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[ 10 ] The of prayers fee horses belongs to the game
of ideas. Of Agni the inspire r of hymns, it is said that

he
'

In yoking the prayers t

f ]

I f 18, 7. Sometimes It fc the

god invoked who himself yokes the prayers, thai is, who takes
for his team =

" The men invoke Indira that tie may yoke
the prayers which he rescues,

"
VII, 27, 1. Ludwig and Grass-

obliterate this metaphor In their translations. Both have

totally mistranslated verse 13 of the hymn VIII, 5 9 addressed to

the A&vln, where the same Idea Is expressed as,
4

yoke the prayer
of and come quick/ And yet, the verb used* ni yavlstana, is

precisely irhe one whose formation corresponds to that of the sub-

stantive niyuL Now this word Is so often used to denote the pra-

yers that Grassmann, substituting, as he frequently doee, the

suggested idea to the idea expressed,' assigns directly to it the

meaning
*

prayer
?

in his lexicon, although In reality it has the

meaning of
4 team *

only. The numerous uses of the same word
in a metaphorical sense can, for the rest, furnisii us with a

whole series of illusions in addition to those that have just been
mentioned. I shall content myself with citing one of them. We
have seen Indra compared to a wheel that rolls towards the sac-
rlficer. The author of the verse IV, 31, 4 reproduces this com-
parison, adding however that It is the teams of men that make
him roll. These teams are evidently the prayers. Here the true

meaning has escaped Ludwig ; it has been grasped by Grass-
mann who however commits the mistake of substituting the idea
of

*

prayers
'

for
*

teams \

The figure thafe is perhaps the most used and whose applica-
tions are the most diverse in the Rgveda is that of the

' cow \ It

denotes in particular the prayers,
2 and the metaphor is so well-

known that a poet alludes to it in the following manner :

"
I have

brought thee these hymns of praise like a cowherd ", I, 14, 93
.

Elsewhere, through a peculiarity similar to that which 1 have
denoted by the name of

'

Inverse Comparison/ it is the upameya
which occurs in the simile :

"
I have somehow brought fhee the

them, O night, daughter ofthe sky, like the praise
* Ludwig and Grassmann have faced the metaphor.2

Religion Vedique, I, p e 309,
s Cf. VI, 49, U below, p. 19.
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which Is addressed to the conqueror," X, 127 S 8. The translation

which Lttdwlg gives of this is not very intelligible. Grass-

maun rid of the bizarrerie by giving to the words their nat-

ural order ; but in doing so 9
he been obliged to reverse fchafc

in which it has pleased the poet to present them to us.

Indira's appellation as the
s

of the prayers,
* !VI } 17, 2 8 is

to be explained in the same Similarlj 5 it Is possible

an allusion of the kind [II] is contained in the invitation

which Is to India in VIII, 88, 1 to 'approach the stable/

For the of
' '

Ludwig substitutes the vague of
6

habitation,
? Grassmann 'drinks,* and ;in fact it is

possible by the word 'stable
9
the poet alludes to the offerings,

which, like the prayers, are represented as cows ; but lie

should have, in case t preserved the metaphor*

The substitution of
4 milk ?

for
* cow ? in representing the pra-

yer leads naturally to the substitution of the idea of cow for that

of 'ctmherd* in representing the poet. It is thus that the author of

the verse 1, 186, 4 is able to compare himself to a *.cow
?

5

2 a good

milker s when he composes his
s hymn \ Here it is the text which

Grassmann has disturbed; lie substitutes a dual for the singular in

order to connect the qualification
* cow " with the

*

Night
5 and

the
s Dawn '

to' whom the verse is addressed.

Finally, one should bear well in mind that the cow is the type

of all the gifts man expects from the gods in order to under-

this strange comparison :
" Our desire is opened like a

stable ;

8
fill it, O Indra, thou that art the lord of riches"

'

*,

III, 30 8 19.

INCOHERENT COMBINATIONS OF FIGURATIVE AND
UNFIGURATIVE WORDS

The obscurity of metaphors is lessened^ when, by the -side of

the figurative word* there occurs, as is the case in a great number

1 Ludwig gets rid of this combination in a very artificial manner by
ttBdrstanding an idea which nothing suggests,,

* Der Stier9 ( der Ggenstand )

der Liieder.
9 Grassmann translates more faithfully ; but there is ^nothing to

indicate that he has understood the allusion*

2 Of. I, 187, 11.

s Ludwig translat@s correctly, Grassmann substitutes another metaphor
* MeetebeckE 9

for that of the text, Ct p. 6, not 3.

10 | Annal* B. O. R 1* J
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of the examples already cited, an unfigurative which dr

termines its application. But, in return, the blzarrerie is enhan-

ced when this unfiguratlv word expresses a which is

in connection with the idem represented bj the figure, or

even irreconcilable it.

To kindle Agni is to awaken him the metaphor is natural,

It is less natural when Agni is
6 awakened* with *a billet of

wood,
9

V, 1, 1. The fire devours : nothing more simple. But

what formula is so bizarre as the following where it is a simile

which suggests the metaphor while the principal sentence con-

tains only the unfigurative word :

" Thou burnest the wood,

Agni s like cattle in the pasturages
* ?

V, 9 9 4 ? l

Agni's flame is a

tongue. This tongue digests the offering. It is more strange

that it breaks the stones, VIII, 61, 4. Similarly, one can under-

stand the flames being called [ 12 ] spoons when they present

the offering to the gods. But this figure is used in sentences

where it cannot be explained* in VI, 66, 10, where the Maruts,

impetuous lik flames, are compared to the spoons
8 of Agni

The priest who has drunk the Soma juice and whose body has

thus become the abode of a godt calls himself an
*

ornate man-

sion/ This does not prevent him from representing' himself at

the same time as
*

going and carrying the offering to the gods/

X, 119, 13,s This figure has displeased Grassrnann and Ludwig
and they have sacrificed to their offended taste, one the lexico-

graphy, and the other, the grammar. The former gives to a woid

which denotes
*

house *

the meaning of
*

servant
*

; the latter

translates a nominative4 as an accusative and another nominat-
ive5 as the genitive of a word whose aocent does not permit it

to be confounded with the word actually used.

t C1 yls 2, 9."

' "" ~~~~ ~~~~~~~
2

^PC,
Lodw*g aad Grassmann change the meaning of the word and say

4 the tongues of Agni
'

; eee below, p. 14, not 2.
3 Religion Vedique, I, p. 151 9

*

^TIJ
Does Ludwig believe, like Kaegl, Siebenzig Lieder, p s 83, note 4

that this form stands for ^3" ? In my view, the one Is equivalent to the

other.
~"

and not
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Soma himself IB a combatant : he fights the demons. But, as

it is the of the which make the Soma juice run

when pressing it with stones, Soma is a combatant who is made
to move with the arms f l V@ 58, 4. In the verse IX, 96, 19,

Soma is called at the a
fi

drop
'

that carries weapons
wins cows and an c

eagle
?

staying in the
*

vat '. In an-
other passage, X, 101, 10f where the epithet

*

bay
*

specially
the of the ten ( the ten ) which grip imply
the of to a horse, the poet says, without trou-

bling himself the incoherence 2 of Ms 6 Throw
the the vat/ he adds, alluding to the sacrifice of the

horse 5

6

fashion Mm with ;

*
but these knives

6

of

stones/ because they are pressing-stones. Again , it is Soma
who is called in the verse V f 50, 4 ? the

*

animal of the vat \ This
combination of words appeared too dry to Grassmann who
replaces

*

vat
9

by
*

manger*
*

When representing Soma as a bull, the poet has felt no scruple
about making him liquid has thus made a *

drop bull
7

of him,
VI, 41 , 3. Then f with the addition to the metaphor of a met-

onymy, it is said that the plant ( for the Soma juice ? that is ex-

tracted from it ) [ 13 ] lows, IX, 74 ? 5. This formula becomes,
in the translation of Qrassmann,

s

the juice bubbles'.

Soma on the one hand Is a calf; on the other, he comes out of

a plant. He Is therefore a calf whom Parjanya, his father, makes a
4

oefcus of the plants', III, 101, 1. Ludwig translates correctly
this formula, the figure in which is obliterated by Grassmann.

To press out any juice is, in Vedio phraseology, to milk it

out. Therefore the Soma is said to be milked; but he is "milked*

with "stones , the pressing stones, I, 54, 9; VIII, 38, 3 ; IX, 80, 5,

Here it Is Grassmann who has preserved the figure while Ludwig
has effaced it.

The Soma in the sky is identified with the sun. He is there-

fore represented as looking down below', but the poet continues

and calls Mm a liquor', IX, 38, 5.

This epithet *whioh is related to ^l^wcf and 3ffl^Sfr does

not permit of any doubt that it is Soma who is spoken of in this verse

Grassmann and Ludwigj without troubling themselves with these anaiogies 9

translate iar t the former,
* armgewandt

* and the latter,
* armkraftig.

f

Regarding the incoherence of the figures, se the whole hymn and
verses 2, 7

? and H.
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On the the liquor which to Indra the strength
he for accomplishing his divine exploits can pass for

the bolt of Indra, This is the
'

intoxicating bolt
'

which has been

given to him by Usana, which the new priest again for-

ges for him, 1. 121, 12. Grassmann translates "the joyful lightning-'

and Ludwig 'the bolt which is pleasing to him'. Neither the one

nor the other seems to have comprehended that the bolt given to a

god by a priest can only be a liturgical weapon.
But we have better than the 'Intoxicating* bolt. It is the ham-

mer explicitly called 'hammer of the pressed liqueur', Indra
s

causes to flow Into his stomach', X, 116,4. We find again here

the confusion of the idea of "weapon* and that of
*

drink*. Nothing
however of all this in the translations of Grassmann and

Liiidwig.
1

Elsewhere^ it is Indra himself who- 'causes to flow" on the

demon, by means of 'stones', a *bolt
?

representing Soma, V, 48, 3.

Grassmann translates correctly this passage; it is Ludwig who
bas effaced the figure,

Sotnais also the prop of the sky. It would seem that the first

quality required in a prop should be solidity. The author of the

verse IX, 86, 46
5 says nevertheless' "It has spread, the liquour

that is the prop of the sky
f

\

It is Sorna that attracts Indra, that makes him come down

upon the altar. It can therefore be said that he yokes his horses,

Everything goes well so long as Sotna is represented with a

human form. But, when the poet places him in the cup, or even
substitutes by metonymy for the liquour the "cup" which 'yokes the

hoisee* harif/ajana, I, 82, 4 the combination of ideas becomes very
[WJ strange. Nevertheless It would be better to admit this than
to essay the forced constructions to which Grassmann and Lud-
wig have recourse* The error of the latter is the more peculiar
Inasmuch as in a very analogous formula where it Is merely the

priests instead of the cup yoke the horses of Indra, I, 61, 16,

he does not hesitate, In order to bring out the meaning of the same

word s ^IW^ to make In the text a correction8 which looks very

i The meaning of the root vr$ in the middle with the perfix a, has not

appeared sufficiently established to them to discourage them from ar0hiBg
for another.

s By rejecting firstly the reading of the Pa4a-pStha, and then
the accentuation of the
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seductive in my eyes, but which condemns his former interpret-

ation.

These however are but some out of the thousands of examples of

bizarrerie that are furnished by the formulae relating to Soraa.

Book IX of the Irtgveda 5 consisting solely of hymns addressed to

Sotna Pavamana is wholly in this style,

I have already referred above to the assimilation of the prayer
to the offering. When th.3 offering is a prayer s the spoon Is natu-

rally the cf the poet It is in this sense the formula,
"I eloquently invoke Agni with the spoon", II, 10, 6, should be

understood. But interpreting is oae thing, and translating, another;
and Grassnaann in Ms dictionary,

l and Ludwig in his tran-

slation, are wrong in substituting the idea of
*

tongue
'
for that

of 'spoon*.
- In the hymn IV, 56 concerning the sacrificial butter s the drops

of butter placed
*

in the heart ', 11, purified
*

with the heart/ 6
S

coming out from
&

the ocean of the heart/ 5 9 can be only the pra-
But it must in any case be admitted that the metaphor is

harsh. The f

ocean of the heart
*

is not found either in Ludwig
or in Grassmann. The former substitutes for it

*

the inmost ves-
sel

' which has not much meaning. The latter is ciear s but at

what a ! The ocean becomes a e

pleasing
r

ocean, that of
the atmosphere* Neither the one nor the other has taken any
pains to make Ms translation of verse 5 accord with that of 6

and 11,

Conversely, the flowing of the deified waters Is assimilated to

a :
"

us,
"

they are addressed,
"
milk out of fat,

milk/* X9 64, 9 a Grassmann replaces here the idea of *simg-

ing
' 2 with of

s

sending
?

.

The sacred speech is the first of all things. In particular, it

is the mother of the different couplee of gods, X 5 125, 1. The
author of the verse III S 39 9 3 ( of. 1 and % ), while calling it

*

the

mother of twins,
f

has not hesitated to add that it is placed [ 15 ]

1 In his translation, he is far off from the true meaning. The article In

the dictionary on the imaginary word 3fg *

tongue
*

contains however a just

observation on the confusion of the idea of spoon and that of s

tongu
*

appli-
ed to the flames of Agni. Be above, ps 12S note 1.

2 On the meaning of the verb re* sm Muligicm Vadique, I* p. 277 .
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*

on the extremity of tongue.* Nothing- of this how-
ever is found in or Ludwig.

1

The invocation to Agni
a Give attention to every one that

has a good chariot^
?f

lit, 14, 7, evidently needs explanation. To

say like Ltidwig
" Be the ally

2 of every one that has a good war-
chariot

"
is to content oneself too easily, and not to interpret it,

The possession of a good war chariot is not, obviously, a special

title to the favour of the gods* The cliariofe in question is the

prayer^ that brings the gods to the sacrifice. 1 could have al-

ready cited this passage above ; but the imperative bodhi
s

pay
attention

? would very naturally require the complement to our

prayer/ so that I thought that I should include the combination
s

pay attention to Mm who has a good chariot' among those which

present an incoherence between the figurative unfigurative

words.

There are however, belonging to the same category* many
combinations that are strange. Ludwig has not; shrunk from *the

eloquent chariot,
'

1, 112, 2* which has scared away O-raesmann.
The '

eloquent ship,
'

II, 16, 7, has, I do not know why, scared

away not only Grassmann 4 but Ludwig also. The s

ship of pra-
yers

f

is, nevertheless, a known figure, I, 46, 7.

1 The lezioography and the grammar ( anoentuation of Mo^) havebeen

equally maltreated in the translation of Ludwig ;
' Der Ztinge Spitz senkte

sioh und hob sioh
>f

. Grassmann's only mistake is in giving to the two
different propositions two different subjects both of which are drawn from
his imagination. It is the same element of Vedfc liturgy and mythology that
is spoken of in verse 6 of the hymn VI, 59 addressed to a pair of deities, to
Indira and Agni :

" She who is without feet advances before those who have
feet ; she comes out from the head ; with the tongue, she speaks, she walks,

to." Here the accent of may be explained as due tc a sort of

subordination of this verb to those that follow. The unexpected translations
that Grassmann and Ludwig give of this new formula are as far removed
from each other as each of them is from mine.

s Ludwig is however obliged to understand the word *

ally
'

with bodhi,
taken as the imperative of 6te. This form i here, as understood by Grass-
maun, the imperative of budh,

3 Or the sacrifice in general. It is thus that Grassmann, in his diotlouary,
s@ms to understand thia passage. His translation, without explanation,
I correct.

4 Only at the time of translation. In his dictionary, h glares the correct
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The prayers are also horses. It is also said therefore that they

caracole/
! and that they caracole when coming out from

*

the

heart,
?

II?, 39 8 1.

We have seen the gods take for their tearn^ the prayers of [Id ]

these teams of prayers go to meet them. The poet
*

sends ?

to the gods a
8 ?

well
*

yoked \ IV, 23, 5 *. All *th

teams pursue
*

the Asvlns, VII, 72, 1.* The figurative and the

unfigurative words are used together
5 In this of a hymn

to Indra :

"
Like water follows its slope? the chants s

prayers s the teams/ TUB towards thee $

"
VI, 47, 14. Horses that

themselves go seeking him whom they have to carry are ? in the

first place^ rare horses. What can we of those that call him ?

It has been seen above Agni helps in yoking the prayers*

Elsewhere, he is prayed to himself yoke, like a driver^
*

the horses

which best call 7 the gods", VIII, 64, 1.

i
I, 142, 4 ; VI, 22, 5 ; X 9 148, 5. This is the correct meaning of the root vane.

It explains particularly well the passages where this root is used to denote

the flowing of the "-Soina who is so often compared to a horse. In hit inter-

pretations of the word cfSfpT Ludwig is not consistent. See VI, 22
S 5 and I,

144, 6.

8 Cf. X* 47S 7, Grassmann is -wrong in referring the form ^^flfpff to

the root vac 4 to epak '.

2 Here it is Grassmann who translates correctly. It is however poisibl
that the erb signifies

s to weave ' a understood by Ludwig. We would
then have a combination of two incoherent metaphors. But Ludwig's
translation :

* 8

festverbundene Liebe ** seems to us to be pure fantasy,

4 Ludwig translates 8 foliow *

in spite of the prefix ^ m Her it is

Grassmann -who seems to m to hae understood the orrect meaning.

5 Cf. VIII, 85, 10 :
'* Seed to Indra the hymn, the troops* the chants B ' and

I, 145, 3; "Towards him ( Agni ) go the npoons 9 the mares." In the second
passage which takes us back to the figure of teams, the mares are the prayers
rather than the beverages as believed by Grassmann. As for Ludwig's

*
die Trfflichens

8

it is as arbitrary as it is devoid of sense.

s
Liidwig, contrary to his habit, adds to the translation of the word

an explanation in paranth!s. But this explanation,
* Anfte^g,

'

is

inadmissible,

* This figufe has quite dieappeared in Gffmman f

s translation.
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mounts his
*

at the call ? of his horses,
*

III

45, 2, Ludwlg, it is this call as a simple neigh-'

ing*5 and, In fact, the two bay horses do constitute the celestial

team of Indra. Still it Is the more easy to admit a confus-
ion between this team and the liturgical team of prayers inasmuch
as we read in the Terse III, 50, 2 :

"
I yoke for thee the two pious

horses whose piety thou hast rewarded long a^o
? '

In the hymn II, 18, the horses that call Tndra are in number
successively 2, 4, 6

S 8, 10 ( verse 4) , 20, 30, 40
? 50, 60, 70 (verse

5 ) , 80 ? 90, 100 ( verse 8 ). Grasstnann and Ludwig- translate
s

called with 2, 4, etcas horses/
z They have not comprehended that

all these horses, or rather,, all pairs of horses* are liturgical
teams. And yet the chariot of verse 1 can represent only the

sacrifice. It is said in verse 3 that the two bay horses of Ind?a
are yoked by the prayer* Finally, verse 7 says quite categorical-

ly,
"
Come, O Indra, In the direction of my [ 17 ] prayers ; yoke

them all3 like the two Bay horses to the yoke of the chariot/'
And why this ever Increasing: number of horses ? The sequel of
the same verse explains it to us

"
For, thou mayest be invoked

in many different places.
8T The multiplication of the number of

horses is like a higher bid by means of which the poet hopes to

induce the god to resolve to listen to him in preference to other

But we have not yet arrived at the last limits of the bizarrerie.
The horses that draw the gods, the chariot wheels that are turned
for them, are well-known equivalents of the so that, in-

stead of saying, &s in the verse VI, 48, 16,
*

to speak
*

fco the ear of
the god t the poet says,

"

May the horses, O Indra and Kutsa,
draw you at the ear ?4

V, 31, 9 or
< The priests, while invoking the

( Indra ), draw a chariot-wheel at Ms ear,
9

VIII, 86, 12.

1 Grassmann's trantlatton is totally different,. But the meaning whiob

he giyei to *

behind,
5

is only a conjeotnife and. is as venturesome as

futile.

Note the parallelism of and in verses 4 and 6.

* It is not possible to connect and fff a and

have don.

and Ludwig seek naturally another meaning for
""

4 nah iair Stall.
' < anf Htfrweite

*
*
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It will be observed, in connection with. assimilation of the
prayers with horses that the priests also are horses that draw
sacrificial chariot. There are therefore that chant beauti-
ful hymns, VIT, 38

5 7. The priests are spoken of in pas-
sage are however divine priests ; and Grassmaxin and Ludwig
remove the bizarrerie from the expression, the first by giving to

the word *

hymn * ] th meaning of
*

splendour/ second

by omitting to the word *

horse.
7

We have also
s ' 2 < ' and that

s *

the truth only, have only thoughts
*

conforming to Iaw 5

III, 4, 7. They are the seven mythical priests. The verse VII,
90, 5 also speaks of beings that

* draw ?

( a chariot)
*

yoked
* 3 by

their own will; and have only
s

thoughts
*

conforming to the
truth.

Inversely, but chiefly by virtue of the same assimilation of

the priests to horses, there are priests' that
s

caracole/
4

III, 6

1. They are the
*

horses with seven tongues
*

recalling the seven
priests and the seven prayers, ibid^ 2 8

But let us turn back to the prayers. W know that they are
also often compared to cows* Hence the

'

cows '

that approach;
4

praying
'

to the lord of the cows, IX, 97; 34. The [18 ] formula
that follows immediately in the same verse presents to us the
same figure reversed

* u The prayers go forward bellowing to-

wards Soma. 91 The two explain each other. We may also cite

the verse X; 104; 10 *
" The cow invokes him who is much in-

voked.
n The author of the verse Y, 18, 4 does not shrink from

alluding to the assimilation of the prayers with cows even
when placing the prayers in the mouth of the poets or singers

*

;
- The singers who guard the hymns in their mouth. f *

The Marufes when making the rain fall are said to
4

milk f
the

inexhaustible spring/ VIII, 7, 16. This is because, in reality, like

the prayere, and according to all seeming even before them, the

celestial waters are cows.

.
' See Religion Vedique9 I, p* 279 and not,,
2 Hdidwig does not admit the meaning * horse *

given by Roth and

GraBsmann to the 'word Cf^f m This meaning however seems to me to b@

probabl. In any oase, the assimilation of the priests with horses is establish-
ed by a good number of passages.

3 This figure seems to have completely eicaped
4 Sa above, p. 15* note 5.

II | Annai, B. O. R. I. ]
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, .The would be in place in a river and the cows in a

stable; but the Vedic poets do not trouble themselves about ana^

logy in the use which they make of sacred figures. Thus we meet

in the verse IV, 19, ti a
*

river
'

containing nil the
*

cows.
7 1

From

the river full of cows, by transferring the figure from the con-

tained to the container, one arrives easily at this formulas
"
The

rain coming from the troop/* X, 23, 4. One thinks oneself dream-

ing when one reads the
4

translation
'

that Graasmann gives

of this expression.
" The hero and all his troop ( sic ).

*'

The confusion between cows and celestial rivers also explains

perfectly the formula :
" The rivers fill the same stable,

"
II, S5,

3* without; any necessity of changing
1

, as do Grassmann and Lud*

wig 5 the meaning of
*

stable
* ?i into that of

*

reservoir \

The cow is also a commonplace symbol of the liberality of the

god, and when the suppliant desires horses or even cows, it is this

symbolical cow that he has to
*

milk f
in order to extract from it

the cow' and the
'

horse,
?

VIII, 14, 3.

JUXTAPOSITION OF DISPARATE SIMILES
Just as I said some words on the boldness of similes before

speaking of the bizarrerie of the metaphors, I believe that I should,

before speaking of the Incoherent combinations of divarse

metaphors* give some examples of the diversity of the similes

employed concerning the same object and their juxtaposition in

the same'formula. Here is one that Is very curious - "Like the

cows towards the village; like the combatant towards his horses;

like the cow towards her calf, good and allowing herself to be

sucked, like a husband towards his [19] wife, may he come towards

us, he who sustains
'

the sky; Savitr who gives all riches,
!>

X,. 149 8 4.

, . The litanies to India are similar to those to Savitr :
**

Call

her$ thy. friend like a cow that on is going to milk ;

8 awaken,
O singer, the lover Indra ; like a vessel full of riches up to* the

.

brim, bring her the hero that lie may make us presents/' X, 42S 2.

'^ '_

] Concerning the word see below, p. 31, note 1.

2 ^% Se above, p. 6, note 3.

*' This iBterpretation, wbich in any case, thrusts itself, so to say, upon

one would be facilitated by the emendation ?f proposed by Both.
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To the well-known figure which makes the prayer a cow, may
be added which makes it a garment, a of the god 3 in

the following passage :

" Lead them to the hero as a cowherd

leads Ms herd to. the stable ; may he clothe himself with the pra-

yers of the priests as of the starry sky,
"
VI, 49 9 12. In the verse

V, 29, 15, the poet compares the prayers which he addresses to

Indra to garments and to a chariot In another 1, 186. 7 S

the prayers have at the time three different representations:
" Our prayers^ which serve Mm as horses, lick him as cows lick

their new-born call Our as wives the most lov

hero/' The three figures likewise combined in the verse X s

101, 2 are those of the garment; which adorns, the boat which

and the weapon which brings victory over the enemies all the

three denote alike the prayer :

" s

Perform the pleasant works ;

stretch ( the warp of ) the prayers ( in order to weave them) ; make

tie boat which transports with the aid of oars , make ready your

weapons, prepare everything, Iead 9 make the sacrifice come for-

ward, Mends." The application of these metaphors, or at least

of the last one, seems to have escaped Grassmann and Ludwig ;

for they substitute for the idea of
*

weapons
f

that of
&

utensils V

When the prayer is considered as a chariot that brings the

god* the poet can say that he.makes a
8

hymn
*

like a 'carpenter'
8

.

But the author of the verse III, 38 S 1 does not stop here : he com 18

pares himself in addition to a horse yoked to the yoke.

The hymns to Soma of Book IX furnish us in abundance with

a series of incongruous comparisons. We content ourselves with

citing- the verse IX, 82, 1. Soma is here called -a horse -that is

'pressed/; M is- compared to a king when he neighs or bellows

( just as one likes ) after the cows and .to an eagle when he'

through the , strainer and stops in the vat.

[ To fee continued ]

* It is necessary however to cite the whole hymn. It is full of mystical

incoherences.
2 The allusion seems however to have escaped Ludwig who gives to

the meaning of 8 Gedanke
' and explains it in parenthesis by

* Plan.
'



MISCELLANEA

METHODS ADOPTED BY JAIN A. WRITERS
FOB RECORDING THEIR OWN NAMES AND THOSE
OF GURUS IN THE WORKS COMPOSED

BY THEM
BY

Prof, H. K KAPADIA, M. A,

Works can be classified In a number of ways. One of them is

to divide them into two groups :

( 1 ) onymouB and ( ) anony-

mous. As regards the first group there are two alternatives, one

wherein the author has himself mentioned his name and the other

wherein the author's name is supplied later on by some one else,

In the former case, it may be that the name is expressly men-

tioned by the author himself or that it may have been indirectly

suggested by him. I intend to deal with, in this note mostly with

the latter case. 1 shall begin with a Prakrit work viz. Viseha-

cunni !

of Nislhasntta composed by Jinadasa Garni Mahattara,

There lie has said in the end

II

ii
""

The first of these verses gives us the name Jinadasa, For, 31,

^5 % ^, ff
? T, ^ and ^T are the eight mryaa. The 3rd 5 5th, 3rd and

3-rd letters of the 3rd f 4th s 5th and Sfcli vargas are respectively 3T,

% ^, and ^r. Out of them the first sr and the third ? respectively

combined with f and w, the 3rd and the 2nd letters of the first

varga give us the name Jinadasa.

Upade^araala known as Puspamala f too s furnishes us with

a similar example. The verse in question is as under :

"
^^iH<^^ S

WTW n Ho? II

"

1 For some of the remarks regarding this work, se Annals of the

Bfaandarfear Oriental Besearch Institute, Vol. XVI, pts. III-IV ; pp. 299-300.
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By combining the first letter of each of the words t*r,

and we get the author's Hemacanda Suri

In the two instances already nofced, the to derive the

is given. Now, I shall refer to verses where such a clue does

not seem to be specifically pointed out. Take the of the

following verse Sanghapattaka
1 of Jinavallabha Suri.

I

II ^ II

This verse can be arranged as a cakrabandha 2 for which the

Is referred to the diagram facing this very page.

Somatilaka Suri too, has ingenuously stiggeted his name in

the following verse s

"
I

'% S

! feh^f:

11 ?^ II
s

Bj taking from each of the first these camnas the 3rd, 17th, 6th

and 14th letters respectively we get :

Sometimes an author introduces his name through a slesa.

For instance Dhanapala
4

( Pr. Dhanavala ) has done so in the last;

verse of ^sabha~~paScaika
5 which runs as under :

^ This work is pubiislaod in Gaekwad Oriental Series as No. XXXVII
pp. 81-86, In the Govt. MSB. Library depoisted at the Bbandarkar O. R.

Institute, there are Mss. of this work aad those for its commentary etc.

All of them are described by me in
" the Descriptive Catalogue of Jafna Mss."

Vol. XVIII about to be sent to the press.
2 This is here reproduced from my D, 0. J. M.

2 As regards other peculiarities of this verse, the reader is referred to

my Sanskrit bhumika ( p- 26 ) of StuticaturvimsatikS of Sobhana Muni.

4 H is a brother of Bobhana Muni whose Stuticatunrim&atika was com-

mented upon by him. This is published by the ^.gamodaya Samiti as No. 5$.

s This work is edited by me with various commentaries etc. , and is

published in D. L. J. P. F. Series as No. 83 together with two other works of

Dhanapala.
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i%

I! Ho is

"

Samayasundara Upadhyfiya mentioned his in

lat&
]

at the end of each of the ft vyftkhyanas. He has adopted the

well-known method of splitting up the name Into two parts and of

suggesting their positions. This will be clear from the
following

verse
"

\

^ll^T^f^v^Tf* II

Now a word about a Jaiiaa writer mentioning the name of his

guru, when he perhaps wants to remain incognito, ,, ;:

The avacurnikara of Jinaprabha Surfs Jinagamastava has in-

troduced the name *
of his guru, as could be seen from taking

1

the

4th and the 5th letters from each of the 4 caranab of the follow-

ing verse *
-

11
"

Avacjurnikara has himself Raid in the last verse that his guru's

name is mentioned in a concealed form in the first verse. This

last verse is as Hinder :

II

Vivekavilasa is another work thac may be referred to in this

connection ; for 9 from the first letter of each of the 4 caranas of the

following verse we learn the name Jlvadeva.

&^

S This is a Sanskrit commentary on. Ealpasutra attributed to Bhadra-

bahusvScnm. For a description of its Mas. see my D. C. J. M. Vol. XVII, pt.

II; Nos. 5SO-522,

s For this verse and the information connected with it, I am i

to MunirSja



REVIEWS

PEAVACANASARA : [The of

Acarya together with the commentary TatfmdKpika by
Amrtacamdra SiiiB

i l with English Translation by

FADDEQON", an Introduction

by F. W. pp. niv+228,
Vol. I, Price 15s. met ].

Kuadakunda Is unquestionably an authority on Jaina dogmat-
ics ; and his Pravacanasara^ despite its sectarian touches^ espeoi-

certain leanings towards the so called Dlgambara persna*

sion, is a quintessential composition dealing with epistemoiogleai*

ontologlcal and monastic aspects of Jainism. On this Text there

are Sanskrit commentaries of Amrtacandra, Jayasena s Prabhar

eandra and Mallisena ; and besides there are Kannada and Hind!

commentaries by Balacandra and Hernaraja respectively ( For a
o

detailed information about them see my Introduction pp* 97 etc.

to Pfvacamsara which is in the press being published by the

Rayachandra Jaina Sastramala, Bombay ).* Of all the works of

Kundakunda this work has attracted more attention of orientalists

since its contents were summarised by R. Q. Bhandarkar in Ms
Report for 1884, The present publication is an English trans-

lation of
*

the Prakrit stanzas of Knndaknnda together with the

commentary of Amrtacandra/

The Editor has added an Introduction of about 14 pp. discuss-

ing some important topics about Knndaknnda and his works.

The editor* after surveying the views of Pt. Gajadharalal ( who

closely follows Pt, Premi Jaina Hitaishl Vol. X. ) that Knnda-

kunda belonged to c. 250 A. D., and those of K. B. Pathak that

he belonged to the 6th century? comes to a possible conclusion that

Ktindakunda flourished in the 3rd or the 4th century of the Chri-

stian era especially in the light of the Jaina tradition, the general

* Sine published*
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of his works* the of his references to scriptures and

the possibility lie was earlier than Urnasvati.

The question of the of KLundakunda is a most perplex-

ing on* It is true that the Pattclvalis not reliable and the

Inscriptions 'not contemporary evidences ; but If they agree on

fundamental points and if there is no conflict from other sources

their information does deserve a judicious consideration in the

light of other circumstantial evidence. The editor not detected

another weak point in Prof. Pathak's uneven arguments, namely,

the meaning of fche word anvaya as taken by Pathak. It is accepted

that the anvaya of Ktindakunda existed as earlj as 6th or 7th

century A. D. ; but from this it does not follow that Kundakunda
lived about 528 A, D., because, for instance, Padmanandi of the

15th century A. B. calls himself a Kundak'indanvaya-dhurlya.

Pathak's evidences cannot supply any earlier limit. Pathak's

attempt to identify Sivakumara with a contemporary king was

only a probability* because it is Jayasena, who comes about one

thousand years later, that tells us that Kundakunda wrote for

one Sivakumara Maharaja. The argument cannot
fi

disappear,'

but it has to be understood with certain reservations. To quote

a parallel case, there are scholars who would take Kalidasa and

Dignaga as contemporaries on the authority of a dubious state-

ment of Mallinatha. Further fche editor remarks,
* what is more

decisive is that it ( i. e. Sivakumara ) is known as fche name of fche

hero of an old Jaina story wMch is alluded to by Kundakunda
himself ( Bhavaprabhria v. 51 )

: this must be the ultimate basis

of the late commentator *s association of Kundakunda with a

king of that name'. It cannot be decisive but only plausible,
because Kundakunda refers not only to Sivakuniara but to many
other persons

*

Bahubali ( BhavapahuQa v. 44 ) Madhupinga ( v,

45 X Vasistha ( v. 46 ), Bahu ( v. 49 ), Dlpayana ( v. 50 ), Bhavya-
sena( v. 52), Sivabhiiti ( v. 53 ), Surafctaputta ( Silapahuda v. 30)
etc. ; and there is no reason why Jayasena should specially select

the name of Sivakumara alone and take him to be a contempor-
ary of Kundakunda. About the priority of Kundakunda over
Umasvati there is not much doubt, and it can be shown that

many sutras of UrnSsvati closely follow certain gtthas from
Kundakunda 9

works. A. close comparison of the SvetSmbara
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canon with the works of Kundakunda shows that they Inherit

much is common, and, as I have said elsewhere, the works
of Kundskunda of a compilatory oharacter f put together by

way of memory notes at a time when Digambaras refused to accept

the canon as shaped by the Patalipufcra council. That also

explains why some of his works are called and Pahudas.
The editor rightly says thai the references to non-Jaina schools

do not help us to settle the date definitely. One is perfectly aware
that the Prakrit dialect would yield

s no chronological certain-

ties,
? but this should not be an excuse 9 as it been In the

of our editor, to neglect that aspect altogether. Savants like

Pischel and Jacobi have often the dialectal evidence in

matters of relative chronology ; and a moderate attempt, so far as

Pravacanasara is concerned , has been already made by me in this

direction ( See Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. IF f part

VI). Towards the problem of Kundakunda's date I might fur-

ther add that the Merkara copper plates of 468 A. D. (looked upon as

apocryphal by some) mention Kundakundanvaya, and Sarvartha-

sidahi ( II, 10 ) of Pujyapada quotes some gathas in the same order

as found in Barasa Anuvekkha of Kundakunda. A close study
of their works shows that the relative chronology should be like

this : Kundakunda, Uraasvati t Samantabhadra s Siddhasena and

Pujyapada (o. 5th century A. D.I So it is more probable that Kunda-
kunda flourished at the beginning of the Christian era, as I have
shown in my Introduction, The editor hasS not taken into con-

sideration Prof. Chakravarti's dicussion about Kundakunda "s

date, though he mentions his edition of Pancastikaya.
The editor's discussion about Kundakunda's work is very

poor. He gives merely the editions* and we do not get any infor-

mation about the form and contents of various works of Kunda-
kunda. The facts that some Mss. of Mulacara attribute its author-

ship to Kundakunda and that Prabhacandra attributes Prakrit

Bhaktis to Kundakunda are not at all noticed by the editor. It

appears that even some of the good editions of Kundakunda 's

works have not reached the hands of the editor ; for instance,

Sat-Prabhrtadi-sa^hgraha, Ed Manikachandra Jaina G-rantha-

mala. Vol. 1*3 , which contains the Sanskrit commentary of Srnta-

sagara eta and the edition of Samayasara published by Baya
chandra Jaina SSstramala, Bombay* 1919.

n [ B. o, K. i. j
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The editor remarks stanzas 24-34 of Chap, II ( III ?)

seem out of and have the air of an interpolation. It is a

hasty pronouncement 1 have studied the whole problem, and

have come to the conclusion that these gathas are not Inconsistent

with the utterances of Kundakunda In his other works; some of

the gathas so left by Amrtacandra are very old onesf and some of

them are already known to him ( See the discussion in my in-

troductioii to Pramcana^am pp. 50-54 ). Still the question re-

mains why Amrtacandra has not included them in his recension,

In one place the editor says -

&

in the works attributed to

Kundakunda there are no allusions to particular scriptures,
1

I may point out here that Kundakunda definitely refers to a

Pralilcramanj-sulra in his Niy<imas&ra>t gatha 94 ( Pa$fr5wafla-

nftmadh&ne suite jaha vav&ida'm pttdikamtinam )

There are certain errors of facts in the Introduction of the

editor, and they require correction. There is no such work as

Prabhrtasara ( p. xv ) on which Balacandra is said to have write

a commentary : in fact he has commented on all the three works

( Pancastikaya, Prauacanrtsaru and Samayasara) of Kundakunda; it

was an error first; committed by K. B. Patliak, and that appears

to be followed here. Vardhanadeva ( p. xv ) is not known from

any references the correct name is Srlvardhadeva who is often

identified with one Turabuluracarya and not Tumbulicarya.

Silapahu$a refers to Suratfcaputta and not to Eudra Satyakiputra

( p. xvi ) ; the editor should have looked to the Prakrit gatha and

not easily be misled by the Sanskrit rendering Astaprabhrta is not

at all the name of a work with
4

eight topics
*

( p. xix ), but it is

an editorial designation given to eight small treatises, each quite

independent of the other, attributed to Kundakunda ; it is an

error similar to Chappahuda which is a designation for six

pahudas ( excepting: Linga and Sitar-pahwla ). Myama in the

title of Niyamasara does not mean the
*

rule of life,
' but the text

is so called because it discusses about three jewels which

necessarily ( wiyameria ) lead the soul to liberation. There is no

edition of Niyamasara by Gajadharalal ; perhaps the editor means

iSamayaprabhrtam. Samayasara-kalaia-nataka is not at all an in-

dependent work of Amrtaoandra, but it is only a nam gi^en to a
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compilation of all the verses from his commentarj on Samaya-
sara. The name of Amrfcacandra 's commentary OB Samayasara is

not Tatparyavrfli but Atmakhyati.

The Prakrit gathas are often cryptic. The style of Amrta-

candra^s commoBtary is artificial, elaborate and heavy. It is a

pleasure to read enjoy the sound and sense of Amrtacandra ?

s

utterances* but to with Justice is a "hard task*

So turning to the gathas have been

interpreted mainly according to commentary,
Differences in are possible in many places^ and even

be pointed out here there. A few typical

errors might be noted : in gatha I, 13 visayat-tdam = *

surpassing

objects
'

is not correct ; visaya undoubtedly refers to indriya-visaya.

In gatha I, 74 jwariam devadamtanam = &

including those of gods
9

;

the translation, may be accepted^ but the force of amfanam is miss-

ed ; the gatha has in view the enumeration of four kinds of

mundane beings in whieh the gods come last. The rendering of

poggalajtvappagassa ( II, 37 ) as
6 which has souls and matter for

self
'

is a good illustration how the translator is guided by the

Dictionary even at the cost of the sense* The gathas especially
could have been translated more literally in many places for

instance dhoda-ghadi-kamma-malam = *

free from the stain of

destructive Karmas ?

; the exact significance of dfaoda is missed,

The long sentence pafama-JBfaattaraka etc. is rendered as
4

prostrate

myself before the holy Vardhamana the mention of whose
name is auspicious and is worthy of being praised by the most
excellent Masters (bhattarakas). Great Gods, Tutelary deities and
Supreme Lords ( parmesvaras )

"

(p. 3). Any one acquainted
with the usual epithets of a Tlrfchamkara added by commentators
will immediately see that Paramabhattaraka etc. are the adjec-

tives of Vardhamana ; and this way of rendering upsets the

various notions of Jaina pantheon. There are many such errors

hare and there. When Atnrtacandra writes in an involved style

the translation also becomes tiresome. When Amrtacandra^s
sentences are short* the translation is lucid and refreshing ( I,

44 ). Some of the footnotes are important and informative. These
differences and errors detected should not mean in any way the

disparagement of performance.
- Tie translator has taken great
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pains* and he has accomplished his task with an amount of

success. The translator Is not merely a cold academician, a can

be seen from one of Ms remarks ;

*

During last I have

realised the joy of a deeper better understanding of the Jaina

religion.
f

The translator should have outlined to us in the Introduction

a general survey of the philosophical tenets of Jalnism as given

in Pravacanasara in comparison with other leading systems of

Indian philosophy, because every student cannot be expected to

wade through the currents and cross-currents of a commentator's

elaboration. The present publication Is a good addition to our

knowledge of Jainism ; and it is hoped that the Boden Professor

of Sanskrit would soon issue the various volumes of the
*

projected series
?

of the Jaina Literature Society that the Jaina

studies might go ahead to keep pac with Vedic and Buddhistic

studies.

A. N a Upadfaye



INDO-ARYAN AND CULTUKK =
ORIGINS = BY PROF. NAOENDRANATH GHOSE, M. A.,

B. L. , of the Dacca University. ( The Book Company
Ld. , Calcutta, 1934 8 )

This work, meant
? according to the learned author, for

"
the

remaking of a lost world,
n

to are hitherto consider-

ed as
u
absurdities and insoluble puazleSj

"
in the Indo-AryaB

literature,
<s

their own natural place position in the newly
oriented world.

n

Although bound in one volume, the book contains two

separate works : the first runs over a large extent, and with

the history of the Vrafcyas of the East ; while the second, which

covers only the last ( XIV ) section s is devoted to culling the

material out of the present Mahabharataf the materiel which

alon0 9 in the opinion of the learned author^ formed the original
"
Draupad!-Sga,

?s

and was subsequently added to, and even

altered, most mischievously by the wretched Brahman redactors.

It has been, hitherto* the fashion of the Western Scholars to

to task f off and on s the so called Brahman authors of old

Indian literature, whenever these scholars found something un-

palatable to their own tasteior to their peculiar mode of reasoning.

The learned author of the work under review, while disagreeing

with the scholars of the 19th century, on some vital points,, has,

most faithfully followed the fashion of putting the whole blame

upon the Brahman class, for giving a form to the Indian litera-

ture, which, in his opinion* ought to have existed in some other

form, originally. In fact, this tendency has, in the present work
of Prof. Ghose, reached such a pitch, that even an indifferent

reader would think it highly ridiculous.

One who is given to reading a literature somewhat intensive-

ly s forms some ideas of his own ; and once possessed By these

ideas, he makes his own hypothesis, and works it out according;

to his own particular views* all the while, believing that he is

doing something great. But the public, and especially the
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keen-eyed critic, not being so biased, looks at the work from a

impartial view-point* and it is thus the worth of as

work is ultimately decided.

That the wholesale condemnation of the Brahmans, as a clasi

was BO long don, and supported too, with some political motivt

is now generally known 9
and the work seems to have recentl;

been given up as a task achieved. Pro! Ghose, in harping upo;

the same tune, seems to serve kicks to a dead body ! not a ver;

brave feat, indeed 1
-

Leaving this main item, there remains very little Indeed, tha

can be looked at as research work 1 The thesis, laid down by tto

learned Professor 5 seems to have bsen constructed on the Vratys

literature, and/' remains," In the words of the author himself
"
a matter of purely personal conjecture* unrelated altogether tc

the data of demonstrable historicity-,
? '

Thus prepared, the reader may now look Into the work itself;

While the Aryan colonies were established in the Punjab, and

the Western part of India, the East was populated by the Vratyas,

who had "their own religion, and were ruled by their own kings*

Some Brahmans, being harassed by the oppression of Ksatrlya

rulers,- left the Aryan - colonies* and emigrated .to the Vratya

country, in -the East, where they Aryanised the whole population

by- certain- Samskaras -( ceremonials')* This* in tnain, Is -the

theory of the learned Professor,- who - has collected his material

from 'the" Atharva Yeda 9 and -some Brahmana works, as also from

some of the PurSnafe- sProi GKose further holds that the Vedic

literature was, as a whole, subsequently thoroughly- "revised" by
ttte 'priests '-w&6 had managed to put down their -oppressors -by the

Kelp of -the-- Vratya :

Kings, and thus, with mutual borrowing,
made the whole of the population equally Aryanised,- with a newly
cast Vedic literature to suit the meeds of the aryanised Vrttyas ;

and the collection of hymns regarding these
covers the A,tharva Veda.

,

- -

Then the' author, in the last section of Ms works, turns
towards the Mahabharata, the great Indian Epic, and with certain
convictions already settled in his mind, offers, to the reader, the
material of tht DraupadI Saga, upon which the huge
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Brahmanical structure of the Epic, subsequently came to be

built, The author, the seer of this original saga 1-cuts away

the brahmanical portions so as to make out a form of the Saga.

Thus,
"
the SafcyavatI Bhlsma colloquy, and its uncomely issue,"

-meaning the Niyoga episode,-is cut out as a Brahmanic elabo-

ration. Pandu's Sons, too, are held to be his own work
; Drona,

his absurd son Asvatthaman, and all about these, are held to be

"
a pure Brahmanic fabrication foisted on the original Saga.

*?

Without giving a complete list of the these
''

vile
"

fabrications,

it would be well to reproduce here what, according to the author,

is
"
an absolutely sure test" for finding out these mischiefs

from the present bulky form of our ancient Indian literature
'

"
when any part of the narrative is found to be totally lacking

in verisimilitude, and is, at the same time, seen to imply eitra-

vaganfc glorification of the Brahman, spcially if this be at the

expense of some other class, and even more so if it involves the

humiliation of that class, then we may have the rechouf patented

as sixteen -annas Brahman-made,
"

(p, 195 ).

S, N. Tadpatrikar



von Otto Stein und Wilhelm Gampert, 1933,
- Harrassowife* Leipzig. Pp. XIV +357*

It is In the fitness of things that the life of a scholar should be
crowned at a ripe old age with a volume of studies as a mark of

respect from his fellow scholars, and we have beea long accustom-
ed to these Festschrifts. But none deserves it more than this

veteran scholar who for more than two decades lias carried on
the torch of the older generation of scholars. Winternite 's name
is familiar to all students of (Sanskrit Literature and is one to

conjure with in many of its departments.
The work is divided into the following sections *

Language,
Literature, Religion, Philosophy, Culture and History 8 to wit, th
various fields in which the learned Professor has shown keen
interest. In the first section Debranner ( joint author of Altindi-
sche Graminatik, III ) has an interesting note on the type nesa
and parsa of the Vedic imperative in -si ; Renou gives an exhaust*
ive list of words in -ima in Sanskrit and studies the derivation
of

thfs^ interesting suffir. Among other interesting articles on
Linguistics may be mentioned Alsdorf *s observations on Fischers
Materialen zur Kenntnis des Apabhramsa.

The literature section is enriched by Weller on the Text-
Criticism of the Mahabharata, Schrsder on the Becensions of the
Bhagavadglta, Meyer on the Cultivation of Trees in the Agni-
puraria. The following names will vouch for the all-round
authority and interest of this section : Richard Schmidt, Gode 9

Samp and Koerner.

In the section on Religion we have Shamasastry on the Con-
ception of Sin in the Vedas, Mrs. Rhys Davids on a Vanished
Sakyan window, E. J. Thomas on Pre-Pali terms in th
Pstimokkha, Sleg and Siegling on the Fragments of a TJdana-
commentary in Tokharian, Zaohariae on Jain authors of th 16th
and 17th Centuries, Aiyangar on:Paficaratra in classical Tamil
literature, and De on Fre-Caitanya Vaisnavism in Bengal.

The section on Philosophy contains useful contributions on
various aspects from Strauss, Edgerton, Hiriyanna, Sharma f

Copraaraswamy, Frauwallner, Tucci, Schayer and Tavadia, all of
which are as interesting as they are brief.

1*1
In

*^
@ final chaP^r we meet with such well-known scholars

like Uiarpentier, Gelger, Norman Brown, Frzyluski. eta Each
contribution is the fruit of deep thought in the particular field,and to give a detailed criticism of the more important studieswould require a volume in itself, which, indeed, is the highest
praise for a Commemoration Volume.

* Ii^11
!
Pr 9 Win

.
t
?
rnit^ Is to be congfatulated on havingestablished such a wid circle of admirer's, friends and pupils

generations of scholars, and the Volume under review
*u

1ST fittlng a ^A^te to Ms genius as to that of the different
authors, deserves to be in the book shelf of every lover of India's

Schohmlbiip^ a* M.
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*' VEDIC GODS : MV. " l

BY

HIBALAL AMKIILA.L SHAH, B. A. , ( Bombay, 2. X

SECTIO N' I : GODS " VA.RUNA-MITRA-SURYA :

( 1 ) Q-od Varwii Fortunately for us, we possess a Yery

distinctive description of the G-od Varuna in one of the hymns

of Rgveda It says that he knows the coarse of ships on the

sea. This is how the verse reads

i ** IT*: ^rf^n n
"
pv i. 25.7.

(

" Who knows the way of the birds that keep flying In the

heaven (
-* Antariksa

'

) ;
who knows the course of ships on

the sea.
7?

).

Herein, it seems, we get a clue as to the exact nature of this

Vedic god. The course of navigation has ever been determined by

the mariner's compass which always shows the North, the needle

pointing to tiie North Pole. It, therefore, suggests to me to take

this particular description to refer to the Pole Star ( a Ursae

Minoris-Polaris ) the well known Dhruva star or to its regent god

who knows the course ot ships on sea. In RV. VII, 49, 3, we find

that Varuna is associated with
"
waters'

9

as their king. At this

i This paper wa- read before th 7'h Oriental Conference, Baroda, in

Dec. 1 33; it * as bnen enlarged and improved subsequently. Itt summary

will b * found in the Pr^ce**diigs i the Conference on pp. 125-130. For resum.

and ref ences sea para* 80, 87. For Table of contents etc. , see pp. 149-17t.
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stsge r we will not discuss the nature of
u
Apah.( 3?r<T;)

?f

In the

]&V. It is- evidtot that Varuna i& oorvnected with- ""sea
"

in* one?

way or the other.
r

( 2 ) Varena knows- the wuys of the* bird's fchst soar in Anta*

riksa. The u
bird

"
here does not seem to be an ordinary bird

whicb fHie&. It seems to- refer to stars- which have their course-

ill the sky. We find that the Stm is called a bird :

*'

In various- passages Suarya is conceived as>a< hire! traversing

space. He is a bird ( X, 177, 1-2 >, or a ruddy bird ( V 7 47, 3 ),

fe represented ars frying (I,. 191, 90, *s compare i with a flying

eagle (VII, 63, 5) and seems to
1

be d'irectly ealtad an- eagle-

(V, 45, 9) "
( Macr. p. SI ).

If flying
*
birds

'

are in reality the stars, then the reference-

fco the knowledge of Varuna in their connection seems to be the-

Polar LongitTudes &nd the Polar' Latitudes whicb pass on-, from'

Dhruva to all the stars and' ail thre places- It is in this sense

fchat ( we think ) the description* of the god Varuna-the regent

god of Dhruva as universal monarch, with spies and with

a knowledge of all people, is- appropriate. He- is the only

steady one in the changing and revolving universe-. That way
we prefer to interpret the- verses in RV,, I, 5, 10-1&.

( 3 ) It is significant that Vanina is associated with night.

This fact would go to support &is st&ilar nature and bis visibility

at night. We read that- -

"
In another passage ( VIII, 41, 3) it is said that Varuna has

embraced ( pari sasvaje) the nights, and hy his occult power has

established the mornings or days ( usra-b ) In the later Vedic

period of the Brahmanas, Varuaa conies to be specially connected
with the nocturnal heaven. Thus Mitra is said to have produc-
ed the day and Varuna the night ( TS. VI, 4, 8, 3. ) ; and the day is

said to belong to Mitra and the night to Varu^i ( T$ II, 1 , 7, 4. ).

"

( Mac, p 25 ).

^ * ) od Mitra ** Dhruva star is further associated ( on earth )

with the G-nomon (Sanku ) which is inclined to its altitude
*

it

fixes up tne n^rtfarn direction ( one of the four cardinal points )

i Of. para 65 " Sindhu 1 ' aad note to Papa 58 with reference to " Fish
" v

fend " aa "
in coniiectioas with Canopus and Vasiatha ).
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as, on sea, for the same purpose, it is helpful to the

through his compass. For an idea of the Sanbu of this type
]

we may well think of the one that is to be seen in the Indian

^astronomical observatories of Jai Simha at Ujjain, Jaipur, Delhi

tand Benares and which is therein known as the
*4Samrat-Yantra/s

*( Kaye p. 3f&>, p. 41 ff. ) This type of Sanku is of prime impor-
tance for t*he measurement of tuns, with the help of the sliadow

ihe sun casts on it and on ibs equatorial side <|uadTants facing:

East and West ( the two other cardinal points ).^ It will be seen

that the description of Varuna is
''

ihr WT frf^m [T^"^T tr^Wrf : 1

(

" The righteous knows the twelve months with the family;

the knows the offshoot that arises therefrom,
"

( 3$V~. I, 25, 8.).

This description of V^rana brings ns to the consideration of

measurement of time which is done through Sanku.

( 5 ) The associate god of Varuna is Mitra God in Vedas and

therefore, we may as well take this Mifcra God to be a personifica-

tion or the regent god of Sanku, the Indian Gnomon ( associated

with Dhruva) and then reread the passage (quoted above)
which says that the day belongs to Mitra. It is this character of

Mitra, that his description of impelling men to action and help-

ing them ( or the agriculturists ) acquires its proper sense S

iirsrr

* We r>ad iti the ** Pancasiddhantika
" Gh. XIII about the Gnomon as

Bunder :

11 The observer placing his eye at the base of the straight, gnomon, is to

inclin-e it in smch a wiy, that the top of the gnomon is in the straight Hoe

joining the eye '*r-d the Pole Stav "
v 31 1.

4fc At Laiika this observacion is performed with a gnomon lying flat on the

surface, on Sum*ru with one standing upright, and in the intermediate re-

gions with one inclined more or less
"

( 32 ).

" The people at Lanka SOP the Pole star in the horizon; those on the Metu

in the Zenith ; those dwelling between, see it between (the Horizon and the

Zenith )

"
( 26 )

[ From G. Thibaut's translation ( 1889 ) reprinted by the Punjab Sanskrit

Book Depot, Lahom, 1930 ( p. 86).l

It should not be forgotten that the northern point of this Sanku is ID the

Pole Star in Dhruva Star aad not in the Polar Point.

* Thus the '

Friendly
'

function of the Mitra God arises co-ordinating

the function of the two gods Varuna and Sun.
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s "

It is the vo :

<3e of Mi*ra that impels men
Mitra MJ stains earth as aluo heaven: with ar steady

Sfitra watches the active folk (or agriculturists }. Pour to

Mitra the luscious oblation.
"

( BV. TIT, 59; 1 K

( 6 ) The function of Mitra and Varuna can- now be followed

when it is said about it as under?
*"
In the AV. i IX, 3. 18 ) Mitra is asked to uncover in the-

**

morning what has been covered up by Varuna." *'
In the- AV,

( XlJI, 3, 13 ) Mftra at sunrise is contrasted with Varuna is

the evening
"

( Mac. P. 29).

The antithesis between Mitra and Varun-a is expressed a$

tinder:
41

S- B. ( XII, 9. 2, 12) asserts fclxat this world is Mitra, that

( the celestial ) world is Varuna. ' y

( Mac P. 25 ).

In company with Varuna:
"
By occulfc power Vsruna, standing in the air* measures out

the earth with the SUB as with a measure ( V, 85, 5 9 ) Varuna
and Mitra send the dawns (III, 61, 7), make the sun to cross

the sky and obscure it with cloud and rain, whil the honeyed

drops fail ( V, 63, 4 ) ; or ( V, 63, 3 and 7 ) they cause heaven to

fain and they uphold the ordinances by the occult power of the

Asura (here-Dyaus or Parjanya ) ,

^
( Mac. P. 24 ).

(7) Perhaps the golden shield ( RV. I, 2S t 13 ) or the cover-

ing which Varuna is said to be putting on before sending out

spies ( spasas ) relate to his using the sun as a measure during day-
time. We will consider the

" Dawns "~Uas~later on.

MITRA-VARUNA : and SUN
*

(8 ) Both these gods Mitra and Varuna constitute an entity
as described above. Their eye is Surya, the sun ( Mac. p. 30:-"
The eye of Surya is mentioned several times ( V. 40, 8 etc. ) but

he is himself equally often called the eye of Mitra and Varuna
( cf. Mac. p. 23 ) or of Agni as well ( 1, 115, 1, ).

"

It is natural that Mitra ( Sanku ) is closely associated with
the sun at day-time ; accordingly it has led Vedic scholars to
take him for a Sun-God or a god of light specially connected
with the Sum

"
The somewhat scanty evidence of the Veda showing that

Mitra is a solar deity, is corroborated by the Avesta and Persian
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religion in general Here Mithra is undouhte tly a Sun -god or a

god of light specially connected with the Sun. ? *

( Mac. p "30 ).

( 9 ) We may point out that the beneficent nature of Mitra

of the Veda ( and Mithra of the Avesta ) consists In the essential

need he fulfils by supplying the measurements of time, for p-o-

per action and for performance of rit#s or ritual*. The ethical

side of this god arises in that way. The measurement follows

upon the linking of the North ( with Varuna ) and the East ( with

Surya ) with the help of this god,

( 10 ) It will now be interesting to note what is said about

Varuna:

""The hypothesis recently advanced by Oldenberg that Varuna

primarily represented the moon, cannot be passed over here

he believes that Varuna and Mitra were the moon and the sun.....

This hypothesis does not seem to account at all well f >r the actnal

characteristics cf Varuna in the l&gveda It has already baen

mentioned that Varuna goas back to the Indo-iranian period,

for the Ahura Mazda of the Avesta agrees with him in character

thotuh not in name. The name of Varuna may even be Indo-

European. At least, the long accepted identification of the word

with the Greek "ouranos", though presenting phonetic difficulties,

has not been rejected by some recent authorities on comparative

philology
7t

( Mac. p. 28 ). (cf. para 69. )

DEVAS-STARS

(11) The difficulties that the scholars experienced in a pro*

per understanding of the Vedic gods such as Varuna, Mitra etc*

is quite natural. The impressions which work with them ars

that the Vedic seers merely sang the glories of a variety of natural

phenomena. Hence the scholars naturally restrict their attention

to some obvious happenings such as storm, wind, lightning,

dawn, fire, rains ; or to the course of sun and moon or at times

to some tribal history. But tlie mention of them as shining ones,

lustrous as conveyed by the sense of
"
div ''-to shine-in the word

" Deva "
u$*d for gods, would naturally invite our attention to

the starry realm for a solution of the enigma. The foremost in

such an astronomical realm is, as we suggest, Dhruva in the

Varuna ; and the second identity is of Mitra with the Saiiku

connected with Dhruva, as Mitra is connected with Vara^a.

Both are connected with the sun and moon as every other star
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is connected with them. The connection of Mitra with

( through Dhruva and >u i ) necessarily lead's ux to a consideration

of the Vedic calendar with its soslnce and equinoctial paints and

without which, we will never be able to comprehend the nature

of other Vedic creations, much less their grouping: together on

several occasions in several byrons. We have already covered

some ground in our explanations of the grouping together of

Mitra and Varuna,

Before proceeding: with the determination of the Vedic

calendar, it will not be out of place to note that what applies to

the Vedic texts does apply to the texts of other non-Indian reli-

gions where strong resemblances either to the Vedic concep-

tions, to Vedic narrations or to Vedic terminology are a marked

characteristic. A. better understanding of Varuna and Mitra

will therefore naturally elucidate the basic conception of the

greatest ( Iranian ) god AhuraMazda and of god Mithra. Simi-

larly, Vedic Vrtra, Soma, Yama, Vivasvat, will naturally help us

all to know the Iranian Verefchraghna, Haoma, Yima and Vivanh-

vant better than before. Vedic Matarisvau will help us to Fee

through the legend of Prornstheus. Even this episode requires

a clearer conception of the Vedic (stellar) calendar that the Vedic

seers seem to have fixed up.

SECTION II; OLD CALENDAR
( 1-3 ) Yedic Calendar \ In order to understand other Vedic

gods, it will be necessary for us to understand the nature of the

Vedic months, Vadic Year, the Solstices and the Equinoctial points
thereof and the system and division of constellations. We have

practically no direct evidence which may be considered to be of

the nature of a positive proof. We are left to gather and infer

from many sources wLich, differ widely and which do not re-

concile with one another easily in their variances; and in the

absence of one good reliable data, the choice of any particular one,

or a suitable explanation of any growth that cannot be explained
is difficult and the task becomes somewhat perilous. It can be

easily seen that many hands must work at it and the limitations
of a single individual applies very well to the humble but a bold

attempt of the present writer. It has been found that many author*
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mast be kept out for our purposes of Investigation ; and so too,

the many prevalent theories ( ancient or modern) have to be laid

sside in this matter. And abov all, it has not been possible fot

the writer to go through several previous attempts that the learn-

ed ( ancient aad modern) scholars have mad<e in this direction,

because of the immensity of the controversial nature of the

subject, and of the limited ability of the writer.

( 14 ) As w quoted before, Varuna knows twelve months and

the co-related matters with the offshoots. It does point to the

adoption of a year of 12 iuni-solar months and its adjustment to

the solar year. It cannot be forgotten that in India, the very
names of the months and their connection with the lunar man-

sions, bring" to us the consideration of the system of Indian con*-

stellations which also has to be determined for the application

to the Vedic conceptions. And herein we possess a great; advan*

tage in the present investigations because all the zodiacal constel-

lations and many prominent stars and star-groups have (heir re^

gent gods kn^ion tn us. Since we find Varuna to be one of the starry

realm, we can extend our scope in that direction to see if we get

results which are better than what have been obtained hither-

to without reference to stars or to the true old calendar.

(15 ) We refer to the works of Kalidasa and of Kautilya for

our purpose since they bear the impress of profound scholarship

and of their inclination to the Vedic lore and because they are least

modified or tampered wltn and therefore they can be relied upon as

a safe guide.

(16 ) PLirtiimanta month* : In
"
Meghaduta,

**
of Kalidasa we

read that the hero got the first glimpse of the approaching rainy

season, on the last day of the Asadha month, that then the follow-

ing Sravana month was quite near to it and that since the day Iia

saw the clouds, he had to spend four more months in exile, its

termination being the ilth day in the bright fortnight of the

month Karttika, when Lord Visnu wakes from his sleep. There

is one variant reading in this text which would mean that it was1

the
*

first
'

day of Asadha rather than the last one when the

clouds were visible. It has taxed the ingenuity of the com-

mentators to square the latter variant reading with all that is

related above in this connection. They ultimately leave the
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text to Itself stating that it IB not to be literally Interpreted

They are In such a fix because they understand the months to

be of the Amanta type, starting with the moment of New oioon,

However, such is not the case. The months herein are Purni-

naanta type, ending with the bright fortnight
The portions of the text her referred to are as unden

( v. 1.
c

sr^srf^^T
1

\

MeghaDuta-2.

*f*rf%

( V. L

'["...(saw) on the /a^/ day of As&dha a cloud* resting on

the top of the hill ( 2 )."
"
Desirous of sustaining the life of Ms

beloved wife, /& mon'h of Bravaya being at hand ( 4 ) ; My curse

will terminate when Lord Visrtu rises from his steep resting till

then on the serpont ; pass the remaining four months with the

eyes shut ...... ...
"
(115 ). ]

Since 30 Tithis ( a tithi Is one digit of moon In the lum-solar

month of 30 tith s) would constitute 29J^ solar days, four month*

(of 120 digits-hmi solar tithis ) would require 29 J" x 4 = 118 solar

days (according to the Arthasastra of Kautilya). Since 30^
solar d^ys constitute a solar month 30J^ X 4 = 122 solar days

would make up four solar months ; and since It is only llth day

(in the bright fortnight) when the curse is to terminate, four

days of the fortnight ( afc the end the fourth month ) are deducted
from 122, which brings the total of day (of four months) to

118th day from the time the clouds first appeared. It will be seen

that the months do end with bright half If the portions of

the text stand co-related as they do. Sravana would be mar to

Asadha only if it is ending in its full moon.
(17 ) Let us take up the Artiiasastra of Kautilya, to determine

the nature of the calendar in vogue in his days ( B. C. 4th cent ),

i ^TmT^gir^^^r ^rr^ i

"
( ch. II, 7, 25 ).

[ cf.
'

Jain Text ' * C ' on p. 154 and note thereon ].

The Civil Year will constitute 354 solar days. He should
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pay him in that year more or less when it is completed on the

full moon of the month Asadha, (

*

STTORfr
s

). He must provide

for the extra month determined as per its procedure ( Karana ).

7 *

We learn from Kautilya that the month Asadha ( which, we

saw, ended at full moon ) constitutes the last month in the hot

seasoD 9 while the rainy season with Sravana ushers the south-

ern course of sun. The mid-day (at Ujjain as per Indain

convention ) in the month of Asadha is the day when the shadow

(cast on Sanku by, the sun on its reaching the summer solstice

point ) disappears. The equinoctial days-a day of 15 muhurtas

and the night of 15 muhurbas-occur in the months of Caitra

and Asvayuja (solar month).

The text of the above referred to passages is as under:,-

*rnf?i?$:

a
i %fr^r^r crew: i

r

( Oh. II, 20, 38. )

[ Of.
*

Jaina Tests
'

0. E. L* on pp. 154-161 and

notes thereon ]

( 18 ) Schfa*j>wnt#^ There is thus no doubt that the system

in vogue then points to the solstice points on the first day of

the solar, month Sravana 9 when it is the dark half because the

civil year ends with full moon of the month Asadha ( the differ-

ence between the two being adjusted by two extra luni-solar

months in one cycle ( yuga ) of five solar years as shown in th

concluding two varses of this chapter'

n i

: is

S f Annals, B. G. B. I. ]
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WORTHS tJFsT

( Ch. II, 30, 38 ).

( Ct
'

Jtein* T'exfes
'

H. I. pp. 157-158 )..

*'
Seasons from Sisira and onwards constitute the Winter sof

stlee and those from' Yarsa and onwards constitute the Summer

solstice. Tw0 solsticres make up on year - five years making up

a cycle ( Yuga }. Hue sun curries off t is in excess by ) l/60th

day ol a f civil ) day antf thus 60 parts* ( 1/60 x
1

60 =r 1 day >

md&e a e'onifritete day in' a season of two months. I>ikewisre the*

moon is short by l/60th day in a day ( civil } and i"s thufs short

by one complete day in a season* of two months. In this way,

when &Af years are completed ( 60 Itwn-solar months are com-

pleted ) there is an extra Inni-solar month. In the end, when)

five years are over another ( es^tra month* ) is midad, at the end',,

in Grlsma season.
n

Since the luni-solar year ends in the full-moon of Asadh

(

*

w<milWWI*T '

) there catt never be Gfisma season at the end

of &H years. Hence the fast line of the verse in the test fe

either faulty or of a clumsy construction. It must either read
"
nfcnam "-definitely instead of

** Purvam >?

; or if
** Purvam Vf

3*eading holds good, it must be construed with the previous line-

of the verse, while the word "*

Grleroe
"

should be taken with

the word "
Pafkcabdante

"
.

( 1& ) It appears then tbfc the two solstice points, grad: therefore?

th two eqfuinoctiat points too are fi^ed in the solar year although*
the digits of the ifioon at those particular four moment
( of 2 solstices and of 2 equinoctials ) naturally vary in a

cycle of five solar years. But the point of interest lies in tte

fact w& glean as to the exact place of the sun srnoxagstr stars st

those four moments- That was just the reason ( and ^aot its day
to day application ) that we traced the nature of aid calendar
from the authentic* source that is still available* It will be noti-

ced that even these texts that we consulted are not left intact as

w0 have noticed in the discussions ( 1 ) over a variant in the

Meghaduta and ( 2 ) over the season of the fint extra
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metrth. at the -end of 21 years In the Arthasasfcra. A. fartber

notice of this calendar is mater' al to X3ur investigations,

( ^0 } The gear :

......

Luni-Solar :-- As $54 solar days comprised

e$ne civil year ( Arthasastra-Ch. II, 7, 25 ) ending vHth the full

moon or luni-solar month. Asadha, the counting of fortnights
and months had to be adjusted, because 15 days made a fortnight

;and 30 days a ( civil ) month of two fortnights ( ibid-Ch. II,

20, 38
* f

-I fic^r^iJTO"^ sr^snrr^ I

"
f

**
15 days and nights make

one fortnight which is bright wfeem the moon waxes and which is

dark when the moon wanes. Two fortnights make a Civil month "3

and since twelve such months would make 360 such days, adjust-

ment in civil counting ( 360 days ) to the l^ini-solar phenomena
amounting to 354 days was brought about by non-counting of one

day ever'i third and seventh fortnight in the season of four ( Of

^ IX, 1, 135-36 OT5F ^frcft^WfHT ebc. ) months from Varsa. Thus
6 days are not- counted days and the total stops at 354 days. Since

the year begins in the dark half of Sravana ( sfl^rfPW^nf ) one

day of each of the dark fortnight of the months Bhadra, Karttika,

Pausa, PhalgiiDa, Vaisakha, amd Asadhia will not be counted. To

this effect is the text of the Arthiasastra :

^ \ (CL II, 6, 24X

(

" The royal year, the month, the fortnight, tha day the new
year's day OB Sravana ( first day of the dark half of Sravana X
the 3rd and 7th fortnight of three (six cSmpressed into three)

seasons-rainy, winter and summer season short by a day ( 3rd of

14 days ; then 7th of 14 days-of each of the three seasons X the

re.t of fche fortnights ( of thase three seasons ) -intercalary month
being separate-these are the divisions of

[ Cf. Jain Text
" M " on p. 161 J.

1 We come across the usage of seasons with counting by fortnights in

each, in several inscriptions of the second century A. D., at Nasik and Karle,
E. L Vol. VIT pp. 61 to 71, Vol. VIIE, pp. 59-94.
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( 21 ) Afafama**^-*- The eyrttem of calendar thus fired up in

the Arthasastra is a cycle of five solar years made up of 1830

( 5 x 366 ) solar days ? to the solar years are adjusted the luni-

solaryear (of 354 days-lS months x 29 J, ) by two extra

luni-solar months within that cycle. Still, the adjustment is

not complete because it ooraes to only 18"39 days ( 6? months x

29 !

/2 days = 1829 days ). This discrepancy of a day wibhin five

years would necessarily obtrude upon the reality in course of

several years as well as any such that may be in the length of

the year of 386 days instead of a year of 365 days and odd. ( The

civil adjustment to the luni-solar year i. e. 36 ) days minus 6

nori-calculated days to equate with 354 days in the year just

shown before is not in question her@ ). Hence, It looks, that the

final adjustment of calculations to the recurrence of natural phe-

nomena such as the exact time of completion of luni-solar year

and of the return of the sun to the fixed points of solstice or

equinoctials has beeu devised in the provision of
ss Mala Masa,'

an expurgated month { of perhaps varying number of days) at

some future period, the period being determined by the school

according to its own adoption of a data of the length of a luni-

solar month ( Kautilya has 29 J days). The Jain system, the same

as of Kautilya in most of the points, differs here, in as much as,

the lunt-solar month consists of 29?, 1 days, 62 months making in

all 1830 days, thus fully equating them with the cycle). We
would interprat the text in the Arthasastra Oh. II, 20, 38, as

under *
-

1

Translation*
"
Thirty second ( solar year perhaps ) has a sup-

pressed ( solar ) month [ days not stated ]-[ according to the sys-

tem of the Arthasastra as implied by denomination of 2 other

schools in this Malamasa section ]. It is thirty fifth year accord-

ing to the [ school of ] A&vavahas ( theirs being horse's speed).

It is 40th year according ,to Hastivahas [ school ] ( thein being ,

mpeed of an elephant ).
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( 22 ) It is quite plain that the word **

Malami-sa
*' means a

suppressed month and that it is not an intercalary ( Sfrnrrcr )

month. The latter is invariably called
4S

Adhimasa * 9
in the

three passages that we have quoted hithereto. Since this is a

chapter on the calendar, reference to any scale of payment to

horse-breeders or to elephant-breeders would be out of place.

There is another construction possible and that is that the first

school ( of Kautilya ) went by Solstice point, the second by the

Yernal equinox: point ( in Aivinl constellation ) and the third

was prominent either by its emphasis on the Hasta (Corvns)
constellation or for the matter of fact by its preference for the

Autumnal equinox: (in Sv at! constellation ). These suggestions
are only hypothetical since we have no other evidence to check

them : the only sure ground is that it is not
*

3^17?^
?

( an inter-

calary,, an added month ) and that even solar year adjustments

must have been found necessary at intervals. The bearing of this

discussion is that the precession of equinoxes was an unknown thing

and the system captained fixed points of two solstices or two equintxes.

This fact is very pertinent to onr further consideration of the

Vedic Gods when we are faced with a labyrinth of views as to

the equinoxes, or as to the starting point in the month stated

to be the first day of the bright half of Magha ; or views that the

Vedas were composed or the materials for their composition arose

in regions far away from India or that traces of polar life survive

in some Vedic words or rituals or sacrifices. After getting a

central view-point from the present investigations based upon
authentic sources free from ceremonial bias and after its applica-

tions and the results obtained thereby, we shall be in a position

to review all these views to enable us to trace their growth behind

several hypothesis and to check them all, for ascertaining their

proper value,

( 23 ) Thn Jain Chlmdvr and the Arfhasa^aj-- [ Of. Quotations

under
" Jain Tests ?f

pp. 154-161 and notes thereon ]. The Jain

system of calendar is very conservative. Even the later works

try to preserve the views that were held during the sisth century

B- C. At times we find that there are modifications even in these

books ( see quotation
* M * on p, 161 ), since the later authors

found a considerable change in the seasons with reference to lunar

mansions and to the lunar months. Tn spite of sueli aberrations
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in the texts or in their commentaries, they collectively serve

a guide for present investigations ; and since the system propound-

ed therein runs in a close parallel to the one propounded in the

Arthatastra we may safely switch over from the Arthaslstra to

what is related therein when we find that some particulars are

nat given in the former* Tt permits us to take a consistent

and harmonious view of the calendar from both the sources and

accordingly, there is ample scope for these Jain data, in our in-

vestigations related to the nature of the Vedic Gods. Since this

article does not mean to serve compendium of the data in Jain

works or to explain the variance in details* the reader will have

to be content with the barest mention of only the required data

collected therefrom. The known Jain works are ( 1 )

* fr

Suryapra-

jfiapfei,
?>

( 2 >
"
Candraprajnapti,

"
( 3 )

'*

Jyctiskarandaka,
"

(4)
*"

Jambudvlpaprajnapti,
"

(5)
"
Kalalokaprakasa

* y
. There are

several others also. Those who desire to refer to the original

will get a great help in the Sanskrit commentaries on some of

their Magadhl texts.

( 24 ) The Jain system has a cycle of five solar years of a

total of 1830 solar days, five luni-solar years of 62 months ( 60

usual luni-solar months pltis two extra luni-solar months, to

equate the Irani-solar year to the solar one and to the completed

cycle ). It starts with the moment of summer solst'ce in the

dark half of the month Sravana, on its first day in early

morning, with the moan in the Abhijit constellation then, ( We
bave not yet seen anything of a * Malamasa *

therein ).

(25) However we commend the system to the readers as

supplementing that of the Arthasastra for the division of the

ecliptic it gives, for the division spaces allotted to 2& con-

stellations ( the Abhijtt constellation benig there ), and for the

daily and yearly courses of the Sun and of the Moon amongst
those allotted spaces and for its equinoctial and solstice points

according to the data that it has adopted. We shall give here

their data as briefly as possible for the facility of the readers

and in a tabulated form after giving their brief description, cor-

related to the probably Vedic one as might be justified because
of the same system of the ArtbasSstra (See pp. 154-172;.

( 26 ) Ecliptic - In the Jain system, the ecliptic is made up
of two styles, One of 1830 spaces and the other of 3660 spaces.
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Th difference Is not at all material since the former Is as good
-as the latter and vice-versa. We will follow the division of

3660 spaces. Tne division of 360 degr^s is entirety absent and it

looks that the guiding consideration has been the year of 366

days and therefore, it looks, the space division has been fixed upon

just to suit this number -366,

( 27 ) The sun completes ten spaces within a solar day ( of 3D

Muhurtas ) ; accordingly it takes him 366 days to cover 3660 spa-

-ces and to return to his old position, He completes 915 spaces
in his course, fro en a solstice point to an equinoctial point and
in the same way, further on (3660 -4 = 915 ). In one solar

month, he covers therefore 305 spaces ( 3660 ~ 12 = 305 ). The

course of the ecliptic runs through 28 constellations amongst
whom the spaces (3660) are distributed by four standards. Slrst

standard ( see
* D ' on p. 112 ) exclusively covers the constellation

Abhijit to whom 42 spaces only are allotted. The sesond (see 'A* on

p. 112 ) is a regular standard allotted to 15 constellations, each

of which occupies 134 spaces ( which, the moon covers in a solar

day ) of the ecliptic. The third is an inferior standard ( see
' B '

on p. 112 ) assigned to six constellations, each of which occupies
67 spaces and the fourth standard is superior standard ( see

' G '

on p. 112 ) and it embraces the remaining six constellations me-

asuring 201 spaces. The names of respective constellations and
their spaces can be looked up in the table I on pp. 162-163.

(28 ) The moon traverses in one ( solar ) day (of 30 muhuttas)
134 spaces which means that sidereal month consists of 27T̂ ?
days ( 3660 r. 134 ==

tff/^ ) This is in obvious contrast to the

sidereal month of 27 days stated by Kautilya ( Arthasastra Ch. Il>

20, 33 )

"
waflfrsrtehJsTSmWi I

" " The sidereal month is of 2? days ").

It looks that the author has left out odd figures for a round
number. Supposing that he takes the system of 27 constellations

and omits Abhijit with its 42 spaces, giving to his ecliptic only
3618 spaces ( 3663 - 42=3618 spaces \ distributing 134 spaces to

ach constellation ( 134 X 27 = 3618 ), his other data wilt not work
out From one lunation to the other, the moon covers 29^ days

according to hina; while according to him it takes only 27 days for

the moon to complete the circle for herself. The extra distance re-

presented by 2| days ( 29^
- 27 ) L e. by 2| x 134 spaces, i. e.
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by 335 space f is the distance that the covers between the two

lunations in 29|- days. With that speed he will take only 318'6

days to complete the whole circle ( 3618 spaces ) while
actually

he ought to take, according to him 366 days. This small

discussion will point out the advisability of taking up the Jam
data unhesitatingly with Its system of 28 constellations, the con-

stellation Abhijit being included. The Jain data gives the period

of lunation to be 2^|| days; deducting from it its sidereal

period of moon of 27T
4^ days, we get a period of {fJ days

which the moon should traverse to complete the lunation. Mul-

tiplied by 134 spaces that the raoon travels a day, we get the total

amount of spaces which the sun really covers in 29j?| days ; and

in that way, in 366 days, he covers exactl3T 3660 spaces. It must

be noted that the Abhijit constellation /* included in the system of

366 days ai&d 3660 spaces and %t is indispensable^ and that the text

of Kautilya cannot be reconciled with any other prevalent system

to-day excepting the Jain one. We shall be therefore following

'a perfectly right course in applying the Jain data ( which are in

consonance with those in Arthasastra ) for a Vedic calendar

because of their being in harmony with Arthasastia of Vedic

leaning,

( 29 ) A- The 15 constellations each of which occupies 134

spaces of the ecliptic are

AsJvinI, Krttika, Mrgaslrsa, Pusya, Magha, purvaPMlgunl,
Hasta, Citra, Anuradha, Mula, Purvasadha, Sravana, .Dhanigthft,

PurvaBhadrapada, anJ Revatl-eaeh of 1J4 spaces.

B The 6 constellations each of which occupies 67 spaces

are : Bha'ranl, Ardra, lilesa, Svatl, Jyestha and Satabhisa-eaoli

of 6? spaces.

C The 6 constellations each of which occupies 201 spaces
are : Rohinl, PunarVasu, UttaraPhalgunI, VlsaRha, UttarSsadha
and UttaraBhadarpada.-each of 201 spaces,

D The Abhijit constellation occupies 42 spaces.

( 30 ) Fixt d Prints : [ Vide Tables III and IV ( on pp. 169-

172 ) ] All constellations together make up an ecliptic of 3660

spaces. The points of equinoxes are stated to be as under ( they
are fixed points ):
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Squinvx^ When the sun completes 3 spaces of

the constellation SvatI ( out of its 67 spaoos ).

Vernal Equinox--
- When the sun completes 69 spaces of- tha-

constellation A&vinl ( out of its 1 34 spaces ).

The solstice points are removed from these two equinoctial

points exactly by 915 spaces ( a quadrant ) and accordingly they
are as follows*

The Summer Solstice : When the sun completes 46 spaces of

constellation Pusya ( out of its 134 spaces ).

The Winter Solstice 1 When the sun completes all the 201

spaces of constellation Uttarasadha, at its ending moment and
when the first space of constellation Abhijit begins.

The firsfc year of the cycle ( Yoga) begins when the sun enters

the 47th space of constellation Pusya and when the moon
enters the first space of constellation Abhijit early morning"
at a particular moment ( morning of the Jst day of the dark

fortnight of the month Sravana ). The position of the moon (dur-

ing the cycle } keeps changing thereafter at every equinoctial and
solstice point while that of the sun repeats itself mathematically,

( 31 ) Seasons :
[ Vide Tables III and IV ( on pp. 169-172 ) j

The ramy season begins with the summer solstice (Daksinajaaa),

and the two solar months herald each succeeding season. Thus
the winter solstice marks the advent of the season Sisira. The
Autumnal equinox occurs in the midst of Sarad season and the

Vernal equinox comes in the midst of season Vasanta

The course of ages did not harmonize with these periods of

year and the seasons and we notice the tendency ( of later

writers ) to modify the earlier statements or to put a new inter*

pretation or a new nomenclature on the original text on the part
of some of the Jain commentators. It can be noticed in their

observations on the scriptural texts we named before.

The accompanying quotations ( with notes thereon on pp. 154-

161 ) relating to the old Jain calendar will prove to be of great

interest and the fcabular form ( on pp. 162-172 ) will elucidate the

couree of sun through the constellations and in various months.
3 [ Annals, B. O. R. I, j
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(32) R@ent O'od^' - Next in importance are the regenl

gods of these constellations, Thoy are of f^reat Importance for

our comprehension of the nature of the Vedic conceptions of gods,

The names of the regents are nearly uniform in the Jain and in

the Brahtnaulc texts. They stand on a common ground which is

a great point as to the essential unity between them,

(33) R : Tables " The way to find out the position of

moon at the moment of solstice or of equinox is shown at the

end of the space table 1 ( pp. 162-165 t

Whether the firsts f &igns~stell*ir ) were known at all to the

Vedic poets, or known in the nomenclature that is in vogue

to-day cannot be settled BOW. It will ba seen from the table that

three constellations which encompass the stars in the sign

Scorpic-Vr&oika'~can be never missed by any observer of

heaven. We therefore give the names of the ( stellar ) signs also

in the tables that we give.

( 35 ) In table II ( pp. 166-168 ) we try to give the modern

equivalents, in the current astronomic terminology to the stars of

the 28 constellations with the names of their principal stars and

some of their marked features and here we are much indebted to

Pillai and Kaye. The shape and color of some stars of rnosfe of

these constellations is given from the Jain texts and here too, we

have to acknowledge our indebtedness to them. There is a good

deal of varian0$ in the number of constituent stars of some con-

stellations. We try to give the variants although, it has to be

noted that the discrepancies in these respects are a matter of in-

dividual observations and they make no material difference,

( Vide table II ).

( 36 ) In the unequal spaces of constellations and in the

order of enumeration we strictly follow the Jain texts as also

in the dafca with respect to the ecliptic to the fractional length
of solar days, lunar digits, lunations, sidereal year, the cjcle

( Yuga ), and with respect to the measure of course of sun and

moon amongst the 28 constellations. ( Vide table I ).

' Non~Jain : (Vide tables I and

IV; -I ana HI).
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There is a possibility of another type of space division of the

total of 3660 of the ecliptic. That system is not mentioned by

the Jain texts but still, the writer may make a note about it

It would seem to allot 42 spaces to Abhijit but then it would

equally distribute the remaining 3618 spaces between the remain-

ing 27 constellations, allotting 134 spaces to each one of them.

In spite of this distribution, this system will have the same solstice

and equinoctial points but in several other intermediate totals it

would vary a little from the list we have given. The possible

currency of such a method of counting with non-Jains has not

to be lost sight of when we consider the constellations coupled

with Vedic festival tithis. Since there is no deviation of any

material character we simply mention the same in the tables

we give.

( 38 ) These tables with star maps will be of great help in mapp~

ing out the constellations by actual observations-a much desired

practice which has been lost since not only by centuries but; even

further. (It has been noted by Alberuni ] that the Hindu

astronomers of his day cannot point out the constellations if

asked to do so ! What a sad picture when we contemplate that

the Vedic gods are of stellar nature. ) The tables will also help

in the calculations of the postition of moon stated in the obser-

vance of several auspicious days, or of worship of several gods

and goddesses. There, it will have to be ascertained in advance,

if any stated day represents either lunar digits of a luni-solar

month or the number of solar days in one particular solar month
or if it is a calculation of civil day coupled with the former or

the latter or of equal or unequal space division. It is generally

the first year of the cycle ( Yuga ) that is taken by convention.

Herein, the starting point, in the first day of the dark half of

Sravana will hold good as also the space divisions. The only

other point that remains to be stated is thafc we shall have to see

if, in the nomenclature, the month and fortnight are not the later

1 See Kaye " Astronomical Observatories of Jai Sinha,
"

D. 77 Note 1.

Alberuni [A. D. 973-1048] writes ( II, 83) :

" The Hindus are very little informed regarding the fixed stars. I never

came across any one of them who knew the single stars of the lunar stations

from eyesight, and was able to point them out to me with his fingers.
"
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modified ones in orler to harmonic them with the changes that

have come upon later on ( through the fact of the precession of

equinoxes X or that, Ju equating the old names with the modern

ones s
if the lunar digit hp not interchanged for the solar day

and vice versa* We now ask the reader to revert to the tables and

to a citation of some of the important portions of the Jain
texts,

1

?lven in the appendix before lie begins t*> read other sections,

( 39 ) As regards constafidtion* on n futl mo ,n night nt /U/-

moon Some of the Jain texts observe that in the specified three

months the constellations are different from that we would

naturally understand from the name of the month. Thug on a

particular full moon night, moon will be with Mula. in the

( luni-solar ) month Jyestha, with DhanisthA in the month

Srdvana, and with A.rdra in the month Mtrgaslrsa. In the rest

of the months, moon will be approximately with the constella-

tions implied by the names of the months. To-day, however, it is

a matter of renewed observations *

( cf
*

Jain Text '-* J
'

onpp,

158 and note thereon I,

Jam Text and Notes thtsrean :
' We cite (in appendix)

some of the portions of the Jain texts which ga^e us the data,

Since the ivalalokaprakasa text runs in easy Sanskrit verses,

preserving the original material^ in citing texts we prefer it to other

works for the purposes of this article. Those who would like

to know more of the old calendar and its system must gather for

themselves from all the texts mentioned before { in para 23 ),

(40) Before we resume the tnairt work-to continue (from

section I ) the thread of our investigations to find out the basic von-

evpKons of Vedic gods,- it will be worth while to take stock

of the ground that we have covered already.
( 1 ) From the

"
Meghadnta,

" we saw that the system of

the months we should keep before us are of Purnim&nta type. We
found it to be the case in the calendars of the Artha6&stra and of

the Jain texts.

(2) From the
"
Arfchasastra,

" we saw that the Yuga

system had its solstice and equinoctial points expressed in terms

of the solar months and further implied by seasons, coupled with

i Quotation from Jain Texts with Hofces thereon ""and Tables I-IV, will bi

found at the end of this article as Appendix pp. 154 ff.
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end of the year in a bright fortnight. This system ran In cios

parallel to the one of the Jain calendar and that the time divi-

sion of Kautilya with reference to the course of moon, though
varied slightly, yet materially tallied with the Jain system in

its ways and methods.

( 3 ) We found in the Jain calendar
,

the ezact position of

the sun with reference to the two solstice and two equinoctial

points and we got two complete systems of old division of ecliptic

with reference to constellations and solar months.

( 4 ) We then get at the Zodiacal constellations and their

regent gods.

( 41 ) Now we take a step further and see if some of the con-

stellations and phenomena ( that arose by course of sun traversing

the same ) enable us to understand and. appreciate the Vedic singers

better than before. It will be found that in one or another form,

these constellations and the delineation of old equinoxes and sol-

stices have been preserved for us $ the writer has found that the

drama of Vikramorvaitya of Kalidasa is such a work. The

Saktintala and Raghuvamsa too serve the same purpose. So too,

the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, They are, in themselves

relatively later growths consistent with the earlier Vedic one

forming one unit as it were by continuity ; but all of them enable

us a better approach to the prime source-the Vedas. With these

brief notices here, the writer passes on now to the consideration

of the Vedic gods and goddesses, The writer has put on paper

some of Ms researches with reference to the Dramas of Kalidasa

in his article.
1

SECTION III : VERNAL EQUINOX; ASVINS and USAS;

( 42 ) OoddMS Usa* and the Aswns ' We now refer to the

goddess lisas,
"
the most graceful creation of Vedic poetry.

( Mac* p. 46 ). She is the goddess of Dawn. " She removes the

black robe of night ( I, 113, 14, )

"
( Mac. p. 4? ). In her ordinary

aspect, she heralds the physical day - but it is then the day of

the mortals. 1 here is a day of the immortals which too is ushered

in by the Usas. The conception of the northern passage of sun

Astronomical Data in the Dramas of Kalidasa/' It will be

published la the A. B. I., later on. He hopes to reduce other researches to

in course of time. They are in progress.
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(north of equator
'

connotin nuch a day of gods and Ms sonft>

era course their night; IK a familiar conception in the old liter

ature, We read in tha SuryaSicldh&uta L 13 and XII. 45 that from

Aries upto Libra, it is tlie region of the gods, the rest

that of Asuras.

yn u

In the PafieaSicldhSntiki, ( Q. Thibaut's translation, p, 86

( see note to para 4 and quotations from this text ) Oh. XIII, 27,

we reai
"
For those who dwell on the back ol Moru the sun onoe risen

remains visible for six months, while he moves in the six signs

beginning with Aries ; for the Asuras lie is visible as long as

he is in the latter (half of the ecliptic)". Manu 1, 67 says

that the ( human ) year is a nigrht and clay of the gods, the northern

passage being day, the southern being night,
"

The Taittirlya Brahrnaim (III, 9 S 22)
13

ti says that the one day of gods is the Sarhvatsara

( Tilak, pp. 68-70 ). The Satapatha Brahmana ( II, 1, 3 ). prefers

to take three seasons Vasanta, Grlsma and Varsa to connote

the northern passage of the sun and the rest of the three

seasons to connote his southern course, the former associated

with the gods and the latter with the Pitrs "

Ml

(Satapatha Br. II, 13 ) ( Dixit. p. 34.)

( 43 ) Eor the gods thus as in human affairs, there is an inter-

vening period between night and day with its goddess, when that

long night of the gods terminates. That leads us to the equinoctial
points (with norther a course of sun on equator), to the mid-point of

the two solstices, since the year commences with a solstice point.
We saw that the equinoctial points are in the constellations
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and Svati and accordingly their regent gods have their rightful

place with the goddess lisas in one form or another. We first dwell

upon the Vernal Equinox, upon the two Asvins who preside over

this equinoctial constellation of Aivinl, the half of which ( vide

tables III and IV ) goes over the divine night ( of.
t

She re-

moves the black robe of night,") and the other half over ttie divine

day.
" Yaska quotes a passage stating that 'one (of the two A.svins)

is called th-i son of night, ttie other the son of Dawn 1

[ Nir. 12, 2. ].

(Mac. p. 49 ). RV, cf. VCI 10, 1.
" The time of thair appearance

is often said to be the early dawn, when darkness still stands

among the ruddy cows ( X. 61, 4 ) and they yoke their car to

descend to earth and receive the offerings of worshippers ( I, 22,

2 5 etc.) Usas awakes them ( VII[, 9, 17). They follow after

Usas in their car, ( VIII, 5, 2 ), At the yoking of their car Usas

is born ( X, 39, 12. )
" Mac. p. 50). What a splendid picture of the

occurrence of Vernal Equinox when the nature shakes off its

slumber-when it is rejuvenated !

" Usas is borne on a car which is shining ( VII, 78, 1 ), bri-

lliant ( I, 23, 7 ) "...
;t She is drawn by steeds which are ruddy

( VII, 75, 6 ) "..." She is also described as being drawn by ruddy

kine or bulls (

'

go
'

: I, 92, 2; E, 124, 11 ; V, 80 S 3 )-" Mac. p 47.

"
Both the horses and the cows probably represent the ruddy rays

of the morning light. "-Mac. p, 47.
" Her radiant beams appear

like herds of cattle ( IV, 52, 2-4 )"..." She opens the doors of

darkness as the cows their stall
'

( [, 92, 4. )

" Mac. p. 47. "The

gods are often described as
*

waking with Usas ( I, 14, 9 etc. )
'

Mac. p. 47. The divine day has commenced.

(44) It will be evident that the cwins gods Asvins, the regents of

the constellation AsvinI at tha equinoctial point, are thought of by

the Vedic poets in connection with the termination of the divine

night and also in connection with the commencement of the div-

ine day. rhis i: the divine character of hte Usas which brings her

i The imagary after the cowstalls and after herds of cattle seems to

have been furnished by the village life of India where cattle set out

( cows after being milked early ) of the Tillage at daybreak for grazing.

They return at dusk to their homes when the c >ws are milked again. Both

the period of time of their outgoing and incoming, particularly the latter,

i* considered very auspicious time of "
rfim: ", ^^ *e of Dawn and Dusk,

when clouds of dust rise out of the movement of the cows.
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together with tJie Amins* It is not a phenomena of the northern

or of the polar regions bufc a phenomena of return of Spring, In

fehat way we see that the
u Dawn herself is horn of Night

"
(I,

123,9) ''Mac. p. 13. "...She removes the black robe of Night

( I, 113,14)
" Mac. p. 47.

SECT ON IV: From VERNAL to the AUTUMNAL
EQUINOX; SEVERAL GODS and GODDESSES.

(45) AulwmtMl Equinox :
- It will be seen that the divine

daybreak at the Vernal equinox explains the association of Usas

with the twin gods A^vlns. At that" time, nafure herself has work-

ed a change towards her own rejuvenation ; there Is little of

human efforts or activities that counts then.

It is however different at the approach of the Autumnal

equinox, The progress of the seasons, after the Vernal one, parti-

cularly from about the Summer solstice (rains) upto the Autumnal

equinox is associated with human efforts in the form of agri-

cultural operations and of a subseqent good harvest. Therein

several natural forces are supposed to participate, advancing or

aiding the human efforts or impeding their course. During: the

rainy season the earth gets flooded and the religious and other

regulated activities ( which proceed from the correct apprehension
of the measurement of time made through Sanku and shadow )

fall into abeyance. Days and nights are clouded and therefore the

sunlight, the stellar movements, and the lunar progress generally

get out of observation. These are the
"
impediments

' '

of those

days ; while the beneficent influences are in the form of a good
harvest and the resusciation of the vegetation on account of the

profuse supply of water from sky. The Vedic songs seem io be

an attempt to trace the forces that range behind these develop*

ments that are at work and which forces are behind the human
attempts in reality ; the songs reflect the glory of the divine

grace that is instrumental in helping them and also in over-

powering the manifold impediments that they are subject to,-and
what are human efforts without these divine graces ? The utmost

tribute that is paid to these gods is their celebration and the

humble offerings ( of the season ) accompanied with their recogni-
tion and emulation, with prayers and devotion. It is natural
that the poete-the Vodic seers-try to exhaust the enumeration of
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all these forces. It is therefore impossible for them to detach or

isolate any one agency from the rest that are at work. The prin-

cipal god of this period is Indra and the main obstructive force

is the serpent AM or Vrtra. The serpentine constellation ( Hydra

Ahi : Vrtra ) near summer solstice ends 3ust at the Autumnal

equinox covering a fourth parfe of the Zodiac from 5slesa and of

the southern sky near it from Pusya upto Svatl Accordingly,

most of the regent gods of these intervening constellations (Pnsya

to Svati-Brhaspati to Vayu)
1 come into the fray and help Indra

one way or another. There are other stars like Sirius and Cano-

pus and star-groups like Ursa Majoris-the Saptarsis which are

also involved in this period ; they too are brought in, in one form

or another. From, their occurrence as well as from their heliacal

rise, the northern constellation Sapfcarsi (Great Bear-Ursa

Majoris) helps Indra as also the two southern stars Sirius

Eudra-Siva (A~Canis Majoris S. 1634') and the star Canopus

(A-Argo Navis S. 5239 ?

) known as Agasfcya. If we leave out these

stars and constellations associated with the seasons, associated

with the resusoiation of nature and fruition of agriculture, we

will not be able to understand the Vedic songs. There are many

regent gods of constellations from the Summer solstice onwards.

Brhaspati helps Indra. Then the Pitrs-the Saptarsis-oombine in

the image of Brhaspati and they take an active part. So does

Aryaraan; so do Savitr, Twastr, Sarasvati and gods Vayu-who

are also called the Maruts and the Matarisvan. The last one forms

a terminus to the Serpentine demon Hydra. They are spoken

generally in plural. They are of greater importance than most of

the others enumerated since their occurrence is associated with

harvest and with the Autumnal eqninox; and they form a terminus

to the heliacal rise of the Saptarsi also. The star Svati, being in

the north, rises earlier by about an hour just after the Hasta and

earlier than the Citra constellations which are in south and there-

fore, the scope of Maruts gets more extended to the regions of

Hasta and Citra, The physical characteristics of Vayu-wind-

i This will explain the name " GuruvSyur
"
god of Malabar in South India

at a celebrated place of pilgrimage and furtfaur, of the beneficent agency

that is celebrated through this god.

4 [ Annals, B. Os B. I. )
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extend the scope even during the rainy season and therefore, of all

the gods, they are the most associated with Indra, Since Agastya

rises in autumn at different places on different days ( being in the

south ) ic also gets associated with the Autumnal equinox as it

were, marking its complete rise through the association of
early

rising of the star SvatL It is through the Agastya, that Brhaspati

Visrm and Agni enter into the fray against the serpent Vrfcra

-the Hydra-to help and to associate with Indra. Soma too gets

in, a being of important consideration, at the Autumnal equi-

nox at Svati 1 The following pages will unfold what is told

herein.

(46) It is impossible therefore to keep a numerical sequence or

to concentrate exclusively upon the characteristics of one single

god in the subsequent paras without taking into account those of

the others. It is impossible to proceed with the basic conception

of the gods that we now describe, in the detached manner we

could describe that of Varuna, or of Mitra, or of the Usas and

the Asvins. Varuna and Mitra are indispensable throughout the

year where Light and Time are involved ; therefore they find a

place along with the one or the other god of this period particu-

larly at the Autumnal equinox. After these preliminary observa-

tions, we proceed with further examination or explanation of

the distinctive features of these gods, as best and as short as it can

be possible.

. ( 47 ) Vgyu* This god is the regent of the Svati constella-

tion ( A-Bootes-Arcturus ) at the A.utumnal equinox as we saw

from the calendar.
"
Vata is spoken of as producing ruddy lights

( X, 168, 1 ) and of making the Dawns shine ( I, 134, 3 )

" - Mac,

p. 83. It is the evening of the Gods, as Asvins marked their

daybreak.

( 48 ) The Svati star is N. 19/42
7

while Hasta (Corvus ) stars

are S. 16 to S. 24 and the Cltra sfcar is S. 10/ 38\ Vide table

II for the modern equivalents. The phenomenon on the Indian

horizon ( it is not polar ) is that the Svati and Gitra stars make
their appearance in the East soon after the Hasta group completes

} See illustration maps.
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its rise.
1 Thus the very early advent of Svati Is noted as Its swift

coarse. It is not unusual to call stars as
e

birds
'

as we noticed

before in the section on the God Varuna Hence Svati at times

is depicted as a swift bird-swifter than any of its prototype.

Accordingly, it earns the name of the swiftest bird which is the

reputed Eagle.
"
Vayu is fond of Soma, to which he is invited

to come with his teams and the first draught of which he obtains

as his share ( also in company with Indra, I, 135, 4 ), for he is

the swiftest of the gods ( SB. XIII, 1, 2-7, etc. )
" - Mac. p. 82.

"
Vayu reached the goal first and Indra second ia a race which

the gods ran for the first draught of Soma ( AB. II, 25 )
- Mac.

p. 82. These statements point to early rise of Svati over that of

others. Unlike the Asvins, they are associated with Indra as

Ma ruts. They strike Vrtra [ ( Hydra-vide Vrtra ), the serpentine

demon Alii ( Mac. p. 152 ) ], assisted by Indra ( I, 23, 9 )
- Mac.

p. 81 ;

" and *' with them, Indra grains light ( VIII, 65, 4 ) and
finds the cows ( 1, 6, 5 )

" - Mao. pp. 80 and 81.
" And the Maruts

sang a song and pressed Soma, for Indra when he slew the dragon

( V, 29, 2 ; V 30, 6 )
" - Mac. p, 80. They are keepers of cow-

stalls.
'*

Indra produced cows for Trita ( Gnomon-vide Trita )

from the dragon and delivered the cow-stalls to Dadhyanc and

Matarisvan ( X, 48, 2 )

" - Mac. p. 71. The cows are light ( vide

cows ) and at the Autumnal equinox, the cowstalls refer to

1 Owing to differences in magnitudes of these stars, to the variations in

atmosphere at this period of the year, at various places in India, owing to

the wide range of Indian latitute ( 1ST. 9o to N. 35 ) as also to diversities in

methods of computations of rise of stars, while there is no good reliable guide
in these respects for calculating either heliacal rising or heliacal setting,

and last hut not the least, owing to the limited knowledge of the mathematical

phase of astronomy on the parfc of the present writer-~for all these reasons

combined-it is impossible to be exact in details or to be precise in particulars.

That task devolves on more capable shoulders.

The present writer is however confident as to the truth of the generalities

that he is able to present from his personal observations and from the data

he is fortunate enough to collect and interpret from the literary classics

and from the reliable authors. Even then, it is difficult for him to decide

if the classical authorities adopted Kashmir ( N. 34 2* ) as their standard

for their reference to the heliacal rise and setting of s Lars-such as Agastya-
Canopus-or that they stuck to Ujjain, ( N. 24-E:aye ) the standard Indian

meridian,for this purpose. Kautilya's measure for the longest day of'.year

applies to the latitude of Kashmir which is therefore remarkable for our

considerations.
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( period of or portion of ) B6otes~"#roup of stars which are near tie

sixth star { Vasistha ) of Saptarsi. The Itotfhyaftc is the Asvini

constellation-since
*

to Dadhyafie the Asvins gave the head of a

horse ( I, 117, 22 )
"

( Mac, p. 141 ). Soma is light and ifes trans-

formations ( vide Soma ). The connection of Agni with this god

explains the myth of the eagle bringing fire { vide Agni). The

terrestial Agni is lighted tip at the daily dawn and at the dusk

of the Autumnal equinox which is another celestial, form of Agn
(vide Agni). Svati-fhe Maruts-are thus associated with Vrfcra,

Indra, Trita, Cows, Dadhyanc, Soma, Agni and Baptarsis.

( 49 ) The golden colour of the star Svafcf ( Arcturus ) imparts

a good deal to this imagery. The Maruts are
<s

golden, of sun-

like brightness, like blazing fires, of ruddy aspects ( VI, 66, 2;

VII, 59, 11 ; VIII, 7, 7 )
" - Mac. p. 78. Their mantles, ornaments,

helmets, cars, wheels of their cars, are all golden ; their coursers

are all ruddy, tawny and gol len foofced-Mao. p. 79. This ruddy

nature imparts to them as Matarisvan much of the attributes of

gold or fire : but really Matarisvan is not Agni As a star,' it

does partake of the nature of Agni ( light )-but
4t when as Matari-

svan he was fashioned in his mother ( amimlta Matari : cp. 1, 141,

5 ) he became the swift flight of wind { III, 29, 11 )

"
- Mac, p. 71.

He is therefore a Wind god, regent of Svati*

( 50 ) Trita Soma: **

Tndra and Trita in three or four pas-

sages perform the same feat, that of slaying: a demon. " "
Trita

is associated with the Maruts in the thunderstorm. Moreover he

finds Agni> kindles Agni in heaven, and takes up his abode in

human dwellings, clearly as a form of Agni. His abode is remote

and hidden, and Soma is there.
>? "

In the Avesta he is once

( Yasna IX, 10 ) described as the third man who prepared Ha 'tna,

( Soma ) for th? zorpore-xl loorld ( Athwya-iptya being the second)

and once ( Vend. XX, 2 ) as the first healer who received from the

Ahura Mazda ten thousand healing plants which grow round the

white Haoma, the tree of immortality.
'* -Mac. p. 68.

"
Trita

cherishes (him who is like) Varuyta in the ocean ( IX, 95, 4)"
-Mac. p, 68.

" Soma occupies the secret placd near the two pressing
stores of Trita ( IX, 102, 2 ) and is besought to bring: wealth in a

stream on tie sides ( Prsthesu ) of Trita-( IX, 103, 3 ).
" Soma

caused the sun along with the sisters to shine on fiie summit (
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of Trita ( IX, 37, 4 )

f '

-Mac. p. 67/68, Such are the distinctive

features of Trita.

( 51 ) Who is this Trita ? Connected with Varnna, with two
stones of Trita, and the abode in human dwellings suggest to us
She Sanfeti the Gnomon with its two side quadrants* with its

central portion pointed to Varuna (the Ahuramaxda ). Naturally,
as a means to the measurement of time he is, associated with
the Maruts ( the regent god of Sviiti ) at the Autumnal Eqainox
and wifch Indira in the Vrtra-fight. Hence, what shines on his

summit is the Light which alights there, for its conversion tnfo

Time ( at A.utumnal Equinox: ) and which is here described an
" Soma tf

on the summit. The idea of fire being brought out of sky
or the idea of Agni produced from rock, by the bird is very well

known in the Matarisvan myth. -( Mac. pp. 71-72 ) The summit
known as

c Sanu *

of the gnomon and the association of the

Maruts would in themselves suggest the Autumnal equinox when
the fire is lighted up. ( Vide Asm ).

" Soma is purified by Trita
"

( IX, 34, 4 )-Mac. p. 67, seems to refer to the ( calendar or ) Time
checked at the Autumnal equinox, when the measurement of Time
is checked by the Light ( Prabha-* Palabha ') that is cast on the

gnomon on the mid-day of the day of the Autumnal equinox, We
may read again the description in para 50.

(52)
"

...In one passage, in the middle of a Varuna hymn,
Trita is described as one in whom wisdom is centered, as the nave

in the wheel, ( VIII, 41, 6 ) ''-Mac. p. 68. This seems to refer to the

manifold beneficent activities which arise out of Che Time
measured out of the gnomon. ( The conception of Manu is a

parallel case in this respect X The plight of Trita in a well ( Mac.

p. 67 > seems to be a picture of the gnomon in the rainy season

when the earth gets flooded with water and the gnomon gets

surrounded by water, rescued by Brhaspati ( Mac. p. 67 ) ( in Sarad )

when c

the seven rays
*

( =Sa,ptarsi-) rise heliacally in Aufcumn.

( 53 ) Soma : What is Soma ? It will be easy to follow the

basic conception of this god if we refer to his Vedic colour.
]

* In para 50/51, under
" Trita

** we read that t^e * Haoma *
is white in

Avesta. If redness and wMteuess mean little difference with reference to

Light, then Vedic Soma would secondarily be the ro&fitsf. god of moon, of

Light and Time in the Vedic Luni-solar calendar.
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Sanaa is "brown, ( habhru ) or ruddy aruna), but most frequent,

ly as tawny ( hari ). Thus Scmv* is a branch of a ruddy tree (X
94, 3 ), it is a ruddy milked shoofc ( VI

!

, 98, 1 ) etc.
"

( Mac. p. 105
j

the part of Soma plant which is pressed is called Amsu (IX 6?'

28 )-Mac. p. 104. So far the colour of Soma is concerned there is

little doubt that the colour is th*it of Lit/ht. He is an embodiment
of Light and in thab way the following narration becomes signi-

ficant. He caused the Sun to shine ( IX, 28, 5 ; IX, 37, 4 ); caused

the lights of the sky to shine ( IX, 85, 9 } and produced the sun in

the waters ( IX, 42, 1 ). He caused the sun to rise, impelled it,

obtained it and bestowed it, and caused the Dawas to shine.
"

( Mac. pp. 109-110),
4t He makes his worshippers participate in the

sun ( IX, 4, 5 ) and finds light for them ( EX, 35, 1 )
* He found the

light (IX, 59, 4) aud wins light and heaven (IX, 3, 2 )''..." placing

light in the sun ( VI, 44, 23-24
; VI, 47, 3-4 )" -Mac. p. 110. The

elements of ,the Dawns are two *

its Time of occurrence ( Equi-

noxes and the daily grandeur of light ). The god Soma who makes

Usas shine therefore constitutes
" Soma "

as the god of Light,

the light which pervades in the stars too and in the universe. But at

times, the Light gets transformed when it reaches the terrestial world

and one such transformation ( on Sanku ) is
" Time >?

: and Soma
becomes secondarily, a god of both Light and Tim ). In that way,
we can understand the following passages. "The term Madhu,

which in connection with the Asvlns means
'

honey
'

or 'mead'

( very suggestive of the Vernal season and of the bees which are

then active ), comes to be applied, in the general sense of
'

sweet

draught
'

not only to milk ( payas ) and ghee ( ghrta ), but especial-

ly to the Soma juice ( IV; 27, 5 , VIII, 69, 6 ) : Mythologically
Madhu is the equivalent of Soma when the latter means the

celestial Ambrosia (Amrta): Conversely, . Atnrta is frequently
used as an equivalent of ordinary Sorna ( V, 2, 3 ; VI, 37, 3 etc, ;

VS. VI, 34 ; SB. IX, 5, 1, 8 ). King Soma when pressed is Amrta
( VS. XIX, 72 ). Here we may remember the two pressing stones
of Trite, the two quadrants on the sides of Sanku. Another expres-
sion is

*

Somyam Madhu. ' '

Soma Mead ?

( IV, 26, 5 ; VI, 20, 3 )"
-Mac. p. 105. The connection with Asivins at the Vernal Equinox
is expressed through Madhu while with Vayu it is* told that Soma
the purified draught is offered exclusively to Vayu and Indra
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( Mac. p. 106 ). Thus Soma is connected with the two equinoctial

points,-
"
the epithet Sucipa 'drinking clear (Soma)* being

distinctive of Vayu ( cf. Mac. p. 82 ).

;j -Mac. p. 106. The connec-

tion of Soma with Vayu makes it pre-eminently a god of the

Autumnal equinox, Vayu being regent god(s) of Svafci.

( 54 ) It looks as if there are other forms of Soma. " Soma
clothes himself in waters, that streams of water flow after him,
when he desires to clothe himself in QOWS ( in milk-I^K, 2, 3-4 )

"

-Mac. p. 106. It will be worth investigation how this transforma-

tion is alluded to in a variety of ways in the Vedic poetry. Accord-

ing to RV\ VII, 47, 3 and VII, 49,2-4, ApaL. are brilliant. The

waters seem to be regarded as a form of light and if that be really so,

Varuna, who is the lord of Light, can well be said to be the lord

of Waters or the
'

Lord of ocean '

( Mac. p. 25 ). Cf.
" Varuna

clothes himself in the waters. ( IX, 90, 2
; cp. VIII 69, 11-12. )

-Mac. p. 25. We may as well see the truth of Trita being styled
"
Aptya,

"
because of the connection of Sanku ( gnomon ) Trita

with Light ( Apai.= waters=Light ).

(55) In the above passages, it is significant that Soma
desires to clothe himself in cows. It seems that

**

cow*
9

is an expres-

sion which signifies light wherever the cows are ruddy or shin-

ing or in heavens. The cowstalls then would suggest beams or

flood of light as we would notice in the Dawns or in the myriads
of stars ( of Bootes group ).

(56) The Soma drink which makes the gods immortal and

which is the Amrta seems to be nothing but a figurative expression

for the immortality where the Light and Time continue and which is

the case with the gods-the stars- who are an embodiment of these

elements. The life thai; the mortals get, it seems, is made up of

restricted Light and Time and of what trickles down through

the spaces from sky in the form of water, rain-drops and the

ultimate juice that is created in the vegetable world and which

fills the udders of the cows. The convention for a fixed standard

of time for human or religious affairs seems to have selected the

time of the Autumnal equinox when the living world enjoys once

again the mercy of this god-the mercy of light and "
w&ter

"
in

its abundance, at harvest time after a good rainy season, and at
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the end of the Hydra constellation. Soma us therefore
the nulk (piyusa) of heaven (IX. 5 1. 2 etc. ), is

heaven ( IX 83, 2 ; IX 86, 32, etc. ). H-a flow,^ Jis
the dear places of heaven, IX 13, X .... he occupies

lrl ' 4> 3> " ' - is lord

< 57 >^ :
" The nature of Apah befn ff wholly M partlynature of Soma-Lfchfr-varfoua other references in connectLwitApah can be easily followed. It is said that "

thev abide ^tt. ucds are and the^ of Mitra and Taw* /., ; X "-

J0 1) ^are ftesfota /^ sun and the sun is ,,.vVA f/.em I ->3 '] 7 )

'

irt
This is evidently a referent to Sankl, to H^ on it "a^d J'tl*.. of Autumnal equinox. The 8ods are conoeivfd as st 8

develop in the^^^ the divine (water) females ;

"" natUially associated with the Autumnal
as flowing to

Apsarases " Since Soma is
the Apsamses

is closely connected

of Varuna'
(X' 177 > 2 >' ^th the sua-steed

. 85, !2 )
" -Mac. ,

"en, not sun but the

'*
.

foPpoS1te point of the Vernal equine*
s - We read *at " Gandham

With *^ waters.
' Gandharva in the

rr^
'

are aiiuded fe as the parents f

C, 10, 4 ) -Mae. p. 137. The Yama seems to
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be also a conception of Gnomon ( Sanku ) with reference to the

mortals in connection with Time when memory of the dead is re*

solved into Time-oblivion.
" He is associated with the departed

fa f

h<-r^_ particularly with the A^ngirases ( Mac. p. 171 )...His father

is Vivasvat ( X, 14, 5 }*' -Mac. p. 172,.,.A.gni, Yama, Matariivan

are mentioned together as the names of the one being ( I, 1649

46)
? ' -Mac. p. 171. The Angirases are Saptarsis ( ride Angirasa),

the Vivasvat is the Pole star-Dhruva ( vide Vivasvat ) ; and their

close association with Matarisvan is evident since the gnomon at

the Autumnal equinox is just what is herein referred to. The two

dogs of Yami seem to be the two side quadrants of the gnomon
which give morning and evening time, the sister YamI being the

light which alights on the Sanku itself at the Autumnal equinox:

as also on fehe side quadrants in that period. We will not dilate

upon it.
*' Yama's foot-fetter (padbisa) is spoken of as parallel

to the bond of Varuna ( X, 97, 16 )
" -Mac. p, 172. The bonds of

Varuna are the polar longitudas and latitudes.
"
In their

dialogue, in the RV. ( X, 10, 4) Yama and Yaral call themselves

children of G-andharva and tha water nymph ( Apya yosS )
* ?

Mac. p. 172.

Thus the chapter of
"
waters "-Apah-leads us to a considera-

tion of Soma, Light, Gandharvas, the Apsarases, the Yama and

YamI because light is associated with the gnomon, Varuna and

with Time and thus with the mortals.

( 58 ) Apah too are connected with the Agni as we saw just

before. It is expressive in more than one way,
k * As mothers they

produce Agni
"

( X, 91, 6 ) -Mac. p. 85. As waters, it seems that

they refer to ( here producing ) the heliacal rise of the star

,

1 which comes at the end of the rainy season in sign

i Of. Raghu. IV, 21 "
iRrei^ncfwp. ^^r^fhTO:

" Waters became

clear on the ( heliacal) rise of Canopus-born of Kumbha-of grert effulgence.

MallioStha comments :
"
SFRrq: <|pTO*R" ^Fjrrr: I 3?ir^^r 5=Te5lf? ipcf|^f%

frJnxTTil" From Dowson's " Hindu Classical Dictionary** we learn under
*

Agastya
' that-" Agastya and Vasistha are said in Rgvodm to be the offspr-

ing of Mitra and Varuna, whose seed fell from them at the sight of Urva&I

and th commentator Sayana adds that Agastya was born in a waier-*jar

(
* Kumbha *

) as a "fish of great lusture,
*' whence he was, ailed *

Kalasisflta,
'

* KmmbhaSambhava * and * Ghatodbhava* . From his parentage he was called
* IfaitrSvarunl * and Aurvaseya.

"
( continued on next pag )

5 I Annals, B. O. R* L ]
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Virgo. The more of it can be discussed when we refer to

and the Apainnaplt god- the son of waters. Let us repeat that
11

sometimes at least the celestial waters were regarded as con-

taining or identical with the heavenly Soma, the beverage of

Indra ?>~Mae. p, 86.
" The atmosphere is often called a sea (samudra)

as the abode of the celestial waters.
" ?

( Mac. p. 10). The **

heaven-

ly river Ganges
* ?

is a very familiar expression for the Milky Way
( Via LaeteaX

"
" (59) ^ML 1 She is said to be the mother of the gods and

accordingly her stellar nature is to be thought of first. ''The

( continued from previous page )

From" Agastya in the Tamil Land/* by K. N. Siva raja Filial, B. A.-

University of IdLadras-p. 2, we learn that: ** Agastya is known as 'Kalataja
* KunibhaSambhava ',,.(the pot-born), from the fact that he was born from the

seed, of Mitra received and preserved ia a pot (
* Kumbha *

}. The story runs

that o*dce upon a time both Mitra and Varu^a ha<! a sort of love contest in

respect of the heavenly damsel Urvas"! and that they could not do anything

more than" depositing their fertile seed, one in a pot and other in the sea,

In time, Agastya WAS bora from the pot and Vasi$tha, on of the reputed

Saptarsis ( Zeta Ursa Majoris-Mizar ) started his life from the sea.
"

v

The above quotations show how the story develops round the word
4 Kumbha *.

It is apparent to the writer that the word * Kumbha '

is here misunder-

stood and so too the variants of that word. As in the * llasta* word (vide
* karl 5

) which means hand as well as the trunk of an elephant,
u Kumbha" ia

both 4 tbe pot
*

as well at *
the forehead of an elephant.

* We have to take

here the latter sense of the word: meaning thereby,
** the (heliacal) rise

of the star Agastya when the consto'lation H^sta ( Corvus ) is not visible (ia

season Sarad-Autamn ) ; when the sun covers those degrees wherein that por-

tion of Hasta ( Gamma, Epsilon and Alpha Cbrvua )-th forehead region ol

elephantine head-is heliacally set. Perhaps the same period should hold

gooid for the heliacal rise of the star Mizar-Vasistha. Origin of both these

stars is connected with U'rvas'i whioh is Celestial Equator and Equatorial
shadow later on ( oL present writer's paper '* Astronomical Data in the

Darings of Kalidasa "
) which would point to the circumstance of completion

of their heliacal rise at all places in India when the sun, is approaching the

cajesjtaal equator with tbe approach to the equinoctial star Sva~ti which rises

ea*1ier ;with th Hasta constellation (vide paras 45 and 48 ).

*.t*JlLt.i8 to be npted that the star is styled a "fish" of great lustre. This

.calling the star a fish, will help us in interpreting some, of the
'

of the Gospels (Mt. XIV, 13-21 : XV, 32-39 ) and other portions
l ^ r6 - tne disciples are called ( Mt. IV, 19-20 )

* fishers
* and made

*

fisthefg;of.Men
f

,as well a the Flood or the Deluge stories wherein the *fi=h"

) ,plays .a prominent part. ( continued on the next
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gods are said to have bean bora from Aditi, fche Waters, and Earth

(X, 63, 2 )
?? -Mac. p. 121. Their dailj course would naturally

associate them with the earth and water. She is bright aiid

luminous ( I, 136, 3 )

? *

-Mao. p. 120 and hence, her stellar nature

is definite. "She is widely expanded" ( V f 46, 6 )-Mac. p. JL20

which is therefore a description of the Milky Way-Via Lactea
the Heavenly Ganges. Aditi is the mother of Mitra and Varuna
"

( VIII, 25, 3 ; X, 36, 3 ; X, 132 9 6 )

" -Mac. p. 120. It looks that

the Vedic conception of the prime cause of light and stars has

passed on even beyond from the Varuna-the Pole Star, to Aditi-

the infinite cluster of the Stars. We can now easily understand

the
"
Adityas.

" "
In X, 5, 7, it is stated that the existent and

non-existent were in the womb of Aditi, in the birth-place of

Daksa.
? ' -Mac. p 46.

( 60 ) CjM_} We read that
'*

the beams of Dawn are personified

as cows, which draw her car ( Mac. p. 4? )
" -Mac. p. 150, The

Maruts, the regent god(s) of Svati, are sons of cow :
"
the cow Prsnl

( V, 52, 16 ) or simply a cow is their mother ( VIII, 83, 1 ) and they
bear the epithet

* f

Gomatarah*'-' having a cow for their mother '

( I, 85, 3 ; cp. VIII, 20, 8 )

" -Mao. p. 78. The opening of the cow-

( continued from previous page )

Because the fishes do not wink, the stars have been styled at times
*
fishes

*

as may be seen from the lexicon of Amara, III, 218,
"
^^[c^W-

I%fqf)~ \

* ?
'-T *Qe s&me effect we read in the drama *

Vikramorvaslya of

KSlidSsa after I LI, 17,
"

f^r qr^ ^s^ \ ?r m ^fift * 3T T?^T |%Wri5fifo&T-

%qf^[ f^grsq^- n
"

m
The gliding through of these '

fishes
'

in the heavenly

expanse might have given rise to the idea of the heavens as a vast "
Sea,

"

the Pole Star Dhruva-Yaruna being the suzerain, styled also as tha Lord
of the Sea.

" Close association and the nature of Mifcra and Varug-a ( in

north ) has been noted already ; and Oanopus in. the south may well get in

the picture. The seed of Varuna (in the northern quarter) may well be

associated with the birth of Yasistha in the ** sea
"
its-North.

As noted before { in para^ 45 and 48) the early appe iraace of the pearl-
like star Citra ( Spica -Alpha Virgo) along with the rise of Hasta
( >rvus ) constellation may well have given rise to the conception of .a

popular myth expressed in u
qfr^fr ?T JT3T 'T^f

79 f valuable pearl to be found

( in the * Kumbha ')-m the forehead of an elephant,
It will be realised how the words '* Kumbia, ' "Fish" and "Sea" are

applicable in the old myths and stories. That is how the Elephant-headed
classical god Ganesa comes into being, the heliacal rise of the Star Ganopus-
Agastya when the *' Hasta "

( Cocvus~*kari'~) disappears heliacally;
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stalls at the dawn may therefore refer fco th* eqinoctial time w^
it Is not a daily affair that is intended thereby. Butfotffee

Autumnal equinox, the Marat.** would not be in the picture. The

star group ( representing the cows } which Is connected with the

Sv&ti ( Aroturus= A B66tes ) is the Bootes cluster of stats

( N. 20 to N. 50
d

) which has at its other { northern ) end the well

knowa star Arundhatl ( Aloor } the star Vasistha ( Sixth of the

Saptarsi-Zeta Ursa& Majoris '. It th*it the famous cow of

plenty-
*

Nandinl- Klivmdtt&i *_
'

'-Surabhi-Devakl-has BODM.

reference to this star group ( including SvSti \ if we renenakej

fehat the Nandinl-Klmadheiau is in the keeping of Aruudhatl and

Vasistha ( Cl RaghuYarhsa, I, 56, 82; 1 1, 25, 62 ff. ). The Bta*-rofy

Bootes connected with Sr&ti and A,10or occupies nearly 20 tagm
of ( northern ) passage of sun in heaven and the king Dillpa totfe

21 days in attending her. He mat the lion ( coloured Sntihn

the final day whicti perhaps means that the star Svati-Arcturus-

was there after 21 days. We have therefore to consider this perioi

and this constellation B5ofces in oar thoughts of opening of the

at the autumnal *

dawn*
T

For futhur reference

see Appendix re
u
Aryqma* and Rhaga

"
on pp. 151-153.

> The fathers-or the Pitrs-are the regents of

ooastellation Magha ( Alpha Leo -Regalas L It seems that

they refer to the constellation Saptar?! { Ursse Majoris ) of seven

stars, the last of which occupies the spaces at the Autumnal

equinox:. Yatna is associated with the departed fathers (Pitrs),

particularly the Angirases (X, 14
,
3 and 5 )-Mac. p. 170, and 171

41

Accompanied by them Indra pierces Vala ( II 9 11, 20 )

"
-Mac,

p. 142,
"
To them Indra disclosed the cows ( VTII, 52, 3 ) for thera

he opened the stalls ( I, 51, 3 ; L 134, 4 )"-!dac. p. 142. The acfcion

of killing the demon and opening of the cow-stall does connect

them ( through Hydra and Bobbes ) with the Autumnal equinox at

Svati Hence it will be proper if we understand them as Saptarsis

from this latter point and from the former point which refers to

their regency of Magha, We may read this chapter accordingly.
**

The Vasisthas claim to have first awakened Usas ivith their hymns

( VII, 80, 1 ) "-Mac. p, 47. This seems to refer to the heliacal rise

of Vasistha in the season autumn, with cessation of rain wad

approach of harvest season when sacrifies are resumed, cf.
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Viw*mt~Ma v>*
" Soma dwells with Vivasvat ( IX, 26,

4 )" -Mac. p. 42. , as well as Apah ( vide Soma and Apah ). This

description points to the stellar nature of this God. " The gods are

also once spoken of as the offspring ( Janim& ) of Vivasvat ( X,

63, 1 )

" -Mac. p. 42. This does point to the preeminence of this

god, which, in the stellar regions belongs to the Pole star - to

Dhruva.
" He is the father of Manu the ancestor of the human

race
"

-( Mac. p, 42 ). The characteristic connection cf Dhruva
with the gnomon seems to have been referred to.

" The Asvins

who dwell with Vivasvat are besought to corae to the offering

(1,46, 13 )

" -Mac. p. 42, The Asvins who dwell with the Viva-

svat refer to their proximity at the Vernal equinox and the con-

nection of Soma points to his proximity at the Autumnal equi-

nox.
" Some dwells with Vivasvat ( IX, 26, 4 ) and is cleansed

l>7 the daughters ( H. = longitudes ) of Vivasvat ( IX, 14, 5 )
7*

-Mac. p. 42.
*' The streams of Soma flow through the sieve hav-

ing obtained ( the blessing) of Vivasvat and producing the bless-

ing ( bhagam ) of Dawn "
( IX, 10, 5 ) Mac. p. 42, is quite natural.

( 63 ) Sacrifices followed the measurement of Time from the

gnomon ( Sanku X We read that
" Manu was the institutor of

sacrifice.-For when he had kindled the fire, he presented the first

offering with the seven priests to the gods
"

( X, 63, 7 )~Mac.

p. 139. The seven priests are the Saptarsis heliacally arrived,

associated with the sacrifices which start at the end of the rainy

season in autumn and with the suppression of Hydra. Yama too

is the son of Vivasvat ( Mac. p. 1 39 ) which is the same concep-

tion but from a different view point-from point of oblivion with

reference to short human standard

(64 ) Tvastr-Saraw iti
' We apply the calendar to ascertain the

position of sun when the worship in honour of the goddess

Sarasvat! commences. The days when this goddess is invoked

are Asvin s 7th to 9fch tithis ( digits ), of the bright half, when the

lunar mansion on its seventh tithi is Mula constellation, and on

the ninth the constellation is then Sravana. The first day of the

Srftvana month is of the dark half when the sun is in the 47th

space of Pusya and the moon is in the O ( or first) space of the

A bhij it constellation ( Vide tables III-IV). From that day, 81
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digits of the moon will complete the sixth tithi of the Asvin month ( its

bright fortnight ) which would mean in all 79 and 43/62 solar days

from the summer solstice, or 798 and 58/62 sapces of the ecliptic,

Tne sun would therefore be at the time in the Citra cnnslellati'jn

perhaps Bearing the Citra star longitude ( A Virgo- Spica ) com-

pleting its 38 spaces, the regent god being: Tvastr. By that time,

the moon will complete 2 circles and 3358 r/ifeh 29/31 spaces ( 134

spaces= a solar day) from Abhijit, placing herself in the constella*

tion Mula according to the equal space system ( vide table IV).

Three digits more and she is in the Sravana constellation, in its

53rd space. Now we can understand the description of SarasvatI1

and Tvastr with reference to Citra ( Spica ) star.

(65) Sarasvati is called
"
an *

iron
?

fort
"

-(Mac. p. 86)

perhaps from the blue colour of the star Sploa. She is called a

stream (
*

Sindhu '

) surpassing all other water ( bright light ) in

greatness. The term
*

Sindhu
*

is remarkable in Its reference to the

star of the magnitude of Cifera ( Spice-Virgo ). It seems that;

great stars are considered to be oceans of ( water ) light. She has
"
seven sisters and is sevenfold (VI 61, 10-12 )

"
-( Mac. p. 86)

which evidently seem to refer to the ( heliacal arrival of seven

stars of the Saptarsi constellation.
i4 The goddess comes to the

sacrifice on the same chariot as the Fathers 1 and seafcs herself on
the sacrificial grass (X, 17, 8-9)' -Mac. p. 86. The reference to the

arrival of the j^/r*~fr^fagrs is a reference to ( the heliacal ) arrival

of the Saptarsis, perhaps completed at the same time. Her appear-
ance at the harvest season has been an international symbol~a
sfcalk is given in the hand of the Virgo : the Vedic poets see in
her the motherly element and sings that

" Her unfailing breast
( of. A.B. IV, 1. ) yields riches of e /ery kind" ( 1, 164, 49 )-Mac, p. 87,
a beautiful picture of the splendid harvest. She is "a Vrtra slayer
(VI, 61, 3-7} "-Mac p. 87; evidently, since her beneficent influence
persists even when the Hydra has not yefc terminated. The star
Spica rises just after or along with the Hasta and Svati and hence
its description acquires much of fche imagery that can be pictured

!Jg!^ "She is particularly* rna*e *&**' stains the association of Autucna. So too the

lK
US
i "I

" empha3is* this eason in her picture, the peacocks the Saptarai- the fathers ( vide para 75 for this peacock)
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( H, and naturally ) associated with the Marats M
-Mao, p. 87 and

78 ).
"The VS. even speak of SarasvatI as the bride of the Aivins "

(Mac, p, 87) which seems to refer to the astrological seventh

house to their position In east ( lagna ), with reference to Citra.

(66) The god Tvastr hag an individuality of his own. He
holds an

'

iron' are in his hand ( VIII, 29. 3)
" Mac, p. 116,

This seems to refer to the shape
l

of the Hasta ( Corvus ) con-

stellation, He bears a bowl of wealth, a cup full of Soma ( AV.
9, 4, 3-6 )

" Mac. p. 116. This picture brings in Svati in which

constellation, Soma is purified and drunk by the gods.
"

"As a

companion of the Angirases, he knows the regions of the gods

( X. 70, 9 )

"
Mao, p. 117. This refers to his rise with the Sapta-

rsi constellation. He is
'*

yoking his two steeds
? *

( Mac, p, 116 )

which seems to point to the two stars of Asvinl constellation in

the opposite direction,
"

Tvastr is especially the guardian of

Soma, which is called the
* mead of Tvastr

?

( 1, 117, 22 )-Mac. p.

116. This seems to refer to the simultaneous rising of the etar Svati

and Citra on the eastern horizon. Since the (Autumnal) equinox

does not fall in the Citra constellation in spite of its having such

close association, but it has to give way in preference to Svati,

( which rises earlier X Indra is said to have a quarrel with Tvastr

and to have stolen Soma from his house (Mac. pp. 116-117 ) which

is near equator.

(67) It will be worth, while to note that the months, days

and the fortnights of festivals have to be scrutinized before we

may apply the old calendar. We have to see if they are or are

not modified or changed later on ; and to see if the days are either

solar ones, or civil ones, or if it is the digits that are stated by

the day. Wherever lunar digits and lunar mansions are stated

it looks that the solar days ( of solar months ) are not in question ,

rather the solar day and position of sun amongst stars is fixed

thrwgh them ; but we have to be careful in accepting the name of

i The imagery after this shape of an "axe" reappears later in a

different form in our classical literature in the figure of Parasurama who

holds an Axe. It is like Oanesa and Karttikeya, the advent of Agastya-star

Canopus-, the symbolical elephantine head being substituted by the axe-like

shape, of the Hasta ( Corvus ) constellation. Karttikeya gives another

imagery after Agastya, the ride on peacock reprasenting its heliacal arrival

along with that of saptarfi ( vide para 75).
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the month in all such oases. It seems that the sysetm of equal
spaces is agreed upon in the Vedic calendar in some quarters* in

preference to the one of unequal spaces. That however does not

alter the actual position of the stars though it alters, at times, the

space value ascribed to them, in terms of the constellation.

(^ ) Fr/rq: - This is preeminently the Ahi the serpent of the

obstructive and of the
*

evil
'

tendency ( Mac. p. 152 and p. 158 ).

"Hence he is without feet or hands (I, 32, 7; III, 30, 8.)
M
~Mac. p. 158

There is little doubt that he has some connection with the rainy
season.

" He has thunder at his disposal ( I, 80, 12 ) as well as

lightning, mist and hail ( I, 32, 13 )
* ' Mac. p. 158. It is Maruts

that help Indra to overcome him and his form of a serpent leads
us to take him to represent the gigantic but zigzag constellation

Hydra which ends in Svati ( regent god being Vtyu ) and which
begins at Aslesa constellation, whose regent god is Sarpg
the Serpent.

( 69 ) He is overpowered in the Sarat season and it was then
the fortieth day, fortieth perhaps from sometime to the
heliacal rise of star Canopus on the Indian horizon ( Of. II, 12, 3

and 11). Indra released seven
*

Sindtius
'

to follow their course
is also told herein. It seems to refer to the free course of Sapta-
rsl along with B5St8s (the cow) after their heliacal rise, Tbe
release of the cows by Indra is accordingly quite natural, it being
then the Autumnal equinox. The term

'

Sindhn,
'

applied to Oitra

is also applied to the seven stars of the Saptarsi constellation.
{ Of, II, 12,1? X The serpentine god was, of course, a shining god.
It seems thai

"
the seven rivers that flow in the jaws of Varuna

as into a surging abyss (VIII, 58, 12)
}

>-( Mac. p. 25) refer to
the Saptarsi and the Pule Star.

( 70 ) In the fight with this Hydra group, Indra gets help from
many other gods of vrtiom, we have yet to consider the Brhaspati,
Agni and Visnu. For this purpose, we shall have to look to an
additional factor-to the Agastija star in the south, ( the cardinal

to the ^orth 1

) which sets heliacally before the be-in-

in Ra hu * IV, 44
sms^rrat..... Mallinatha in

observe that 3*^ ^^Wll^T WT% 1?^: I ^oRinwSt
sr: \ $i?r 5^nw} u

?T
f We find here the same idea of ** the

Son *

and of the Father in Heaven put somewhat differently.
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in<? of Hydra but which rises haliioally on the terra tnatjion of the

rainy season (Of. Raghuvaraia IV, 21 ). It is then the time when
Hasta-Corvus) is heliacally setting. Furtherance the coastellation

Hasfea is in the south, the other stars of the two succaadiag con-

stellations Citra and Svati set in soon after it. Hence tha star

Canopus is conceived to rise with the heliacal appearance of equi-

noctial star SvatL This phenomena also has a parellel in the north

with reference to the heliacal rise of the Saptarsl constellation,

because it; marks approximately the same time. Hence, in the

fight with Vrtra, we come across a star, its star picture and the

conception of Light as against the darkness ( of the period of the

rainy seascn).

( 71 ) EiHl' A few remarks on the evil serpentine god will not

be out of place. The cvncap'ton of eml as of a gliding, crooked

serpentine form is international ( as Dragon. Hydra, Satan etc. )

but Hydra constellation has escaped the notice as well as the Nor-

thern star group of Saptarsi and the Southern star Agastya, the

two saving graces to this evil, -all of the,n hava bean lost eight

of. At times the Draco constellation is mistakenly takea when
the Hydra ou^hc to figure in. Fha Biblical sarpent who is tempt-

ing the Eve with the (golden?) fruit is this Hydra witu the

(golden) Svati ( Arcturus ) at its end, the Eve being the Light

associated with tha gnomon (
= Adam) [ of. quotation ( &) from

the Jain Text and notes thereon pp. 159-160. ] The d agon in most

of the myths is Hydra. The saveral headei monster in the story of

Hercules is none else than tha Hydra constellation, the mouths

representing the stars that may be associated with the Aalesi

constellation, Hercules representing Canopus-Agasfcya.

( ?2 ) Brtia^pxhi The planet Jupiter is out of question here.

Bihaspati is the regent god of the Pusya constellation at the sum-

mer solstice the cardinal northern point, and which is near the

Hydra constellation.
" He is seven mouthed and sevan rayed"

(IV, 50, 4-Mac. p. 101 ) which fact points to his connsction with

the Haptarsi constellation; the end of the Saptarsi furnishes

anouhar picture.
" He also wield-j a g >ldaa haichat ( VLI, 97, 7 )

and is arnad with an irm axe, which Tvastr sharpens

( X. 53, 9,)
" Mac. p. 101. The golden colour is an index of the

Svati star and the shape of axe to that of tha H-isti st ir, the-

proximity of Citra (of blue colour ) bringing in the regent god
6

[ Annals. B. Q, R. I. ]
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Tvastr. He is said to be
* to<H>aeked ' which cannot; be explained

by refernce to Citra star ; but " he is golden-coloured and ruddy

(V. 43, 12) "-Mac. p. 101. This it seems, is a northern

imagery of the star Agastya-Canopus, which, when it risss helia-

oally is accompanied with the heliacal arrival of the Sapfearsi

stars. The colour of Agastya is changing and variegated to-day
but it was red if we follow the covert allusions to it

T in the

dramas of K&lidasa (Vide writer's paper
*' Astronomical Data in

the Dramas of Kalidasa T.

(7o ) The epithet Angirasa ( son of Angirasas ) belongs to

him exclusively ( II, 23, 18 ) "-Mac. p. 102. This doss emphasise
his connection with the Ssptarsi. So too, in uhe description
" When Brhaspati with fiery gleams rent the defences of Vala,
h revealed the treasures of the cows 5 as if splitting open eggs, he

drove out the cows of the mountain ; he beheld the honey enclosed

by the stone ; ha brought it out, having cloven ( Vala ) with his

roar ; he smote forth as it were fche marrow of the Vala ( X. 68,

4-9) "-Mac, p. 102. This description points to the end of Sapta
rsi constellation connected with the Bootes and the end of Hydra
at the Autumnal equinox. The equinoctial place seems to have
been called a mountain. It was on the mountain that the AM
( = Vrtra) was resting ( Mac. p. 158 ) , It was from the mountain
that the bird ( SvSti ) brought the fire ( Mac. p. 71 ). The top of

the gnomon is as it were a peak ( Banu ) as we saw in the case of
Trita ( vide Trita ), He. drove out the caws and distributed them in

heaven ( II, 24, 14, )
J '- Mac. p. 102. The cows so released are

therefore n-jt terrestrial. It will be perhaps evident. With Indra,
he is Soma drinker ( IV, 49, 3; IV 50, 10 )

"
( Mac. p. 103 ) whicft

is an index of his proximity to the Autumnal equinox. He is nat-

urally associated with the Maruts ( Mac. p, 103 ) which transfers
to him the roar of the Maruts in the fight And since he is asso-
ciated with the Saptarsis, he is associated with songs, with the
wisdom of the priesfcs as well as with their learning. Thus he
in supreme in his beneficence because prosperity is the fruifc at
the Autumnal equinox. ( vide Amara I 3, 24, 27 re. Angirasa.)

* !. o'

he unitiDS r2d jewel in the Vikramorvaslya and the red-jewelled ring
of the SSkuntala. Cf. also Vikram. IV, 34, 36 ; V, *. 3, 4 etc. for their descrip-
tions of deep red oolor.
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(74) Vis^ji
: In the conception of this god we have another

imagery drawo stoaiid the star Agasfcya the recent of the South.

He rises daily for some hours and then sets. Bat his treading
are markei by important events in human life. In Visnu, he is

conceived as taking big strides-three strides- of which the third

is beyond the ken of mortals.
" Man glorifying Visnu, tracks

two steps of that heaven beholding: (deity) but he apprehends
not the third ; nor can the soaring winged birds ( pursue it )

'*

(-Wilson-) HV L 155, 5 -Mac, p. 38." The same notion

seems to be mystically expressed ( I, 155, 3 * when he is said to

bear his third name in t/ic$ bright realm of heaven. The highest

place of Visnu is regarded as identical with the highest place of

Agni, for Visnu guards the highest, the third place of Agni (X, 1,3)

and Agni with the loftiest station of Visnu guards the mysteri-
ous cows ( V, 3, 3 ). The highest step of Visnu is seen by the

liberal like an eye fixed ia heaven ( I, 2, 20 ) ; it is his dear

abode where pious meii rejoice and where there is a well of honey
( I, 154, 5 ), and where the gods rejoice ( VIII, 29, 7). This highest

step shines down brightly and is the dwelling pflndraand Visnu,
where are the many-horned swiftly moving cows [

"
*T3" *rnn W*-

STIfT sumn,
'*'

] and which the singer desires to attain ( I, 154, 6 )
"

-Mac. p. 38.

( 75 ) It is told that the three steps exhaust ail the 'Bhuvanas'

(I, 154, 2X This expression, we suggest, should be taken to mean
that the three strides cover all the changes in the year, of One

complete revolution of sun whereafter the phenomena would

repeat. Thus, we must measure the strides along the ecliptic ia its

3660 spaces. -The loftiest step is invisible and in fche bright realm-

of heaven ; therefore it represents the phenomena when the

star Agastya has set heliaoally. Since the final step contains
*

flow of honey '-which is a reference to the rains and their

results
; and * wherein there are many horned cows 'which is a

reference to the Sapfcarsis with their forecrest ( known thereby at

times as
*

Citrasikhandl '-a peacock with crest-Amara I, 3, 27 ) ;

the final step must therefore be from the summer season to the

autumn or to the Aatumnal equinox. The third name may refer

to Brbaspati but this is only, a conjecture because we do not know
the other names at present. Now, if we count the epaces onwards.
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an the elliptic from Abhijifc, 1220 spices would bring- us to t

constellation Krfctika ( Pleiades ) according to the equal spa

division. From thence, further 1220 spaces would bring
1 us to tl

end of the constellation Uttaraphal&unl the period of theinvisil

lity of Agastya. The third 1220 spaces would take us back 1

Abhijit whose regent is Brahma. The star Canopus sets heliacal!

just about the sun iu Krttika ( vide table IV) 1 and rises whentti

sun is covering up Hasta in his rays. This is just the step-th

final and the third ( if the first begins with the heliacal rise o

Agastya )-wh<*re he is not seen-it is really beyond the morfca

ken, only
*

the wise
'
or liberal know it. It is remarkable that th<

regent god of the constellation Krttika Is Agni. ( This maj

perhaps account for the list of constellations starting with Krktiki

found in some works )

" Visnu is spoken of ( I, 156, 5 ) as having
three abodes ( Trisadhastha ) an epibhet primarily appropriate to

Agni.
" Mac. p. 38. Shall we be justified to say that one of the

two unknown names of Visnu is A^ni ? Visrm is considered the

'ancient germ of order* ( Mac. p. 38) which *ee:ns to signify some
basis of the Agni worship, connected with the cycle of seasons

and Canopus.

(76 ) The cows in the sacrifice
*

Q-wyjm /t?/7*a
7 seem to be of

1 The heliacal setting of Agastya-Caiopus: This happens in or about tha

beginning of sign Taurus when the sun H there ( vide table* IfC and IV foe

the signs ) and which circumstance is graphic illy narrated in the Gospels as
the 4

betrayal
'
of Christ by one of his twelve disciples ( in one of the twelve

signs of the ecliptic ) for 30 pieces of silver ( which is 30 degress or perhaps
30 days in a sign ). The heliacal rise of this star occurs when the sun is in
the ai$n Virgo ( vide tables Til and IV for the sign ) which makes it symboli-
cally the ' son of a Virgin ai the Gospel? would hive it Fr >m Ta ira* to

Virgo, it is the third portion of the eciiptic-the one vast stride of Visnu.
4

The^
Son of Man will come in clouds" is a natural imagery arising out of

association of Canopus with the rainy season (the idea seems to have
originated in the conception of the "

ApaninapSt god ). The heliacal rise of
this star is associated with harvest-the Christ is styled the -Lord of
Harvest. "

When this truth will be realized, it will be found that for want of proper
elucidation of such symbolical accounts, the "betraval ofC'irist has b*en

ascribed
to an individu -1 or to a tribe or to a ra^a ; and develop therefrom

one of the most unfortunate piece of history-develop bitterness leading to

thron
U T>eP9e tiQa: ^d that they follow on and persist

S2 l.
6

t?"
M
/n

th0 '

bl d
' * Oh*rt-*or *e Dearly phenomena of the

haliaeai setting ^>f Canopus in realitv t I ,
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Saptarsis with their crest ( =horns ) in the forepart and hoofs in

Bootes, the cows which reside in the final step of Visnu, when

during rains, for two months, the sacrifices get out of question.

(77) In the fight against Vrtra, naturally Visnu is associated

with Indra.
" Indra about to slay Vrtra says,

*

Friend Visnu,

stride out vastly
'

( IV, 18, 11 )
" Mac. p, 39. The one important

function of A^astya is suppression of Hydra, classically, of the

King Bali.

(7^) Inftrg_: One of the central figures in the Vedic poetry is

Indra. He nearly reflects the character of the most of gois we
have described so far. We need not therefore repeat the descrip-

tions. "All the gods are uaable to frustrate his deeds and counsels

(II, 32, 4 )

* Even Varuna and Surya are subject to his command'
( 1, 101, 3 cp. II. 38, 9 )

" Mac. p 58. This description would not

warrant his identity with the sun. Varuna is the god of Night
and hence, in day time, the god who would command Sun is

Indra. Id looks therefore that the Indra god is the regent god of

the Sun ( East ) as Varuna god is the regent god of the Star

Dhruva ( North ). He is a fighting god and the fight with Vrtra

(cf- Mac. pp. 58 61 and the Maps ) puts him at the summer solstice

point and also at the Autumnal equinox.
"
His car is drawn by

the (wo tawny steeds ( harl )
"

(Mac. p. 55 ). This description

associates him with the Vernal Equinox, the two steeds Seem to

be the two Asvin stars. His fondness for the drink of Soma asso-

ciates him with Light and Time and since he is resplendant ( in

the sun ) he is drinking it much more than any other god> the excep-

tion being made of the Vayu god, the latter having the privilege
of being stationary at the Autumnal equlno*. This is sufficient

to explain the Indra god over and above what has been explained
in connection with the various other gods. cf. Note

' G ' on p. 157.

^^ ) ^ fln&: After considering the several gods> we are in a

position to understand the god Agni and Agni worship. The

place of Agni is as central in the religious literature as it is in

the home of the Vedic times. Agni is the Light that is on the earth

6'^, in a representative capacity. He is
" Purohita

"
( Mac. p. 96 )

"
representative ' ' on earth of the heavenly lights. When the star-

lights are gone-invisible, when the sun is absent-not yet on

the; horizpn-at Dawn, Agni the representative is lighted
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up, He thus represents the star light that is not present.

When In the evening, the ( star ) light again returns with

the stars, his function of representation is superfluous it termi-

nates. It is not to be forgotten that the sun is not the predomi-

nant figure or an exclusive eminent god in the Vedic conceptions,

Varuna has his own eminence. Of a subordinate nature is the

eminence of Mitra. Of another eminence is the star Canopus-

Agastya in various imageries of Vedic gods. Agnf is therefore the

representative of each and every one of them, at day time or when

they are with the sui?, set heliacally. Hence, till the time of the

heliacal rise of this star Oanopus, Agni represents him as Aparn*

vatsa or rather as Apamrinpaf, as son of waters.
" Waters ?vbecause

it is then the rainy season. ( Wa may here recollect the imagery
of the gospels that

*

the Son of Man will come on clouds '),

Agni when born is Varuna "
( Mac. p. 29 ) is a perfect expression

since Varuna is not visible at day and because Varuna is the

pivot of the ( Vedic) stellar gods, the sun being only one of the

many such gods. It is thus that the sacred and godly character

of Agni is bestowed on it by Varuna.
" When kindled, he is

Mitra ( V 31, 1 )
"

( Mao. p. 29) is also true. It is in the measure-

ment of time (from morn) that the Mitra god stands associa-

ted with the Varuna. Agni in waters (Mac. p. 92) is a refer-

ence to the Agastya, when he is in waters in the rainy season.

The autumn follows. It is told that Usas arrives with a bright

child (Mac p, 48) she has been produccsd ( prasuta ) for the pro-

duction (savaya) of Savifcr and arrives with a bright child

(1, 113, 1-2)". Savitr is the regent god of Hasta ( Oorvus ) conste-

llation, ( Cf. Gospels
"
Before they came together she was found

with child of the Holy ghost
7 '

Matthew I, 18-19, and "
Joseph

knew her not till she had brought forth a son "
(I, 25 ). This is

the case of the heliacal rise of star Agastya (in Autumn with Sun
in Virgo ) in the proximity of the Autumnal equinox through the

early appearance of star Svati where the equator and ecliptic
unite. He is thus said

"
to have been born from the belly of

Asura III 29,4)" ( Mac. p. 90 ) meaning thereby the heliacal
rise of Agasfcya even while the ( asuta ) Hydra was there. Thus
the importance of the advent of Oanopus is the importance of

Agni, *
i4
In him are comprehended all the gods ( V; 3, 1 X whom
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he surrounds as a felly the spokes ( V,'13 t 6)
"

( Mac. p. 95 ) Is

the correct description of Ag*ni since tlie Vedic gods are stellar gods

and the Vedic analysis of the prime force seems to be the Light that

pervades everywhere in One form or another. Agni represents an

unbroken human touch with the divine lights as their representative

^n the earth,
e Thus the sun enters Agni when it sets

"
( Mac.

p. 93 ).

!

( 80 ) As a representative of Light
1 and of Time too, through

the light, Agni is described as follows :
u
Agni knows the

sacrifice exactly ( X, 110, 11 ) and knows all rites ( X, 122, 2 ).

Knowing the proper season he rectifies the mistakes which

men commit through ignorance of the sacrificial ordinances

of the gods ( X, 2, 4-5 )
" Mac. p. 97* Thus he becomes a centre

of knowledge, of prayers, of devotion, of offerings and of all the

activities the knowledge may lead to.
" The sacrificial fire seems

to have been an Indo-Europaan institution also, since the Italians

and Greeks, as well as the Iranians and Indians had the custom
of offering gifts to the gods in fire

7? Mac. p. 99*

( 81 ) Great importance has been attached to the harvest

season falling about the Autumnal equinox. The birdor the star-

Svati thus -fetching the fire, the Light, or kindling the fire

has been an international story. The daughter of the sage

Kanva protected by the bird ( Svati ) earns a most graceful

tribute Sakuntala is the good action incarnate" ( "r^rapcTOT *ajrT-

*?rfr ^T ^raCTT
"

Sak, V. 15 ). This is the true description of the

resultant activities which started with the resumption of the

worship of Light and Flme-of Agni worship, pure in the basic

conception at the Autumnal equinox period. It did degenerate

1 Here we can explain th Indian custom of Waving of Light performed
b'efcre the images of sods at twilight, both at Dawn and at Dask. Whea the

stars begin to iade and disappear at Dawn, the temple doors are opened and

the first ceremony performed before the deity is to wave the Light before the

image, which is the representative of the ( stellar ) deity. The concluding ce-

remony at Dusk is identical in nature : since the stars begin to
^hine.

the

temple doors are closed after the Waving of Light. It is called " ArStrika "

ceremony implying its limitation to the time of night only. The human touch

with gods-with .the stellar gods remains uninterrupted after dink to dawn,

during night: but during day it; is lost and accordingly, it is continued through

the representative image, the representation with its resumption or its

termination being carried through this symbolical act of " Waving of Light."
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later on into blooly sacrifices when the stellar light value of the

gods was lost in blooi. Mao. pp. 29-30:-
" The same coakrast

between Mitra as god of day and Varuna as god of night is impli-

ed in the ritual literature, when it is prescribed that Mitra should

receive a white and Varuna a dark victim at thj sasrificial post

( TS, II, 1, 7 f
4 ; II, 1, 9 f 1 ; MS. II, 5

f 7 )

"
. Stars were described

at times as animals as it may be seen with reference to Visnu
who is described as

"^ f *fw 3pf?f.f*rPcST:
"

I, 154, 2. It may be

easily realised how "sacrifices' catne to mean 'killing the 'animal,
1

associated with gods or with godhood. The Goats are sacrificed to

goddesses, the sign Aries ( Bam ) getting associated with the

Vernal Equinox.

It is the stellar value that is preserved in the classical

(stellar) figures of gods,- in their images that were conceived

therefrom, and which represent a step secondary to the Agui

worship. The mosb prominent instance is that of the Ganesa
creation and his worship. ( of foot-notes, pp. 129-135 ).

(82) It has not been yet possible for the writer to under-

stand the several other Vedic gods. Perhaps they may have
some connection with the lunar mansions and with full moon.

( 83 ) Before concluding this article, we quote that
" Soma is

described in the RV. as pressed three times in the day. Thus the

Rbhus are invited to the evening pressing, ( IV, 33, 11 etc. ),

Indra to the mid-day pressing. ( III, 33, 1-2; VIII 37, 1),
which is his alone ( IV, 36, 7), while the morning libation
is his first drink (X, 112, 1 ) Mac. p. 107. The Rbhus are of
the Saptarsi group whose heliacal rise is described in the

passage we quote just below. If the Asvins terminate the divine
night, the opposite point would be the termination of the divine
day, and the summer solstice would be the mid- day. Thus Indra
has mid-day pressing while Rbhus (of the Saptarsi at the
Autumnal equino*=the divine evening ) have the evening press-
ing. And when Indra gets identified in the Sun, he gets the
morning one too at the Vernal Equinox. Let us quote the con-
dihon described of the time when, at about Hasta constellation,
(its regent god being Savitr) the Saptarsis rise heliacally and
when Oitra, with its regent god Tvastr and the ind. cation of
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the Autumnal equinox Svati ( Vayu ) are manifest through early

arrival of Svati ( Vayu ).

(84)
*'

Another myth connects the Kbhus wifch Savitr Tky
are said to have been round the sky; windspid, in swift course ( IV,

33, 1 ; Cp. I, 161, 12 ). After much wandering-, they came to the

house of Savltr,
1 who conferred immortality on them when they

came to Agohi/a ( I, 110, 2-3 ). When slumbering for twelve days,

they had rejoiced in the hospitality of Agohya, they made fair

fields and directed the streams, plants occupied the aried ground
and water the lowlands ( IV, 33, 7 ), By their skill they made
grass on the heights and waters in the depths, when they slumber-
ed in the house of A^ohya ( T

5 161 S 11 ), Having: slept, they asked

Agohya as to who had awakened them ; in a year they looked

around ( I, 161, 13 )
" Mac. p. 133. There will be nothing that

will remain concealed once we recgonise the heliacal rise of

Agastya, when Hasta stars set heliacally, when Saptarsis rise

heliacaliy, in the name *

Agohya
" and its ( heliacal rise ) period,

before the Autumnal equinox:, with the cessation of rain and with
abundance of vegetation and harvest. The heliacal rise of the

Saptarsis seems to be complete when Svafci sets heliacally-they
are then 'wind-sped' resuming, after Svati their revolutions, their

daily course of rising, culmination and setting. Their heliacal

rise in Autumn is beautifully and vividly described coupled
as it is with the heliacal rise of Ganopus in that interval

( -it is the very same picture in the Gospels wherein, the Magi,
the Wise Men from the East, come to worship the Child who is

then born to the S1

Virgin- Mfc. IE, 1-12"). The query -'who
awakened them ?

*

sounds mysteriously answered * in a year they

get the answer when the heliacal rise is so repealed.

( 85 ) The Rudras have not baen referred to here but we may

say in brief that they are the regents of Ardra (Betelgeuse) and of

Star Sirius ( .1-Oanis Majoris), the latter occupies portion of hot

season; rising in rainy season and the god thus partakes of two

* Of. note oa pp. 129-131 relating DO the connection of Vasisbha star and

Canopus in the history and iatrprefcatioa 'f the word ' Kambhayoai.
Savitr *-od is the regent god of the constellation Hasta ( Carvu* ),-the note

explains its bearing to ' Kumbha *-, with which CUra" ( Spica ), Vasistha and

Canopus stars are associated.
7 I Annals. B. Q- B. I. 1
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sorts .of temperament bofeb. convenient and inconvenient, beneficent

and malevolent 1 Ardra being in hot season and heliacal rise of

Sirius occurring in rainy season amidst torrential rains. [ In the

paper
"
VeJtc G-ods- ^~ffi^ra j^J^" ^u^ consideration of Rudra

.is taken up along with tb.3 Dlv^ie Fernile* Vasu (s), of gods Pusau,

Savitr, Hiranyagarbha and of Prajapati with \^Ajn
'

in their con-

nection. It was read before the Mysore Oriental Conference in

Dec. 1935. It will be published in the A. B. I. in coarse of time, ]

(86) Resume ? In brief the results ( in this article ) are as

under :

r/fcf* Calendar :

The year 'Primarily or 366 solar days, according to Kautilya,

and Jain Texts controlled and corrected by Malamasa etc.

The Ecliptic -3660 spaces, 2S constellations; two systems of

equal ( non-Jain) and unequal (Jain ) distribution of spaces.

The months Ending in full moon according to Kalidasa,

Kautilya and Jain Texts.

1 To-day star Sirius is blue in color but it seem* to ba changing color

in olden times. :" A learned discussion by Or. T. J. J See, moreover, enforces
the belief that Sirius was abiolutel rei 1800 year* ago.

* Astronomy and

Astrophysics,
' Vol. XI, p, 29.

"
f from Clerk's " Pooular History of Astro-

nomy during the Nineteenth Century
"

( 1903). p. 375, footnote. J

It is remarkable that KSlidSsa refers to Siva as * WIla-Lotata '

( S3k. VII,

34 ) which, with reference to star Sirius, would be blue-red i. e. purple color.

We add one more quotation on this subject from the *' Star Lore of all

Ages" by W. T. Oloott ( G. P. Patnam's San*. Newyork ), 5fch edition 1929

pp. 102-3, from its chapter on Oanis Major-Sirius ;

"The question whether Sirius has changed in color since early times has

given rise to considerable controversy. Ptolemy called it fiery red, Seneoca,
claimed it was redder than Mars. Cicero also mentions its ru^dy light and
Tannyson wrote,

* The fiery Sirius alter* hue and bickers into red and
emerald.

5

Dr. See, the eminent astronomer of the present day, asserts that
1300 years ago, Sirius was red There is a reference in Fest'is to the effect
that the Boman farmers sacrificed ruddy or fawn colored dogs to save the
fruits on account of the Dog star, and Dr. See, says there is no reason why
the Bomans shoul-1 sacrifice red dogs except that Sinus was red, and dogs of

the same color must be offered up feo the " Dog" in the sky. There san be
no doubt that many of the ancients lookad upon red stars as angry deities.

'

In the above description, we get another picture of how accidents of
associations with Light degenerate into bloody sacrifices. The true per-
spective of stellar values gets obscured and lost ; and thence arise consquent
misdirected applications.
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Equinoxes In the midst of Asvini and In Svati constellations.

Solstices In Pusya and in Abhijit constellations.

Varuna Regent god of Pole Star Dhruva.

Mitra ,. of Sanku the Gnomon, (the Sararat

Yantra )

Dawn, Usas With reference to Gods-Equinoctial points and
with, reference to Calendar, Equinoctial points

and daily phenomena.
AAvins Twins-khe Regent gods of Aivin! at the Vernal

equinox:.

Marat, MafcarBvan The regent gods of Svafcl ( Arctu-

rus ) at the Autumnal equinox,

Brhaspati -The regent god of Pusya at the summer solstice

( an imagery of Saptarsi after Agastya-Canopus*
Visnu Agastya ( Canopus : AAtgo Navis ).

Vrtra-Ahi-Hydra ^The regent of the Serpent god of Aslesa.

Pitrs-Fafchers Regents of Magha. Saptarsi.

l^bhus of Saptarsi group.

Sapfca Sindhus Seven stars of Saptarsi,

Cows Rays of star light ( particularly at Autumnal equinox ).

Sotna Regent god of Light and of Light combined with Time-

Apah As divine-Light ; as terrestrial, transformed into water,

juice.

Sarasvatu Regent goddess of Cikra ( Spica - A Virgo ).

TVastr Regent god of Citra ( Spica ) constellation.

Manu, Yama Sanku the Gnomon.
Yima Shadow or Light that alights en Sanku.

Indra Regent god of sun.

Agni Representative of Stars on earth and of Principal

stellar gods.

Trita Sanku the Gnomon with its two quadrants on its sides.

Apamnapat-Agastya Canopus during its heliacal rise and

in the rainy season.
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Apsarases-Lights -Shadows coming to Earth.

Qandharvas- Sfcar groups at the Autumnal equinox,

of BSotes.

Cowstalls Star lights particularly of some of Botffees stars at

the Autumnal equinox in Svati.

Aditi -The milky way-fche Heavenly Ganges.-Via Lactea.

Karnadhenu Star group Bootes with Svafci

An^irases Saptarsi group ( Ursse Major is ).

Rudras Sirius ( A-Canls Majoris ).

Aryaman Star Vasistha* ( of Saptarsis )

Bhagra One of fche Sapfcarsi star( s: X

(87) For all purposes and information,
4

Vedic Mythology"
of late Prof. Macdonall has been relied upon while,. for facts from

the Jain sacred texts, the text of Kalalokaprakasa has been used.

The Texts used are : -referred tuas

( 1)
l<

Vedio Mythology "-by A A. Macdonell ( Trtibnetr

Strassburg 1897 ).
i

Mac,
J *

(2)
<t

Hymns from ^<veda >f- P, Peterson ( B. S. S.

No. XXXVI). ''$."

(3)
4i

Kautiliyam Arthasastram M - Dr, R. Shama Sasfcri

( Mysore 1919 Sanskrit series No, 54 ) Text Transla-
tion ( Mysore 1923, 2nd edition ). !

"
Kautilya

"

( 4)
"
Kalalokaprakasa

" - of Vinayavijayjl (Shri Jaina Dharma
Prasaraka Sabha, Bhavnagar-Kathiawad X

( 5 )

"
The Arctic Home in the Vedas "-B a. Tilak. (Poona 1935}

Ob. on the "Night of the Gods. pp. 68-70.

( 6 )
*<

Bharatiya Jyotisasastra
fl - S. B. Dixit. ( 2nd edition, 1931

Poona) pp. 34, 53, 54.

(7)
"
Me-haduta "-of Kalidasa- K. B. Pathak, 2nd edition 1916.

(8)
"
Sinaoliaed Sfcallar Maps - (Lat N. 20) J. O. Clancey

( 1922 ).
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(9)
"
Popular Guide to the Heavens " - Ball ( George .Phillip

Son Ltd London ( 1910 ).

( 10)
" Sakuntala "

of Kaiidasa-( Nirnayas&gar Press edition

Bombay ).
"
Sak.

"

(11 )

**

Vikraraorvaslya "-of Kalidasa~~Edited by Kale.."VIkram/
7

( r1

)

"
Raghuvamsa

*'
-of Kalidasa~( Nirnayasagar Press edition

Bombay }
"
Raghu

' f

(13)
"
(Sacred) Jain Texts "- 'Suryaprajfiapti

'

(Publishers;

Agamodaya Samlfci ( Bombay and Surat) 1919.

( 1^ j , 5

4

Jyotiskarandaka
'

( Publishers :

Agamodaya Saniiti ( Bombay and Sarat ) 1928.

(15) Referred to as
**

Kaye "- ts

Astronomical Observatories of

Jai Singh.-
"
by G. R. Kaye (1918 ) A.

S. of L New Imparial Saries Vol. XL.
( 16 ) ,.

" Hindu Astronomy
?J - by G. R. Kaye

( 1924 ) Memoir of the A. S. 1.

( 1? )

u
Indian Ephemeries

"
by Dr. S. K Piilai, Vol. X, Introduc-

tion; "Filial.
"

( 18 ) Reference to author's another article :

** Astronomical Data In the Dramas of Kalidasa. ; *

( to be

published in the A. B. I. later on. ) It was submitted to the Madras

Oriental Conference ( Dec. 1924 ) ; its summary will be found in

the
** Summaries of Papars

"
published by the Conference,

( 19 ) "Amarakosa" - with com. of Mahesvara. VI ed. 1907, by Jha-

lakikar Bombay Govt. Central Book Depot.

Amara

Tables o/J?g^gg^ ( Reference is to Paras. )

I-Varuna-Mitra-Surya: 1-12. f Monfchs-Puraimanta 16.

TT

'

-I o * i A 1 4 AQ ' Season-Year 16.
Varuna 1-3, 7, 10, 14, 69. Q

"4-6 8-9
Kautilya 17-23,

Q
'

'

Fixed Solstice points 18, 30.
o.

Fixed Equinoctial points

19, 30.

Year and Malamasa 20-2&.

4

Devas '

11, 14.

N-on-Vedic Devas 12,

Il-Old- Calendar: 13-41.

Varuna 14.
I Qld Calendar-Jain 23-

Authorities 15.

Kalidasa 15, 16.

cf. Quotations A-M and

Notes thereon pp. 154-161.
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Year 24.

28 Constellations 25, 27, 29, 32.

Ecliptic 3660 spaces~26,

27, 30.

Year and Abhijit 28, 2ft.

Seasons 3L

Regent Gods 32.

Calendar Tables 33-38 (pp.

162-171 ).

Old Calendar ( vide tables

33-38. )

Equal space 37.

Full Moons 39.

Vedic Basis 40-41.

Ili-From Vernal Equinox: :

42-44,

lisas-Asivins 42-44, 53, 79.

Divine Day and Night 42.

IV-Upto Autumnal Equinox :-

45-85,

Autumnal equinox in India
4h

Grouping together of Gods
46.

Vayu Svafci 47-49.

Trita Soma 50-52.

Soma 51, 53-56, 78 and p, 157.

MadhuSJ
Amrfca 53, 56.

Apak 54, 57, 58.

Cows 54, 55, 60, 61 t ? 3, 76 p
151.

Apasarases 57.

Gandharvas57.

Yama-Yami 57, 63.

Vivasvat 57, 6 v.

Two Dogs 57.

Agni 58, 79-81.

Agastya-Canopus 58, 70, 72,

74, 75,84 and 85 (Vide
Vrtra ).

Adlti 59.

Kamadhenti 60. pp.

Angirases 57, 73, 61.

Manu 6^, 63.

Tvastr 64, 66

SatasvatI 64, 65.

Festivals 38, 64, 67.
' 8

Sindhu "
65, 69.

Pitrs-Fathers 65.

Vrtra-Hydra 68^ 0, 71, 73.

SaptaSindhus 69.

Evil 71.

Brhaspati 72-73.

Visnu 74-75, 77.

Three Steps 75.
" Gavam Ayana

"
76.

Indra 78.

Other Vedic Gods 82.

Bbhus and Agohya 83-84.

Savitr 84, 85.

Rudra 85.

Resume of this article 86.

References 87

Appendix pp. 151 ff.

Addenda pages 151-3.

Aryaman ( to para 60 ) pages
151-3,

Bhaga ( ) pages

152-3,
"
Jain Texts'* A-M with notes

and observations, pages
154-161.

Re, Star Maps-pp, 165-168

aod para 38, (Greek letters

on p. 161 )

4 Tables : pages 161-172.
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APPENDIX

ARYA.MA.N and BHAQA :-( Addenda to para 60 ).

The cow of Vasisttia leads us to the identity of god Aryaman
who is

**
so destitute of individual characteristics that in the

Naighantuka he is passed over in the list of Gods "
( Mac. p. 45 ).

However, in RV. I, 139, 7, we find that Aryaman has a milk

giving cow 1

( Gf-fa. p, 66-67 ) wMch fact points to the connection of

Aryamin to Vamstha (Zeta Ursa Major). The relation of both to the

Autumn Is significant in this respect.
" The kings Mitra, Varuna

and Aryaraan are said to have disposed ( created ) the Autumn,
the month, day and night ( Mac. p. 25 ), sacrifice a.nd rks

"
VII,

66, 11 ( Gh. p. 66 ), That is just the function of Vasisthas who
"
claim to have first awakened Usas with their hymns ( VII, 80,

I)
" Mac. p. 47. The course of sacrifice resumes with the help

of Aryaman-Vaslstha. The prominence at the Autumnal equinox
does permit the grouping of this star with Mitra and Varuna,
"
Together with Aryamaa, Mitra and Varuna are called sun-eyed

( VII, 66, 10 )

" Mac. p, 23 which means that none of the three can

he identified with sun- When tha (Hindu) longitude of this star is

162-ri', it is in agreement with Longitude 167-57' of constella-

tion Uttaraphalguril ( its regent being Aryaman ) whose yoga*iarS

is Bata Leo ( Kaye p. 93, 106 ). Both appear on the eastern horizon

nearly the ssama tima and tha haliaeal rise comes in later con-

stellations. These points support the identity of the god proposed

herein although it will be seen that it is not the only ground for

the same. The emphasis on the meaning of the word
" Su *

to

produce used in connection with god Savitr ( regent of the

asterism Hasta-Corvus ) has bean noticed ( Mac. p. M ). This

word "
occurs in connection with ( creation of ) lisas ( Vl, 77, 1 )

with Varuna ( EL, 28, 9 ), with the Adifcy^s ( V[IL 18, 1 ) and with

1 In respect to this addenda about Aryaman and Bhaga the writer had

the benefit of consulting a new treatise " Studies on Rgvdic Deities Astro-

nomical and Meteorological" by Sjt. Eketidranath Ghosh ( referred to as Gh.

herein). It is published in the Journal and Proceedings, Asiatic Scci3ty of

Bengal, Calcutta, ( New Series) Vol. XXVIEl 1932, No. 1, published 5/9/33.

This treatise supplements in a way the data we get from the work of

late Prof. MacDonell.
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AOtra, Aryantian coupled with S-wItr. This employment baing so

frequent, Yaska C Nlr. X, 31 ) defines Savltr as
*

Sarvasya yrasa-

vita *-* the simulator of everything
' -" Mac. p. 34. It is thus

evident that the heliacal rise of god Aryaman has something to

do with Savitr. Indeed, such an eminanfc group of gods, and the

heliasal risa of Ursa Major and fchafr of Agastya afe harvest time

might have furnished an occasion for that famous Savitrl hymr.

of the Veda ( III, 62, 10 ) Mac. p. 33. Creation of Usas points in

fact to the Autumnal equinox.
ts Soma has been compared with

Aryainan and Mitra and Varuna "
( Gh. p. 66 ).

Association of Aryaman ( Zefea Ursa Major ) with gods Mitra

and Varuna may again be referred to.
" Tndra is, however in

"EtV once coupled in the dual as an Aditya with Varuna as chief

of Adityas ( VII, 85, 4 ) when one god alone is mentioned as an

5.ditya, ifc is generally Varuna, their chief; when two are men

tioned, they are Varuna and Mitra, once Varuoa and Indra ;,.....

when three s Varuna, Mitra and Aryaman ;.,.when five, this is only

once the case, the same three together with Savifcr and hhaga.
"

(Mac. p. 44 ). This association does locate both the Aryaman and

Bhaga to the period of these gods all grouped together, to the

Aufcumnal equinox. Who the god Bhaga is canno be so easily

determined bub we may take him to be some star nsar Vasistha,

say the fifth of Saptarsi-Epsilon Ursa M\ijor~whose longitude is

154-39/ when that of fche Purvaphalgun! asterism, whose regent
is Bhaga, is 157-36' of its Yo.^afcara delta Leo ( Kaye p. 98, 106 ).

The asterism falls in the rainy season when tha agriculture Is in

progress and wh6.i th heliacal rise of Caiip is is approaching \z
the lower latitudes. It is a' t*mt time that "the god Bhaga is

asked to deepan tha ploughing
"

( III, 12, 4 } Gh, p. 75. In such
case and when its heliacal rise is near or about the equinox,

associating Bhaga too with all the benefits of nature at harvest,
the word '

bha^a
'

acquires superb connotation.
uDawn is Bhaga's

sister ( I, 123, 5 ), Bhaga's eye is adorned with rays ( I, 138, 2 )

and hysuu rise upto Visrm as on Bhaga's path'
7

(111,54,14)
Mac. p. 45. The above description too puts the gol near the
Autumnal equinox since Visrm's strides are associated with this
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period also ( vide Visnu ). Anyhow, close association of Bhaga

with Airyman is unmistakable to support the proposed Identifica-

tion.

The pair Vasistha and ArundhatI (Zeta Ursa Major and Alcor)

has always been in India an emblem of matrimonial bliss and of

purity in wedded life ( their heliacal rise at about the equinox

union of ecliptic and equator - at a time when it is all rejoicings

amidst good harvest and bright prospects in the new season does

contribute to their glorification ).

*'

Aryaman has been praised for

providing a new wife, onss with Bhaga (X, 85, 23) and once

with Bha^a and Savitr
"

( X* 85, 36 ) Gh. p. 66* Thus we cannot

think of Bhaga without the gods Aryaman and Savitr. We may
again revert to Aryaman.

4 *

In Atharvaveda, Aryaman has been invoked for benefit in

general, to prevent ill-luck in marriage ceremonies ( XIV, i, 50;

XIV, 2, 13 ), to provide a wife or husband ( VI, 60, L ), to remove

ill omens on the part of a woman ( I, 18, 2 ) and in mantras for

an easy delivery ( I, 11, 1 )
"
-Gh. p. 66-67. We may well refer

all that to Aryaman- Vasistha and read the praises bestowed on

the sage in Raghu I 58-74-
"
%r?rr W^ffOTf ^ srfdf^cfr

45
In Taittiriya Brahmana ( II, 3, 5, 4 ) Aryaman has been

called the sacrificial fire ( Yajna ) "..." In Satapatha Brahmana

( V, 5, 1, 12 ) we are told that the path of Aryaman is placed

above the -kigh direction ( regions ) of Brhaspati
" Gh. p. 67. The

fire does refer to the Autumnal equinox and the path refers to

the northern regions where Saptarsis are. The description will be

clear if the reader refers to sections relating to Agni and its cult,

to Soma, Brhaspati and to appearance of stars at about the Autu-

mnal equinox on the Indian horizon - to their daily rise as well

as to their haliacal arrival.

Beyond these few notes about Aryaman and Bhaga, we are

not yet in a position to say anything more definite. .

8 i Annals. B. (X R. I. ]
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JAIN TEXTS-QaoTATioisrs with OBSERYAIIONS.

From the
"
Kalatokaprakasa" : Ch. XXVIII -PP. 1-141

( A ) The solar year of 366 days :
-

* T ''
II 292

ssrr raT%EifFf^^ il 293 (p. 38),

( B } Yuga ( cycle ) of 5 solar years= 1830 solar days :

t U" 300 (p. 39).

(C) Yuga begins on the 1st day ( Morn ) of dark half 01

Sravana *

1 1 <ttnt^ 1 1 ^^n"^r ^^-^^ 1

u461li (p. 59).

H463ii (p. 60).

Q-

,
?

'

A,

q^nr, g^rr^^nr a?fRTTT,

r' i (p. 60)

a 467 u

468 n (p

*ii ma ra maes it

abundantly clesr that the calendar consisted of elements which related to
6 YUga ln the dark half of the montl1 Sravana, when the

was the ^uthern course
e hi^ constellatioo.

TV
8* 1?8 later n in the months of t*e seasons which too~**. along with the original but

Jt WUI th^o^re be no surprise if the stud-

-spec, in these texts, in" aspect of the
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< D } Ecliptic=28 constellations=3660 spaces [ see also Surya-

pra:'fiap!;i X, 22 62, and commentary on it :
-

3660 "... ( p. 177 ) ]

r: 11 315 n

ftffOTT ^rTFcranf i

IS 316 H

u 317 11

[630^15=42 of Abhljit. Multiple of 15 has been adopted to

suit the lunar course with muhurtas. Thus 1005=67 ; 3015=201

and 2010=134 when divided by 15, the total of &11 feeing 3660. I

wrf $nrft*^**r tir*: i

: u 318 it

t ^W ^rrf^%" u 319 n(pp. 40-41)

Moon covers 134^ ( of 3660 ) spaces in a solar day of 30

( E ) Solar position on equinoctial points in one Yuga of

5 solar years :

II 574

:" H 575 a

8

tt 577

" D " The division of 3660 cannot but go along with 336 days of the year.

In the same way. to comolete 3660 spaces, 28 constellations are required and

hence the constellation Ahhijit cannot be left out in this scheme of the

calendar*
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J I \> ^ .-
,

n 600 it

: \

n 601 \\

PRti" is (pp. 77-78.
)

() Solstice points in a Yuga (here expressed in Muhurtas,
3 muhurtas making: one space, 30 muhurtas making a solar

day } F

u 568 u

li 569 11

[4 days+j.8 muhurtas = 46 spaces ( of 3660 division) of

Pusya. J

"
n 570 is (p. 74).

[It refers to the space of Abhijlb ]

(G) PP. 75-6 ( verses 579-591 ) give Lwnar position, digits

( other works give months too ) on the 10 Visuvas (
= equinoxes )

of the Yug&. They are as uuder :

T fro cpro 3-0 3 II *ro ^o ^-o 9

III ^fc SET* ^o 15 IV ^?ro %o yo <j

V ^o^rraro^rp go ia VI ^rgo %o sro 3

VII ?T^rf epr9 q-o 9 vin srf^^r 3|-o ^o 15

IX ^oano ^TO go 6 X gro^o %o o 12

44 G" The first equinox in the first year of the Yuga occurs when the
moon is in RohinI constellation on the ( completion of th ) Karttika Vadi 3.

Since one solar month consists of 31 complete digits, three solar months ( to
arrive at the equinox from the solstice point j would repuire 93 completed
digits and hence from the SraVaria first of its dark fortnight, it will be three
digits of Karttika completed,

( Continued on the next page )
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Add 3 circles and 1381 spaces to O A.hhi jit" at 'Summer solstice

=lstfiyr * Then add double of it i. e. 6 circles and 2562 spaces

for each successive position therefrom.

( H) Solar days of various type of months :

u 311 n

: s

: u 312 u

: n 3ia n

" n 314 n (p. 40)
Solar =30*

; seasonal =30 ; Luni~soiar =29|| ; Sy nodical =

27fj ; 1 monfcH ( of 13 month's luni-solar year compressed into 12

months )
= 31j I -. 12 months= 1 year ( p. 40).

( I ) The Luni-sclar year ( 12 x 29|| ) is short by several days
of a solar year ( 30| x!2 )

: hence by every 2 1

/* luni-solar year, a

luni-solar month of 29|| days is added :

( continued fom previous page )

According to tha writer of this article, the third act, of the drama Vikra-

morvaslya of &Slida"sa, is a description of sued an Eiuinox with mooa in

BahioT. See his article on tha " Astronomical Data in the Dramas of KSli-
d&sa. " ( to be published ).

Can' this ha the three lakes that Indra drinks, the "lakes" being the

digits of the moon ? We read ( Mac. p. 56) /'For the slaughter of V"rtra he drank
three lakes of Soma-V, 29, 7 ; op. VI, 17, 11.** That would further exlpain

(Mac. ibid) "and he is' even said to have drunk at a single draught thirty

lakes of the beverage ( VFII, 66, 4 ).
" The flirty lakes :would be the thirty

digits of a luni-solar month, from, one lunation to the other. We can there-
fore explain th^ passage " So essential is Soma :to Indra thit his mother
gave it to him or he drank it on the very day of his birth ( HF, 48, 23; III,

32,9-10; VI, 40, 2; VII, 98, 6)>' - Mac. p. 56 to mean that ( at the com-
mencement of Yuga ) the solar year was converted into luni-solar on the
first digit which means then the first drink of fndra on the start.

Then the Sautrarnaru ceremony is referred to [ (X, 119)-Mac. p. 56 1 to cure
Indra of the excessive indulgence in Sorna drink. This excess must be then
the excess of one or other in the daily value of the spaces of the sun or of

the moon over the either. The ceremony goes on over three days which would

perhaps point to the completion of three digits of Karttika month when
the Autumnal equinox is fi*ed up, when the " Jewel *' is threaded-perhaps to

the centre-when the " SautrSmanI 7J is done.
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i 364 11

Hrf q-grff^^' 81 365 II ( p. 47. )

This text ought to hold good for Kautilya II, 20, 38, last ve

(J) P. 51 gives gome of the lunar mansions on full-mc

day
'

it 893 IK

r
(p. 51).

Months bear their names from the constellation in which tl

moon is full e. g. cFT* g-o 15 then full moon in Krttika and tl

month therefrom is styled Karttika. Exception *

15 Fnll moon in Mula constellation.

15
t , , in Dhanistha

15 ^ ^ in

u J " The constellations of full-moon nights did form a matter of observe
tion as well as a matter of calculation ; hence any variance in the latter oa
be checked by the former. If the exact length of the year is not exaotl

366 days but less b^ about-say~ | ( or less ) of a day it would mean that th,

tun will complete 3660 spaces in about 365^ d^ys, the daily course woul<

then be slightly over 10 spaces. That cannot be checked daily, from coursi
oiSun easily in a short time but the opposite point to the sun-the moon on z

full-moon night can be checked. If the sun is faster, the moon has to react
more spaces than average 134 for a solar day to complete the full-moon point,
Hence, according to unequal or equal spaces, on MSrgasirsa full moon the
moon covers ordinarily 1475 and 50/62 spaces but the sun being faster, the
moon ought to cover about 8 spaces more every month from SrSvaua and
thus would put herself to fullness in the constellation Srdra" in MSrgasIrsa,

"I- u7
a m PaU?a> ln Mtila ^ Jyestha and curiously, in SvSfci in Gaitra,

which last fact is slightly not in consonance with the statement of the text
taat the full-moon constellations genearlly synchronise with the names of

ia!
m<

J

nths Wlth the only ^ree stated exceptions. It seems therefore that
10* rate is an average one, the actual being more or less varying at different
periods of the year, or of the month,

ha9 aaofc* c bearing. It is on the rtated 366
*a ,**u . s on e e

nrL^! n,
a
w
W^cK bei g to milcb * would necessarily give rise to the

procedure of" Mala M39a --of dropping of a solar month of some days to

Thl^r
th
k
e ^lendar ( merer^^^g) with the true course of the sun.

Tbs read k g with the true course of the sun.
reader should refer to the observations, on it in the article.
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(K) Sanku is styled
^
Puruqa

"
hence

"
PaurasI 'f

&#

shadcw

"Sfi^fp
1

J^T^r^f WT^l"; f^f^T 31 I

ti 992 it

( pp, 125-126 ).

"~j^r* K " The quotation from the Genesis has very great significance in this

connection. As observed in the text of the article, the conception of Manu,

Yama, or of Adam-the * 4 ancestor
"
of the haman race is 'to be referred to the

Gnomon, the Sanku of the type of SamrEtyantra of fie observatories of

Jai Sinha, So conception of * s woma:z,
" of the first &akti as well is to be refer-

red to the Light which alights on it and on its sides, the left side of the Sanku

facing the Eastern direction, where sun rises daily;. The mid-day Light
-'* Prabha- ( or Shadow ) tends to merge itself into Sanku and thus identify

with it and with the Pole-star Dhrava and with its regent god Varuna. The

evening shadow leaves the Sanku and as it were, dissolves into the vast

stellar expanse of the light at nigat.

This identity of the woman with Light may have any significance of the

accidental or of the natural fact of coincidence. The recognition of the

either fact is sure to unravel the basic conceptions which in their turn will

explain the developments of various beliefs, laws, and notions handed down

to us in popular, secular or sacred literature with reference to woman or to

Sakti and sacrifices in her honour (of. para 81. 85). They will set right any in-

justice that may have been done unconsciously to either the man or the

woman from magnifying the functions of either the,Sanku or of the Light

that gets associated with it for sometime only a* ** shadow ". We need not

here pursue the matter except to point to the extreme significance of the

growth of conceptions, with resultant practices.
2nd "K" The identity of Purusa with the Sanku has another imoortant

aspect. The Sanku is inclined to the pole-star always, head suppliant to

Pole-star ( and in which case, the left side would give out shadow oast by

the sun in morning ) and as such-I suggest-gives rise to the idea of continu-

ed devotion of Man to the regent god of the Pole-Star Dhruva-to a concep-

tion of Bhakti cult to that supreme deity.

The points of equinoxes then enter into this cult with the regent gods of

the constellations at the Vernal and the Autumal equinox-in various

ways-. The sage NSrada preaching Bhakti is none else than the SvSti-

Arcturus-star whose description in the Vikramorvaslya (V t 19) of Kali-

dSsa is perfect even in point of time-of t'ae moment of the Autumnal equinox.

This is with reference to the Sanku and Dhruva, vide article-" The Astron-

omical Data in th e Dramas of KSlidasa
"

( to be published )

There is another point of association. The ganku is associated with

the Sun for the day time and thus he is a friend and ally of Indra in' vari-

ous battles that he fights-through the measurement of Time, represented in

Sanskrit dramas as the hero mounting the chariot of Indra.

( continued on next page )
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*rriwr ul ?

( p. 126 ).

of* Genesis II ^3.
'* She shall be called

* Woman '

because she

was takan out of Man. "

(L ) Shadow on the solstice days :

it 1085 g;

rfcf: ^^t I

: n 1086 u

u l087(p.p.l36-7).

( M ) Pp. 102/L04, Terses 801-818 give the digits ( out of 360 )

that are omtnitted to adjust the civil luni-solar ( 354 ) days.

( continued from previous page )

Thus tbe ' heroes
"

invariably baar the characteristics of the Saixku

(where they are not of a stellar type )"whUe the heroines are, the Light that

alights and associates with it, in all enrly myths or religious literature or in

classical literature based upon either of them.

3rd"K f * OnAgastyi: Tho northern cardinal point is associated -with

the pole star whose regent god is Varan a. The eastern and western points

are associated with San whose regent god is Indra. Thus the Sanku gets

associated with all the cardinal points and their regent gods because the

southern cardinal point is associated with Agasfcya who is ( in old times)

associated with the changes in seasons and with the Autumnal harvest. It is

after rains in India.

Thus the calender gets involved with considerations of lores that arise out

of Varuna, Indra and out of Agastya, The first two of the three have been

recognised as great gods. The last on is recognised al*o as a great god
but connected with the northern god Varuna-as Visnu ia Vedic times and

later on as an AvatSra, as Krsna, and as Son of the Father in Heave ^-as

Christ-later on. It is not possible to dwell upon or to enlarge upon this aspect
of religion in this paper but we may r.ote that the revivification of earth at

.

the Vernal equinox was associated with the Sun god ; and the similar pheno-
-mena later at the Autumnal equinox ( = harvest ) came to be associated
with Canopus-Agastya* giving rise to their deification and worship,

" L **
This measurement of time ( by the shadow the sun casts on the

gnomon) makes it, in U*el f
, eroluii-Tely a solar measure and a brake or a

check upon the luni-solar calendar when discrepancies accumuWe. The coa-

ttllations are not visible at day-time Henca its importance.
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: n 806 i

t

u 807 n

H^
808 \\

( p. 102 )

This Prakrit; text refers to equation of civil counting ( 360 ) to

luni-solar counting^ 354 ).

li 811 n

^ i

:
" n 812 n etc.

( pp. 102-4. )

This explains the text of Kautilya in II, 6, 24.

i' II

THE G-REEK ALPHABET

For the Star Maps and for Table - II

9
[ Annals, B. O. R. I.
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Table I ( contd. )

( C ) Luni-solar year of 354-jlf days ( solar ), of 12 luni-solar

months each of 29|| solar days or 30 digits. ( Its 3rd and 5th

year has 383|| days ( solar ) and 13 months.

( D ) Solar day of 30 Muhurfcas.

( E ) Starting point The Yuga, ttie first solar year and the

first luni-fiolar year begin early morning, on the first day of the

solar and luni-solar month Sravana in its dark fortnight, when

the sun has completed 46 spaces of the constellation Pusya,

when the inoon has completed o space of the constellation Abhijit,

when the summer solstice begins and when the rainy season starts,

the preceding fortnight being the light half of the month Asadha.

( F ) Digit = Tithi is M of a solar day, and the moon covers

13lff i- e. (61x67 ),= .

e (L*J**1. spaces during one
( 31 ) 62

digit or one tithi, while the sun covers 9ff spaces in a tithi In

a luni-solar month, in BO digits, moon will cover 3955^ spaces

(or, 1 circle and 295^| spaces ) and sun would cover 295^- spaces,

Moon would return to its position-which means it will complete

27-^ (solar) days when it* would cover 3660 spaces in 27|}

digits.

(G-) Spaces* The sun covers 10 spaces each solar day ;
the

moon covers 134 spaces each solar day.

( H) Solstice points* Sun begins summer solstice in the 47th

space of Pusya, and the winter solstice in the o space of Abhijit

( I ) Equinoctial points** Sun is in the Autumnal equinox at

the end of 23rd space of Svati, and in the Vernal equinor at the

end of 69th space of AsvinL

( J ) The sun covers 915 spaces from a solstice point to an

equinox point or from an equinox point to the next solstice point.
These point* repeat five times in a Yuga.
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Table ill

D C i - ',A) The months here are solar months of 30J (civil) days

(B) Starting point of the first month is on the 1st day
ofyuga) of the dark fortnight, of SrHvana, early

morning.

(C) See table I, for other data, 10 spaces mean one
solar day.

10
[ Annals, B. "6. Tl I. ]
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Table HI
( Contd, )
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Table IV Data as of Table III.

Solar month
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Table 1Y
i Contd. )

-
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ERRATA: STAR MAPS

Following errors which have crept in the star maps (in tran-

scription for making blocks) need correction by the reader before

the maps are used.

Map No. Site-hours Errors Corrections Correct as in map No,
r T

1 31*T ^9PT

( Canopus Canopus 4

Polar Star

Canopus

Eclipfic

Arcturus

4 Above

the 5 stars

Ecliphic

Boofes

Pole Star

3T*T^r* Canopus

Ecliptic

Arcturus*

3

4

Ecliptic

Bootes

Put as in 3, to the

five stars ( above

Atumnal Autumnal

5 XXIV 3rff*qr

III Put Divine Day

7

3

3

8
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Map* Not Site-hours Errors Corrections Correct as in map Ho
6 VIII Jerainomm Oeminorutti

XVII/XVIII-Put ^ before *u in milky Way,

in tail of Scorpio.

XIX

XX

XX/XXI Put * s Delphin as in Map No. 8.

XIX *k Vega *k

*Lyra *Lyra Vega T

XX Put; a third *y to 'snttr' in Milky way 7

I Andrameda Andromeda 5

5
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S1AR MAPS

The 8 star maps ( with corrections of errors on pp. 173-4 ) will

be found as follows : Nos, 1-4 p. 133, No* 5~p. 118, No. 6-p. 136,

No. 7 -p. 126 and No. 8-p. 144. For the Greek alphabet see p. 161.

These maps will help students of Vedic literature and of all

other Indian and non-Indian religious or setni -religious literature

to visualise the heaven with reference to various hymns and gods*

They will bring out vividly the associations of seasons with

( stellar ) asterisms and their regent gods ; their associations

with seasons such as the Vernal and Autumn, with the Vernal

equinox ( maps nos. 8, 5 ), the Autumnal equinox ( maps nos. 6, 7,

3, 4 ) and the Summer solstice ( maps nos, 1, 2, 4, 6 ) ; their

associations with the happenings in nature and in human

life, with several phenomena of rainy season ( piap no. 6 ) and

with fche harvest ( map no. 7 ) , the sacrifices and other regulated

activities of Autumn ( maps. nos. 7, 6, ). The old conceptions

will be better understood with these associations.

Maps nos. 5-8 give the 28 Indian Zodiacal constellations

and several other stars and star groups, Maps 3-4 give the

Saptarsis, no. 6 the Hydra; map no 3 the Pole Star, nos. 4-6

star Sirius, the Dog, and nos, 4-3 the star Agastya-Canopus-A

Argo Navis. The regent Gods are stated in brackets
( J along

with the asterisms.

The Hydra, the Vrtra-Ahi-the international Dragon, the

Biblical serpent, the Danava, the Raksasa and the Evil

genius in various names and under various imageries in ail

lores will be seen ( map no, 6 ) with the Vedic 100
"

forts
"

-the Hundred " brothers
* '

of the Mahabharata and as the

R&vana of the Ramayana, spreading itself from the Summer

Solstice to the Autumnal equinox, from the asterisna islesS,

( embracing the Equator ) the classical RShu, to ifcs termin-

ator the Svati-with the grouping of Hasta and Citr& ast-

erisms in this connection-arid Saptarsi ( map No 3 ) with

Canopus ( maps nos. 4, 5 X The last one is one of the mighty
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forces which suppress this Evil and It is variously represent-

ed as Yisrm, Krsna, as K&rttikeya and GaneSa, as Her-

cules, to naqie a few of the Divinities and heroes figuring

out of the grace of this star Ganopus~A,gastya.

>The Bhandaikar Oriental Research Institute is to be congra-

tulated for extending to the readers the facility of these maps.

Without such materials at the disposal of the public, the remarks
of AAberuni ( para 38 ) would sfcill persist,- The maps do admit of

greater precision, refinement, improvements* coloring of some

stars and various arrangements to help students for their astro-

nomical studies. They have yet to be supplemented by authentic

maps of the latitudes of Ujjaiii and Kashmir to show the position

of heaven at the daily and at the heliacal rising and setting of

several stars and star groups. For the present we have to fall back

upon individual observations with all their shortcomings.

To convert the stellar value or better, the Light value into the

Time value for human cravings and purposes, the Sanku-Hhe

Q-nomon has to ba looked to. Maps Nos. 1-2 will -show it. For

better illustrations see Kaye, More of this will b * found im the
"
Vedic Gods : -V-RudralKall " in the coming nmnber( s) of the

Annals. Rudra as Sanfcu ( and Sirius ) with the
" Kl! 7?

as the

Light in its most prime and modern form is pointed out therein.

The laws of Manu and of Moses and of Yajnavalkya have grown
around this Sanku, evolved out of continuity of thoughts and

practices around this central figure.
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* # ^
: u R 11

sresnr3fr: wrwrr i fi^wrrsmg ^wqnr ITT?

: t

: s ^ n

\

II ^ II

^Y IS ^ H J

11 fiiir ^FHIT ftv^m^R ^2gr ^-af nf ^^rr i

^^n ^f^prr s

i

S "TTrCsCTFT I |TTlT^lW

i ^^ft ^qr^r ^f^rr i f^ rr fro

i

:
BRIEF NOTES

I Heina.^Hemaoandra's Chandonussana, N. S. P. edition,

1. 1. Com: ^ftT*ra?r: etc. The stanza is by Siddhasena. See

Hema. p, l a
/ll-ll

I 4. Com :- %^r^TOn^o The stanza seems to be reproduced
from Hema. p. l

b
/9.

I 5. Com : ^ zfyfo efco See Hema p i*fu-l6.
I 8. Com r~ for the whole discussion of Yati, of. Herim, p.



i,8t

II. 3. Com : sntr *rtt etc. cf. Hema. p. 43a
/20ff.

HTfltra^W is properly a Sanskrit metre with four lines, accord-

ing to Hema. p. 7
b
/19-20.

II. 8. Com **to*r S8T%*TT etc. The same are quoted at Hema.

p. S*
b
/i5ff.

II. 9. Com crsNr scsrfa
1

<T*OTT etc. These seem to be reproduced

from Hema. p, 28b/l-3.

II. 20. Com :~ f^3TTr%5fi: fif^qnn etc. This is quoted from Hema.

p, 26
a
8.

II. 22. Com for ffsrr, ^Tf^r^&T^srr, *rfiyffi' and STti^p?, cf- Hema.

p, 32*/l ; 33
a
/8 ; 32

a
/9 ,

32b
/10 Obviously, Hemacandra does not

consider these metres to be the
'

derivatives
'

of <r^[f^^T; for the

derivatives of ^pff^" and i^sngreTR, see Hema. p.31
b
/18~20 and 33b/2-14

II 23. Com : ^rs^T^r it onl^t etc; cf. Bema, p. 35b
/l-B.

II 25. Com : $m fi-wto cf. Hema. p. 37 a
/4-7.

II. 31. Com ; q^ ^W^o2ri%:o cf. Hema. p. 38b/8~18.

II. 32. Com : ^T^Twtoro The stanza is from Svayambhu ( IV.

36 ) ; but Hema. also quotes it at p. 37b/4~5.

and W^o both quoted at Hema. p. 38a/7~8.

IT. 33. Gem : w^ ^f^^ntiro cf. Hema p. 34b/8.

etc. All examples that follow are obvi-

ously reproduced from Heina. p- 34b/9fF. I have not been able to

understand some of them correctly ; hence I have not translated

them. The variants offered by Herna. are not very helpful. Our

readings often seem to be better.

II. 34. Corn : The example of sfmsrar is quoted from Hema.

p. 37b/7-8 by thb author of Kavidarpana himself.

IL 35. Com : %i%?B#wr 3^ etc. quoted from Hema. p. 34a
/2-3.

IE. 37, Com : ^5^sr??r^=Tr o quoted from Hema. p. 34
b
/14-17.

IV. 40. : ?p^Hfr^rilwfto, also quoted at Hema. p. 7
a
/l8.

IV. 103. : ^sfhEftROT. This is=Svayambhu L 140.

IV. 10 J. Oom : m%f^:^aro O f. Hera a." p^ I8a/17,

IV. 122. Corn :-- Many of these illustrations are also found in

Hemacandra
; of. p, ^^a , ^^

b
.

'
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Index of the Prakrta and the Apabhraihsa metres

in the Kavidarpana, Gh. II.

n. 21.

II. 15-

II. 26.

XL 9.

II. 17.

II. 9.

IL 20.

II. 16.

See

IL 37.

n. a.

See qrajrac*

II. 32.

II. 2.

II. 23.

II. 22.

^ II. 23,

II. 4 to 8.

II. 9.

II. 29 to 31.

IL 24.

II. *0.

IL 35-37.

IL 22.

II. 14.

II, :JO

II. 33.

and

II. 21.

II. 22.

II. 14.

II. 18.

srrsrr II. 27-28

II. 19.

II. 21.

II. 3.

See

II. 14.

II. 23.

II. 25.

II. 2 1.

11. 35.

. 34.

II 36, 37.

II. 15.

II. 24.

II36

II. 25.

II 20.

lI. 19.

II. 34.

II. 33.

II. 16.
'

See
II. 9.

APPENDIX
Ihe following are the definitions of the various metres in

^andisena's
Ajita&intistava, given by Jinaprabhasuri in his com-

mentary on it. See Intro, p. 5. According to him they are from
a-avidatpana. See laet stanza. The veraes are also edited by W.

Ftir In^olo^ie und Iraniatik, 1923, p 182 ft

mrr
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<4"<g4-fF3"

n ^ QI

<nr ^ ^ITW ^i'jf f %5qrr n ^ u

II vs 91

II < II

n ?o u

IT I

! i H

%i II ? ? II

3TT?^T
II ?? II

i

u ?

f H *

Tirofr ^nrofr irgr^^m^fir n ?H n

n ?< n

^!^f*T' I

H w ti ?*9 a
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g^3rt<Jt1ict*i <*jt?
v

4C*|!
<a*

^'JJ'*?*
1 * ^QSl II

%%g* ^rarTT^F^r 3T7T I

M ;^3 l

" *^
II ^ \\

II ^H II

II ^ It

i%f%gr ^r^f ^fimq'^^jf ^TOT si ^ ti

II ^ II

u ^o u

ss ^
HlfT ^T^f 3T^T S8

i

^rr grmsnnr%*TT grl ^^ M

f^
-

^Tf II

is ?

For the rest, see Peterson's Report, III, p. 231.



EPIC STUDIES 1

BY

V, 8. SUKTHANKAR

V. NOTES ON MAHZBH&RATA COMMENTATORS

\. Chronological Notes.

A necessary complement to a critical study of the Mahabharata

is an intensive study of the commentaries of the Mahabharata,

of which there is quite a large number preserved still, mostly in,

manuscript form. Among the scholiasts who have written com-

mentaries on the Mahabharata either on the whole, or only on

selected parts of the Great Epic are: (1) Anantahhatfca, (2)

irjanamisra, ( 3 ) Ananda, ( 4 ) Caturbhuja( misra ), ( 5 ) Jagadlsfa-

cakravartin, ( 6 ) Devabodha, ( 7 ) Nilakantha, (8) Mahananda-

purpa, ( 9 ) Yajna-Narayana, ( 10 ) Eatnagarbha, ( 11 ) Rama-

kimkara, ( 12 ) Ramakrsna, ( 13 ) Ramanuja, ( 14 ) Laksmana, ( 15 )

Varada, (16) Vadiraja, (17) Vidyasagara, (18) Vimalabodha,

( W ) Samkaracarya, ( 20 ) Srlniv&sa, ( 21 ), Sarvajna-Narayana,

and (22) Srstidhara. Very little is at present known about

these commentators "

only very few of them have been, so far,

published. The only collective study made of these com-

mentaries is by Holtemann in Das Mahabharata, Vol. 3, pp. 67 ffi,

and that was in 1897, that is, nealy forty years ago, The material

at his disposal was very scanty, and so are his notes.

But the study of these commentaries must be now taken up

more seriously, not so much for the sake of the explanations

contained in the commentaries though even the glosses of a

commentator like Devabodha are extremely important as for

the readings and pathantaras recorded in them ; because, most of

1 For the first instalment of the series, cf. JBBRAS ( N8 }. 4. 157ff. ; the

following three have appeared in these Annals, Vol. 11, PP. 165-191, 259-283, ;

Vol. 16, pp. 90-114. The substance of the present study ( No. V ) was com-

municated to the International Congress of Orientalists at Leyden in 1931.

12 I Annals, B. O. E. L ]
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the commentaries are older some very nmefa older than our

manuscripts ; and therefore the documentation of these readings

by the commentators takes us back a stage further in our in-

vestigation of the history of the epic.

The usefulness of these commentaries is, however, consider-

ably diminished by the fact that we know next to nothing about

these commentators themselves. In particular, we lack informa-

tion about their dates, which are not easy to fix in Indian litera-

ture. Even if the dates cannot be determined, it would be a great

help if we could fix their relative chronology- An attempt is

made in the following pages to fix, to start with, the relative

chronology of some of the more important Mahabharata com-

mentators.

A fixed point in the exegetical literature centering round the

Mbh. is furnished by Nilakantha, who until lately was consider-

ed, at least in India, as the most trustworthy guide for the ex-

position of the Great Epic, and about whose date there is not

much doubt. The available personal data about him has been

put together by Wilhelm Printz in the biographical note on

Nllakantha appended to his Berlin dissertation entitled JBhasa-

worter in Ntla/cantha' s Bharatabhavadlpa und in auderen Sanskrit-

kommentaren. 1

Nllakantha, according to his own statements,

was a Maharastra Brahmin of the Gautama G-otra, with the

surname Caturdhara ( modern Chaudhari ), eldest son of Govinda

Suri and Phullambika, residing at Kurparagratna (modern Kopar-

gaon ) on the Godavarl. Nllakantha wrote his commentary on

the Mbh. and on the Ganesaglta ( a section of the GaneSapurana )

in Benares, in the last quarter of the seventeenth century,
3

the

latter ( Ganesaglta ) being composed in A, D. 1694.*

In the beginning of his commentary on the Mbh., Nilakantha
tells us that before writing his commentary, the Bharatabhava-

jlipa,
he had compared many ( bahun ) copies of the Mbh., collect-

fur vergleichende Sprachforschung, Vol. 44, pp. 69-109;
see particularly p. 70 1

.* He was apparently a protege of Anupasiriiha, who was a contemporary
of Shah Jahan.

The year of composition is given as Sariwat 1750. The name of the com-
mentary is GanapatibhSvadipikS. Of. the name of his Mbh. commentary,
BharatabhSvadipa; see next note.
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ed together from different parts of India (vibhinnadesyan) in

order to ascertain the correct reading ( patham agryani ) and also

consulted older commentaries. 1 We accordingly find that he

frequently mentions variant readings and "
additional

"
pas-

sages found in the versions consulted by him, and he cites the

explanations given by older scholiasts ^ information, scanty

though it be, of immense interest and value for the history of 'the

received text.

( i ) Devabodha and Saruajnar-Narayana.

In marked contrast to Nilakantha stands Devabodha, whom

I regard as probably the oldest and therefore the most important

commentator of the Mbh. He is extremely reticent about him-

self and his predecessors, but is cited or mentioned by several

commentators, who must therefore have lived after him. One of

such suceessors of Devabodha was Sarvajna-Narayana. Sarva-

jna's Bharatarthaprakasa has fortunately been preserved, though

It is not definitely known whether his commentary on all the

eighteen parvans of tbe Mbh. is now available. His commentary
on the Virata and the Udyoga has already been published by

Mahadeva bhastri Bakre.* The Bombay Government MSS. Col-

lection ( No. 180 of 1891-95 ) contains a fragment of his comment-

ary on the S.di, comprising merely the first adhyaya with the

beginning of the second ; while the Madras Government Collec-

tion ( No. 2169 ) contains another fragment which lacks the

beginning. In the colophon of the latter MS., Sarvajna is styled

paramahamsa-parivrajdkacarya ; he was therefore a samnyasin.

Now Sarvajna explicitly refers to Devabodha in the beginning

of his commentary on the Udyoga :

'' \

* Cf. my Zdiparvan ( Poona 1933 ), Prolegomena, pp. LXVff.

3 The Virataparvan was published in 1915, and the TJd> ogaparvan im

by the Gujarat! Printing Press of Bombay.
"

Bead
'
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This stanza is curiously enough not found in the commentar
of Sarvajfia as printed in the Gujarat! Press edition of thi

Udyoga, but occurs in both the MSS. of the /vork in the Bombay
Government Collection ( deposited at the Institute ;, bearing Nos
33 of A 1879-80 and 168 of 1884-87 respectively. The priority oi

Devabodha is, however, independently established by anothei

direct reference to Devabodha in the b<5dy of the published com-

mentary itself, to which my attention was recently drawn by my
friend and colleague Professor Sushil Kumar De of Dacca Univer-

sity, who is editing the Udyoga for the Institute. In ^arvajna'a

comment on B, 5. 96. 41 ( on p. 327 of the Ghi jarati Printing Press

edition ), we find :

i %r%|r

This quotation can unfortunately not be verified; for in.- the

very old Bengal Asiatic Society's palm-leaf MS. (No. 3399] of

the unpublished commentary on the Udyoga by Devabodha the

corresponding folio is missing ! But there is no reason to doubt

its authenticity.

This establishes Devabodha's priority to Sarvajna. We there*

fore get

Series If D evabo dh a S a rv a j n a

How this Sarvajna-Naiayana must be identical as has in-

deed been assumed by Jolly,* Buhler/ Holtzmann,* and others^

with the Sarvajna-Narayana (also called Narayana--Sarvajna),
the author of the Manvarthavrtti or Manvarthanibandha, a

1 This important passage was verified by me in a MS. of Sarvajfia's com-
mentary deposited at the Institute, namely, Bombay Government Collection
No. 33 of A 1879-80 (foL 194b

* Tagore Lecture^ p, U; passage cited in Burnell's Tanjore Catalogue,
p. 126. Of. also Recht und Sitte, p. 31.

3 The Laws of Manu, S. B. B. , vol. 23, p.. , . .

Das Mahnbh&rata und seine Theile, Kiel 1894, 3. Band, p. 71 f.

Cf. Kane, History of Dharmafastra, Poona 1930, vol. I, pp. 157, 708.
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well-known commentary on the Manusmrbi, published $*y V, N.

Mandlik.
! The assumed Identity cf the two commentators at

present rests, it is true, merely on the identity of the names, but

can scarcely be regarded on that account as doubtful. It is hardly

conceivable that there were two different Sarvajna-Narayanas,

both commentators of well-known works on Dharma&Sstra like

fche Mahabharata and the Manusmrti
The date of Sarvajna has been fired on the basis of certain

quotations.
2 Buhler cautiously remarks that Sarvajna-Narayana

"
cannot have written later than in the last half of the fourteenth

century,
" * but the recent researches of Kane tend to show that

Sarvajna flourished between A. IX 1100 and 1300.4

(ii) Arjunamisra.*

Both Devabodha and Sarvajna are mentioned and cited sever-

al times by the Bengali commentator Arjunamisra, the manner in

which ArjunamisJra refers to Devabodha suggesting that in his

time Devabodha's commentary possessed an established reputa-

tion. These references are as follows :

(a ) In the foreword to his scholium ( Bombay Govt. Coll. No.

30 of A. 1879-80 =Da* of the Critical Edition ), Ariuna pays hom-

age to his predecessors, citing by name several ol them.

Devabodha, he mentions with special reverence, whose com-

mentary ( among others ) he had carefully studied before writ-

ing his own commentary on the Mbh. -

Nfrw^fi^ w *

Worth noting is the .fact that in the long series of names of

Bharatacaryas cited by Arjuna at the beginning of the above

extract, the first four names Vyasaand Vaisampayana, Devabodha

* Manava-Dharma-astrav Bombay 1886.

2 Of. B. a. Bhandarkar's Report on the Search for Skt. MS8, for 1883-84,

P. 62,

3 Buhler, op. cit. p. oxxix.

4 Kane, op. cit, p. 157.
s See also my paper on Arjunami6ra in the Sir J. J. Modi Oomm0mora<

tioa \rolume, p. 565.
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and Sarvajna have bee^i recited in the correct order of precedence

and chronology, a point to which we shall return in the sequel,

(b) Arjuna mentions the Acaryas again in the list of his (im-

mediate and remote)
"
Gurus'*, placing this time Devabodha

at the head of the list, which ends with the name of his father

who ( as we know from other sources ) was a well-known reciter

( pathaka )
l

of the Mbh. :

\

n FTCTT ^r SPOT irsr u

( o ) In the short introduction which prefaces his commentary
on tlie Virata,

a
Arjuna twice mentions Devabodha, once to

give expression to the high esteem in which Arjuna holds

him and again to record his gratefulness to his illustrious pre-

decessor

(d) Finally, while commenting on 1. 143. 34 (a difficult

stanza, giving a fanciful derivation of the name Ghatotkaca ),

Ajjuna mentions two readings, which had both won the approval
of Devabodha :

sic

These two readings are in fact mentioned by Devabodha vid*

fol. 3?b of theBaroda MS. of Devabodha's commentary on the 5.di

The above extracts taken together indisputably prove that

Arjunamisra was posterior to both Devabodha and Sarvapa-
Narayana. Adding the name of Arjunamisra to Series 1, we get

Series 2* Dev a b o d ha-Sar vaj n a-A rj u n a mis r a,

Some faint light on the question of the age of Arjunamisira is

thrown by a dated MS. of Arjuna's commentary listed by the lafce

Sanskrit MSS., Second^
1 See my u

ArjunamiSra,
"

p. 566.
* Oujarati Printing Pres. edition, p. i ( right eolumn ).
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Series, Vol. I ( Calcutta 1900), p. 298 ( MS. No. 295 ). The late

Mahamahopadhyaya reported that It was a carefully written

palm-leaf
MS. of Arjuna' s commentary on the Moksadharma,

called Moksadharmarthadlpika, written in archaic Bengali cha-

racters and belonging, apparently, to Babu Saradapras^nna

Ghose of Kelomal, Taniluk. The MS. gave the date of writing

as Saka 1456 ( ca. A. D. 1534. )'

I may here draw attention to some stanzas added by the copy-

ist, which are to the effect that already at the time when the copy

was made, correct MSS. of Arjuna's commentary were a rarity

even in Bengal, the home of the commentator, which can only be

explained by assuming, as pointed out already by Mahadeva
Shastri Bakre that there was a considerable interval of time be-

tween the two. The stanzas I am referring to are :

wrr u

n

The date Saka 1456 ( ca. A. D. 1534 ) is then, the lower limit

of the age of Arjuna, but the date of Arjuna, if we rely on the in-

formation vouchsafed by the copyist, must be long prior to

A, D. 1534.

( Hi ) Nllakdntha.

We return to Nilakantha, who is the next great Mbh. commen-

tator, and who cites or mentions Devabodha, Sarvajna-Narayana
and Arjunamisra, noc indeed in the introduction to his comment-

ary on the Mbh., where he mentions a number of his
" Gurus ",

bat elsewhere in the course of his well-known scholium. Here

are the references.

(a) While commenting on 1. 158. 14, a stanza with numerous

variants, ISTllakantha cites an old variant of the entire stailza,

mentioning Devabodba in that connection.

1 The reference is given in the Gujarati Printing Press edition of the

VirSfcaparvan, Introduction, p. 6.
;

*
-
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It is worthy of note that Nilakantha regards the variant as

ancient, owing to its having been explained by
"
Devabodha and

others ". He must therefore consider Devabodha as an ancient

authority.

What Nilakantha regards as ancient is of course a matter

for speculation. Nevertheless I do not think that Nllakantha

would have used the word praclna in connection with Devabodha

unless the interval between them was at least three or four

centuries.

In passing it may be mentioned that this reference to Deva-

bodha by Nilakantha is yet another instance of the practice of

mentioning names of Acaryas honoris causa ( pujartham ),

2
because

the reading cited by Nilakantha is probably not that of Deva-

bodha at all, who to judge by the lemmata in Ms commentary

must have had before him a stanza differing from the correspond-

ing stanza of the Critical Edition, merely in reading sakunah for

kuwpah of the Critical Edition ( L 158. 14 ). The third pada of

the stanza as cited by Nilakantha is certainly the reading of the

T G- version, found otherwise only in three conflated N MS3, and

in a fourth one written in the margin ; while the last pada was

found by me only in four MSS, ( K2B3 M3. 5 ) of my critical

apparatus, one of them ( B3 ] having as a matter of fact the

reading of our text in the margin \ It is therefore most im-

probable that Devabodha had commented on the particular

variant version cited by Nilakantha, and it is really doubtful to

me whether Nilakantha had at all Devabodha 's commentary be-

fore him. Devabodha is referred to by Nilakantha merely as one

of the ancient Acaryas.

( b ) While commenting on B, 7, 82. 2, Nilakantha notices ft

variant interpretation of madhuparkika given by Devabodha '

( c ) Nilakantha's reference to Sarvajna will be found in Ms
comment on B. 5, 40. 10 ( Gujarati Printing Press ed. , p. 131 )

1 This passage was already cited by me in the Critical Edition of the

Adiparvan, p. 666,
2 Of. ZDMG. VoL 66 ( 1S12 ), p. 541 i

'
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s 1

and again in the same adhyaya, a few stanzas further on ( B. 5.

40, 26 ), we find :

; i

A reference to Sarvajna's commentary printed in the same

work (p. 131 f ) will show that all these explanations do as a

matter offact occur in the commentary of Sarvajma, while they

are not met with in any of the three other commentaries print-

ed there.

( d) For Ntlakantha's mention of Arjunami&ra, I may draw

attention to Nllakantha's comment on B. 3. 291. 70, a stanza at

the end of the Ramopakhyana, where he mentions various

explanations of the word jaruthya, among |;hem the one given by

Arjunamisra, whom he mentions by name:

These various extracts establish the posteriority of JSTllakantha

to Devabodha, Sarvajna-Narayana and Arjunamisra. Adding
Nllakantha to Series 2, we get

Series 8 ; D evab o dh a S a r vaj fi a

Ar j u n ami &r a 'N llakaritha.

It will be remembered that as each member of this series of

four names clearly cites one or more of his predecessors, this is a

chronological sequence whose correctness is absolutely incontro-

vertible-

( iv ) Vimalabodha.

There is moreover a subsidiary series connected with a Mbh.
commentator called Vimalabodha,

1 to which we shall now turn

our attention.

It will be recalled that in the excerpts given above from the

commentary of Arjunarni&ra, the commentator twice mentions

Vimalabodha in close proximity to Devabodha. Therefore it is

evident that Arjunamisra is posterior to Vimalabodha, whose

commentary ( tlka ) variously known as DurghatarthaprakasinI

1 See Holtzmann, op. cit. vol. 3 p. 72.

13
f Annals. B. O, B. I, ]
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or Visamaslokl has fortunately been preserved. In the introduc

tion to this unpublished commentary, a copy of which is to be

found in the Bombay Government Collection ( No. 84 of 1869- 0),

while speaking of his predecessors, Vimalabodha says ( fol. 1):

is

Again while giving the etymologies of the natn of the Sufca,

Loma( or Roma )harsana, Vimalabodha observes ( fol. 2 ) :

Undoubtedly the Devasvamin mentioned in the first excerpt

in the same as the Devabodha ( who in the colophons of his com-

mentary is styled paramahafasa-parivrajakacarya ) in the second.

Incidentally it may be pointed
rout that the etymology of Loma-

(or Roma )harsana mentioned by Vimalabodha is actually to be

found in Devabodha's scholium. In the Baroda MS, ( 11372 ) of

the unpublished commentary of Devabodha, we read ( fol. 3 h,

line If.):

which substantially agrees with the excerpt in the commentary
of Vimalabodha,

Since Arjunamisra mentions Vimalabodha, and Vimalabodha

cites Devabodha, we get a subsidiary series, namely,

Series 4: D eva b o d h a~~V i m a I a b o d h a-A r j u n a rni $ra,

Thus far we have been treading on solid ground and the cor-

rectness of Series 1-4 is, as far as I can judge, absolutely unim-

peachable.

In trying to combine Series 3 and 4, however, there arises Hit

difficulty that no cross reference has hitherto been found in the

works of Vimalabodha on the one hand and Sarvajna-Narayaiia
on the other. Their relative chronological position is* therefore,

a matter for speculation. It is possible, however, to combine the

two series tentatively, on the equivocal testimony of Arjunamisra,
which we shall proceed to examine more closely.
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In one of the lists of the Acaryas cited by Arjunamisra, we

1'ave the sequence * Veda-Vy^sa, Valsampayana, Devabodha,
Vimalabodha, Sarvajna-NarSyana, Sandilya Madhava, Here the

first two pairs, as was pointed out above, have been named in the

correct chronological order, the earlier author being placed first,

in conformity with the rule governing the sequence of the

members of a Dvandva compound ( P. 2.2.34 Vs. ). Devabodha

is, as we have seen, prior to Vimalabodha as surely as Vyasa,

the reputed author of the Great Epic, is prior to Vaisampayana.
Further in both lists the father of Arjunamisra is mentioned last.

These facts suggest the surmise that the whole series is arranged

in the strict chronological sequence. If this surmise be

correct, then Sarvajna-rSTarSyana would be posterior to Vitnala-

bodha, and we get, tentatively, the sequence ; Vitnalabodha-Sar

vajSa,

It may, however, be noted that such names are often found

arranged on the diametrically opposite principle of uttarottora-

garlyastm, i. e., naming the more important persons later, which

is however not admissible in the particular instance ; or even

arranged on no principle at all ; or at least on some principle

which it is difficult for us to comprehend. In fact a subsequent

enumeration of these sane Acaryas by the same Arjunamisra is

in partial conflict with the earlier list 1 There the sequence

(already given above) is Devabodha, Viraalabodha, Sandilya

Madhava, Narayana-Sarvajna, Here Sarvajna-Narayana has

bean placed after Sandilya Madhava, while in the former list he

is placed before them ! This irregularity apart, the lists tally
with each other.

It is not, however, impossible to resolve this contradiction
and harmonize the data. There is a notable difference between

the two lists. The first one is in prose, the second is an anustubh

stanza. I am disposed to attach more importance to the sequence

of the prose enumeration, and to regard the change of sequence

in the other as due to the exigencies of metre. The first again is

a formal expression of homage ( namaskriya), where the principle

of priority 'has been, it seems, rigidly observed; on the other hand,

the second is merely a collective metrical list of the author's

"Gurus,
"
where the consideration of rank and precedence did
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not perhaps prevail so much. I may also point out that the first

list is in the form of a Dvandva compound, while in the second

the persons have been all independently mentioned. If these con-

siderations have any value, then we may postulate, at least

tentatively, another series,

Series 5 : D @v ab o dh a V i m a I a b o d k a

S a r v a j n a A rj u n a bfllakaritha,

where the relative position of Vimalabodha and Sarvajna

alone is open to doubt.

Of these five commentators, as was mentioned above, Sarvajfia

could not have lived later than the latter half of the fourteenth

century and flourished probably between A. D. 1 1 00 and 1300;

while Arjunamisra lived some time prior to A. D. 1534. l
More-

over, if the position assigned in Series 5 to Sarvajna be correct,

then both Devabodha and Vimalabodha must have lived long

prior to A. D. 1300. 2

S 2. What was Devabodha's version of

the Mahabharata like ?

The only commentary of the Mahabharata completely printed

so far is the BhSratabhavadlpa by Nilakantha The G-ujarati Prin-

ting Press of Bombay has done, however, inestimable service to

the cause of Mahabharata studies by publishing other commenta-
ries at least on the Virata and Udyoga, edited by Mahadeva Shastri

1 Since the above was written, two efforts have been made to fix the

date of Arjunainisra. Mr. Jogendra Chandra Ghosh ( Indian Culture, Vol.

I, p. 706 ff. ), working on the data supplied by certain ancient pedigrees
preserved in Bengal, arrives at the date ca. A. D. 1300 for Arjunamisia ; but it

may be pointed out that the method of fixing precise dates on the basis of

pedigrees alone never gives entirely reliable results. On the other hand, Mr.
P. K. Gode of the Bhandarkar Institute (Indian Culture, Vol. 2, p. 141 ff.), rely-

ing on his identification of the Satya-KhSna, who was a patron of Arjuna-
misra ( see Sir J. J. Modi Commemoration Volume, p. 566 ), argues for a date
between A. 0, H50 and A. D. 1500 There is thus a difference of about 200
years between the two computations. But the matter is still sub judice, and
more light on the question may be expected from further investigation of
th* question which is being carried on by these two scholars.

Be further the Appendix at the end of this paper ( below, p. 202 ).
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Bakre. The Virataparvan Volume ( publfshad in 1915 ) contains,

besides ( 1 ) the Bharatabhavadipa, the commentaries of ( 2 )

Arjunamisra, ( 3 ) Caturbhuja, ( 4 ) Vimalabhodha, ( 5 ) Raraakr-

sna, ( 6 ) Sarvajna-Narayana and ( 7 ) Vadiraja, as also a commen-

tary called ( 8 ) the Visamapadavivarana of unknown author-

ship. The Udyogaparvan Volume ( published in 1920 ) includes,

on the other hand, besides ( 1 ) the Bharatabhavadipa, the com-

mentaries of ( 2 ) Arjunamisra, ( 3 ) Vimalabodha, ( 4 ) Sarvajna-

Narayana and (5) Vadiraja.
1 A commentary more important

than any of these and one more neglected still is the Jnana-

dlpika of Devabod ha. Until recently nothing was in fact known

about Devabodha or his commentary on the Mahabharaia save

what is contained in perfunctory notices of Sankrit MSS., which

has been summarized m Holtzmann's meritorious work Das

Mahabharata ( Vol. 3, section 14, para 3, p. 70 f. ). A selection of

Devabodha 's readings and glosses was for the first time pub-

lished by me in the critical notes of the Adiparvan Volume.2

I have shown in the previous section that Devabodha is indu-

bitably earlier than Nllakantha, Arjunarai&ra, Sarvajna-NarSy ana

or even Vimalabodha, and is therefore in all probability the ear-

liest commentator of the Mahabharata hitherto known. It is

therefore Heedless to add that the commentary is most valuable

and its evidence, both positive and negative, of supreme import-

ance for the constitution of the text.

The MS. of the commentary ( which is unaccompanied by the

epic text ) utilized by me for the Adi belongs to the Baroda Cen-

tral Library ( Sanskrit Section ) and was kindly placed at my
disposal by Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharya, Director of the Oriental

Institute of Baroda, to whom my sincere thanks are cine for the

kind loan. 5 This paper MS. which bears the identification No.

11372, contains the commentary on Adi only and is written in

1

VadirSja's commentary on the SabhS has been published by Prof. P. P.

Subrahmanya Sastri as an Appendix to his edition of the SabhS according to

the Southern recension ( Madras 1932 ). For VSdirSja's date see further

below (pp. 203-210 ) the note on the subject by Mr. P. K. Gode.

2 See also my Prolegomena, p. LXX.

3 There is another MS. of the commentary in the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, which -was also consulted by me.
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Devanagarl characters of about the seventeenth century. The

bulk of the MS. is in a fair state of preservation, though in many
places the text is extremely corrupt. In our MS. the name of the

commentary is given as Jnanadlpika; but, according to Holtz-

mann ( cp. cit Vol. 3, p. 71 ), it is also known as Mahabharata-

tatparyatlka or tatparyadlpika. MSS, of this commentary are

rare, and no complete copy has yet been found.

In the colophon the author is described as paramahamsa-piri-

vrajaka, He must therefore have belonged to an order of Sarii-

nyasins. The name of Ms Guru is given as Satyabodha. This

is all the personal data we have at present about Devabodha,
The Jnanadlpika is a concise tika, that is, a running commen-

tary paraphrasing the difficult words of the epic text and occa-

sionally explaining the gist or purport ( tatparya ) of the original.

The extent of the text of the commentary on the Adi is given at

the end of our MS. as 1400 granthas.
The homage which Arjuna pays to Devabodha in the Introduc-

tion to his scholium is by BO means a matter of mere form,

Arjuna appears to have made a very close study indeed of the

scholium of Devabodha, and based his own commentary, on the

Adi at least, largely on that of his predecessor. He has copied

very large portions of Devabodha7
s commentary, sometimes ver-

batim, sometimes in extracts. Moreover, even when the comment-
ators differ, the influence of Devabodha is plainly discernible.

In fact, Arjuna 's Arthadlpika maybe considered, as I have remark-
ed elswhere,

1

as a revised and enlarged edition of Devabodha
7

Jnanadiplka. Unlike the commentary of Nllakantha, that of

Devabodha is unaccompanied by the epic text The question,
therefore, naturally arises what was Devabodha's text like ?

^

When we read the commentary along with any of the old

printed editions of the Mahabharata, like the Calcutta or the

Bombay or the Kumbhakonam editions, we are at once struck by
the singular disparity between the text and the commentary- Not
only does Devabodba's commentary contain many words or

expressions which do not occur at all in the Vulgate, but it also

cites, at times, verses or stanzas which read differently in the

Xdiparvan, Prolegomena, p.
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Tulgate. One also comes across passages and even adhyayas of

the Vulgate on which one expects some comment but which are

left wholly uncommented by Devabodha.

The Southern recension may be categorically ignored in our

search for the prtotype of Devabodha 's commentary, as this

commentator does not know even a single one of the many
passages peculiar to the Southern recension. He further does not

show the typical Southern transposition of the Sakuntala and

Yayatii episodes, nor the characteristic position of the prose

genealogical adhyaya ( called Puruvamsanukirtana ), after thQ

chapter containing the eulogy of the epic ( Bharataprasamsa ).

The vulgate ( with the Bengali ) may likewise be excluded.

It agrees with Devabodha?
s text up to a certain point ; but fche

divergences, which, are numerous, remain inexplicable. There

remain then only the Sarada and the
" K " versions. And

with them, the version of Devabodha does, as a matter of fact,

show very close affinity.

It is worthy of note that Devabodha has no commentary

on any of the six adhyayas of the Vulgate which are completely

missing in the Sarada and the K MSS. and which have also been

completely omitted in the Critical Edition of the Adi. They
are the following adhyayas of the Vulgate : ( i ) adhy. 22 ( dupli-

cate description of the ocean ) ; ( ii ) adhy. 24 ( Aruna is appoint-

ed charioteer of the Sun, an evident digression and interpol-

ation ) ; ( iii ) adhy. 116 ( birth of Duhsala : a fairy tale of que-

stionable authenticity ) ; ( iv ) adhy. 139 ( an absurd chapter

describing further exploits of the Pandavas and containing

a reference to Yavana kings ) ; ( v ) adhy. 140 ( Kanikanlti h and

finally, ( vi ) adhy. 149 ( Pandavas' crossing of the Ganges, a

passage of doubtful value ).

But. on principle, we cannot attach very great importance to

such omissions, as a commentator is apt to skip in the Maha-

bharata any adhyaya which he thinks too simple to need any com-

ment. This explanation will apply to most of the omissions

mentioned above, but will not hold good in the case of the

Kanikanlti, an adhy. of 140 stanzas, which has evoked lengthy

comments from both Arjunamisra and Nllkantha; we expect some

comment o* thi* ndhyaya by commentator lik Devabodha.
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Much more important from our point of view is an addition

characteristic of the Kasmlrl version. This version adds at

the very end of the Adi a supplementary ( and entirely super-

fluous ) adhyaya, which contains merely a variant version of

the well-known Puranic tale of Svetaki's sacrifice, occurring ear-

lier in the course of this very parvan, and which was known to

Ksemendra. Curiously enough the king who is called Svetaki in

tha first version is here called Svetaketu ! That the version of

Devabodha contained this interpolated ( supplementary) adhyaya

is proved by the concluding: remark of Devabodha on this

adhyaya ( fol. 48 ) :

This remark, as I have pointed out elsewhere, will not apply

to any version which did not have the supplementary adhyaya

containing the story of Svetaketu, which in fact is peculiar to

the Sarada and the K versions. These facts demonstrate that the

version of Devabodha agrees with the Sarada and K versions with

respect to both addition and omission of whole adhyayas.
The conclusion regarding the affinity between the two ver-

sions is fortified by many minor agreements in point of shorter

passages and even readings of individual stanzas.

For example, Devabodha has no comment on any portion of

the Brahma-Ganesa episode ( 40 stanzas in the Vulgate ), which

is missing in its entirely only in the Kasmlrl and the Bengali
versions. Again, for 1. 105. 4-7 of the Critical Edition the Vul-

gate substitutes a lengthy passage of 56 lines, which is entirely

ignored in the commentary of Devabodha, who on the other hand
cites ?ab ( a line not known to the Vulgate ), in exact agreement
with the Sarada and K versions ( besides the Southern recension ),

but in direct opposition to the Bengali and the Devanagarl ver-

sions. In connection with the omission of adhy. 139-140 of the

Vulgate mentioned above, the Sarada and K versions omit the

first 19 stanzas of the following adhyaya ( namely, adhy. 141
of the Vulgate ). In conformity with that, the first 19 stanzas
of adhy. 141 are ignored completely in the scholium of Deva-
bodha. It tnay.be noted that the omission of adhy. 139-140
together with the first 19 stanzas of adhy. 141 of the Vulgate
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makes an aggregate and continuous omission of 139 ( =27 +

93+ 19) stanzas of the Vulgate, a not inconsiderable portion

of the text. Likewise there is no commentary on nearly 70

stanzas of adhy. 128 and 129 of the Vulgate, which are omitted

only in the Sarada-K group and the Critical Edition.

This affinity is further borne out by agreements as regards

minor readings too numerous to mention.

These considerations make it, in niy opinion, perfectly clear

that the version of Devabodha is closely allied to the S&rada and

the K versions.

Though the Sarada version and what I have called the
" K n

version run for the most part parallel fco each other, there are in

fact minor discrepancies between the MSS. of these versions, which

indicate different sources. But as, on the one hand, we have for the

Idi a solitary MS. ( S 1
) of the genuine Sarada ( or Kasmlri ) ver-

sion, and on the other hand we do not know the provenance of

the Devanagarl MSS. which T have denoted by the symbol
" K "

(on account of their affinity to the version of Kasmir ), it is at

this stage not easy to explain these discrepancies between Sarada

and K. It would be also premature to say whether Devabodha's

version was more akin to Sarada or the K version,

[may, however, draw attention to one instance which sug-

gests to my mind an affinity with K rather than with the SaradS

version. In 1. 68. 72 the text reading is aaatyavacana riaryah

(nona. plu. ), "women (are) perfidious," a general statement.

Only Ki.a B* (m as in text) have, on the other hand, asatyavacane

'nirye ( voc. sing. ),

" O thou perfidious (
and ) dishonourable

(woman) 1

'' K. 4 appear to have corrupt forms of the same. The

vocative appears to be, therefore, peculiar to the K version, which

differs here from the Sarada, and which latter has the nom. plu.

as in all other MJS. Now in agreement with K, Devabodha has

anarye='vakre \ One instance of an agreement like this is, I will

readily admit, wholly inadequate to prove the point. It can only

give an indication and may perchance give wrong indication.

The question may, therefore, be left over for future investigation.

14
[ A-nali, B. O, B. I. ]
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APPENDIX.

-List; of five major Mahabharata comnenfcators arranged acco-

rding to the probable chronological sequence, with the names of

their commentaries, approximate date, and sundry data about them,



Prof. P. P. S. SASTRI, AND ,
-

THE DATE OF VADIRAJATlRTHA

BY

P. K, GODE, M. A.

Prof P. P. S. Sastri, in his Introduction to Vol. Ill ( Sabha-

parvan) of the Southern Recension of the M&habharata, p. XL

makes the following remarks about the date of Vadirajatlrtha

and his commentary on the Mahabharata :

"
Reference has already been made to the Laksalamkara of

Vadiraja, the contemporary of Vaglsatlrtha, one of the apostolic

successors of Anandatirtha the great dualistic philosopher.

Vadiraja died in
*
1261 Saka or 1339 A. D. ( Vide R. G. Bhandar-

kar's Collected Works, Vol. II, p, 7 \) The Laksalamkara is very

valuable as it may possibly turn out to be th$ earliest dated com-

mentary on the Mahabharata ' ?

.

*
I owe this information to my revered guru and colleague Mahamaho-

padhya"ya S. Kuppuswaml Sastrigal.

Being interested in the chronology of the commentaries on

the Mahabharata I felt much interested in the above remarks

of Prof. Sastri about Vadirajatirtha's date and began to read

some of the works of this erudite philosopher with a view

to gather chronological data. To begin with I perused his

lirthaprabandhakavya from a Ms in the Govt. Mss- Library at

the Bhandarkar Institute ( No. 622 of 1882-83 ). This poem
contains description of the places of pilgrimage and the deities

presiding over them in different parts of India. In particular

I was much impressed by Vadiraja's description of ( 1 ) the

1 In Duff's Chronology of India ( 1899 ) this date for VSdiraja has been

incorporated as under on page 2lu :

A. D. 1339 S. 1261 Death, of VadirSja, said to be same as Kavmdra, 8th

successor of Snandatirtha in the Madhva Sect
"

( Bhandar/car\s Report

1882-83, pp.8, 203).
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Vithoba of Pandharpur
}

( Sholapur District; ) and ( 2
) Maha.

laksml of Kolhapur.
2 Further while describing the w^

on the banks of the Tungabhadra river Vadiraja was found

to refer to god f%6? s
. This reference roused my curiosity

still further as the verse containing this reference contains

the tradition current in the Maratha country about the trans-

fer of the image of Vithoba from Pandharpur to Vijayanagar

J Verses 5 to 8 on folio lOa refer to God fife& of Pandharpur :

11 H it

: II
* u

it
tf n'

^ Tha verse referring to the Mahalaksmi of Kolhapur reads as follows

on folio 8 ;

*' In an inscpiption ( dated 1st February 1J47 ) of SilShara VijaySditya

on a Jain Temple near Sukrawar Gate (Kolhapur) gl^"Ir is recorded as

anothet name for Kolhapur ( Vide Ep, Ind. VoL III, p. 209 ).

3 The description of qpTl^sr nd *ae reference to f%c?y will be found in the

following verses on folios 15-16 :

*'
rffcfl

( Continued on the next page )
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on the banks of the Tungabhadra. I found this tradition referred

to in cme :
of the Marafrha Chronicles.

Malhar Ramrao Ohitnis in his Life of Shivnji
1

composed in A. D.

1811 states that the image of Vithoba was transferred from Pan

dharpur to Vidyanagar or Vijayanagar as the Vijayanagar kings

were great upholders of Hinduism and full of devotion to Gods

and Brahmans. Later in the same context he mentions the names

Jnanesvara and Bhanudasa without mentioning the re-transfer

of the image back to Pandharpur.

Mr. K. K Sane the editor of tha above bakhar of Ohitnis in

his notes on the above mentioned passage of the Bakhar in

question makes the following remarks 2

"
Kamraja of Vidyanagar transferred the Vithoba of Pandhari

to Vijayanagar from whence he was brought back by sage Bhanu-

dasa of Paithana ( see Mahipatfs Bhaktivijxya chapter 43) ...... It

was possibly in the reigxi of Krsnadevaraya ( 1509-1530 ) that

Vithoba was taken from Pandhari to Vidyanagar. It is likely

II 13 II

; u ^^ u
* In a Sanskrit inscription dated Saka 1159 (

= A. D. 1237 ) in VithobS's

temple at Pandharpur the story of the boon to Pundalika is referred to with the

only difference that gugffer is there called a Sage or gf^ (Bombay Gazetteer,

Vol. XX, p. 420 ) VsdirSja also refers to <|trgfhF
* gft.

Compare also the following remarks of John Wilson in his article "Ancient

Remains of Western India ( J, B, B. R. A. S. Vol. Ill, Jan. 1850 ) p- 87
41 The celebrated temple of YithobS near Pandharpur is supposed to be a

Buddhist structural temple now appropriated by the Brahmans, It certainly

has the appearance of great antiquity. The oversight of the distinction of

caste among the natives who frequent this shrine, when in the presence of

the idol would seem to indicate some compromise with the Buddhists. In

Tillages near Pandharpur we have noted other ancient temples probably

Buddhist which are entirely forsaken and which bear the marks of violence

probably Brahmanioal or Musalman. '*

1 Edited by Mr. K. N. Sane, Pooaa 1924, Pages 7-8,
1

Ibid, p. 38.
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that the temple of Vittlbalasvami at Vijayanagar may have been

commenced during his reign. The construction of this temple

was completed about A. D. 1542 during the reign of Acyutaraya
the brother of Krsnadevaraya ( vide Sardesai's Musalmani

Eiyasat page 200, section 51). At that time Barnaraya the son-in-

law of Krsnadevaraya was the Prime Minister of the stata and

he continued in that capacity from 1542 to 1565 A. D, A.she

was practically in power he is called
"
Kirlti Ramaraja

"
in the

Ghitnis Bakhar " T

According to the tradition referred to in Mr. Sana's fore-

going remarks the transfer of Vithoba to Vijayanagar took

place in the middle of the 16th century while if the date of

Vadirajatlrtha was correcfc this transfer would appear to have

taken place before A. D. 1339, the date of Vadiraja's death, as given

by Prof. P. P. S. Sastri on the authority of Sir R G. Bhandar-

kar. The difference between the dates for this tradition being

Vijayanagar Third Dynasty by Prof N. V. Ra^anayya* Madras, 1935

the greatest exponent of Madhvaiem had much influence with Krsija-

devarSya (p. 322 ). He set up the image of
^i^fg^sfcift

in tne courtyard of

Vitthala temple at Hampi ( p. 323 ) and died a little later in A. D. 1532.

On p. 439 Prof. Eamanayya observes : :

" He ( i. e. Krs^arSya ) must have
undertaken to reconstruct the VitthalsvEmi temple during the last years
of his reign which he was obliged to leave unfinished at the time of his

death '*......" The construction of the Vitthalsvami's Temple is usually attri-

buted to Krsnadevaraya but he could not have built that temple as it existed

even in the time of DevarSya II. We learn from Haribhatta, who lived in the

first quarter of the 16th century that Proluganti Tippana, one of Devaraya's
officers built a bhogamantapa for Vitthala

"
at Hampi.

Dr, B. A. Saletore in his Social and Political Life in the Vijayanagar
Empire, Vol. II, ( 1934 ) p. 163 observes :

"
Acyutaraya's gift of Suvarna-

meru was commemorated in a Sanskrit verse composed by Voduva Tiru-

malamma CA. D. 1533 ) and inscribed in the Vitth la Temple at Hampi.
"

Mr. A. H. Longhurst in his Hampi Ruins (1917) p. 124 remarks :
" The

temple was never finished nor consecrated.' In all probability the work was
stopped by the destruction of the city in 1565, but tradition gives another
reason and says' that it was built specially for the famous image of VithobS
at Pandharpur in Sholapur district of Bombay but that the god having come
to look at it, refused to move, saying that it was too grand for him and that
he preferred his own humbler home/' ( A fine photograph of Vitthala Temple
at Hampi appears on p.126 of Mr. Longhurst's book showing it Varchitectural
grandeur ),

See also Epi. Carnatica Vol. XI, p. 137-Inscription dated 1533 A. D.-God
Vitthalesvara is referred to.
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more than 200 years it could nofe but raise doubts in my mind

about the date of Vadiraja as recorded in the Succession Lists of

the High Priests of the M.idhva Sect,
l as recorded by Sir R. G.

Bhandarkar in his Report for 1882-83 ( p. 203 onwards ). I also

reported this contradiction between the two dates to my friends

Prof, S. V. Dandekar, M. A. of the S. P. College, Poona, who has

made a special study of the literature about the Vithoba of

Pandharpur as also Dr. B. A. Saletore, M. A. Ph., D. of the same

College. The former told me that the tradition known to him

pertained to the 16th century while the latter informed me that

the date for Vadiraja in the lists published by Sir R. G. Bhandar-

kar was definitely wrong. I thereupon asked Dr. Saletore to state

his evidence on the strength of which he considered Bhandarkar's

date A. D. 133) for Vadiraja's death as definitely wrong. He was
kind enough to send me a note recording epigraphic evidence in

support of the date A. D. 157 L for Vadirajatirtha and 1 have great

pleasure in reproducing it here in extenso :

"
Vadiraja of Udipi

Vadiraja Svamfs date can be determined from the following
stone inscription found in the Kantanahalli grama, Soraba Hobli

in front of the Venkataramana temple. It relates the following -

That when the Raja-paramesvara Tiruniala Raya Maharaja
was on the throne in his residence at Penugonda,and Keladi Sada-

siva Raya Nayaka's ( Agent ) Rama Raja Nayaka ( was over the

Banavase Twelve Thousand), Rama Raja Nayaka made to Krsna-
deva of Udipi, to the parama-hamsa Vadiraja-tlrha-^rlpada and to

Baghunidhi-fclrtha-Srlpada, the grant of an argahara with a stone

1 The unreliability of these lists has been made clear by Prof. B. F.

Krishoamurti Sarma of Annamalai University in Nov. 1935 issue of the Anna.

Univ. Journal, pp. 96-118. According to him the dates of accession and

demise of MadhvacSrya and his first five^ successors are as follows :

Birth
Sn Madhvaoarya A. D. 1238 I317 A - D -

1. Padmanabhatirtha 1318 ( accession)
1324

2. Narahari Tirtha 1324 1333

3. JVUdhav a Tirtha 1333 135

'- 4. Akaobhya Tirtha 1350 13a<>

5. Jayatirtha 1365 1388
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sasana as follows ( details given ) on the date specified ( which is

the following:" sri-jayabhyudaya alivahana tfaJca-varusa 1498 neya

Prajotpatya-saftivatsarada Karttika iuddhz 15 Rmttika
janana-yo-

gadaliu )

( E. C. VHL Sb. 55, p. 10, p, 23 text. )

The date works out to A. D. 15? J, November the 1st Thursday
when the naksatra was BharanI and not Krttika. This was a Pan-
ryima ( Swaraikannu, Indian Eph. V. p. 345. )

From other sources we know that Vadiraja's favourite disci-

ple was the well-known Kanaka Dasa, che Non Brahman (Bedar)

devotee of Krsna. Kanaka Dasa's dates are circa 155 ,- 1570."

In addition to the above direct inscriptional evidence for

Vadiraja we find two more inscriptions 7 one of A. D- 1614 and the

other A. D. 1613 in which Vadiraja and his pupil are mentioned.

There are in all 40 inscriptions at Udipi, the seat of Madhva
Matha, Two of these refer to Vadiraja and his pupil :

"No. 23 1 110 of 1901 ( Kanarese ) On another slab huilt into

the same wall ( i. e. North wall of the Krsna Matha ). A record of

the Vijayanagar King Vlra Venkata Pati (1 ) recording in Saka

1536 (
= A, D. 1614) (Pramadin) the grant of the village of

Huvinkere by Venkatappa Nayaka of Keladi while %^r>?raH

pupil of ^rrf^rnT^V^f was the priest of the temple. See Nos. 234

and 235 below. ^rf^TT^T was a man of great erudition and wrofce

several works.*
!?

"
No. #5114 of 1901 ( Kanarese ) On another Slab built

into the same wall. A record in Saka 1535 (
= A. D. 1613) Pramadin

mentioning ^rf^nsffcfts? and his pupil and providing for offerings."

In view of the foregoing epigraphic evidence it is difficult to

believe in the accuracy of the Madhva Matha lists published by

Sir R. G. Bhandarkar so far as exact chronology is concerned.

If Vadiraja was living in A. D. 1571 as proved by the Soraba

Hobli inscription mentioned above it is perfectly natural for-

1 Bangaoharya : Madras Inscriptions Vol. II, pp. 870-871.
2 There is a Ma of a work called r^jj^ by ^"^TW^TP? in ttie India Office

Library ( No. 6051 Keith's Catalogue Vol. II, p. ^59 ). It is
' an anthology

of the views of VSdirSja
"

compiled by his pupil Raghuaatha.
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him to refer to the transfer of the image of Vithoba -to Vijaya-

nagar in the line^" 5*TTcfrWcfcST% f^g^T
7? in the verse 13 of Ms

above and hence there is no sort of contradic-

tion or anachronism involved in the reference.

A question may be raised xyhether there was another

(fpaf in the Madhva line of succession distinct and separate from
referred to in the inscriptions mentioned above.

The Madhva lists published by Sir. R. Or. Bhandarkar already

alluded to by me show only one ^rf%TF3fTcf^J and it was this 3rTF3TF5T*

(fNrthat composed a commentary on the Mahabharata. There is

a Ms 1 of m^rTTc^f^^qrfS^^wfT: ( OT^sr5FT%^T ) in which arr%T?r gives
the derivation of his own name in the following verses :

We may, therefore, safely conclude that there was only one

Madhva philosopher of the name 3rrf%*T3=s<ftr and that he flourish-

ed about the 2nd half of the 16th century and that the date A. D,

1339 of his death recorded in the Madhva succession lists is

definitely wrong.

Prof. P. P. S- Sastri on pp. XIV-XV of his Introduction to the

Sabhaparvan ( Vol. Ill ) of the Southern Recension of the Maha-
bharata states that the Ms of Vadiraja's commentary used by him
records the following date when the copy was made by the scribe

Narasimha :

Prof. Sastri observes that
" The earliest dahe for the above is

30-1-1465 A. D. and ihe latest date satisfying the other particulars

is 25-1-1645 A. D.
"

As the date 30-1-1465 A. D. cannot satisfy all particulars

mentioned by the scribe, we have to reject it and adopt the date

1 Madras Cata. Ko. X, p. 3620.

15
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!5-H6fi,lD, which as Prof, Sastri states satisfies all

culars, This later date is perfectly in harmony with our

for Vadiraja viz, 1571 A, D, If Vadiraja wrote ahout 1571 it js

natural to have a copy of his work in A, D. 1615,
i

In view of the facts recorded in this note it is difficult to
accept

an early date for Vadirajalrtha as Prof, P, P. S, Sastri has done

in the extract from his Introduction to one of the Mahabharata

volumes quoted by us already, Incase Prof, Sastri succeelsin

establishing on incontrovertible grounds an earlier date for

Vadirajatirtha I shall he very glad to know the independent

evidence, if any, on the strength of which his conclusion may be

based, For the present at least the inscriptional evidence recorded

by me in this note compels me to reject all conjectural and other

data gathered on the question so far,
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REVIEWS

THE GlTA RAHASYA OR SCIENCE OF KARMAYOGA,
BY B. G. Tilak, ( English translation ) Vol. I by B. &
Sukthankat, M. A, LL. B. Publishers Tilak Bros , Poona

(India ) pp. 618. Price Rs. 6.

The book under review is the first volume of the English
translation by Mr. B, S. Sukthankar, M. A.,LL. B., of the Glta

Eahasya, the Secret Doctrine of the Glta or as the translator

puts it, the Science of Karmayoga, the magnum opus of the great

patriot genius, late Lokamanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Inspite of

its early date, the Glta has not yet become a document of com-

pleted history. Its influence is not waning ; it is on the increase.

In India countless millions derive from it comfort and joy. Even
in the West, inspite of prejudice and powerful organization, the

song of the lord is gaming admiration, reverence and even devot-

ion. Feeling the pulse of the nation, the late patriot concluded that

to rouse his countrymen from the slumber of inaction, it was

necessary to inject into their veins the spirit of activism which
he had extracted from the Glta and which he had by personal

experience, found most envigorating. It is with this end in view-

that late Mr. Tilak published his big Volume in 1915 in Marathi,

the dialect spoken by millions of his countrymen. What scholar-

ship, erudition, originality of thought and perseverance Mr. Tialk

possessed will flash on the mind of a reader even by a

cursory glance over the few pages of the book.

It is unnecessary to discuss in the present review the merits

and demerits of the original work. Suffice it to say that the Glta

Rahasya has created for itself an immortal place in the hearts of

the Marathi speaking people. It can be safely said that it is one

of the few prose works in the Marathi language that will go down.

to posterity.

Since its first publication in 1915 it has passed through four

editions, the first edition being sold within less than three months.

Its Hindi translation has gone through seven editions. It has

been translated in Gixjarathi, Bengali, Kanarsee, Teigu and Tamil,

I e. practically in all the major dialects of India.
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It was necessary that a work of this type be translated into

English, so that it might be placed in the market of the world to

be judged and appreciated by world scholars. The late Mr. Tilak

greatly desired and in his life time strove to get his work trans-

lated. But as fate would have it, he neither found time to do it

himself nor found anyone who could undertake to do it. It was
thus an onerous charge bequeathed by him to his sons. And the

work, as we have it before us, is the fulfilment of the last will of

his father by the only surviving son of the late author,

Mr. Sukthankar, the translator, has taken great pains to render

into English the Ethico-philosophical ideas in the original work.

But the translation form has certain special difficulties of its own.
The best literature in any language can never be adequately ren-

dered in another language. The intrinsic difficulties of this me-
thod have been, from our point of view, unnecessarily increased

by certain self-imposed conditions of the translator. The transl-

ator says,
"
In translating I have attempted to be as faithful to

text as possible, as I have thought that in the case of a philoso-

phical and technical book written by a genius like the late

Lokamanya, it would be extremely wrong to take any liberty what-

ever with the text The late Lokamanya, besides being a great

philosopher and a great statesman, was also a master of the

Marathi l&nguage and even an apparently insignificant word used

by him has an immense modifying or limiting value and the omis-
sion of even a small conjunction or the translation of an *

and
*

or

an or* would considerably injure the sense intended to be convey
ed by the author. I have therefore not changed the text at all, but

only altered the garb, or the medium of expression ; for a transl-

ation is no translation, if it is not faithful. I have not even
broken up long and involved sentences.

" We differ from
the translator in this respect. A word for word translation

may, to a casual reader, appear as a faithful translation. But there
is every possibility that it may not be a faithful one in the
true sense of the term, as it may not convey to a reader the spirit
or the meaning which the original author wanted to express; thus
it will frustrate the very wish of the author to be truly reproduced.
The spirit is the soul of the work, the words are only the body.
And we therefore believe that it is necessary to pay more attention
to the spirit than to the body in the mode of ifcs expression.
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The Grita Rahasya, as has been said above, started a new era

in the Marathi branch of the history of the Glta. Moreover, the

work bristles with abstract conceptions and naughty philosophical

terms. As such we believe that 'utmost care should have been

taken to see that the translation reproduced the exact spirit of the

original But in this translation, it appears that the choice of

words has been frequently unhappy. And it is possible to point

out better and more appropriate English words for corres-

ponding Marathi and Sanskrit terms, sftsr for instance has been

translated as 'conscious ego'. It could have been better translated

as finite or individual self. The wordfp^ can certainly be translat-

ed with
*

released
7

. But we believe it will be inappropriate to use

word
'

released ', when by the word sgw ( Page 19 ) the absolute

freedom of the
"
Parabrahma "

is to be denoted. The word ^sqr
on page 269 has been translated as Owner of the Body. We think

Dr, Besant's translation
*

knower of the field
?

is certainly better-

The words ^R and ST^TT on page 274 have been translated as 'matter

and spirit.
7 We wish the author had stuck to one rendering

'mutable and immutable'.

In a translation method we think it is desirable to allow the

translation to lie on the table for some days and then to revise

it twice or thrice. That gives a sufficient time for the mind to

dig infco itself and get the most exact word. But apparently the

present translator found no time to do this and hence the hasty

choice.

We take this opportunity to suggest that an appendix at the

end of the Vol. II be given where the technical terms and newly
coined words should be explained. That will help to avoid a possi

ble misunderstanding. For instance, Mr. Tilak translates the word

Pravrtti Marga with
*

Energisim.
'

Perhaps the author used it

in a sense approaching the Aristotelian. But as used in these

days it means a theory similar to the one advocated by Von

Driesch and others. And until the reader comes to that page

where the technical sense is explained, he is likely to be greatly

misled by the associations the term energisra has gathered round

itself and which he must be carrying in his head. Such an appen-

dix is absolutely necessary as the translation is meant for a readier

who knows not Marathi.
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Such defects are however bound to remain in a volume of over

600 pages finished within a span of hardly six months. Even as

it is, we welcome the volume, as it opens a new era in the history

of the work that has captured the minds of the Maharashtrians,
The publishers have taken all the pains that they could to make
the work as attractive as possible, by giving several opinions of

great men like Babu Aravind Ghosh, Mahatrna Gandhi and others

about the author and the work. In a translation meant for an alien

reader, the information regarding the family history of Mr. Tilak's

dead son could have been safely omitted
; for it in no way helps

a better understanding of the translation, though perhaps it may
show why the sons could not publish the work earlier, a fact not

very important to a foreigner.

The front piece is very well chosen as it is expressive of the

variations in the interpretations of the Gita and of the place the

Glta Rahasya occupies in these interpretations.

We await with keenness the second Volume of the translation.

S. V. Dandekar



THE TRADITIONAL, CHRONOLOGY OF THE JATNAS
( A.E outline of the Political Development of India from

543 B. 0. to 78 A, D. ) by Shantilal Shah ( Verlag von W.
Kohlhammer Stuttgart 1935 )

This small book covering 109 (XIlH-97) pages and having
a very nice get~up forms the 9th number ( Heft ) of the Series

"Bonner Orientalistische Studien ? '

herausgegeben von P. Kahie

und W. Kirfel. 4s stated by Mr. Shah in his preface, his aim in

writing this book is
"
rot alone to fix the death-year of Buddha

or Mahavlra or the coronation-dates of Candragupta and Aoka,
Dor to authenticate the Jaina traditional account, but also to re-

construct the chronology of the whole history of Northern India

from Ajabass&tru to Kaniska ".

This aim is certainly ambitious and laudable as well, but its

achievement is by no means an easy task as it requires collecting,

reshuffling and evaluating in a dispassionate way, various data

pertaining to legendary accounts and anecdotes, coins and in-

scriptions as well as traditions and several historical records.

Mr. Shah has no doubt taken much trouble to fulfil the aim ; but,

as all the materials sufficient for the reconstruction of the chrono-

logy of the entire History of Northern India are not still available,

it should not be a matter of surprise to him, if his attempt, how-

ever praiseworthy it may be is not looked upon as final. More-

over, there is always room for honest difference of opinion in the

field of true research and sound scholarship.

An ardent student of history cannot afford to belittle, much
less to entirely ignore, the value of a genuine study of the

legendary accounts. So it is quite consistent when we find Mr.

Shah making full use of the Jaina traditional account which

being resourceful can lend a helping hand in solving some of tie

vexed questions of Indian History. It is in the fitness of things

that he has devoted one whole chapter out of four, to the history

of the Jaina church of ancient days.
His zest for investigation goes so far as to make him criticize

the views and writings of various veteran scholars. For instance,
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while agreeing with Prof. Jaoobi regarding the identification of

Kalasoka and Kakavarna, he differs from him when the latter

doubts the authenticity of some of the Jaina chronological

gathas, and that he boldly points out Prof. Jacob! *s mistake re-

garding the meaning of the word "
Yugapradhana ". He has

not even spared an ancient Suri and a polygrapher like Hema-
candra. For, he observes that there are many inconsistencies in

the whole account given by him in the 8th and 9th cantos of

his work Pariststaparvan. Of course, he remarks in the course

of his criticism that Hemacandra alone is not responsible for

this, and that
"
he has been merely a prey of the popular stories

current in his times ",

On the whole Mr. Shah's book provides ample material for

further study in the field of Indian chronology in general and

Jaina chronology in particular. I may en passant note below

one or two mistakes discrepancies that I have noticed during a

cursory perusal of this book, with the hope that they may be re-

moved in the subsequent edition of this book and thus enhance

the value that can be attached to it owing to its exhaustive con-

tents, index and lucid treatment.

It is a sad mistake to attribute the authorship of Prabha-

vakacaritra to Pradyumna Suri who has corrected it, when the

real author is Prabhacandra Suri. 1 As regards the Index an

entry about Pradyumna Suri is at present wanting, and one more

reference to Prabhavakacariia on p. 73 is lefu out.

In the end, r/hile congratulating the publishers for this handy

work they have thus provided to an ordinary reader, I may draw

Mr. Shah's attention and that of the reader, too, to the following

contributions connected with the chronology and some obher

problems pertaining to Maurya dynasty
*

( 1 ) Candragupta Maurya by P. L. Bhargava, M. A. , Shastri.

( 2 )
<f Some Problems of Early Maurya History and Chrono-

logy
"

by j)r. EL C. Raychaudhuri, M. A. , Ph. D. , published in
"
Indian Culture,

"
voL II, No. 3, January 1936 ( pp. 557-564 ).

________ H. R. Kapadia.

1 See Descriptive Catalogue of Jain Manuscripts Vol.
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[A complete up-to-date Cataldgus Catalogorum of Sanskrit

Manuscripts to be published by the University of Madras )

All Orientalists and Indologi^ts are familiar with Dr. Aufrecht's

monumental work The Catalogus Catalogorum as an indispens-

able piece of apparatus for Oriental research. Since 1903, thirty-

two years ago, when Dr. Aufrecht completed his Catalogus

Calalogorum, many important collections of Sanskrit manuscripts

within and outside India have come .to the notice of scholars and

several volumes of catalogues, giving reliable information regard-

ing some thousands of Sanskrit manuscripts, have become avail-

able in Madras, Bengal, Lahore, Bombay, Baroda, Dacca, Benares,

Travancore, Central Provinces and Berar, Mysore and other

centres. Highly valuable as are the materials contained in Dr.

Aufrecht's great work it is now found to be defective and incom-

plete, chiefly in view of the vast accession to the stock of

kcowbdge about the literary treasures in Sanskrit, that has been

made available within the last thirty-two years subsequent to the

completion of Dr. Aufrecht's work. The need for supplementing

Dr. Aufrecht's work was recently brought to "the notice of the

Madras University, which in view of the large number of Sanskrit

manuscripts in South India, has decided to undertake the prepa-

ration and publication of a complete up-to-date Catalogus

Catalogjram of Sanskrit Manuscripts, utilising the invaluable work

already done by Dr. Auf^echt as the basis and containing refer-

ences to all known Sanskrit manuscripts. TJie main lines on

which this work is proposed to be cariied on are indicated below:

1. Checking and verification of the entries in the Catalogus

Catalogorum of Dr. Aufrecht.

2. Introduction of fresh entries in
thj.^oase

of important

manuscripts. ^ ^j'^' **; ,r, *''..

3. Dealing with the additional ^im&crfpts
collected within

and outside India withiai^e last thirty-two^ears.

4. Entering tne dates of works and aiitfcora, as far *& possible.

5. Incorporation of works known|hrough citation^one,
with

appropriate references as far as possible, ;
}
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The University has entrusted the work to an Editorial Com-

mittee constituted as follows *

l s Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. S. Kuppuswami Sastri, M. A.
,

Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology,

Presidency College, Madras (on leave), and Curator,

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras

(Editor-in-Chief).

2, Professor P. P. S. Sasfcri, M. A. ( Oxon ), Officiating Professor

of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology, Presidency

College, Madras.

3. Dr. 0. Kunhan Raja. B. A. ( Rons), D. Phil. ( Oron ), Reader

in Sanskrit, University of Madras.

Since the success of the undertaking is largely dependent upon

the co-operation and help of scholars interested in Sanskrit, the

Madras University would earnestly request scholars and Heads

of institutions interested in Sanskrit and Indology to assist it by

furnishing information on any or all of the following points:

1. Places where, manuscripts are available, with particulars

regarding owners and authors.

2. Lists of manuscripts.

3. Other suggestions for the preparation of the proposed new

Catalogus Calalogoriim.

It is requested that all communications regarding this matter

maybe addressed to "The Editor-in-Chief, Catalogues Catalogorarn,

GoYemmet Oriental Manuscripts Library, Museum Buildings,

Pantheon Road, Egmore, Madras. "

S. KUPPUSWAMI SASTRI
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COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES OF INDIA

( Epic and Pauranic Sources )

BY

Dr. BIMALA CHUEN LAW, M. A. , B. L. , Ph. D.

BHARATAVARSA AND ITS VARIOUS DIVISIONS '

The Jambudvlpa, according to Puranio authors, was original-

ly divided into seven varsas, namely Ilavrta or Meru v&rsa,

Ramyaka or Ramanaka (Matsya, 113, 61; Mbh. VI, 8. 2.) or Nlla

varsa ( Brahmanda, 34, 46 ), Hiranmaya or Svetavarsa Brahma-

nda^ 34 46; Agni 107. 7 ), Uttarakuru or Srngavad-( Brda, 34. 47)

or Airavata-varsa ( Mbh. VI, 6. 37 ), Bharata or Himava ( Brda,

84. 44, 53) or Haimavata (Brda, 35. 30, Matsya, 113^ 28 ) or

Ajansbha ( Ind. Ant. 1899. p. 1 ), Kimpurusa or Hemakuta-yaripa

( Brda, 34. 44 ) or Haimavata-varsa ( Mbh. VI, 6. 7. ) or Kimnara-

khanda (Ain-i-Akbari, III, pp. 30. 31), and Harivarsaor Nisac|ha-

varsa ( Brda, 34. 45 ). Two other varsas, namely, Bhadrasva

or Malyavad-varsa and Ketumala or Gandhmadana-varsa (Brda,

34. 47, 48 ), were later on added to the original seven, thus bring-

ing the total number of varsas to nine ( for sapta-varsani, see

Matsya, 113-14; Brda, 35. 24; ibid, 28, Mbh. VI. 6. 53; for nava-

varsam, see, Matsya, 114, 85; Brda, 34, 48; ibid, 35, 7; Nllakatitha a

Com. on Mbh. VI. 6. 37). Of these varsas Bharafcavarsa lay most to

the South. It was separated from the Kimpurusa by the Himavat;
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and had the shape of a bow ( Matsya, 113- 32; Brda, 35, 3;

Mbh. VL 6. 38 ). It lay between the Himavat to the north, am

the sea to the south ( Vayu, 45. 75-76; Vispu, IL 3. 1. )
l

The name Bhaiatavarsa is said to have been derived froir

KiBg Bharata, a descendant of Priyavrata, son of Manu Svayam-

bhava.8

Bharatavarsa, according to Puranic Cosmology, was divided

into nava kbandas or nine divisions. According to Marka^eya
Puraria they are:

Indradvlpah Kaserumans-Tamraparno Gabhastiman

Nagadvipastatha Sauniyo Gandharwo Varunastatha

Ayara tu navamastesam dvlpah sagarasamvrfcah2

Yo'jananarn sahasram vai dvlpo yam daksinottarat

Brahmanah Ksatriya Vai^yah Sudrascantahsthita dvijV

These nine
'

bhedas ?

or khandas '

of Bharatavarsa are men-

tioned also in the famous astronomical work, the Siddhanta Siro

mani ( III. 41 ) of the celebrated astronomer Bhaskaracarya, as

well as in the majority of the Puranas. The Vamana and the

Garada Puranas howeTer replace Saumya and Gandharva bj

.Kataha and Sirhhala. The ninth dvlpa which is described as 'encir-

cled by seas> extending over thousand yojanas from north to

south,
5 with Kiratas at the eastera extreme and Yavanas afc the

western and Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras residing

between', is not mentioned by name in the majority of the Pura-

nas. The name is supplied by the Vamana Purana as Kumara

( XIII. ii ) and by the KumariKa Khandam of the Skanda Purana

1 For the historical value and otherwise of the different Pauranic Vargas,

see, Eay Chaudtmri, Studies in Indian Antiquities, pp. 61-80.

a Brda, 34. 55; Bhaga, XF, 2. 15 fl

S The Nagarasartivrtah of Alberuni is obviously a copyist's mi3take ( In-

dioa; I, 295 ).

4 MSrk.P. 57.

5 According to the Skanda Purana, Kumarika Khanda extended from

only theMahendra mountain to the Pariyabra ( Kumarika Khanda, 39. 113 );

according to the Garuda Purina, however, It was bounded on the east by the

KirEtas, on the west by the Yavanas, on the south by the Sndhragf and on

the north by the Turuskas ( 55. 6 ),
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asKumarika ( 39.69 ). The Kavyarnfmarina of Rajasekhara also

gives the name of the ninth dvipa as Kumarl ( Desa-vibhaga,

p,92).
The Markancieya Parana along with other Puranas descrr

be the nine dvlpas as 'separated by seas and as being mutually
inaccessible' ( Samudrantarita jneyaste tvagamyah parasparam,

Mark. 575). But Bharatavarsa, as we now know it, is not separated

byseas within itself, nor are its component parts "mutually inacce-

ssible "; Bharatavarsa is not thus our India of present geographi*

cal area. That Bharafcavarsa connoted a much larger area than

India proper will be evident from the fact that only one of its

islands, the ninth, stands for India proper. The s

ninth dvlpa
'

i, e.,

the Kurnari or Kumarika drlpa is described bo be surrounded

by sea and to have been inhabited by the Kiratas and the eastern

extreme and Yavanas at the western with Brahmanas, Ksatriyas,

Vai^yas and Sudras thrown within. The Kumarl dvlpa thus

seems to be identical with India propar; and in its account the

Pauranic authors seem to describe a condition of India as in

about the first century A.. D., when Ptolemy locates the Kirrha-

dia, doubtless identical with the Kiratas, in the astern region

(Of. Majumdar's edition of Ptolemy, p. 219 ) and the inscriptions

of A&oka place the Yonas or Yavanas along with the Kambojas
and G&ndharas. 1 Bharatavarsa thus denoted a much larger

area than India proper.
2

As to the identifications of eight other dvlpas there is much
scope for speculation, and hence a great deal of disagreement

among scholars. Thus Alberuni identifies Indradvlpa with

MadhyadeSa, i. e., the middle country (Indica I. p. 296) while Abul

Fazl in his Ain-i-Akbari places it between Lanka and Mahendra

hills ( Elf, p. 31 ) which somewhat agrees with tha location of the

dvlpa as described in. Skandapurana,

1 Of. also the Mahavamsa, Geiger's trans, p. 85, p* 194, D ; Of. also the

invasion of the Indo-Greeka in the time of the Sungas, and later of the

Baotrian Greeks*
2 Pargiter rightly observes that the description of Kumarl dvlpa does not

fully accord with the geographical position of India, for India proper
" is not

surrounded by the sea, but bounded by it only on the east, south and west,

And only partially so on the east and west for verse 8 places the KirStas and

Yavanas respectively.
" Mark. p 284 n.
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Surendranath Majumdar Sastrl Identifies it with Burma, The
next dvfpa, Kaserumat, Is ^placed by Alberuni to the east of

Madhyadea, and between Mahendra and Sukti hills by Abul Fazl

Majumdar identifies it with the Malay Peninsula. The third

dvlpa, Tarnravarna or ( Tamraparna or Tamraparn! ) is placed in

the south-east by 'Alberuni and between Suktl and Malaya by
Abul Fazl. It is probably .identifiable with the region drained

by the river TamraparnI In the extreme South. The dvlpa is also

identifiable with Ceylon which the Greek Geographers knew as

Taprobane, and is referred to in the inscriptions of Assoka as Tarn-

bapanni. Gabhastimat, according to Abul Fazl, lay between the

Rksa and the Malaya, and according fco Alberuni, to the south

of the Madhyadesa. According to Smith Nagadvlpa seems to be

identical with the Jaffna Peninsula of Ceylon ( Early History of

India, 4th Edn. p. 491 ) Saumya has not been identified, hut

Kataha which is the substitute reading in the Vamana Purana

has been rightly Identified with Kedah in the Malaya Peninsula

Gandharva Is placed by Alberuni to the north-west of the

Madhyade&a; it is doubtless Identical with the well-known and

very ancient region of Gandhara. Garuda Purana reads Simpala
instead which is Ceylon. Varuna, the eighth dvipa, is placed by
Abul Fazl between the Sahya.and the Vindhya.

Perhaps older and certainly more accurate than the tradition

of the PauranicJVwaMarida is the division of Bharatavarsa into

pine bhedas by the celebrated astronomers Pari-Sara and Varaha-

mihira. 1 These astronomers and astrologers conceived the shape

of India as that of a tortoise ( kurnia ) lying outspread; they
therefore describe the country as Kurma-cakra. Each of the

nine bhedas Is called a varga by Varaha-, Bharatavarsa is thus

divided into nine parts conforming to the nine of the ten

points of the compass, e. g., the central, eastern, southern, we&t-

ern, northern, Wuth-eastern or Agneya, south-western or Nairta

^north-western of Vayava and north- eastern Aisana. Panoala
"was the main district in the central division, Magadha in the

eastern, Kulinda in the north-eastern, Madra in the northern,

supposed to have adopted the tradition earlier reoord-

;e^,
;Dy Parasaraiubis Parasaratantra. See, Kern's edn. of BrhatsamhitS of

VarSha, p. 32.
*
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Harahaura (or Hara Huna) in the north-western, Sindhu in the

western, Anarta in the south-western, Avanta in the southern, and

Kalinga in the south-eastern ( Brhat Sam, Oh. XIV. 32, 33 ). But

when Varaha corner to his details, he assigns Sindhu and Sauvlra

in the south-western division ( Nairfca ) along with Pahlava and

Kamboja and evidently Anarta also (Ibid, XEV. 17).
"
This

mistake is certainly as old as the; eleventh century, as A.bu

Eihan has preserved the names of Varaha' s abstract in the same

order as they now stand in the Brhak Samhita ( Reinaud, M&moire

surl'Inde, pp. 116, 117 cf. no. II, map, fig- 3 ). These details are

also supported by the Markandeya Purana, which assigns both

Sindhu-Sauvlra and Anarta to the south-west. "*

But the most accurate from the geographical point of view

is the description of our country divided into five and seven

regions as given in the Parana and the Mahabharata. The divi-

sion of India into five regions is however as old as the Atharva-

veda ( XIX, 17. 1-9 ) and the Aitareya Brahmana ( VIII. 14 ), and

was adopted by later Brahmanical and Buddhistic authorities. 1

Thus Smrti writers like Baudhayana seem to suggest a five-

fold division while Rajasekhara in his Kavyamimams a actually

adopts it. Buddhist writers like Yuan Chwang and authors of

earlier texts also follow the same division. The Mahabharata

also describes five divisions in detail, the central or Madhya,dea,
the eastern, southern, western and northern and at least three, the

Matsya, Vayu and Visnu puranas, agree with it. According to

the Visriu Puraria^ Madhyade&a was occupied by tie Kurus and

Panoalag, the east by the people of Kamarupa, the south by
the Pundras, Kalingas and Magadhas, the west by the Sau-

rastras, Suras, Abhlras, Arbudas, Karusas, Malavas, Sauvlras

and Saindhavas, and the north (?) by the Hunas, Salvas, the pea-

pie of Sakala, Ambasthas, Parasikas, Bamas etc. ( Wilson 's Visnu

Purana, Vol. II Bk. II. 3 p. 132; there is, hewever no mention of

the northern division in the text but it is nevertheless evident).
8

The Visnu Purana list of countries is very meagre; the Maha-

bharata has a much longer catalogue, but it is without any arra-

ngement; so also in the Padmapurana.

1 Cunningham's. Geography, Majumdar's Edn., p. 7 -and note.

See, Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, Intro,2
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The longest list of countries and peoples of India is however
contained in the Markandeya, the Brahmanda and the Vayu.
Both the Markandeya and tha Brahmanda refer to the territorial

divisions of India ( Kumarldvlpa ) as numbering seven, the latter

expressly stating that in ancient times Bharatavarsa was divid-

ed into seven regions ( Sapta Khanclain V But this division into

seven regions Is not anything fundamentally different from the

division into five which is adopted by the majority of the Pura.

nas and the Mahabharata. This will be evident from the list of

the divisions which are as follows* the Madhyadesa, thd Udlcya
or north, the Pracya or east, Daksinapatha or south, the A.pa*

ranta or wast, the Vindhyan region and the Himalayan region

( Parvatasreyiriali X

The Markandeya Purana has also a second classification, apart

from this seven, into nine, adopted certainly from the astronomr
cal and astrological work of Varahamihira and Para^ara. There

India is described as resting on Visnu in the form of a tortoise

looking eastward; the various countries and peoples of Bharata-
varsa are distributed accordingly over the several parts of his

body, together with corresponding lunar constellations. The

majority of the names of countries and peoples is very much the

same as we find in the Nadyadivarnana section of the same

puxana, but there is also quite a good lot of names that are enti-

rely new and original,
It has already been pointed out that geographically speaking

the division of our country into seven regions is more accurate

and more in accord with reality. We, therefore, propose to follow

the account as given in the nadyadi varnana section ( Ch. 57) and

supplement it by names of peoples and countries as mentioned

in the astronomical section ( Ch. 58 ). The Brahmanda and the

Vayu Puranas, and as a matter of fact other Puranas also,

give us nothing more than what is there in these two sections of

the Markandeya Purana.

SHAPE OF INDIA
It has already been pointed out that according to the Kurma*

nivesa section ( i. e. astronomical ) of the Markandeya Purina as

36, 64. ^
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well as the works of our early astronomical authors the shape of

India was like that of a tortoise
"
lying outspread and facing

eastwards. This conception ignores the extreme southern re-

-gion of the country. From the geographical standpoint, a sober

account is given in a numher of Purarias as well as in the Maha-

bharata which describe India as having the shape of a bow

(Matsya, 113. 32; Brda, 35. 33, Mbh. VI, 6. 38). Nllakantha, the

celebrated Commentator of the Mahabharata 9 confirms the bow-

like description of the country ( Commy. on the Mbh. VI, 6. 3-5 ),

but he also speaks of Bharatavarsa as being triangular in shape

( Ibid. VI, 6. 3-5 ) which is certainly a better description. The

most accurate description, however, seems to be the one as given

in the nadyadi varriana section of the Markandeya Purana. India

according to this conception, is
"
constituted with a four-fold

conformation. On its south and west and east is the great ocean;

the Himavat range stretches along on its north, like the string

oTabow. 1 "

MADHYA-DESA. OR CENTEAL REGION2

Matsyasvakutah Kulyasica Kuntalah Ka&I

Atharva^ca Kalingasjca Malaka^ca Vrkaii saha

Madhyadesya Janapadah praya&o'm! praklrtitah It

Sahyasya c'ottare yastu yatra G-odavarl nadl I ,
t

Prthivyamapi Krtsnayam sa pradeSo manoramah il

Govardhanam purarh ratnyam Bhargavasya mahatmanah I

( Mark. R 57. 32-35 ),

Mafsya According to the Mahabharata ( Sabha P. XXX,
1105-6) the Matsya country of the Matsya people was situated

south or south-west of Indraprastha, and west of Surasena (Virata

P. V, 141-45 ). According to Manu it was within* the limits of

1 Mark. P. 57. 59 Pargiter's Tr. p. 347. According to Cunningham, the

Mahabharata has another description of the shape of the country, that

of an equilateral triangle "which ^as divided iato four smaller equal

triangles. The apex of the triangle is Cape Comorin, and the base is formed

by the line of the Himalaya mountains.
" Anc. Geo. of India, Majumdar's

Edn. p. 5.

For other descriptions of the shape of India, see, ibid, pp. 1-13; Camb.

Hist, of* India, I, pp. 400-402; Ray Chaudhuri, Studies in Indian Antiquities,

pp. 84-86 ; Law, Geography of Early Buddhisrr, Intro., p. xixff.

8 For the boundaries of Madhyadesa see Law, Ibid, pp. 1-2,
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Brahmarside&a ( Mann, II, 19 ). The MahSbhSrata mentions
| Salya P. XXXVI, 1973-76 ) Upaplavya or Upapiava, a city

situated at a distance of two days' journey by chariot from Ha
stinapura, as its capital ( Udyoga P. LXXXIII 3910-17: LXXXY.
3040), It is difficult fco ascertain if TJpaplavya was the- same as

Vairata or Viratanagara which is also said to have been the capi-

tal city of the Mafcsya. Viratanagara was so called because it

.was the capital of Virata, king of the Matsyas.
*

According to

Buddhist tradition it was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas, The

Matsya country comprised the modern territory of Jaipur in-

cluding the whole of the present territory of Alwar with a por-

tion of Bharatpur.

The. Vayu Parana reads Vatsas instead of Matsyas" ( XL'V,

110 ). The kingdom of the Varhsas or Vatsas is mentioned in

Buddhist texts as one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas. According
to the Mahabharata Vatsa or Vatsya kingdom was situated to fhe

east of Indraprastha ( Sabha P. XXIX. 1084 ); its king Vafcsa, was

a grandson of king Divodasa of Benares ( Hari V. XXIX. 1587,

1597 ). The capital of the Vatsa country was Kausambl identical

with modern Kosam near Allahabad. 1

A^vakutas Such as a tribe or country is unknown : it

is obvlmsly a misreading, for the Vayu Purana reads Kisa-

snas, Pastas or Kisadyas instead ( XLV. 110 ) , and the

, Matsya reads Hiratas ( OX I II 35). But we have otherwise no

information of the location of the Kiratas in the Madhyadefia ;

epic and pauranic tradition places them in the eastern region
as we shall see later on; evidently the Kiratas are out of

place here.

Kulyas lSTo such tribe or country is known; but it may
be possible that they were the same people as the Kulntas,
a republican community, who are mentioned in inscriptions
of about the 1st century A. D. The Kulutas dwelt in the

Punjab along with such tribes as the Mala sr as, Yaudheyas,

Arjunayanas, Udumbaras, Kunindas etc.

Kuntalas-- The Bhlsma Parva (IX, 347 9 359, and 367 ) of

the Mahabharata has some references to this tribe. The tribe

referred to in verse 347 of the Bhlsma Parva is probably 'the

I Law, Geo. E. B., pp.
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one referred' to here in the Markandeya Parana. The Kunta-

la$ evidently occupied a country conbiguous to Kasi and

Kosala where Cunningham found a region called Kuntila near

Chunar. The tribe mentioned in verse 359 seems to have

been a western people as they are mentioned along with

peoples residing In the western region. The third tribe men-

tioned in verse 367 was the well-known Kuntala people of

the South who played an important role in the history of the

Deccan.

Kasi Celebrated as one of the oldest janapadas Kasi

finds mention In each and every ancient work of importance,

Brahmanical or Buddhist. It is the ancient VaranaeL Ac-

cording to the RSmayana ( Adi. K. XII. 20 ) Kasi was a king-

dom while Prayaga and the regions around it were still a

forest ( Of. Kalakavana ). The Harivamsa refers to its early vic-

issitudes ( XXIX and XXXII ) while the Udyoga Parva of

the Mahabharata alludes to Krsna's repeated burning of

city. ( XLVII. 1883 ).

Kosala Evidenly TTttara Kosala or northern Kosala is meant

for another Kosala which was called Daksina Kosala or MahS-

Kosala is mentioned later on in verse 54 of Chap. 57 of the M-
rkandeya Purana. According to epic tradition, Ayodhya* on the

Sarayu seems to have been the earliest capital, but later ,on, in

Buddhist times Ayodhya sank to the level of an unimportant

city but Saketa and Savatthl were two of the six important cities

of India. 1

Atiarvas and Arkalingas These two names are evidently

misreadings, and it is difficult to find out what the correct form

had been. The Vayu Purana reads atha parsve tilangasca^
instead

of Atharvasca Kalihgasca, while the Matsya reads Atharvasca Ka-

lingasca. All these readings are improbable. Tilangas are well-

known as a southern people, identical with the Trikalingas, and

mentioned in Chap. 58 verse 28 of the Markarideya Purana in

connection with the southern people. Avantas and Kalingas are

also well-known peoples bufc they are not known to have been

located in the Madhyadesa. In fact the Markandeya Purana re-

fers to the Avantas as a Vindhyan tribe ( oh. 57; verses 52 and 55)

1 Law, Qeo. E. B. 9 pp. 4-6.

I I Annals, B. CX R, I. 3
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and to the Kalingas once as a northern (Ibid; V. 37) and at another

time as a southern tribe ( Ibid, V. 46 ). The reference to the

Kalfngas as a northern tribe is certainly erroneous.

Malakas The Vayu Parana reads Magadhas instead and the

Matsya reads Mukas. Both are misreadings, for the Magadhas
are mentioned as an eastern people in verse 44 of Chap. 57 of tho

Markandeya Purana. Pargiter suggests ( Mark. P. p. 309) that

the reading should be Malajas. Tha Malajas
"
are mentioned in

the Mahabharata ( Bhlsma Parva, IX, 357 ) and Ramayana (Adi

K. XXVII, 16-23 ) and from the course described in the latter

poem as taken by Visvamitra and Rama, it appears they were

neighbours of the Karusas and occupied the district of Shahabad,

west of the Sone (ibid, 8-16 ).

Vrkas This tribe is similarly referred to in the Mahabharata

(Bhlsma P. LI. 2106 ); but the Matsya Purana reads Andhakas in-

stead. The Andhakas, were very intimately associated with the

Yadavas, and are often referred to in the Mahabharata ( Udyoga
P. LXXXV, 304; HarivarhSa, XXXV, 1907-8; ibid, XXXIX, 2041

etc, ) but they are known to have been located in western India

or Aparanta. A more correct reading appears to be Vrsnikas.

The Markandeya list of peoples and countries of MadhyadeSa
does not seem to be complete; for, the Vayu and Matsya PurSnas

enumerate few countries more (Vayu, XLV. 109-110; Matsya,
CX1IL 35, 36 ),and the Mahabharata seems to confirm it (BHl-

sma P. IX. 346-7 ). These countries and peoples areas follows?

the Kurus, Pancalas, Salvas, Jangalas, Surasenas, Bhadrakas, Bo-

dhas and the lords of Satapatha. The Matsya Purana however,

gives the last two names as Bahyas and Pataccaras.

Kurus The land of the Kurus was well-known as one of the

sixteen mahajanapadas in the days of the Buddha; many a Bu-

ddhist legend is associated with the Kurus and their country.
1

They are also very intimately connected with epic tradition; in*

deed the Mahabharata grew up with the Kuru people and their

country as its background. The ancient Kuru country may be

said to have comprised the Kuruksetra or Thanesvar. The re-

gion included Sonapat, Arain, Karnal and Panipab, and was

1 Law, Geo, E. B., pp. 17-18.
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"between the SarasvatI on the north and Dysadvatl an

the south,

According to Pargiter the Kurus occupied the country
''from the Sivis and sub-Himalayan tribes on the north to

gatsya, Surasena and South Panoala on the South, and bet-

north Panoala on the east and Marubhumi ( the Baj?
desert ) on the west. Their territory appears to have

divided into three parts, Kuruksetra, the Kurus and the

Kurujangala ( Adi P. CIX. 4337-40 ). Kuruksetra,
*

the culti*

vfrted land of the Kurus 9

comprised the whole tract on th

$resfc
of^the Jumna and included the sacred region between the

gapasvatl and DrsadvatI ( Vana P. LXXXIIL 5071-78 and
7073-76 ; Ramayana, Ayodhya K. LXX. 12

; Megha D, I 49-50)...

Kuru-jangala,
*

the waste land of the Kurus ' was the eastern

part of their territory and appears to have comprised the

trap!; between the Ganges and North Pancala ( Ram. Ayodhy|
K.LXXII; Mbh. Sablia P. XIX. 793-94). The middle region

between the Ganges and Jumna seams to have been called

simply the Kuru's country. The capital was G-ajapur Hastina-

pura ; and Kharidavaprastha or Indraprastha, the modem
Delhi, was a second capital founded by the P&ndavas ( Adi

P., CCVII, 7568-94 )
" l

Pancalas According to Buddhist .tradition Pancala ha<|

.two divisions : Uttara Pancala and Daksina Pancala. Maha-

bharata also refers to these two divisions of the country

the capital of Uttara Pancala was Ahicchatra or OhatravatI

( identical with modern Ramnagar in the Bareilly district ) %

while southern Pancala had its capital at Kampilya ( Mbh
138. 13-74), identical with modern Kampil in the Farokha-

bad district. According to Buddhist tradition as contained

in the Divyavadana, the capital of Uttara Pancala was Hastina-

pura while according to the Jatakas Kapillanagara was the

capital.
2

Pancala was originally the country north and west of Delhi

from the foot of the Himalayas to the river Chambal, but it was

1
Pargiter, MSrk, P. pp. 354-355.

8 Law
?
Geo. E. B.

? pp, 18-19.
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divided into north and south Panoala, separated by the Ganges
It roughly corresponds to modern Budaon, Furmkh&bad and the

adjoining districts of the U. P,

$alvas The Salvas as a people are often mentioned in the

Mahabharata ; in the Vanaparva thay are also mentioned as

!alveyas ( CCLXIil, 15576-82 ). They lived not very far from the

Kurus and Trigarbtas ( Virata P. 1, 11--12
; ibid, XXX). Satya-

van was a Salva prince (Varna P. OOXOII ) ; the story of Krsna's

conquest of the Salva country points to the fact that they

were located somewhere contiguously with the Yadavas

( Vana p. XIV-XXII; Udyoga p. XLVIL 1886; Drona p. XL
395). Pargiter therefore thinks that the Salva country was
situated along the western side of the Aravalli hills.

'

Jahgalas Pargiter's suggestion that the Jangalas are the

same as the people of Kurujangalas is evidently correct, since

they are mentioned along with the Kurus and contiguous tribes

( see above ), and there are no other people of this name men-
tioned in ancient texts or inscriptions.

Surasenas Surasena lay not far from the country of the

Kurus and the Matsyas. In fact, it was located immediately
to the south of the Kuru country and to the east of the Matsya
country. Surasena became famous in epic and pauranic literature

because of its connection with Krsna and the Yadava tribe.

The country had its capital at Mathura which stood on the

Jainuna. -The epic and pauranic story of Kaihsa's attempt
to make himself a tyrant at Mathura by overpowering the

Yadavas, and his consequent death at tlie hands of Krsna
is not only referred to by Pafcanjali but also by the Jatakas.

The early Greek writers knew Siirasena as Soarasendi \ Pre-

sumably the Surasenas belonged to the Yadava tribe, for Mathura,
the capital of the Surasenas, is specially called the capital
of the Yadavas and the kings ruling at Mathura also belong
to that tribe ( Harivaifa6a,.LVir, 3180~Q 3 ; LXXIX. 4124-34, etc.).

BhadrakaraaTbQ location of the Bhadrakaras is difficult to

determine as well as their identity; doubtless they are the same

1 See Geo. E. B. by Law, pp, 20-21.
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as the Bhadrakaras ( Sabha P. XIII, 590 ) and the Bhadras

(VanaP. CCLIII, 15256 ) of the Mahabharata. The people may
be said to have had their habitat near about the Kurus, the

Matsyas and the Surasenas. Ifc is not improbable that the

Uttamabhadras known in historical times as a republican tribe

were a section of the epic and pauranic Bhadrakas or Bhadras.

Bodhas The Bodhas are mentioned also in the Mahabharata

(Sabha P. XIII.590; Bhlsma P. IX, 347 ), and perhaps also in th)

Ramayana as Bodhis ( Ayodhya K. LXX. 15 ). Tliese people were

probably located somewhere in the eastern districts of the

Punjab.

The reading Bahyas of the Matsya purana seems to be errone-

ous, since the name is not met with elsewhere, if of course, they

are not equated with the Bahikas.

fiatapatha TMs is unintelligible, and obviously erroneous.

Pataccara is indeed a better reading, for a people of this name is

also mentioned in the Mahabharata (Sabha P. XIII, 590-91 5 XXX,
1108; Virata P. I, 11-12, etc. ).

After the catalogue of countries and peoples in the Madhya-
desa the Markandeya Purana has the following passage-*

Sahyasya c*ottare yastu yatra Grodavarl nadl I

Prthivyamapi Krtsnayarn sa pradesto manoramai. tl

Govardhanam puram ramyam Bhargavasya mahatmanali \

The Vayu purana, however, reads Sahyasya c'ottararddhe tu

instead of Sahyasya c'ottare yastu; the former indeed makes a

better reading, for any people who are said to have been located

just to the nothern of the Sahya mountains cannot be said to be

within Madhyadesa. According to the reading as given in the

Vayu and also in the Matsya ( Sahyasyanantar* c'aite ) the people

mentioned in this passage, i. e, the Bhargavas, were located along

the ( northern half of the ) Sahya mountains and the region in

which the Godavarl flows,
'* This region and the country west

of it on the other side of these mountains and the tract, north-

wards to the Narmada ", Pargiter points out,
"
are connected in

many a story with Bhrgu, his son Oyavana and his descendants

( Mbh. Adi P. OLXXVIII, 6802-10 ;
Vana P. OXX1, CXXII,

LXXXIX. 8364-65, C V. 10150-2. etc. ). The Bhargavas w^re
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however, a numerous race and spread Into other regions": thai

are also mentioned as one of the eastern peoples
"

( Markandeya
Parana, Oh. LVII, 43 )* The Bhargavas were probably identical

with the Bkaggas of the Buddhist texts who \yere located at

Sumsumaragiri in the Majjhitnadasa.
l

APARANTA & UDlOYA or NORTHWESTERN
AND THE NORTHERN COUNTRIES

Yatadhanasca Abhlrah Kalatoyakah H

Aparautassoa Sudrasca Paliavasoa Carmakhandikala \

Grandhara Yavanascaiva Sindha-Sauvlra-Madrakah \\

Sat&drnyali KalingasJca Parada Harabhusikah I

Mathara Bahubhadrasea Kaikeya Dasamalikali 11

Ksafcriyopanivesasca Vaisya-Siidrakulani ca s

Kamboja Darada^caiva Barbara HarsavardbanS-k u

Oma&oaira tu Kharasoa bahula Bahyato narah S

Sfcreyasoa Bharaivajah Paskalasca Kaserukah II

Lampakah Salakara&oa Oalika Jagudaih Saha I

Aupadha^canimadrasoa Kiratananca JatayaB. u

Tamasa Harhsamargi.3oa Ka^mlrastunganasfcatha I

Sulikah Kuhakascaiva Uriia darvastathaiva ca \\

Efce de&a hyudlcy^stu ............ . ........

(Markandeya Parana, ch, 57. 35-42).

The northern peoples are the Vahlikas, Vatadhanas, the

Abhiras, the Kalatoyakag, the AparSntas, the Sudras, the Pallavas,

the Carmakhanlikas, the Gandharas, the Yavanas, the Sindhus

Sauvlras, the Madrakas* the Satadrujas, the Kalirigas, the Paradas,

the Harabhusikas, the Matharas, the Bahubhadras, the Kaikeyas,

the Dasamalikas, the settlements of the Ksafcriyas, the families

of the Vaisyas and Sudras, the Kambojas, the Daradas, the

Barbaras, the Harsavardhanas, the Ginas, the Kharas, and the

various peoples who live outside, the Atreyas, the Bharadvajas,

the Puskalas, the Ka^erukas, the Lampakas, the Sulakaras, the

Culikas, the Jagudas, the Aupadhas, the Animadtas, the KirStas,

the Tamasas, the Hamsam&rgas, the Kasmiras, the Tunganas, the

Sulikas, the Kuhakas, tte Urnas and the Darvas.

. E. B.K pp. 33, 43.
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VahlHcas They are the same people as the Valhlkas or

Valhlkas. For a detailed account of this tribe readers are referred

to my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 58-60.

Vatadhanas- The Vayu Purana reads Vadbadhanas which is

evidently a mistake, for the people referred to are mentioned

several times in the Mahabharata under the name Vatadhanas

(Sabha P. 1, 1826 ; Udyoga P. Ill, 88 ; Bhlsino, P. IX, 35 1 ; Drona

P. XI, 398). The Mahabharata includes the name of their king
\Tatadhana under the Krod/ia-vasa group ( Adi Parva, LXVII.
2695-9) to which also belonged the eponymous kings of the

Vahlikas, Madras and Sauvlras. Evidently the Vatadhanas were

connected with these peoples and were located contiguously to

these tribes. The Vatadhanas were also among the peoples that

assembled on the side of the Kauravas s and from the reference

as given in the Udyoga Parva ( XVIII, 596-601 ) and Sabha
Parva ( XXXL 1190-91 ) it appears that the tribe was located

somewhere on the eastern side of the Sutlej. According to Manu
(X. 21 ) a Vatadhana was the off-spring of an outcaste brahman
and a brahman woman ;

"
but

?

\ says Pargiter,
"
that is no doubt

an expression of the same arrogance which in later times

stigmatised all the Punjab races as outcastes
"

Abhiras According to the Mahabharata ( Sabha P., XXXI,
1192) the Abhiras were classed into three divisions. One dwelt

along the Sarasvatl, one lived by fishing and may perhaps be

interpreted as having their location along the sea-coast and the

third dwelling on the mountains. Mahabharata mentions them

several times, and the Ramayana at least twice in the Kis-

kindhya Kanda ( XLIII. 5 and 19). For a detailed account of

the tribe readers are referred to my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol.

II, pp. 51-54.

Kalatoyakas The Mahabharata reads Kalajosakas instead

(Bhlsma P. IX, 354); but neither the Kalatoyakas nor the

Ealajosakas are indentifiable*

Aparantas The Vayu Purina reads Aparltas and Matitya

Purandharas instead ; both are evidently erroneous. The Bhlsma

Parva list agrees with that of the Markandeya Parana, and m&ir

tkm is often made of the tribe in the Mahabharafca as
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'

orAparantas ( Bhisma P, IX. 355 ; Yana P. CCXVII, 7885-56;

Santi P. XLIX, 1780-82 ). Generally the term is applied to all

the tribes living in the western region of India, but the

Markandeya and the Bhisma Parva list must also be taken to

signify a particular tribe. According to the astronomical list ol

the Markandeya ( Chap. 58 ) the tribe seems to have been located

north of the Sindhu-Sauvlra country.

tiudras In the Mahabhar&ta the Sudras are almost invariab-

ly associated with the Abhlras ( Sabha P. XXXI. 1192
; Bhisma

IX, 375 ; Drona P. XX. 798 ; Salya P. XXXVIT, 2119-20 ) ; and

were considered to be outside the pale of Aryanism. The Rama-

yana (ELif. K. XLIII, 19) and some of the Puranas read Suras

instead which certainly is erroneous,, A definite location of the

tribe is provided by a sloka In the Mahabharata which places

them in western Rajputana where the SarasvatI disappears

(Sudrabhlran prati dvesad yatro nasta SarasvatI, Mbh. IX, 37.1),

The Mahabhasya of Patanjali to which we can assign a defi-

nite date is perhaps the earliest authority that introduces the

Sudras in Indian history ( Patanjali, I, 2. 3 ). There the tribe is

associated with the Abhlras, a tradition which as we have seen

is upheld by the Mahabharata and the Puranas as well ( e. g. ,

vide Visnu P. by Wilson Bk. II, Chap. 3, p. 133 ). The Sudias

were evidently identical with the Sodrai ( Pogdai ) of Greek

historians of Alexandar's time who place them in the western

region of bhe Punjab.

Pallavas The Vayn Purana reads Pahlavas (XLV.;115)

which obviously is the correct reading, for the Pallavas were

admittedly a southern people. The Pahlavas are generally identi-

fied with the Pehlavis or ancient Persians. The Bhisma Parva

list of the Mahabharata mentions two tiibes of this name (IX,

355 and 375 ),
"
but there appear to be no data to make a distinc-

tion as the allusions to the Pahlavas are generally vague, unless

it be supposed there was a Pahlava colony in the Punjab ;
and

this supposition would suit this verse, for the Persians were

altogether outside India, The Harivam&a says king Sagara de-

feated & great confederation of Pahlavas and other people, abrd-
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gated their laws, degraded them and made them wear .beards

(XIII, 763-64; XIV, 775-783); but this seems to be a late

fable,, ..."
l

.

Carmakhartdikas -The Matsya Parana reads Atta~khandikas 9

or Catta-khapdikas 9 and the Bhfsrna Parva list of the Maha-

bbarata ( IX, 355 ) Carmamandalas instead. These names are not

identifiable ; but Pargiter 's suggestion of its identification with

Samarkand is interesting and ingenuous.
.*,

ffandharas -A great and famous people knovvn from very
ancient times. They practically occupied the whole lower basin

of the Kabul river. Some passages of the MahSbharata seem to

suggest that the Gandharas were an impure people (Santi Parva,

LXV, 2429-31 : OOVIL 7560-1 5 Karna P. XLIV, 2070 5 vide my
"Some Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient India/' chap. IX )

G-abalas The Vayu and the Matsya Puranas read Yavanas

instead which undoubtedly is the correct reading. The Yavanas

may be identified with the Indo-Greeks and Greco-Bactrians

who held sway over portions of the north-western frontier

regions and the Punjab before and after the Christian era, though

it seems that the people were known in India even before

Alexander's time.

Sindhus and Siuvlras The Mahabharata refers frequently to

the Sindhus ; they are mentioned twice in the Bhisma Parva list,

once in connection with the Pulindas and another time with the

Sauvlras (IX. 348 and 361). The Kurma Parana (XLVII. 40)

mentions the Hunas, the Malyas ( doubtless misreading for Salyas

or Salvas) and the Balyas (not identifiable) along with the

Sindhus and Sauvlras.

For a detailed account of these two tribss, see my "
Ancient

Indian Tribes ", Vol. II, pp. 20-22.

Madrakas They are the same people as the Madras or

Madras from which tribe came Madrl, the second queen of

Pandu. According to epic tradition they were closely related

to the Sauvlras and Vahlikas ( idi. P., LXVII, 2695-96 ). The

capital of the Madra country was Sakala (Mbh., Sabha P., XXXI.

1197) or modern Sialkot ; and the river Iravatl flowed through^

1

Pargiter, Mark. P. p. 314 note.

? [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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the country ( Matsya P CXIV. 7 and 15-18 ). Later epic tradi-

tlon brands the Madras as base and impure ( Santi P,, CCVII
7559-61 ; Harlvamsa, XIV, 784 ).

Axtadrujas They are the people who dwelfc along the river

Sutlej; but the Vayu Parana reads Sakas and Hradas (XLV,
116), the Matsya, Sakas and Druhyas Instead. The Sakas were a

well-known people who left their traces on Indian history. They
were first a northern and north-western people but gardually

spread themselves towards the east and south and founded royal

families as far east as Mathura and as far south as Surastra,

The Hradas cannot be identified. The Druhyas wera an ancient

people, mentioned as early as the Rgveda along with the Anus.
a

Kalihgas ( ? Kulindas or Pulindas ) It is doubtless a copy,

ist's error, for in no circumstance and never in history the

Kialingas werei located in the northern or northwestern

country, though the Bhlsma Parva list ( IX. 376 ) repeats the

same mistake. The correct reading is perhaps Kulindas as

given by the Vayu Purana ( XLV. 116 ) or Pulindas as in

the Matsya Purana ( CXIIL 41 ). The Vana Parva of the

Mahabharata speaks of
"

all the countries of Kulinda "

(CLXXVII. 12350) which seems to suggest that the Kul<

indas were distributed over different countries or a composite

people consisting of different tribes. Passages in the Sabha

Parva seem to indicate that the Kulindas occupied the ter-

ritory along the southern slopes of the Himalayas from the

Punjab to Nepal ( Sabha P. XXV. 996 ; LL 1858-59 ). The

Pulindas were a hill tribe inhabiting the Himalayan region
and were closely associated with the Kiratas ( Vana p. CXL.

10863-65, Drona P. CXXl. 4846-47). Evidently they were

aboriginal tribes and were considered as impure. The Rama*
yana associates them with the Sabaras and seems to locate

them somewhere in central India ; this location is also up-

held by some passages of the Mahabharata ( e. g. Sabha P.

XXVIII. 1068, XXX. 1120; Santi P. CCVII. 7559 ).

Paradas Like the Kulindas the Paradas was also a hill tribe

and were considered mlecchas dwelling on the slopes of the

Himalayas ( Cl Sabha P. L, 1833
; LL 1869 ; LI. 1858-9 ?

Droiaa
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p. OXXI. 4819 ;
Hariv. XIII, 763-64 ; CXV. 6440-42

; Maim, X.

43-44 ).

Hara-b'.t&sikas The variant readings are Hara-purikas

(Vayu., XLV., 116 ) and Hara-murtikas (Matsya, CXIII. 41 ).

Hone of these names is identifiable. Pargiter suggests Hara-

hunakas who are mentioned in the Mahabharata as a people

outside India on the west ( Sabha P., XXXI, 1194 ; L. 1844 ;

Vana P. LI. 1991 ).

Matharas The reading is evidently erroneous ; the Matsya

Parana ( CXIII. 43 ) reads Ramathas instead. There is a men-

tion of the same people in the Mahabharata which locates

them in the west ( Sabha P. XXXI. 1195 ; Vana P. LI, 1991 ,

Santi P. LXV. 2430 ). The name of the people is also given as

Ramatas or Ramathas, as in the Vayu purana ( XLV. 117 )

and also in the Mahabharata. There is however no clue to

fceir identification.

Bahu-bhadras The variants are Bahu-badhas (Bhlsma P. IX.

362 ) and Balabhadras ( Karna P. VI. 153 ) in the Mahabharata,

and Kantakaras and Raddha-Katakas in the Matsya and Vayu

Purana ( CXIII. 42 and XLV. 117 ) respectively.

Kaiteyas They are the same people as the Kekayas or

Kaikayas, famous in the Mahabharata as a powerful nation

( Sabha P. IV. 126 ; Vana P. CCLXVII 15654 ). It was from this

tribe that came Kaikeyl, the second wife of DaSaratha. The

Mahabharata seems to associate the tribe with the Madras

( Sabha P. LI. 1870 ; Drona P.XX 799 ) , it seems, therefore, that

the tribe was settled in the Punjab. The Ramayana mentions

their capital Rajagrha or Girivraja ( Adi K. LXXIX. 45-44 ;

which, however, must not be confounded with the city
^ot

the same name famous in the time of the Buddha and m the

early Buhdhist texts. Cunningham identifies the Rajagrna

or Girivraja of the Ramayana with Qirjak, the ancient name

of Jalalpur, on the river Jhelum ( Arch. Sur. Rep., 11, 14;.

Dasamalikas The Vayu Purana reads DaSamanikas ( XLV.

117) while the Matsya reads Dasanamakas ( CXIII.
4^

;.
xne

Bhlsma parva list, however agrees with the Markandeya

Purana ( Bhlsma P. IX. 374 ) but it is difficult to identify or

locate the people.
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The Markandeya now proceeds to give a list of people dwell-

ing evidently ( VahyatonaraJi ) the borders of India. They
were the K&rabojas, the Baradas,.the Barbaras, the Harsa-
vardhanas9 the Olnas and the Tukharas.

Kambojas The Kambojas were a famous people dwelling
in the extreme north of the Punjab beyond the Indus.

According to epic and later Indian tradition, the country of

the Kambojas was noted for a particular breed of horses-

indeed references to Kamboja horses are numerous in both the

pics. The Mahabharata associates them with the Olnas (Bhlsma
P. IX. 373 ) , the Yavanas and Sakas ( Udyoga P., XVHL, 590 )

and the Daradas ( Sabha P., XVZ, 1031). According to the

same tradition they were considered to be outside the pale

of Aryanism ( Vana P., CLXXXVIII, 12838-40 ; Santi P. OGVII
75GO-6L Vide my " Some Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient India

9

\

Chapter VIII. ).

Daradas They were a hill tribe associated in epic tradition

with the Kasmlras ( Mbh. Drona P. LXX. 2435 ) ; the Kambojas
and the Olnas ( See ante) arid the Tusaras ( probably Tukharas;
Vana P. CLXXVIL 12350). They were also considered as

mlecchas. Vide Indian Culture, Jany 1935, p. 388.

Barbaras -Epic tradition connects the Barbaras with the

Sakas and Yavranas ( Mbh., Sabha P.; XXXI, 1199
; Vana.P.,

.CCLIIL, 15254 ; Santi P., OOVII, 7560-61 ) ; evidently they were

neighbours of these tribes and were inhabitants of the north-

^estern region. The country of the Barbaras seems to have

extended to the Arabian Sea. Their port was called Barharika

which was probably identical with Barbaricum of the Greek

geographers (Cunningham's A. G. L, Majumdar's Edn,, pp.

693-95 ). Vide Indian Culture, Jany 1935, p. 388.

Harsavardhanas The Vayu Purana reads Priya-laukikas in-

stead, but these names are not Identifiable,

Cmaa Evidently they were the people of China, but here

Clnas certainly do not refer to their original country. Presumab-
ly they were those Chinese people who had settled down along
the Indian side of the Himalayas from the northwest to the

extreme east. Thus in one place in the Mahabharata ( Bhlsma P,

IX. 373) they are associated with the Kambojas which seem to
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indicate that they were settled in the northwest while in another

(Udfoga P. XVIIL 584-85 ) they are noticed among the soldiers

who followed Bhagadatta, king of Pragjyotisa, L . , roughly

modern Assam. Still there are other references which seem to

indicate that they were settled not very far from the sources of

the Ganges ( Vana P. CLXXVIL 12350 ; Santi P. OOOXXVIL
12226-29). They seem to have been a respectable and well-

known people ( Udyoga P. XVIII. 584-85). Their country was
famous for a particular breed of horses ( Udyoga P. LXXXV.
3049).

A people called the Apara-Clnas ( Western Olnas ) is mention-

ed in the Eamayana ( Kis. K. XLIV. 15 ).

Tukharas The Vayu Parana reads Tusaras instead (XLV,
118). Both forms are admissible, and the Mahabharata refers to

the people in both the names ( Sabha P. L. 1850 5 Vana P. LI.

1991 ; Santi P. ; LXV., 2439. ). The Ramayana also mentions the

Tukharas ( Kis* K. XLIV. 15 ). Epic tradition connects them with

the Sakas, Daradas, Pafalavas, etc. They were considered to have

been outside the pale of Aryanism.

The MarkancjLeya then proceeds to give the names of a few

more tribes and countries of the north : they were
the^ JLtreyas,

Bhatadvajas, Puskalas, Kaserurakas, Lampakas, Sulakaras,

Culikas, Jagudas, Aupadhas, A.nimadras, Kiratas, Tamasas,

Hamsamargas, Kasmlras, Tunganas, Sulikas and the Kuhakas,

Urnas and Darvas.

Most of these tribes cannot be satisfactorily identified, for

example, the Kaserukas, the Sulakaras, the Aupadhas, the

Animadras, the Tamasas, the Hamsamargas and the Kuhakaa

Some of these names again are names more of families than of

tribes, e. g., the Atreyas, the Bharadvajas, etc.

AtreyasIn the Mahabharata the Atreyas are said to have

been residents of Dvaita-vana ( Mbh. Vaua P, XXVI. 971 ), a for-

est and lake near the SarasvatI ( Ibid, CLXXVIL 12354-62 ). The

Harivamsa details the story of their origin from Rsi Prabhakara

of Atrfs race (XXXI. 1660-68 ). The tribe is also mentioned ib

the Bhlsma Parva list ( IX. 376J of the Mahabharata.
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Bharadvajas They are also mentioned in the Bhlsma Pam
list ( IX. 376 ) along with the Atreyas. References in the Great

> Epic ( Adi P. CXXX. 5102-6); CLXVX 6328-32; Vana P. CXXXV,
10700-728, etc. ) to Rsi Bharadvaja seem feo locate the tribe, who
vidently were descended from the Rsi Bhai-advaja, not far from
the upper regions of the Ganges near the hills,

Puskalas The name of the tribe seems to connect them with
Puskalavafcl or PuskaravatI ( Bam. Kis* K. XLTIL 23

), the old ca-

pital of Gandhara. The Vayu and Matsya Puranas read Pra*

sthalas, The Prasthalas were evidently people of Prasthala ( Vi-

rata P. XXX. 971; Bhlsma P. LXXV. 3296; Drona P. XVII. 691),

closely connected with Trigarta and therefore located probably in

the Punjab.

KuserukasThe Vayu Puiana reads Ka^erukas and Matsya
Daserakas instead, but none of them can satisfactorily be identi-

fied. Daserakas are however also mentioned in the Mahabharata
(Bhlsma P. L. 2080; CXVTIL 5483; Drona P. X.L 397; XX. 798) as

joining in the Kuruksetra war.

Lampakas The Lampakas are described in the Mahabharafca
as a mountain tribe (Drona, P. CXXL 4846-7). They are identified

by Cunningham with the people of Lamghan situated to the

north-east of Kabul (Anc, Geo. India, Majumder's Edn.pp. 49-50).

The Vayu Purana reads Stanapas instead, but the
name is not identifiable.

GwZtftos The Matsya Purana reads Saijntikas, and the Vayu
Purana reads Pidikas instead.

Jagudas The Vayu Purana reads Jugudas, the Matsya Janga-
las. In another place, however* the Matsya Purana "

mentions the

Jagudas as a people through whose country the Indus flows(CXX.
46-48 )\ But this indication is a bit too vague to admit of any de-
finite identification. The Jagudas are also mentioned in the Ma-
aabharata ( Vana P. LI. 1991 ).

Vayu Purana reads Apagas instead (XL V.1ZO),
^o identification is possible.

: AnimadrasThe varianb is Oanimadras or Calimadras, as in
the Vayu Purana.
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a For a full note on the Kiratas, see Indian Culture,

Vol. I, No. 3 ?

" Some Ancient Indian Tribes 9

\ pp. 381-82,

Tamasas The variant Is Tomaras, as In the Vayu Purana

(XLV. 120) and in the Mahabharata ( Bhlsma P. IX. 377 ).

Hamsamargas They are also mentioned in the Bhlsma Parva

list of the Mahabharata, According to the Matsya Purana, the

river Paosnl flowed through the countries inhabited by Tamaras

and Hamsamargas. The description of the Matsya Purana seems

to locate the two tribes In the region east of Tibet.

Ka&mtras They are undoubtedly the people of Kasmlr. They
are also mentioned In the Bhlsma Parva list ( IX. 361 and 375 ).

Tunganas The Vayu Purana reads Tanganas ( XLV. 120 ) and

more than once In the Mahabharata, as Tanganas and Para-tanga-

nas,(SabhaR LL 1859; Bhlsma P. IX. 372). According to the

epic description they were allied with the Kiratas and Pulindas

and lived in the kingdom ( Vana P. OXL. 10863-5; Sabha P. LL
1858-59 ). They seem to have been a rude tribe, as their main

fighting weapon was stone ( Drona P. CXXL 4835-47 ).

^ulikas The Vayu Purana reads Culikas which are mention-

ed as a separate tribe in the Markandeya. According to the Matsya
Purana the river Caksu flowed through the country of fche Suli

kas(CXX. 45, 46 ). In the Brhat Sarhhita mention is made of a

tribe called Saulikas ( XIV. 8 ), but there the Saulikas are associ-

ated with Vfdarbha. The Haraha inscription of the Maukharis
makes a reference to the Sulikas who are identified by some scho-

lars with the Calukyas; but that does not agree with the Pauranic

description,

Kuhakas The Vayu Purana reads Ahukas or Ahukas instead.

They may be the same as the Kurus of the Matsya Purana who
are said to have dwelt on the Indus. ( CXX. 46-48 ).

Urrias The Vayu Purana reads Puranas but none is identifi-

able except if we find in the Urnas a people inhabiting the Urna-

desa which Lassen places on the Sutlej near G-arhwal, ( Ind. Alt.

map. ).

Darvas The Mahabharata associates them with the Trigartas,

the Daradas and other northern tribes to the north of the Panjab.
1

1 See also Pargiter, Mark. P. p. 324 notes.
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PRACYA OB EASTERN* COUNTRY
"Pracyan desan nivodha me I

Adhrarska Mudakara Antar-girya Vahlr-girai. II

Yatha Prabanga Rangeya Manada ManavartlkaH s

Brahmottarah Pravijaya Bhargava Jmeya rnallakah o

Pragjyotisa&ca Madrasca Videhastamraliptakah
Malla Magadha-Gomantah Pracya janapadai. Smrtat \\

( Mar. P. 57, 42-44 ).

'

** Hear from me the peoples who inhabit the Eastern countries.

The Adhrarakas, the Mudakaras, the Antargiryas, the Vahirgiras
and the Piavangas also ; the Rangeyas, the Manadas, the Mana-

varfcikas, the Brahmottaias, the Pravijayas, the Bhargavas, the

Jneyamallakas, the Pragjyotisas, and the Madras and the Videhaa,

and the Tamraliptakas, the Mallas, the Magadhas, the Gomantas,
are known as the peoples of the East.

"

Adhrarakas It is difficult to restore the correct reading. The

Vayu Parana has ( XLV. 122 ) Andhravakas.
Mudakaras The Vayu Purana reads Sujarakas and not

Matsya Madgurakas instead. None of these names is identifiable,
but one may guess that here is a name which is a corrupt

rendering of Mudgagiri or Modagiri, mentioned in literature and

inscription and identifiable with the hills of Monghyr in Bihar.

Monghyr was anciently known also as Mudgala-puri, Mudgal-
aSrama, etc. The Mudgalas or the people of Monghyr are also

referred to in the Mahabiiarata ( Drona P. XL 397 ).

Antargiryas These people must be those dwelling in the hilly

stretch of the Rajmahal ranges of the Santhal Parganas. They are
mentioned in the Bhisma Parva list of the Mahabharata.

Bahirgiraz They must also be said to have been associated
with the hilly tracts of Bihar and from their mention along with
the Antargiras it seems that the people meant were dwellers on

the outskirts of the hills of Bhagalpur and Monghyr regions.
Pravangas The Pravangas probably stand for those people

who dwelt just in front of the Vangas ( Pravanga ), and they may
be Angas.

IZofcc^oa This is evidently a copyist's mistake for Vangeyas
which is the reading of the Vayu Purana (XLV. }22 ). The
Matsya Parana however reads only Vangas, They are undoubted-
ly the people of ancient Vanga or Bengal. For a detailed account
9f the tribe see my *

Ancient Indian Tribes
?

? Vol. II, p. 1.
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Manadas~The Vayu "Furana reads Maladas ( XLV. 122), It

is a shrewd guess of Pargiter that here we have a reference to the

people of modern Maldah In which are situated the old cities of

Gaur and.Pandua. The Maladas are also mentioned as an eastern

people in the Mahabharata ( Sabha P. XXIX. 1081-82 5 Drona P;

TIL 183).

Mana-vartikas The variants are Malavartinah ( VSyu R
XLV. 12'2 ) and Manavarjakas ( Mbh. Bhlsma P. IX. 357 ) 3 but

none of these names are satisfactorily identifiable.

Brahmottaras Pargiter suggests the reading Suhmotkalas r

which is neither intended nor necessary* for evidently a better

suggestion is that of the Matsya which reads Suhmottaras mean*-

ing the people who dwelt north of the Suhma country.

Pravijayas The Bhlsma Parva list ( IX. 358 ) of the MahS*
bharrata seems to read Pravrseyas ; but none of the names is

identifiable.

Bhargavas The Bhlsma Parva list mentions the same people

asBhargas*, it is permissible to conjecture that they had been

intimately associated with the prince Bharga or Bhargava who
is referred to in the Harivarhsa as having founded Bhrgubhumi
or Bhargabhumi ( XXIX. 1587 and 1597; XXXIL 1753). They
were perhaps an eastern branch of the Bhaggas or Bhargas of

Suihsuffl&tagiri.

Jneyamallakas The variants Q-eyamarthakas ( Vayu* P. XLV.
123 ) and Gayamalavas ( Matsya P. CXIIL 44 ), but none of these

names is identifiable.

PragjyotisoB The Prkgjyotisae were a well-known people in

both the epics; their country was a famous kingdom, evidently

outside the pale of Aryandom. The Mahabharata frankly refers

to it as a mleccha kingdom which was ruled over by king Bhaga-
(tatta (Sabha R XXV, 1000-1; L. 1834-, Udyoga P. GLXVI. 5804^

Karpa P. V. 104-5 ); in the same epic it is referred to also as an

asura kingdom ruled over by the asuras JTaraka and Muru (Vana,

P. XII. 488; Udyoga P. XLVII. 1887-92 ). It seems to have bor-

dered on the realm of Kiratas and Clnas ( Sabha R XXV. 1002 ;

Udyoga P XVIII. 584-5 ). According to the Eaghuvamsa the

p*agjyotisa country lay evidently to the north of the Brahm-

1 MSrk. PurS^a, p. 327 note.

^ [ Annals, B. (X R. I. ]
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jmtra fiv@r. It therefore seems that the kingdom included sot

only the Kamarupa country but; also a considerable portion of

north Bengal and perhaps also of north Bihar.

Madras The Vayu Parana reads Mundas instead (XLV. 123)
which is certainly fche more plausible reading, for the Madras
cannot in any way be placed in the Eastern region* The Mundas
are a well-known pre-Aryan tribe, and are mentioned as such in

MaMbharata ( Bhisma P. I,VI. 2410 X The Matsya Purana reads

Pundras instead which is certainly the best reading possible

here. For a detailed account of the Pundras see my '

Ancient
Indian Tribes,

|
Vol. II. p. 15. )

Videhas Videha was a famous country from very early times;
in very early texts the country is designated as Videgha ( e. g. in

the Satapatha Brahmana ) as well. The country, according to the

Satapatha Brahmana ( I. IV. 1 ) was separated from Kosala by the

Sadanlra. The capital of fche Videha country was Mithila ruled

oyer by a king named Janaka, and celebrated in both the epics

epecially in the Ratnayana. Mithila is identified by Cunning-
ham with a small town called Janakpur not far from the Nepale-
se border where the two districts Darbhanga and Muzaffarpur
meet ( Arch. Sur. Rep. XVI. 34 and map. ). The Videha country
is thus identical with the northern districts of North Bihar. (Vide
my " Some Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient India,

"
Ohap. III. )

TamrahptakasA variant is Tamraliptikas. The people and the

country are well-known in the Mahabharata ( Adi P. CLXXXVI
6993 5 Sabha P. XXIX. 1098 Drona P. LXX. 2436 ). Other forms of

the name are Tamalipta or TErnaliptaka ( Vayu P. XLV. 123 } and
even Danaa-lipta ( Dasakumaracaritam ). The country has left

its trace in the modern Tamluk in Midnapur.
Mafias The Vayu-Purana reads Malas while the Matsya

reads Salvas, certainly erroneously. The people may be the same
as the Mais or Malas, an indigenous tribe now spread all over
Bengal (Vide my -Some Ksatriya Tribes of Ancient India ",

Chap. IV.)

MagadfiasThQy were the people of the region now represent-
ed by the modern districts of Pataa and G-aya, For an account
of the Magadhas see my '

Ancient Indian Tribes '

( pp. 93-175 ).

ITT?^aa~Tlle variant readings are Govindas( Vayu Purana^v. ix^), Gonarddhas( Matsya, OXIII. 45) but none of these
names is identifiable.

( To b& continued)



THE POET BHANUKAEA.
BY

DR. HAR DUTT SHARMA, M, A., ph. D.

Aufrecht mentions w*pT ( CL CL I s 405) as quoted in the

by *TR35T, son of ^mrri^Wg. Acooxdlng to Bliandarkar

(Collected Works, II, 324, no. 376 )
1

, *CR^T, the author of the an-

thology, belonged to an ^TTjlrftrsNt family and wrote a commentary
on spr^fT^ In 1676 A. D. But our poet srrjqR; enjoyed much more

popularity as his verses are quoted in the following anthologies

also.

I. cra%ofr by %ofr?rT, son of SW^T^T, grandson sfrss'cpffsr and be"

longing to a qrftt*^ family ( Collected Works, II, 322, no. 375 ),

He is the author of ^rnff^T^IT or xTRff, a poem in 7 cantos ( 0. 0.

Ill, 120 ) and of T^rTr^sr^njr, a glossary which he composed in

1644 A. D. ( 0. <X I, 304 and 603 ).

II. ^srn^RGT by iftf^sff or *nf%*?T^a; ( Collected Works, II,

325, no. 417 ).

III. ^rrRcTfnn^rcfr by rftfrdioit ( Peterson, Second Report, pp.

57-64 and no. 92 ; Poona, xviii A, 92 of 1883-4 ).

IV. ^spgrfsR
1

by TOnrtgnt*Tf of the 17th century A. D.
2

( 0. 0.

I, 497 ; II, 116 ).

V. <Tsn:^Rr by ^qnrvrf 3Tr|fr3r^ ( Kavyamala, 89 ).

VI ^T%^p: by ^-^?^ ( Dr. Bhaudaji's Collection.Ms. no. 1337

B. B. B, A, S. The Ms. is written in %^TT*ifF. Old paper, 18 leaves.

The name of the scribe is ^irit^ and the date of the copy is 5T^

1632 [ 1680 A., D. ]. It belongs to TW^fC 8*3- rt quotes verses

from 31 authors and gives their names ).
s

VII. WRWf by ^npnrcr ( Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. Asiatic

Society, Bengal, By the late M. M. Haraprasada Sastrl, Vol.

V.IL no. of Ms. 5443 ). _. __
1 Collected Works of Sir R. G. Bb.andd.rkar, edited by N. B, Utgikar.

a See-Notes on Indiaa Chronology, by Mr. P. K. Gode-V. Basikajivana

of Gadadharabhatta and its probable date. Annals of the Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute, Vol. XII, PP. 3969.
S See my article Suktisundara of Sundaradeva (Oalutta Oriental Journal,

Peb. 1936, pp. 133-44 ) . Sundaradeva flourished in the last quarter of the 17tn

century A. D. See also Mr. Gode's -Notes on Indian Chronology* III (

Orientalist, July 1936, p. 55 }'.
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VIIL ir^nwcf^K^TE^T: ( Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. by H P
Sastrl, Vol. VII. no. 5454 ),

*

This evidence Is enough to prove the Importance and popular-

ity of our poet. But as yet his identity has not at all been esta-

blished. In spite of the fact that Mr. Kane mentions *rrg^
*TTg3[Tr In his Index of Works T

(no. 507 ), and a ^rrs^rfwsr ( nos
508, 581 and 598~about 1300 A. a ), he has not been'able to throw
any light on the personality of WpT. According to Mr. Kane
vr-ig^tifoflr Is the author of rocrerft and T^Trrrrfpofr and lived at about
1300 A, D. To scrg^f or n3Tfr Mr* Kane ascribes the authorship
of ^^^r^fsnsras in five chapters.

a

On TRTSfrt Dr. De remarks s " The form Bhanukara of this
name is given by Sesa Cintamani's 'TParlz.nala, GopSla's VikSsa
and Rangasayin's Amoda commentaries. The title misra ig also

appended sometimes to this name, ? *
I was able to examine a Ms.

of %*

) and found the following Introduction.

etc. The Ms, bears the date fiN

A, D.

According to Aufrecht ( O. O. I, 405 and III, 88 ) vng^r is

from fJtmsnr and he is the son of ^amlf and grandson of
He isthe author of

,

fifr^rfFqT% and ^WR^rmr?T. Of these works onfy
and T^rcfTTf-wr are printed 4

. Dr. De has been able to

prove successfully that all these three works are by one and the
same writer. The date of the author, according to him, Is earlier
than the 14th century A. D. and later than the 12th century A. D.

s

According to Mr. Kane,
6 vn&rfB father *m*5!T Is very likely

, brother of mr^T, whose son ^ul^iT composed ffcrr*-

weighed himself in gold In 1315 A. D. "Therefore,

Sanskrit Poetics I. 245, In.
* Foe editions, see Sanskrit Poetics I. pp. 245-54.

Sanskrit Poetics, J, p. 249.
6

UWtyadarparia, Introduction, p. GXVIll
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flourished probably towards the end of the 13th and the

beginning of the 14th century,
1

But how is It that our poet is not at all quoted in the ^TTipsrc-

<Ff^ which was composed about 1363 A. D.
2
? There are several

verses ascribed to a certain wgrfSicT but none of them is found

in any work of our *ngn?rT. ^Tgqf&^cT, as well as the %WTSJ of ^T5[i%~

SsflTOcC, are quite different from our ^rr^Tf. If we accept the date

of sritpfTf to be earlier than the 14th century or even the beginning
of the 14th century, then he must have been known to the com-

piler of ^T^^W^Rf. sTTg^rr is a pet of the anthologists. ^nsK^TT

quotes so many as 180 verses of his ; ^r%c?s3Tf"5R" has not less than

104 and fj*nr%r?rorat can boast of at least 11. Under these cir-

cumstances, wr^Tf
f

s verses must have found a place in ssrnpErw^rlr

if he had been living in the 14th century,

The error about his date seems to have started with Burnell's

description of ^T^TTtT as a native of wr$lW. The fact that he wrote

in imitation of ftrTfn%?3f of the great trf^r^ poet

lent further support to Burnell's conjecture. And once this hypo-
thesis was taken for granted, it was not difficult to identify his

father *nmn& or siit^oR: with Tnfa^OTFSR; of firr%^T9 brother of

3fR*3T, whose son ^u^s^c composed t^rsTRntrrrnET and weighed him-

self against gold in 1315 A. D. Another fact which lent a support

to the theory of the 14th century is that a Ms. of the ^eimnrt^^
byfrTr^ ( alias ^tq%5f ) son of ^T%i* is expressly dated in 1428

A. D. But the doubtfulness or rather the error about this date has

already been pointed out by uhe late Srldhara B. Bhandarkar.

The date of the Ms. of the commentary was read as 1484 and the

era was taken to stand for the T33CT ^ra: . But the late S. R.

Bhandarkar observed ( Report of the Second Tour 1904-6, p. 36 )

that the date was 1494 and not 1484 as given by Stein ( extr., p.

273 ) and that it indicated the Saka era. Therefore, it stood for

1572 A. D. s
. As it will be proved later on, the observation of.

S. R. Bhandarkar is supported by other facts also.

1
Sahityadarpana,, Int., p. CXVTII.

a Sanskrit Poetics, I, p. 249.

S Sanskrit Poetics, I, pp. 251 2. I am Tery glad to find that my view is

further supported by Mr. P. ". Gode in his Notes on Indian Chronology,

XXX "The Terminus ad quern for the date of Bhanudatta, the author af

Rasamanrjari ( Annals of the B. O. R- I., XVI, pp. 145-7 K
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Now if we compare the list of commentaries on ^Ffg^Tf's works

given by Dr. De in Ms Bibliography ', we shall observe two

facts. Of the commentaries whose dates are known none is earlier

than 1553 A, IX, and except for one, all the other commentaries
seem to have been composed by writers bearing 5n%an3T names.

The exception is ^T%^^^t by gw^Tf H^pft^r *re?ngrnr, son of sft^rr

and grandson of ^JTiT. It seems strange that out of 19 commenta-

tors none bears a W%3T name, The theory than ^Tg^fT is a native

of f$CT%^T was somewhat thrown into doubt by the term firing;;

found in some of the Mss. of ^^W^yRT. But as other Mss. had

fi%f^- Sir R. G. Bhandarkar fixed fi%^ as srrgSFrr's native place,

as the poet
"
represents the river of the gods or the Ganges as

flowing through his country ; while the country of the Vidarbhas,
which corresponds to the modern Berars, is situated to the south

of the Narmada. " 2
.

But in the above-mentioned Ms. of ^&*&f$m\$jX3$ by
*TTJ^Tr is described as ^^OTf^TT%^. This seems to be equivalent

to %5(!jTf^rf%33(= Benares* His authorship of *frrTffCr'TrR, a poem
in praise of f$R", also supports this view. There is another

possibility. From the following verse one might suspect him to

be a resident of Allahabad.

ETTj p. 35.

This can also explain the fact of his having so many
commentators. For, it is a well-known fact that many families

of HffTPSJ sTTfrrars have long since been established at Benares

and Allahabad. Again, if srrg^rT were a m%^ and the son of

one of whose relations weighed himself against

gold, then he must have been living in affluent condition. But

as it is evident from the verse quoted above and as it will be

shown later on, he was wandering from place to place, seeking

1 Sanskrit Poetics, I, pp. 251-4,
a Collected Works, 11^ p. 12.
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r- of various rulers. However, nothing can be said defi-

nitely about his native place and the problem raised by the two

readings fif^FI: and ft^^v yet remains to be solved.

Now I give the evidences which once for all settle the question

of identity of *rrg35T and w^tT. Following verses; which are found

in TOirarft') ^W^llfWir and fftcnftfrtnfS are ascribed to srifSPT in the

various anothologies noted against them.

frnr
1

? etc.

ftfafr (
Benares edn. ) p. 14.

etc - ^^ P- 42 -

, etc. ^& p. 45

P- S3-

P- 72 -

, etc.

,
etc -

etc. TO^O p. 77 a -

, etc. ^cf o p. 77.

, etc. 'TO?TO p. 81 a.

:,
etc. ^^rcfo p. 8 1 a.

r*
etc - *&*?&&> T

P- 90, 2.

1

, etc. ^w 5 r

-% etc.

p. 7, 2.

:
, etc.

P- I][

, etc.,

P- X 4>

,
etc.

a ^ 5-

( crftsra ) p. 18, 14-

81 (8)

01.633,62.

33- 2 5-

72. 21.

21. 32.

13 a
* 3-

fol. 66 a, 98.

34 ( 7 )

84. 7.

86. i9-

2. 10.

( 43 )

fol. 9, 93-

T 87* 26 -

53- S-

4^* 4-

5- 2 3'

s- 24-

fol, 72 a, 14.
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, etc.

)p. 23, 18.

; etc.

p. 24 a, 1 8.

, etc.

24 a

,
etc. TOTT

, etc.

,
etc

, etc.

fmr , etc.

, etc. ifrfrm p- 18, 4.

p. 28 a, 31.

) p. 28,32.

p. 3^,39.
> 32 a, 42.

p-33a,48.

p. 47 a, 80.

f?fTrrm

it vfrrnrr* p- 48, 7.

50. 26.

5i- 29.

fol- 74, 34-

5i- 32.

25(276).

54- 12.

53- 2.

54-7-

53- 3-

53-6.

47.8.

74- ".

42. 18.

il

7- 38.

I think thai; tMs evidence is enough to establish the identity
of *rr^T with wiaptr. ln my article, "The Subhasitaharavall of Sri

Hari Kavi and some poets enjoying the patronage of Muslim Rul-

ers" (Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. X s 1934, pp. 478-485), I

have proved that fT3*ET flourished in the middle of the 16th cent-

ury A.D. I am now inclined to put him in the early part of the 16th

century A. D. The q^T^RTT throws much light on *ngp5^s age,
Even at the risk of repeating some of the arguments already ad-

vanced by me in my article referred to above, I give below the

details by which I fix his age. In tf^^f^r and other anthologies
we find 2 verses of SHWER jn ^mg ^sfs honour, 3 in
in Sher Shah's and 9 in Nizam's. They are as follows :



poet Bh&nukara

of
<|sr^cft" C

II

t 16.3.

?H^^ Snsm

27.63.

31 Aj H<5f<^i! 13, 23i

10? 6, \(ti<*o oL 13> 23*

^^ n

? 7;
tW'<^"*lt 18

?
16.

foL 19 a, 76,

A.

Althouglithenameof*TTg^is not given in tha description

of ^rT^irw but as it follows one of W^^'s verses and is u
_prale

of fkKT3 I am convinced that its author is WT3^ himself. Mr.

Gode quotes this verse in his article on

5 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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err , wi% ft

s

iT-

II

ol. 42
? 273.

s
trT: u.

10, 8; T!%^o 15
?
45,

s

II

13
5 24; TfiNs-o fol. 13, 23,

: it

14, 32

* u

1T?TT^
<

fT 16^ 4.

^rr rgr^r f^q^PTrf^crq: i

r?Tft H^T^ u

7 3 6.

18 9
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l

19,

19 ? 18.

^i

IS

20, 26.

Fortunately It is easy to Identify ^^ and Sher Shah. Thi

former stands for ^f|st?iqr, ki^g of ftsfq^rnT ( 1509-1530 A. D, ).

Slier Shah's time Is 1540-1545 A. r>. The only difficulty which

stood in the way of identifying sfiwrgf has^
been now -overcome

by the publication of MM. Haraprasada Sastrfs Catalogue of

Sanskrit Mss. s Vol. VII. Herein we find a Ms. of g

*rf^rT*rT which was copied by ^rrffr, a poet at the court of *TF

of Rewah State. The scribe ^qffcr gives a genealogy of his

who is 23rd in the line of Vaghela rulers of Rewah. Tracing their

descent from of Gujarat, the poet describes the various

rulers and at the end mentions some of his contemporaries at the

court. Following is the table :

9 ^RqTC I? *ftT*TO married to

2 ggMr^y 10 ?T5T^3T 18

I
3 sTtfT n f^^r 19

I 1

4 m^5%^r 12 cfkir 2.0

5 hnTi?s 13 srfwir 21

-6 14 ^ C^C] ^r 22 arq^ffi* married lo

15 ^rrf^nr^?r 23
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This account is corrborated by the account of Rewah State

given in the Imperial Gazetteer of India 9 Vol. XXI 9 pp. 279 ft

I quote a few relevant passages below

*/ Chiefs of Eewah are Baghel Rajputs, descended from the

Solanki clan which ruled over Gujarat from the 10th to the 13th.

Century. Vyaghradeos brother of the ruler of Gujarat is said to

have made his way into North India, about the middle of the 13th

century and obtained the fort of Marpha, 18 miles north-east

of Kalanjar. His son Karan Deo, married a Kalacuri ( Haihaya )

princess of Mandla and received in dowry the fort of Bandho

garh, which until its destruction by Akbar in 1597 was the capi-

tal of Baghel possessions ............ In 1298 Karan Deo, the last

Baghel ruler of Gujarat was driven from his country by Ulugh-

khanf acting under the orders of the Emperor Ala-uddin. In

1494 Sikandar Lodi advanced against Raja Bhaira or Bhlra of

Panna ........... In'1498-9, Sikandar Lodi attacked Bhlra *s son and

successor, Salivahana, for refusing to grant him his daughter in

^marriage.
' ' The son of Salivahana was Blra Singh Deo ( 3k^l%g

of our ms. ), founder of Blra Singhpur in Panna state,
" He

was followed by his son Blra Bhara who had lived for sometime

at Sikandar's court. The next chief was R&ma chandra (1555-92),

the contemporary of Akbar. ? *

From this it is clear that ^h^n^ f being a contemporary of

Sikandar Lodi must have come to throne in the beginning of the

16th century. Sikandar Lodi died in 1517, so It must have been

at the close of his reign that sffc^rrsj lived at his court. For, we

know that cfcwrg
>

's son and successor TTH^FST ascended his throne

in 1555 A. D. \

1 Mr. P. K. Gode, in his article " Some data for the inentifioation of

VlrabhSnu, the patron of the poet BhSnukara ;;
( Calcutta Oriental Journals

1934 p. 197ff ), has found out some epigcaphical records mentioning 3K*rr3.

He arrives at the conclusion that this sffrsn^ Is identical with " a Hindu Kiag
called BhSnu, who was the grandfather of the brothers MSdhavasiihha and

MSnasimha, the favourites of Emperor Akbar ( A. D. 1556-1605 ), and father
of BhagavantadSsa. This information is recorded in the RagamaSjan of

Puncjarika Vitthala in the following verse ^qrsiFTTO^^^

on next page )
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,
our poet being patronised by sffWf should be placed In

the beginning of the 16th century A. B. So far only 3 verses of

our poet in honour of *hrTRj have been found. But we find 9 ver-

ses in honour of W3TW. This shows that our poet spent more

time at the court of f^rsnrr than at the court of ^fiwr TV-?? ?*

Although, chronologically speaking, this King W of sparer.5T might

coincide with our
eff^n^;,

still 1 ano inclined to think that both are different.

OurcffrnriJ
belongs to qT^"c^f$T. In the first place we find that our poet?s

patron is ^f'RTJ
or f?OTFf &

which is the naroe of the Eewah ruler also. The

king of *F*Bff family is simply *H3' Secondly, our poet sings the praises of

^njand itsfTOTTf ( Sikandar Lodi ). It has been shown that cffrTt?r and

Sikanjdar Lodi
( i^Tf'T^n^" )

"w01 closely associated with each other. Hence

there is stronger reason to identify our poet's patron with

with the

[ N. B.-Mr. jGrode writes to me in a letter dated Poona, 13th March, 1935

"Since writing my note in the Calcutta Journal I have come across som

further data about a King Virabhanu whose grandson Virabhadra wrote a

work in A. D. 1577. This King belongs to the Vaghela dynasty, As the grand-

son of VirabhSnu wrote in A. r>. 1577, Virabhanu must have flourished between

1500 and 1550 A. D. In this hypothesis two points of identification are useful,

viz,, ( 1 ) the name VirabhSnu and ( 2 ) the date of Virabhantfs grandson

which is A. D, 1577. " i,

We find another mention of enW5 of ^^5T in *T%FP*fT^Pf s commen-

tary ^I^FFT on ^^r^t^ ( Kashi Sanskrit Series, No. 75. 1929 ).

Here the editor gives the following footnote--q7^^lRr^^

The colophon at the end of the commentary

f
Now, this confuses oar position of

,
who is here made the son of zftwz and grandson of tfW-5 According

to the genealogy given in the Ms. of qrrafoOTp-, ^TTJ is the father of

The grandson of flT^Fs? and the son of ^T^r^ bears the name of

. I am iacline-d to think that tf?n3 is a mistake here
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further supported Tby R3ffW
f

s date. In my article referred to

above I Identified this f%3fHT with NIssam Shah Boorhan Shah I

( 1510-1553 A. D. ) of the Mzamshshi dynasty. But now I think

that RSIW stands for Nizam khan, son of Bahlol Lodl. This

Nizam khan later on assumed the title of Sikandar Lodi ( See-
Smith J India in the Muhammadan Period, 1923, p. 254 }. There-

fore, we can draw the conclusion that our post ^ri*c^; spent major

part of his life at Sikandar Lodi's Court (the time of Sikandar's

reign is 1489-1517 ) and must have met sfkwnr there. At the death

of Sikandar he seems to have gone to the court of ^K*TTJ. After

a short stay there he seems to have migrated towards the south

and enjoyed the patronage of 35*CFCW of f%3W5Frnr. But his wander-

ing nature or the death of ^stfFCFT In 1529 prompted our pofefc once

more to move towards the North where he visited the court of

Sher Shah. That he had a chequered life Is evident from his

wanderings, and that he was respected and deserved respect at all

places is evident from the works he composed and the verses

which have replenished so many anthologies.

His father Honrra
1

also must have been a poet of high order,

Not only does rra^r speak highly of him In

f^if^ra?

11

p. S

but verses of sporrtrm are qaoted in
and q^^Rt. There Is no doubt that he is different from

the ^arqri mentioned by Tr^r^t^TT in srgor's ^%SrEr*fr, and his

namesake whose verses are quoted in ^f^^im^rr.
In the ms. of pmr*rphftq- Dr. De has found the pedigree of*

as^follows
: te^^T,-^?^^ (author of

i

1 Sanskrit Poetics I. p. 250. 1 cannot agree with Dr. De when he identifies
with H^^p^^ or

jrur^FT^ the author of ^frq^I^rert^F, for the latter

was a contemporary of ^prRT* ( 8th century A ( D. ) and it is impossible th&t

5 ancestors of ^fTl^r intervening between >^f and himself ootfld have

away 700 years between themselves, unless"we suppose that
the nariies of some of his unlniportant ancestors^
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Our poet must have visited the court of king; &ttn$*mqr of

fiwsrqT for a short time and probably in the latter part of his,

career. It is here or at the court of efKwg that he sang

M. 10, 106.

It is most probable that he wrote his *fra*ftfrqf&,

and g?mrwWfar in the prime of his life and

was- his last work as is evident from the verse

?r> etc., quoted above.

As already pointed out amongst his works *fm*h
>

fr<Tf?T,

and WcTTflftfTt have been pnblished ? but others are still in ms. form.

That our poet is the author of |^r^T4Tr is inferred from the fol-

lowing verses which are apparently quoted from that work in

t 11

^hid 1 1
lg

33.

As regards t*CTtfiNw? and ^ppwftfiw, it is very difficult to

pronounce any judgment before their Mss. are thorougMy

examined*
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In the eiad 1 am tempted to give those Versus of trig
1^ which

nowhere printed but found only In the Mss.

*TT T3T f^f

F3[?^r[ 1%: ]F?fifff
"

oL 34a
, 152,

3g*&

Ibid fol. 76, 59.

T^TJ WHi; II

Ibid oL 77a
, 62.

[wt]

ibid fol. 77% 84.

ibid fol. 79a
7 87,

II

ibid fol. 80a
,
96.

[ ^f ]
^

m %eRT II

"

ibid, fol. 101,95.

* n

ibid, foL 115, 97.
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J SS

ibid
?
fol. 135, 104.

: U

34a

( 62 ).

\

n 11

], 65, 93.

|THT ^^r^^^'sriw^FT T^( ^r )

ibid, fol. 66 a
, 95.

: \\

ibid, fol. 66% 97. -

: ^ffTHT '

H

ibid, fol. 79% 142.

*
t Annale, B. O. B. I. 3
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it

ibid, fol. 72% 13.

IS

ibid, t'ol. 77% 61.

X 4- X 4. . x x

Dr. S. K. De has appended In this very number of the Annals
a note on my article. Therein h contests my evidence for prov-
ing the identity of wg-^TT with vrrvjra??. According to him the

evidence supplied by anthologies should be taken very cautious-

ly. But the external evidence of so many as eight anthologies and
the internal evidence of both m^W and -srrgc^ referring to one

or f^^rT^r^TTf, cannot be easily dismissed on the

slender ground of unreliability of anthologies, unless some
positive evidence to the contrary is forthcoming. *rr i^ belongs
t the middle of the 16th century and amongst the anthologies
that quote him qnSRtifr belongs to the middle of the 17th century
qtf?69i*rr to the last quarter of the 17th century and Tr%*F3fnR to

the 17th century. So, even if we do not known the date of q^R^sn
for certain, the abovenamed three anthologies, which were com-
posed within about a Kundered years of srrgeKT's date, could nofc

have committed one and f?h<j ^^me mistake of confusing ^g
with



SOJ&.BJ OBSERVATIONS ON THE FIGURES OF
SPEECH IN THE RGVEDA*

BY
ABEL BERGAIGKE

Translated into English by A. Venkatasubbiati

COMBINATIONS OF INCOHERENT METAPHORS

f
20 ] The first verse of the hymn to Savitr, X, 149 , begiifo

thus :

"
Savitr has restrained the earth with the reins ; Sa,vitr has

sustained.the sky in th space without support". Up to this point,

the verse speaks only of cosmogonle marvels with a very harsh

allusion to the bizarre representation of -the worlds in the

form of mares brought to a stop by the god who has org
anised the universe. Now the atmosphere is, like the earth,

compared to a horse. It is also compared to an ocean or to

a cow. As horse, it is capable of being fastened ; as cow, it

is capable of being milked ; but what a strange combination

of these diverse figures is presented by the second lialf of

our verse :
" He has milked the atmosphere like a trembling-

horse, the ocean fastened in an inaccessible place.
"

The conception of a god
*

propping up
'

the sky and the

earth is one very familiar to the Vedic poets. The author of

the verse I, 6, 7 keeps all this when comparing the sky and
the earth to two ' women \

The separation of the two worlds is compared to that of two
skins. But what makes the formula of the verse VI, 8, 3 bizarre

Is that the two worlds receive in it at the same time the name of

'couples'
1 ": *

A.gni has separated the two couples like two

skins ". This figure of the
*

couples ', which suits well only
the conception of the two worlds as the two recipients of the

*
Continued from pp. 61-83, Annals, B. O. B. I. Vol. XVII, part (i ).

1 Ludwig rejects the meaning given to the word @^TT by Roth. TW

meaning however seems to be the one which explains best the different use*

of the word. Qrassmann admits it, but he replaces here the figurative

by the unfigurative expression *the worlds'.
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w&ters .or of the Soma, produces a no less singular effect in

tie verso I,
'

160, 1 which shows us the sun *

pursuing' his way
'

beiW^n the two couples, and adds that these two couples

are
*

well-born '. The same figure denotes also the three worlds

in a passage where they ought to be represented rather as

three cows, since It speaks of three bulls that fecundate then :

" The three bulls, brilliant and separate, fecundaters of the

tUree couples ",
!

V, 69, 2.

The Dawns ar sometimes cows and sometimes warrior vir-

gins- In the verse I, 92> 1, they are at the same time called cows

and compared to warriors who make ready their weapons,

They are also compared, however strange the idea may seem

to us, to the sacrificial posts s IV, 57, 2* It is more easy to under-

stand why they are compared to birds, and particularly, [21]

in case the word W^ can be taken in its classical sense and inter-

preted as swans, that is to say, as birds with red wings, Hence

without doubt the strange formula :
" The brilliant posts have

come towards us like swans that rush in flocks
"

III, 8, 9.

The Dawn is also at the same time a
*

mare]' and the mother

of
*

cows \ IV, 52, 2. We have already mentioned the bizarre

combination that makes of the celestial ocean an ocean of 'cows*.

By the addition of another figure which assimilates the diffusion

of light to the effusion of the waters, one arrives at the
*

splend-

our of the Dawn containing an ocean of cows ', II, 34, 12,

Grassmann suppresses here the idea of
*

ocean ?
: Ludwig re-

places the idea of
* cow ' with that of

c milk ' 2
. The mountain

is the mythological figure of the cloud and the sky; the

horse is that of the lightning or the sun. By combining them,

Unlike Ludwig, Grassmann avoids connecting the genitive

^N"n. Bufc the combination of ideas that I have dwelt upon is the

more easy to admit inasmuch as it occurs again in a well-known myth* See

VH, 33, 11 and 33.

a See below, p. 30 if. The formula however appears to be capable of beiag

also explained in the sens* that the Dawn gives an ocean of cows, and it is,

without doubt, in this way that we should understand in the the verse X
76, 3 the juxtaposition of the epithets

' that has an ocean of cows
' and * that

has a garment of horses \ Begarding the metaphor of the garment, see be-

low, p 36.
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oae thus gets the explanation of the idea that tlxe lightning

or the sun delays in appearing: :
" The mountain does not give

t&e horse ", V, 54, 5. Qrassmann, who has indicated in his

dictionary the correct meaning: of the word 3f4^J has then

given to it an interpretation which must without doubt be

regarded as a lapsus.
1 Ludwig proposes two meanings, one

of which is the correct2 one ; but he seems to find it unin-

telligible.

The lightning is a fire that may be considered as sustained,

like the terrestrial fire, by fuel. This fire dwells in the waters of

the sky, which, on their part, are called cows. Thus it comes

abput that there are
4 cows '

containing
*

fuel Vv
II, 34, 5.

* Cooked In the raw ones
'

is a well-known expression for the
*

milk in the cows. 7 4
. Although this formula can have a mean"

ing when applied to natural cows and although in fact milk is

called the offering 'cooked in the udder',
5
X, 179, 3, it nevertheless

seems to me certain that it is also applied and principally, like

that of
*

the milk, white, brilliant, [ 22] in the black cows and
the red cows \

6 to the raw cows, that is to say, to the frigid ones

of the sky 7
, Nights, Dawns and clouds, whence issues the bril-

liant splendour of the sun or the lightning.

How if the clouds are cows, they are also fortresses that retain

the waters as prisoners. The words for
* cow ' and 'fortress

*

play

1 " Den kein Ross erreicht".
2 The other implies the existence of a word nasva=na&vara.

3
SpSJT^ST Of. the classical indhanvant* The translation of Ludwig,

'flammend ', and even that of Grassmann, ' flammenreich
' are only approxi-

mate.

4 The idea of milk is actually expressed in the verses I, 62, 9 ; 180, 3 ;

that of cows in the verses I, 180, 3 ; II, 40, 2 ; III, 30, 14 ; IV, 3, 9 ; VI, 17, 6 ;

44, 24 ; 72, 4 ; cf. VIII, 32, 25. The enigma is complete in the verse VIII,

78, 7 only.
5 This explanation, which is so simple, has escaped G*assmann who

assigns arbitrarily to the word udhar the meaning of* vessel *.

6
I, 62, 9 ; III, 3, 9. Cf. VI, 72, 4 ; VIII, 82, 13.

> Not to speak of the use of the word |%qf I, ^0, 3 ; II, 40, 2 ; VI, IT,

6, which contains at least an allusion to the Dawn-cows ( Religion

Vedique, I, p. 316 ), it will be observed that not only do all our formu-

lae oelebrate the work of a god putting th cooked milk iato *he *a*r cows,
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fchus the role of Teritable equivalents that may replace each other

in<the mythical formulae, in the same way as the chemical equi-

valents replace each other in combinations of matter. We have, .

a .very curious example of this equivalence in the formula *

raw

fortresses
?

, II, 35, 6, which at the same time confirms the appli-

cation of the formula
6 raw cows ?

to the celestial cows, and

specially to the clouds. These fortresses are the abode of Apam

Napat, fche son of the waters, that is to say f of the celestial fire

who takes the place here of the cooked milk contained in the

raw cows. But what is no less curious than the expression itself,

is, on the one hand, the manner in which it has been interpreted

by Ludwig, and on the other, the manner in which Orassmann

has effaced the figure. The former supposes that the
* raw fort-

resses
?
are fortresses

6

built with raw bricks ?
. The latter trans-

lates
*

the sombre fortresses
*

( sic ). He Haas however, according

to an indication given in his dictionary, recognised that the

epithet
' raw 9

of the
*

fortress-clouds
*

is here given to them

through apposition to the fire which is born in them. But lie

does not seem to have understood the relation of this expression

with the formula of
* raw cows ?

. In any case, he has not merely,

according to the process of translation which is familiar to him,

replaced the idea expressed by the idea suggested : he has replac-

ed it by an idea that is quite strange to the text.
l

[ 23]
^

but that almost all either reveal plainly by some term f *Jof I, 180, 3,

flj[ IV, 3,9) their mythical character or depict clearly at the same time

other works accomplished hy the gods in the sky, VIII, 32, 25. Thus such

are, in the verse VI, 17, 6 the opening of the doors * of the sky
'

; in verse

II, 40, 2, the dispersion of darkness ; in verse VIII, 78, 7, the rising of the

sun. In the verse III, 30, 4, the * cookd thing
' which the * raw ' oow carries

is called * a great light, placed in the entrails '. It may also be ohserved

that the * cooked thing
*
placed in the cows receives in verse X, 106, 11

the name of
SfJJ ( cf. IV, 3, 9 ), denoting apparently the same liquor to

which the verse III, 39, 6 assigns feet and hoofs, that is to say, the Soma.

But there is still better t,o come. 3n the verse X, 99, 10, it is under his own
name that the Soma is placed in the entrails and in the udder of the cows.

Finally, in verse X, 45, 3, we see Agni ' kindled in the udder ' of the sky.

Cf. below, p. 29.
1 Similar, too, is the procedure of Liidwig ; in the formula of * raw cows ',

he replaces the idea of 'raw' by thai of 'living', I, 180, 3; III, 30, 14;

ot IV, 3, fc
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Tte Maruts are, on the one hand, stags, and on the other,

priests. They are therefor the stags
1 that

*

sing ',
a

1, 165, 1.

Like the Maruts, the companions of Brhaspafei are celestial

priests. The warm rain of the summer is their sweat. But this rain

is also the milk of the sky, and it is a warm milk.3 It can there-

fore be said that they have ' warm milk as their sweat; ', X, 67, 7.

Those who. in order to avoid this bizarre combination, would

uphold the interpretation, which however is uninteresting, of

G-rassmann and Ludwig? 'perspiring on account of the heat 7

,

should first bring- this translation into accord with that which

the same scholars have given of the verse VII, 103, 8 ( of. 9 ).

Agni the fire, who is sometimes a sage and sometimes a horse,
becomes in verse 1, 149, 3 a sage horse ". The same Agni is not

only the horse that carries to the gods the sacrifice in general

and the prayer in particular, he is also the driver who yokes and

guides the prayer. The two ideas are combined in the verse I,

65, 1
"

( A.gni ) who yokes the obeisance and who draws the

obeisance ". Here G-rassmann gives the correct meaning, and

Ludwig rejects it.

The priests lead by the bridle the horse Agni, IV", 11, 9. But,

on the other hand, it is he who impels them, who *

awakens
'

them. It is therefore said, by mixing up the two figures and by

adding to them a metonymy, that he
4 awakens the bridle of the

troop ( of the priests )
7

V, 1, 3. The translations which Grassmann

and Ludwig give of this passage differ as much from each other

as they do from mine. 4
*

Agni and Soma are both assimilated sometimes to a calf and

sometimes to a priest* It is one of these two gods of the sacri-

fice who is called in the verse VIII, 61, 5 a
6

calf 'that
'

praises
*

its mother.

In spite of Grassmann and Ludwig and the Pada-patha even, the word

in a hymn to the Manits, can only have the meaning of
*

stag
' or

'

antelope '. ,

* On the meaning attributed to the root re by Graasmann, see Religion

Vedique, I, p. 277.

3 5$ Of. VII, 103, 8 and 9, and Religion Vedigite, I, P- 292.

4 Th most improbable one is Indisputably that of Ludwig :
" Die Katt*

dr lebenden Schaar ';
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, Soma 8 like Agni, is a horse. To make him flow is to guide a

yoked horse. This is the function of the pressing stones that are,

however, themselves called males ( horses or bulls ), either be-

cause of their strength, or by way of allusion to the celestial bulls

and horses that shed the rain. Soma is therefore a horse yoked

by horses ( or by bulls
1

)* IX, 97 9 28.

Soma is also an eagle. The vat into which he flows is his gar-

ment [ 24 ] or Ms armour.2 Thus then we have an eagle that is

covered with armour, IX9 67 5 14,

We have seen above the sun assimilated with a strainer

through which is filtered a Soma who is no other than the

light itself of that heavenly body. Elsewhere the rays of the sun

become the fingers that filter this same Soma. Now they are also

represented under the name of fRcT as mares. There are thus

*

ten Jiarits
? which

4

filter Soma
' and make him bright, IX, 38, 3,

The rays of the sun are also arrows. This explains the for*

mula 'Soma filtered by the arrow of the sun*, IX 9 76, 4

Grassmann has understood this passage whose meaning seems

to have totally escaped Ludwig. But he has not perceived

some corollaries that can be drawn from it, particularly in

the explanation of the metaphor 3T*J
s arrow ', applied to the

fingers that express the sacred beverage, and in that of the

word fipTt which is translated as
*

finger ', but whose real mean-

ing seems likewise to be arrow. There are here, it seems to me,

allusions to the fingers that press the solar Soma, that is to say,

to the sun's rays assimilated at the same time with arrows.

They give rise to a new series of combinations* whose strange-

ness is not surpassed by that of the multitude of formulae that

we have already studied.

Grassmann and Ludwig avolT^henparad^, the former by giving to

9 contrary to all probability, the meaning of * Mann ', the latter by

employing the preposition
* mit ' instead of ' von * in translating the instru-

mental, which gives a formula without any definite meaning. Add in the

same category of ideas the formulae of the verses IX, 64, 15 and 96, 2, where

the horses that *

guide
' Soma and the *

bays
'

that *

curry
7 the *

bay
*

are,

without doubt, the priests themselves or tbair fingers.
8 Grassmann and Ludwig weaken the expression.
* Se Religion FtcKgu*, I, pp. 201-^04 and 206-$07*
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The pressing stones are represented as
*

carrying the Soma cm

their back
7

, VIII, 52 9 2. But the Soma himself is represented

as a liorse. Hence *

the stone that carries the torse on its back*,.

VIII, 26, 24. The two formulae are mired up by Grassmann in

the same translation,
4

the stone that carries the Soma \ The

second formula thus loses all its force ; it is explained but not

translated. But this explanation is at least correct. What how-

ever can we say of the interpretation that Roth gives in his dic-

tionary of the word W3

^"^?,
*

stone carried on the back of a horse }

and of that of Ludwig
*

( stone ) large like the back of a horse
?
?

The celestial treasures 9 the waters for instance, are repre-

sented sometimes as cows and sometimes as the fruits of a tree.

Combining these figures, a poet says to Indra *
" Make cows fail

for us by shaking ( the tree of the sky
1

)
"

9 I, 10, 8. On the other

hand, the falling of the rain is considered as a sowing of the field

which it fertilises ; and it is said of the Maruts that they [ 25 ]

sow 2 the cloud, VIII, 7, 4. But the waters of the clouds are at

the same time cows, and the clouds themselves are mountains.

We therefore see Brhaspati, after his victory over the demons,

drawing out the
* cows ? from the

c mountain ?
in order to *sow

7

.them like the corn which is taken from bushels s of corn, X, 68, 3-

The making of Soma by pressing has been assimilated
4 to

the churning of butter and to the operation, denoted by the same

root manth *

to churn \ of kindling the fire by rubbing. On
the other hand, it is, according to a well-known myth, by an

1 Of. Ill, 45, 4. Ludwig's translation :
" Raffe uns in Sturm zusammen

die Kinder" does not present any definite image. As for Grassmann, he

replaces
'

shaking
*

by * throwing ' and * cows '

by
* milk '. On this last

point, see below, p. 30 if.

2 Here it is Ludwig who removes the metaphor while Grassmann re-

tains it.

3 The meaning of the word ^|f% is doubtful ; but the interpretation of

Grassmann, Aehre \ and that of Ludwig,
' Worfel ', are mere conjectures

like that of Both which I have adopted. The latter has at least the

advantage of completing a definite, and if I do not err, very satisfying,

meaning.
4 See in the verse I, 28, 4, the use of a^ ( instrument of churning) in

the pressing of the Soma.

? [ Anaal, B. O, B. I, ]
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eagle that Soma has been carried from the sky. Finally* the sky

or the cloud, whence the Soma can likewise be taken away, is

a mountain. Hence the formula t

<s The eagle has churned (taken

away by churning
1

) the Soma from the sky ", IX, 77, 2 or 'from the

mountain
?

, I, 93, 6. When the Soma Is considered as held ( i. e
.,

confined ) by the demon Namuci
e

Who~does-not-give-up
7

in

the most remote portion of , the sky which is therefore called

the
' head of Namuci \ Indra makes him come out of this

*

head
*

by
'

churning \ in the same way as
s

the eagle
'

has

'churned* for him the intoxicating: plant
a

, VF f 20, 6.

Regarding the compound fT^W^T
c

that churns*"1 the offering,
7

VII, 104, 21, we can replace it by W^f^r applied to Dadhikravan

in the verse IV, 38, 5, where this mythical horse is compared at

the same time to an
'

eagle
' and a

*

thief
? who *

churns a gar-

ment ?
. The thief Is not different from the eagle, and the latber

is the carrier of the celestial Soma ; it churns for this Soma the

celestial butter, that is to say, fche waters of the sky, that be-

come his garment It is thus that the water mixed with Soma in

the preparation of the sacred beverage serves him as a garment,

according to a metaphor that has become commonplace in the

hymns of Book IX. The allusion to the robbing of the Soma by

the eagle appears to have totally escaped Grassmann and also

Ludwig.

Finally, a third compound, OT^fiN'
'

that churns the sheep,
'

is in verse VIII, 55, 8, the epithet of the wolf
'

that observes the

rites [ 26 ] of Indra'. This sheep and this wolf can be no other

than the Soma and the pressing stone 4
. It is the sacrificer him-

self who is compared with the wolf in a verse of the Athar-

J On the Vedic uses of the root manth and on the possibility of bringing

all these uses under the meaning of * to churn *, see Religion Vedique, III,

p. 7 and note 3.

a I do not know through what construction Grassmann could have arriv-

ed at the translation that he gives of this passage. Ludwig translates

correctly, but he has commit ted the mistake of abandoning, as <*oes ^rass"

mann, the radical meaning of the root manth.
3 This meaning is placed beyond doubt by the parallel epithet

The YSfcus there are the enemy sacrificers.

* Regarding the role of the wolf in the Soma myths, see Religion

Vedique, III, pp. 7-10 and note 3.
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vaveda, V, 8, 4, where the priest, when praying to the gods to

spare the life of his client, seeks, like tlie author of the verse

II 28 5 of the Rgveda, to interest them by means of the con-

sideration of the sacrifices which a living man could offer to them:

" May he, living, churn the sheep like a wolf". In the verse

VIII 2, 29
the formula concerning Soma, which is translated as

'

pressed by the stones \ signifies perhaps literally
*

pressed by

the wolves
?

. In faot, the word Sf^T to which Grassmann and

Ludwig, following Both, give in this passage alone the mean-

ing of
'

stone \ signifies etymologically
*

devouring \ and is

elsewhere used as an epithet of a demoniacal animal.

If now, we bear in mind that the falling of the rain is consi-

dered as the sowing of a field which it fertilises, and if we con-

sider, on the one hand, that the rain which falls from the

sky contains the celestial Soma whose direct action on, the

crops
1

, is, however, also established by many texts, we shall

understand that the
*

wolf
?

representing the celestial press-

ing may become the instrument by means of which the

' sow \ I, 117, 21, or according to another expression,
*

plough

VIII, 22, 6, the field of corn. Thus becomes futile a hypo-

thesis which is however very ancient since it goes back to

the Nirukta, according to which, in these two passages
s

, the

word vrka
' wolf '

signifies
6

plough \

Like the prayer in general, the hymns, the verses, are cows.

The verses have feet, but these feet are eight in number.

Hence the cows with eight feet, II, 7. 5. For Ludwig, the

cows with eight feet are the pregnant cows; but is not the

epithet fTSFKF ( having eight feet ) in the verse VIII, 65, 12,

expressly given to speech itself? Grassmann interprets the

words as I do, but translates differently by understanding the

word *

verse \

* Religion Vedtgue, III, p. 9, note 1.

a Of. I, 23, 15 ; Ptisan, with the drops of Soma, has ' realised
* six yofced

( oxen ) and has '

ploughed, as it were, the field of corn' with these oxen.

s In these two passages only I In passages which evidently speak of a

mythical ploughing and sowing, since the ploughers and sowars are the

1 For a more complete argumentation of *his point, see Meligwn

@! HI, p 9 $ note L '
'

-
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We have seen that the composition of the hymns is com*

pared to the purification of the Soma. By combining this

figure with fchat which assimilates the sacrifice to a textile

woven by the priests [ 27 1 on a warp, we obtain the for-

mula :

" The warp of the sacrifice is stretched on a strainer

at the point of the tongue by Varuna's puissance
??

s IX, 78, 9.

It is in fact Varuna who confers wisdom and eloquence, I,

105, 15. The wordsWW ^qjqqt form a well-known phrase

and one should not therefore detach, as does Ludwig, the genitive

q'^OFPi from it and attach it to FSfgpfj
1 *

. As for the translation

of Grassmann
'

at the commencement of the sacrifice \ it is

futile to discuss it.

The prayer is the wife of Indra. But it is also a lowing

cow. Indra has therefore a
6

wife ?
that

*

lows ?

after him, IV,

24, 8, The commentary which Grassmann gives to Ms tran-

slation of this passage proves that tie has not understood its

real meaning.

The prayers are weapons, arrows. The priests are bulls,

Hence the
*

bulls
?

yoked to the yoke of the sacrifice who have
*

arrows
'

in the
' mouth ? and who hit the

c

heart \ I, 84, 16,

Ludwig has understood that this expression denotes the priests,

Why then has he not seen that in the verse, II, 24, 8, .the
'

arrows
9

discharged from the bow of Brahmanaspati, who has

the sacrifice
* *

for his string \ these arrows that have *

the ear

for womb ;2
, are the prayers ?

The prayer is not only the weapon of the gods ; it is also, a<r

cording to a figure no less familiar to the Vedic rsis, a garment
which is put on them. It is the combination of these two figures'-

that explains the following formula adressed to Indra ;
"
Thou ;

hast hit the enemies with beautiful garments *\ VI, 33, 3. Des-

pite the manuscripts of the Nighantus which give ^fc^f ( instead
r

Of 3T3fr which however has the meaning of hymn only ) among

1 Neither Grassmann nor Ludwig has understood the word 5ffcf3S|.
8 And not,

fc that are brought back in the rear up to the ear
3

as under-
stood by Grassmann; and without doubt by Ludwig also. The poet indicates ,

thus the provmance of the prayers thatf axe collected by oral tradition,
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the names of the lightning, I venture to maintain against Grass-

mann and Ludwig that this word can have no othe'r meaning

but
'

garment '.

Every danger is a river or a sea to be crossed over and the

instrument of salvation is the ship, This metaphor is so com-

monly used that a poet in begging Agni for the salvation of his

chariot ( in the war ) and of his house ( during peace ) implores

Mm for a
4

ship for his chariot and for his house ', and in order-

that this ship may more quickly transport his house and his cha-

riot over the ocean of danger, he wishes that it may have
*

feet ',

1, 140, 12. Grassmann and Ludwig weaken this last trait in a

translation that is however accurate as regards the 'rest and, in

consequence, already noticeably strange. The scruple has here

taken hold of them somewhat late.

The god himself, the saviour god Indra, is a
*

ship
?

that [ 28 ]

the priests make use of by yoking ( like a horse )

*

to the yoke
'

of their
*

hymn \ 1,131,2. Ludwig obliterates all the force of

this formula. Grassmann gives, like him, to the word^T
*

hymn
7

the meaning
*

force
?

; but he goes further by making a

pile ( sic ) of the
*

yoke \ dhur.

TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE GALIMATIAS,

I do not believe that I can characterise better than by this

title the formulae similar to those that follow.

Indra is the son of the sky and of the earth. But Indra is a

bull, the sky and the earth are two couples, and in the mythical

language of the Rgveda all generation is readily compared to the

work of Tvastr
*

the carpenter '. It is said therefore that
"
the

two couples have carpentered the bull , VIII, 50, 2. Grassmann }

who substitutes for the three figures the ideas which they repre-

sent, translates, if it can be called translation, as
"
the worlds

have engendered the strong one '.

The prayer is of celestial origin ;
it is the sister of

the^
gods,

VII, 23, 2
5 VIII, 12, 31. Butii^^

J Ludwig does not admit the meaning
'

couple
'

for f=iW; see P- **

1,
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bands of men or In those of the gods. This latter Idea Is one c

those mcst familiar to the Vedlc poets- Combining this with tb

preceding one and using a word recalling the natural meaning

one arrives at the formula
6

saying of sister-weapons \ which, ij

met with in the verses VIII, 6, 3 and'X, 8, 7, The greatest mis'

take of G-rassmann and specially of Ludwig in their translations

of these two passages has "been their neglect or misunderstanding

of the complete comparison.

Nor, moreover, have they seen their connection with another

formula,
* s

he has caused the brother bow to glow ', VIII, 61, 4,

where the prayer-weapon is more implicitly compared to the

fire. The addition of this new image can be explained the better

inasmuch as the god referred to here Is Agni
The celestial Soma comes out of the cloud. The cloud is a

cow. Soma is a hero or a horse ; or rather Soma is a
*

liquor
*

that has
s

feet
72

, that has
*

hoofs ', and that Indra finds in the
8 cow \ III, 39, 6. The waters of the sky are sometimes the milk

of a celestial cow [29] and sometimes are themselves cows,

Hence the
*

cows ;

that come out of an 4

udder \ and what is

stranger, from the
s

udder of a male 7

? as a consequence of the

confusion of the figures which make the cloud sometimes a male

and sometimes a female: "He ( Agni ) knew how to find,
s

when being born, fche udder 4
of his father ; he made streams to

run from it, the cows 5
", III, 1, 9.

1 Ludwig gives to this formula too a translation that is quite fantastic!
" Die DoppeJflSche hat er in Brand gesetzt *\

2 The words Tf^f [g^ etc., that follow in the ve r'se seem to indicate

plainly that there is only one thing spoken of here, only ono object, denoted

by the substantive 1^ and by the adjective J7g~g" and 5JPTJ^g" * In any

case, Ludvrig's translation * durch die Fuss ( spuren ) ', etc., is hardly

admissible.
3 Doubtless, it is through inadvertence that Ludwig confounds viveda

with veda>

Grassmann seems as if he would conceal the paradox by the equivocal
word * Busen *

; Ludwig translates very well as * Enter ?
.

6
Regarding %cTf ( Grassmann, ' Trank \ Ludwig,

* Stimrae 3

), see belo*rf

p, 31, notes 1
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This formula, moreover. Is not an Isolated one. In the yerse

TV" 22, 6, are again spoken of the
'

cows' which come from the

'

udder
? of the

6 male \ In this passage, Ludwig, overcome by

a scruple which did not make him halt in the preceding one,

replaces the expression
s

udder of the male ?

by
'

the udder

that rains/ Grassmann retains the expression
&

udder of the

male', but transforms the
*

cows ?

into
'

milk 7

.

The mixing up of the cows and of milk is implicit in many

other formulae beginning with this :
*' To milk the cows out of

obscurity
77

, I, 33, 10, for
s make them come out '. But this ob-

servation can be generalised. This is what I am going to do in

the next paragraph after citing an example of what I call
'

quad-

ruple galimatias \

The celestial fire, sun or lightning, or the Soma who is identi-

cal with the fire in these forms, is sometimes the
*

calf
7 and some-

times the
'

cooked
7 and resplendent milk of the

* raw '

celestial

cow. It is also a
*

sluggard
7 when it lingers in an abode thafe

is more or less confounded with the cow itself and is also called,

in allusion co the malevolent forces which retain the celestial

treasures, the abode of
*

deceit \ These different figures are com-

bined in verse 3 of a hymn, X, 79, which however almost exclu-

sively contains enigmas. The verse concerns the action exercised

on the celestial fire or Soma by the terrestrial fire
'

seeking the

hidden retreat of its mother \ and says:
" He ' found like a

sluggard the brilliant cooked one sucking in the lap of deceit ".

METAPHORICAL USES OF THE WORD *ft 'COW'

The word 4 whose usual meaning is
' cow '

has, according

to the majority oJnter^
i Grassmann InTLudwig suppose, contralto all probability and par-

ticularly to the interpretation adopted by Ludwig for the first hemistich,

that the subject of the verb avidat is the * mother >. Begarding the meaning

of the word rip, cf. gjj
and see Religion VediQue, III, p. 179. Ludwig makes

%: an accusative plural without taking into account similar formulae

^here this word figures always as a genitive singular. Grassmann gives to

it the meaning
' earth * which nothing justifies. Concerning the meaning

that I assign to the word^ see the myth of the slumber of the Rbhus ia

Savitfa abode, that is to say, in the invisible world.
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by a sort of metonymy the name of different products like tht'

milk of the cow or the butter made from this milk, the skin made
from the hide of the same animal, and the straps or the bow-

string made of this skin. It is indisputable in fact that the

same word which in certain passages denotes either real cows or

mythical cows- Dawns, mwaters, prayers, offerings, serves also to

denote the cowhide on which the Sonaa juice is extracted, the

straps of the chariot, the string of the bow, and above all the

butter sacrificed in the fire or the milk mixed with the sacred

beverage. But it denotes these different objects like offerings of

all sorts, prayers, waters and the Dawns, only because they are*
in the phraseology of the hymns, either regularly or accident-

ally assimilated to cows. The figure is less a metonymy than
a metaphor. It is also very probable that it is a purely my-
thical and liturgical figure and not a popular one. Finally, and
this point is the most important, it is always a figure that is felt

as such and has not become a current appellation. Neither the

archers nor the drivers, nor the women that milked, of the

Vedic period gave, I believe, to the strings of their bows, to

the straps of their chariots or to their milk, the name of
'

cow \

And in any case to substitute according to the occasion the words
'

milk ',

*

straps
7

,

*

strings
7

for
* cows 7

as the lexicographers
and translators have done is to interpret the text rather than to

translate it $ it is to interpret the text so as to remove from it

the mythical colour which ought to form the principal interest

for us.

They retain nevertheless this colour in more than one passage.

Grassmann in his Woerterbztch has remarked that the word go,

in the plural, often denotes the drops of milk conceited as

the cows towards which rushes the bull Soma. He and Ludwig
translate correctly many formulae, like that in the verse IX, 97,

13 for instance, where Soma is represented as a bull bellowing
after the cows. There is in it an allusion to the union of the

celestial Soma with the Dawns or the waters of the sky,

those other cows * whose milk is one of those represented in

the operations of the cult. This allusion is the raisan d'etre

of the metaphor ; and It would furnish the justification in a

multitude of passages in which Grassmann and Ludwig have
~
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felt that they ought to replace the figurative word by the

unfiguratfve one.

It is necessary however, even in the formulae whose de-

tails are in accord with the metaphor, that the translators

should at all times be consistent with themselves. Grassmann,
on the other hand, in the verse IX, 96, 14, shows us Soma
'

united with the milk f

although [ 31 J the epithet
*

bellowing
'

given to the male beverage should have induced him to

keep the name * cow ?
for the female beverage. This is what

Ludwig has done in this passage- On the other hand, in

another, still more decisive passage, in which Grassmann
translates correctly as

*

like a man who goes to meet a woman
at the rendezvous, he unites himself with the cows in the

vat', IX, 93, 2, Ludwig has deemed it proper tp translate
*

he
has united himself with the milk \

Nor is this all. In these two passages, the word whioh

expresses the idea of
* cow ? and suggests the idea of

*

milk \

is not go' but 3ra*lh Now it would in the first place be difficult

to admit, in the formulae in which ifc is the word go' that denotes

the milk, a complete forgetfulness of the original significa-

tion that is still so vividly felt in other similar formulae,
and to the allusion to which the metaphor, in my opinion,

owes its origin. But it is still more difficult to conceive of

a similar effacement of the meaning in many synonyms at

the same time. I say
*

many ?

, and in fact, to the words

go and 3T%*Tr Grassmann and Ludwig add the word 5*T an<* *he

former the word *=Fff
l also as the names of the cow that have

parallelly become capable of denoting
s milk ' without any figure.

1 Ludwig gives to this word the meaning *
voice, hymn *, and the

Nighantus do in fact include it among the synonyms of vac. The truth is,

however, that it can have, like Ispf , only the meaning * cow ' which is
_ >o

sufficiently established for it by its etymology, and by a formula like that of

the verse V, 62, 2,
s the cows of the stable', but that, like the other names

of the cow, it can denote and does in fact sometimes denote, the prayers.

Thus in the verse X, 104, 10, the *cow' that 'implores* Indra is certainly

the prayer ; cf. VII, 94, 4 and X, 104, 3. But elsewhere, the word ^*fT de-

notes other forms of the mythical or liturgical cow, for instance, the celestial

waters ; see below.
8 i Annals, B. O. B. L ]
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Of the different instances of a similar -use of the wo

which are found cited in Grasstnann ?

s Woerterbuch, two onlr 1

deserve to be mentioned, and have, in fact, been already men-

tioned above. In one, the
*

river
'

that contains all the 'cows ', IV,

19, 6, Is, we have seen, the river that contains all the waters. 2

lit the other, III, 1, 9, the reader who can willingly accept

Ludwig' s
' udder of the father \ will not, I hope, make too much,

difficulty in admitting, with me, that this
s

udder 9

from which

Agni comes is not that of the milk but of the
* cows \ s

In a formula almost Identical with the verse IV, 22, 6, the

1 32 ]

'

cows
'

that
*

flow out
' from the

*

udder of the male ;

are
v

denoted by the word 59 an ^ here Ludwig bravely keeps the word
'

cows \ for which Grassmann substitutes
'

milk '. Elsewhere it

is on the contrary Ludwig who substitutes for the figurative word

the unfigurative one, while Grassmann, at least in his translation,

reverts to the meaning
' ccws '

in the case of the word ^T . This

passage which speaks of the
*

foregathering
?

of Soma with the

'cows' represented as beautiful women, IX, 61, 21, brings us to

the formulae concerning the sacred beverage.

In the verse IX, 72, 1, the word %*T denotes again the
(

cows
'

with which Soma is anointed in the vat. The same formula is

many times repeated with the word go'. This combination has

displeased Grassmann and Ludwig who have everywhere substi-

tuted the word *

milk '

for
* cows *. This is the case with the

passages where the vat 4
is explicitly mentioned, IX, 85, 5 ; 86,

47
; 96, 22. But in others, IX T 45, 3 ; 50, 5 ; 103, 2 107, 22, there

is room for doubt If the
*

unguent
' 5 in question is that of the

1 Begarding VII, 94, 4, and X, 104, 3, see the preceding note. It is possible

that in the verse VII, 24, 2, the word ^SfJ likewise denotes tbe prayers. It

certainly denotes in the verse llth 58, 6, the prayers assimilated -with the

offerings of batter ( see above, p. 14). In the verses VIII, 32, 22 and X, 43, 6,

the context is not such as to enable us to determine the meaning.
2 P. 18. Tbis is, for the rest, the interpretation of Grassmann in his

translation; only, he has suppressed the figure.
* P. 29.

4 It is said of the vat itself that it is,
' anointed with the cows ', IV, 27,

5; IX, 74, 8.

5 See particularly IX, 50, 5*
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or of
*
the prayers '. For, the Vedic priests

4

anoint \ for

instances Indra and Visnu with the
*

unguent of prayers \ VI, 69,

3, as they
'

anainfc
* Mitra and Varuna with '

cows *, I, 151, 8.

On the other hand, the prayer
l of the Sobharis is

*

anointed with

cows' by the Maruts, VIII, 20, 8, that is to say, without doubt

rewarded with cows. In brief this metaphor of the
'

unguent
'

is

commonplace in the hymns for expressing an enhancement of

splendour. The gods take on a new splendour through the

prayers, the prayers through the cows that are their reward, and

the Soma likewise through the cows, which may represent the

hymns chanted in his honour or the milk with which he is mixed.

In the verse IX, 10, 5, the comparison 'the Somas are anointed with

cows as kings with praises
'

suggests rather the Identification of

the cows with the prayers. But even in those places where milk

is spoken of, the milk Is denoted only by a figurative expression

whose plain meaning is
* cow \ aud the unguent of cows should

arrest the attention of the reader if only because of the bizarre

combinations of words with which he Is already familiar. The

prayers however and even the milk are no more a real unguent
than th cows, and if my translation of the verse IX, 32, 3 :

" He
is anointed with cows like a horse "

is paradoxical, that of Grass-

mann " He is anointed with milk like a horse
"

is unmeaning.
One might think that it is the butter that serves as unguent.

None the less, I translate the second pada of the verse V, 1, 3,

which can [ 33 ] In fact be applied to the sacrificial butter, on

the analogy of the formulae already cited, as
'

Agni, brilliant, is

anointed with brilliant cows '.
2 And I have the less scruple in

doing so inasmuch, as the verse begins with another bizarre

formula already cited above,
** He has awakened tJie bridle of

the troop ", and ends in the same paradoxical style.

Moreover according to an observation that has also been

made above, the mere fact of the change in the terms % and *Fj

in th formula *

to anoint with the cows
' should be a .reason to

keep this word ' cows '
for which Grassmann and Ludwig have

i Or the music 1 ^W[ m
I do not feiiow- wJierl&fe Jbudwig gets the meaning

en\
Of. V, 3, 2. Of. als X9

31 4!>
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substituted the word e milk \ The same argument could be

applied in the case of the formula
*

cooked by the cows 9 T

where

too these two interpreters have made the same substitution. But

here it is sufficient to oppose them to themsleves and to point out

the inconsistency which they commit in translating in certain

passages, VIII, 2, 3 ; 71, 5 ; IX, 46, 4 ; 107, 2 ; 109, 15 and 17, as
*

cooked with milk
' 2 a formula which in other passages, where

the idea of
*

milk
*

is expressed at the same time as that of
*

cows',

VIII, 58, 3 ; IX, 84, 5, they hav& themselves been obliged to trans*

late as
'

cooked by the cows '.
*

Further though it is shown by these passages and others also

where the formula is in fact
'

cooked with milk 7
or

fi

cook 3d with

curdled milk \ VIII, 2, 9 ; IX, 11, 6 9 that the cows that cook the

Som& can represent the milk with which he is mixed, it does not

necessarily follow that these cows represent the milk only. A.nd

in fact, we read in the veise IX, 84 ? 5 that the cows cook th

Soma with their milk
* and with their prayers \

That is,
*

to cook the Soma '
does not mean to cook Mm

materially as believed by Grassmann who understands this

formula as referring to
*

hot *
milk. The cows that represent the

milk or the prayers can be considered as
4

cooking
?

the Soma

* The word ?f is used in the verses I, 84, 11 ; IX, 1, 9
; 86, 17.

X-)

a In his translation Grassmann says simply
* mixed with the milk ?

, as1

if he had abandoned the meaning which he had adopted in his Woerterbuch
for the root ri and reverted to that of Roth. Elsewhere however, he keeps
to this meaning, or rather, only modifies it into that of * heat ',

* to heat \

VIII. 58, 3 ; IX, 86, 17, of. 84, 5. Finally it will be seen below that the verse

IX, 93, 3 suggests to him the meaning of *

covering up the hot milk 5
. In the

verse IX, 71, 4, he prefers the meaning
* to anoint '. This is really too much

to pass by without comment. For the rest, he has already in his Woerterbuch

translated the compoun
d
%lffcT as 4 mixed with milk \ I translate it as'

* cooked with cows ', as I do leffRnT a possessive compound whose second

word 3f[KK whether used by itself or in other compounds, should signify
4

that which serves for cooking 7

, that is to say, for making perfect the

offering.

c 3 Ludwig translates thus the verses IX, 71, 4 and 93, 3 also, and Grass-
mann, the verse IX, 86, 17, with the exception that he attenuates the mean-
ing of *

to cook' into that of 4 to make hot \ In this verse Ludwig
the verb a&ifyrayub with the roofe 6ri

* to go towards **
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because they complete the preparation in the same way as a real
cooking [ 34 ] completes the preparation of the other offerings.
But this expression contains chiefly an allusion to the celestial

Soma, to the sun or to the lightning
'

cooked ?

in the
s

raw '

cows,
that is, in the Nights, Dawns or olouds. This is so much the case
that in the verse I, 84, 11, the cows that cook l

the Soma receive

not only the name %^r: but also *tq;: which moreover is alone

used to denote them In the verse VIII, 58, 3 and evokes already

by itself the idea of the clouds that is symbolised by the well-
known Prsni, although the passages in question do not, as we shall

see, lay stress on the idea of the celestial cows. In the first place,

these cows are called the cows of Indra that accompany him and
drink the liquor (of the offering ), ibid. 10, I translate the

second thus *
u For him ( Indra ), at his birth, the cows that give

sweet milk, the races of the god cook the Soma in the three

brilliant spaces of the sky ",
2 We read also in the verse IX, 71,

4, that the cows which *

eat the offering
7
cook the Soma *

in their

udder \ and '

at the head \ that is to say, in the must elevated

portion, of the sky.
* In the verse IX, 93 9 3, the *head ?

is the

Soma himself of this supreme world, although the cows that cook

him are
*

in the vats'. *
It is without doubt the action of the

terrestrial sacrifice on the celestial Soma that is spoken of here.

The Sotna
*

cooked by the,cows
'

is at the same time considered

1 Grassmann writes * mixed with Soma '.

2 My construction is the same as that of Ludwig. that of Grassmanri

seems certainly to be unnatural. The meaning ^hteh he extracts from the

passage is moreover without any interest.

3 Grassmann interprets, without however explaining the meaning further,
1 an dem Euter rechte Opfer nehmend *, and replaces without any ado the

idea of * to cook * with that of * to anoint ' at the head. It is the word

KShK which Ludwig attacks. He changes the meaning of * udder > into that

of' reservoir '. But he too does not tell us what he understands by the cows

that cook the Soma * on their head 9
.

4 Ludwig translates correctly but without determining the application

of the word * head '. Grassmann substitutes the idea of
*

covering
*

( sic ) to

that of *

cooking *.
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as the calf of the same cows. It is therefore said .-

i4

The cows

cook this Soma who is their young one ",
1

IX, 1, 9.

The
*

purification
*
of the Soma by the

'

cows '

is certainly no

more strange than the
'

cooking
7 which they perform in respecfe

of the sacred beverage. In the verse IX, 43, 1 however the Soma

purified by the cows is compared to a horse. Now it is probable

that the grooms of the Vedic period made use neither of milk nor

of cows when currying their horses- The parallelism of the words

arfg: and *Ttf?b in the verse IX, 68, 9 is no reason to translate

*

purified with the waters and with milk \ We have [ 35 ! men-

tioned above 2
examples of such parallel construction of the

figurative and unfigurative words, and there are many others. To

the same two words the verse IX, 91,2 adds also ^T^W; and here

again, the bringing together of the two figurative words is one

more reason for translating
'

purified by the cows '

at the same

time as
'

purified by the sheep '. The sheep represent, as we know,

the strainer of wool,

I do not lay equal stress on all the formulae where the figura-

tive word 'cows' has been abandoned by the interpreters and re-

placed by the plain
*

milk '. In some,
8 it would be difficult to

1 Ludwig searches for a too subtle explanation of the word
RT^jf

which

denotes, according to him, the Soma newly prepared. As for Grassmann, he

replaces the idea of *

cooking* with that of *

mixing with hot milk *

in this

translation which is moreover quite as bizarre as the correct one :

" The

cows mix the hot milk with the calf".
2 P. 16 and note 3.

3 See regarding the word % I, 125, 4; VIII, 2, 6; IX, 66, 6, and regarding

the word q^ I, 134, 2 ; III, 35, 8 ; IX, 64, 13. Add the following compounds,

namely, 5Tf[^q ?
which in the verse X, 76, 7 refers to Soma himself rather than

to the prayers ;

^H^faT^j VIII, 45, 24; *TnfhT,
which in the verse 1, 19, 1 can

very well signify
*

protection' as in the other verses in which it is employed;

itl^T^f, I, 121, 8:
fTQ^jT, *-, 96, 19, and the derivative iff?^ in the expres-

sion
gcf?5 %KT: 5

VIII, 3, 1 ; 13, 14, ; 71, 6; 81, 13 ; 83, 6, Regarding the com-

pound *Tf^fijf IX, 66, 15, and the derivatives gavyu\ IX, 97, 15 and go'rtat id
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discover any particular reason which could have led them to the

decision to make such a substitution. In others, I, 95, 8 ; IX, 97,

45 and 24, 2, the observation made just now about the parallelism

of the figurative and the unfigurative words or the one that was

made at the commencement of this article on *

inverse
'

compa-

risons is sufficient to explain the use of the word '

cows ?
. The

expression 'adorned with cows \ IX, 61, 13, iff but an attenua-

tion of the expression
s

anointed with cows '. Finally, there are

cases where substitution of the word *

milk ?
is doubly defective.

Thus, although it can be said of milk, as also of cows, that it is

*

milked ', it is quite evident that the application of this epithet to

a word whose original meaning is in any case
* cow ', does not

allow of its being translated, in the verse IX, 107, 9, by the word
'

milk ', as has been done by Grassmann. The translation which

the same scholar gives of the verse IX, 84, 3 disconcerts the

reader who has the test bsfore his eyes. Being- unable to say

that the Som a flows
*

into
'

the plants
' with the milk ', he says

that he
* comes out of it ', translating without any ado a locative

like an ablative. In reality, the verse speaks of tie celestial Sorna

entering into the plants with the
* cows 7

that are here the waters

of the sky.
l In the verse IX, 6, 6, the epithet

*

male
'

given to

the Soma juice has led Grassmann to the decision [ 36 to leave

the name * cows '

to the milk with which Soma is mired. 2 But

Liadwig, on the contrary, substitutes, very inappropriately, the

plain word for the figurative one. Finally, it is difficult to

the expressions 5^ ^4^T 9
IX, 33, 2; 63, 14, cf. Val. 1, 9, and JT:

I
t 98, 15 ; V, 79, 8 ; VIII, 5, 9; VIII, 23, 29 ; IX, 62, 24 ( cf. %J*Tc^ j

I 120,9),

it is sufficient for me to oppose Ludwig to Grassmann, and rearding tbe

compound lfNf*H, IX, 97, 10 Grassmann ( translation) to Ludwig. There

are some compound^ that are difficult to explain. Regarding lfa#K[
* tnat

has an ocean of cows ', see above p. 21 and note 1. As for qfel^Ni,
I

translated it as ' having the cow for arrow ', Religion Vedique, I, p. 206

1 See Religion Vedique, T. P. 172.

2 Only he commits the mistake of cohering up the boldn
f
s8

metaphor by introducing a particle of comparison to wMoh, there u

corresponding in the text.
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understand why Grsssmann and Ludwig have both preferred to

give Soma for
4

friend
7 the

s milk ? rather than the
*

cow \

V f 37, 4.

I hasten now to take up a new series of formulae whose

examination will be successful, I hope, in proving that the word

go never denotes
s

milk
7

directly, and without figure. It is often

said that Soma *

puts on, as if it were, something \ IX, 14,5;

107. 26, or without any attenuating particle, that he
s

puts on a

garment of cows', IX, 86, 26; 95, 1; that he 'attires himself\ II, 36,

1 ; IX, 2, 4 ; 14, 3 ; 42, 1 ; 66, 13 ; 107, 18, and that
fi

he is attired
7

,

in cows IX, 8, 5, that his
s

colour
? 1

is attired with cows, IX, 104,

4, that he is
*

enveloped with cows 7

, IX, 86, 27. Grassmann turns

the dress of
$ cows

'

into one of
* milk *. This too is a costume

bhat is very unusual; but one can only do what one can, and

Vedic thought;, in spite of it, refuses to allow Itself to be dressed

wholly according to the mode of the day*

Ludwig proceeds most frequently like Grassmann. However,

in the verses IX, 107, 26 and 86, 26, his translation shows us Soma

taking, as in the text, the
&

cows
?

for garment, or according to

the expression that he substitutes for the latter in the verse IX, 86,

26, for 'covering'. It seems thus as if it is less through re-

pugnance than through indifference for the Vedic figure that he

substitutes
*

milk
'

for
* cows '

in the majority of passages. In

reality, the toilets of Soma are as bizarre as they are varied, and

form the strangest masquerade.
2 His

* white \ IX, 107, 13, or

*

bright ', IX, 69, 4, garments can, without doubt, represent the

milk, and the Vedic poets give his other liquid costumes also,

melted butter, IX, 82, 2, and the waters, II, 36, 1 ; IX, 2, 3 ; 42, 1
;

70, 2
5 96, 13 ; 107, 4 and 18 ; 109, 21. But in addition he attires

himself with the wool-strainer through which he is filtered, IX,

101, 15, or, according to $he expression of the verse I, 98, 2, with

the armour of the sheep, and with the vats into which he flows,

i In the Terse 12, 105, 4, it is conversely said :
" I have stretched thy

brilliant colour on the cows ". Cf. also the use of the derivative T\o$f
4
he-

longing to the cow ' in the similar expressions of VIII, 1, 17 and IX, 8, 6.

The metaphor of '

garment
f has like that of * unction * other applica-

tions also. It is said of Indra rewarding the hymn that he * attires* it with

fiches, VI, 35, 1, etc.
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IX, 90, 2, with the fingers that express Mm, IX, 97, 12, and the :

laws, ibid., that is to say, with the rites according to which he is

prepared.
He is also dressed with *

chants ', IX, 35, 5, of. IX, 71,

1, [ 37 ] and 99, 1 $ and this naturally is the occasion to repeat

in connection with the figure of
e

attiring
* what we have already

said in connection with *

anointing
' and *

cooking
'

- in this new

series of formulae, as in the preceding ones, the cows can often

represent the prayers that accompany the preparation of the

sacred beverage as also the milk with which it is mixed.

The figure of
c

cooking
'

is however combined with that of

'

attiring
'

in the verse IX, 75, 5 which represents Soma as attired

ia the STff^R^that
is to say, in that which

*

cooks ' him. I do not

lay stress on other combinations like
*

he attires himself in rivers'

as
'

king \ IX, 89, 2, etc. It is known bhat such incoherences

abound in the Vedic hymns and particularly in the "hymns to

Soma. They are also met with therefore naturally in many of

the formulae in which blooms already this singular flower of

rhetoric, the
'

garment of cows ?

. Soma attired In cows is, in the

verse IX, 86, 26, called a sage, and compared to a horse, when he

flows through the wool ( of the strainer ). In the verse II, 36, 1, he

is
'

milked
' with the

'

stones
' and the

*

sheep ', these sheep, which

represent the strainer, appear again in the verse IX, 8, 5
" When

he passes through the sheep, we attire him in cows .

But we have not finished our survey of Soma's wardrobe. He

has a triple garment, IX, 108, 12, in the same way as he has

three forms corresponding to the three worlds. Not only has he

a garment that touches the sky s IX, 86, 14, but he takes for gar-

ment the sky Itself, IX, 69, 5 07 the four cardinal points, IX, 70,

1, and the cloud, IX, 83, 5, of. 71, 1.

The reader sees now what should be thought of this transla-

tion of the verse IX, 86, 27 :
" The fingers purify him covered

with milk, on the third summit, in the brilliant space of the sky.
7 *

The repugnance of Grassmann and the indifference of Ludwigr

to the figure in whose favour I have undertaken this long plead-

ing , make their eyes blind here to the evidence. In fact, it is

patently clear that the cows with which Soma is covered in the

9 [ Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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when he is there purified by the fingers of a divine sacrifice?

represent the celestial waters.

But this Is not all - this formula concerning the celestial Soma

gives us the key to the similar formulae employed In connection

with the beverage of the terrestrial sacrifice. The cows, milk or

prayers, with which Soma is there attired, represent tlie waters

of the cloud which he himself puts on in his superior forms. ]

It

is also said [38] that Soma clothes himself with the vats as

Varuna with rivers, IX, 90, 2.

If the reader can still have any doubts about the meaning of

the figure and also about the necessity of keeping* it always intact

in the translations, I hope that they will be removed by a last

quotation. The bull with three horns that is spoken of in the

verse V, 43, 13 is either identical with Soma, considered in

the unity of his triple form, or in any case, is represented as

could be Soma himself, called in the verse IX, 56, 32, the husband

of the women, going to the rendezvous. Wow this bull
*

attires

himself with women ?

as Soma attires himself with cows. The

women and the cows play therefore in the figure of the
*

garment
?

the role of those mythical equivalents that replace each other, as

we have already seen more than once, in the manner of chemical

equivalents. Now the word * women y can on occasion denote the

sacrificial milk, but it does so evidently because the latter re-

presents the divine women, that is to say, the celestial waters.

Does the reader now want to know how Grassmann and Ludwig
have acquitted themselves in the matter of verse V, 43, 13 ? In

the formula
'

attired with cows ', they substitute the idea of

*

milk
?

for that of
' cows '. Being unable to have recourse to

the same substitution in the case of the new formula, it is the

idea
*

garment
' which they attack, by translating

*

surrounded

by women
7

or
*

dwelling with the women ". To point out such

expedients is to pass judgment on them.

It now remains for us to examine the passages where the inter-

1 Similarly, in the ceremony of the burning of the corpse, the butter, de-

noted by the word * cows *, which covers the dead man and is to protect him

from the heat of the fire, X, 16, 7, represents without doubt the waters of the

sky where he has to take on a new life.
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p-efcers have .substituted for the word fi

cows \ not
s

niil-k ', fctrirtte

words
* cow-hide ',

*

straps
'

or
*

bow-strings \

We read in the verse X, 94, 9 that the pressing stones are

placed
* on the cow \ and IB the verse X, 116, 4 than the beverage

has been pressed
*

In the cow *. Inconsistent with themselves,

Ludwig and Grassmann, the latter changing the idea nofc only

from one passage to another but from his Woerterbuch to his

translation, have translated in turns, the former
c

cowhide * and

'milk
?

, and the latter, cowhide ?

,

* cow \ and *

leather bottle \ I

translate
6 cow ' * and I intend

'

cowhide '. The cowhide on which

the Soma juice is expressed
2

should, like the milk with which it

js mixed, represent the celestial cow, that is to say, the cloud

which envelopes him in the sky, or, in a sphere of ideas less

directly naturalistic, the mysterious abode of the cow, 5^ *Ttt
?

that is also called the abode of the bird ( Agni or Soma ), 5^ ^**

[39 ] It is this same abode or the cloud that is alluded to in

the verse I, 121, 9, according to which, Indra, in the opinion x>f

Roth, Grass oiann and Ludwig who are all in agreement here,

'hurled
'

the bolt with a fi

sling '. The text signifies in reality

that he has
&

caused to come back ', that is to say, that he has

withdrawn, his bolt,
* from the cow '.

From the imaginary sling, we pass on now to the straps of the

chariot. The author of the verse YIII, 48, 5, wishing to express

the salutary and vivifying effect of the sacred beverage, says that

fche Somas that he has drunk have 'bound' him in his joints, as

the
'

cows ' bind a '

chariot \ It seems evident that here, the

word
'

cows ? denotes in fact the straps of the chariot. But is it

necessary to translate
'

straps \ as Grassmann and Ludwig do,

or should one translate
6 cows '

as I propose ?

The hymn VI, 47 will furnish us with the answer to this

question. We see there invoked in the verses 26-28 a chariot,

which may be, if one so likes, a real one, but which represents in

any case the celestial chariot or lightning, since in the verses 27

and 28 it receives the name <

India's holt '. The
qualification^

1 This ^ord ia not the most bizarre expression of the teru X, Hi, 4

ftiittbove, p. 13.

01 IX 70, 7,
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which is applied to ib in verse 26 and which Grassmann and

Ludwig translate as
* bound with straps

* would already be one

reason for us to keep the word * cows ', as fcfae cows are capable

of representing the waters in which the lightning is enveloped in

the sky. But what is decisive is that in verse 27 the same chariot

is in fact represented by a slight modification of the formula as
'

enveloped
*

in the cows. This is exactly the qualification that

we have seen applied above to the celestial Soma. At the same

time, moreover, when our chariot receives in this verse the name
*

Indra's bolt
*

s
it is also called

s

the strength of the waters '. It

seems as if the poet has foreseen the embarassment that he

would cause to his interpreters and has therefore accumulated

hints calculated to extricate them. They have not sufficed for

the interpreters
1 I hope they will be sufficient for the reader.

Thus the straps of the chariot are called cows because they

allude to the cows, that is to say, to the waters that envelope the

lightning, the war-chariot that on the earth overcomes the enemy

representing the lightning that overcomes the demons in the sky.

The bizarrerie however of the metaphor which seems to be at its

height in the formula
6 bound with cows *, is found weakened in

another metaphor denoting the chariot itself. This latter receives

the name '

tree , in such a way that the complete expression

suggests the idea of a tree to which cows are fastened.

The same idea is met with in a verse of the Atharva-veda,

[flO] 1,2,3, where the 'cows '

denote, not the straps of the

chariot, but bowstrings. The poet however says in it of the

* cows '

fastened to the tree
?

that they
*

sing;
?
the

* arrow ' when

shooting it The reference here is to the incantations of the

enemy whose effect Indra IB begged to avert. The idea of magical

formulae and the figures of the cow and the arrow that are so

often applied to hyms are in this verse combined in the most

bizarre manner.

In the verse X. 27, 22 of the Rgveda, we read
" The cow fasten-

ed to difierent trees has lowed ; it is from it that fly away the

1 Grassmann continues to translate '

enveloped in straps \ Ludwig does

better: he translates as Grassmann proposed to do in his Woerterbuchi

'enveloped in milk' (sic,). He does not howavet seem to a$p-ly this expifes-
;

Ion to the chariot. His translation is
;

ripfe yery intelligible
'
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birds that devour men ". Here the cow is perhaps the cloud from

which proceed the lightnings
1
. The ideas of the bow, the string,

and the arrows are however suggested less by the text itself than

by the comparison with the passage previously cited2 and with

another where the arrows are similarly represented as birds, I

refer to the verse VI, 46, 14 already cited above3
, in which we have

seen the horses compared to livers
4

. The same horses are there

compared also to birds, held
* with the arms ' on the

c bow \ and

hurling themselves
* on the flesh

;

. These birds are evidently

the arrows that proceed from the bow-string that is called a cow

because It represents the cow-cloud, whence proceeds the

arrow-bird-lightning.

But the most curious passage, that which definitely condemns
the substitution of the unfigurative for the figurative word while

at the same time it confirms the 'idea of an allusion in the figura-

tive word to a celestial phenomenon considered as the type of the

object denoted by the figure, is the verse VI, 75 ? 11 which Grass-

mann and Ludwig 5 translate almost alike as,
"
It ( the arrow ) puts

on the garment of an eagle ; Its tooth is a savage beast ; placed

on the string, it flies when it is hurled ". The first trait only is

weakened : the exact translation should be,
"
ft attires itself with

the bird". The reference here, it is quite agreed, is to the

feathers that trim the arrows. The formula recalls that of
*

attired

with cows '

that has been studied above and confirms the inter-

pretation which we have given to it. The word % * cow *, fit is

certain, signifies
6

milk ' no more than the word Wt '

bird

1 See Religion Vedigue, I, p. 278 and note.

2
3^-^j^-yr The use of the root sphur with the pern's anu in the

verse VI^^ll can lead to the belief that the 'cows' which are spoken of

here are also the prayers assimilated at the same time with bow-strings.

8 Pp. 3-4,

4 Grassmann and Liadwig connect the participle Tpftcfl: with horses,

and take the cow ' for a * bridle >. But the comparison with the verse X 27,

22 which I have cited in the text appears to me to be decidedly in favour of

my interpretation.
5 Ludwig translates,

* Mit Riemen susammengebundcrx '. I do no-

what image he has in mind,
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4

feather \ But let us pass on. I understand the .second trait

in the sBnse that -the point of thB arrow is made of the horn of

some antelope, W\ .

l

The rest is not of much importance ; what is certain is thai

the two parts of the arrow, the feathers and the point, are denoted,

one hy the name
*

bird
?

s and the other by the name of some

animal. Now I ask 8 when to these two formulae there succeeds

-a third containing likewise the name of an animal, the cow, is it

really translating the texfc when one simply substitutes the idea

of string
2

for that of the cow ? The third combination of the

words
'

bound to the cows
?

is no more strange than the first
*

it

attires itself with the bird ', or the second,
4

its tooth is an

animal
?

.

The use of the words
*

bird
?

,

'

animal ( antelope ) \
'

cow '

does

not however constitute simple metonymy; there are meta-

phors also, metaphors whose meaning is explained by verse 15 of

the same hymn, where the arrow is invoked by the epithet^fi
1

'dr

(JN

I -y

vine/ and ^^^VRT
*

produced by the semen of Parjanya '. The

allusion to the lightning is evident, and it is this allusion that

explains the metaphors of verse 11. The lightning in fact is a

bird^ It could also in the eyes of the rsis take on the form of an

antelope, as the mounts of the Maruts. Finally and chiefly it is
*

bound to the cows Ythat is to say, is enveloped by the waters of

the sky. This is exactly the same expression which we have

*een applied to the war-chariot which likewise represents the

lightning. Beside the warrior himself, the warrior attired in

armour, it is in the first verse of the same hymn VI 5 75, com-

pared to a cloud.

As for the epithet *TNffq*^r "V I, 53, 9 which Grassmann tran-

slates
'

providei with straps' and Ludwig as 'having a cow's ml\

1 Of. verse 15 of the same hymn. Grassmanra translates * Lowe *

!

2 Or of the strap. See p. 40, note 5.

$ Here therefore the expression
'

attires himself 3 would be equivalent to
*
takes the form of*, at least In so far as in the myth of tfa descent of Soma

***

bifd^annct
be ..distinguished from. & 'w-row in It* ohwaatatr of tlw
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it doegMiot contain merely an allusion to the celestial cows. For,
{

goad
; which receives this qualification is in the hands of a gods

of Pusan, The word SffaftT has probably, as believed by Roth and

Grassmann himself, the meaning
s

hair 7

or
'

tuft of hair *. What-

ever it may be, when Indra is seen carrying the sky like an

%[,, 1, 173, 6 9 cf. VIII, 14, 5, and Soma taking the cloud for s|w
IX, 71, 1, it is not difficult to understand what is represented by

the
' cows

7

that serve likewise as 3^5^ * *^6 ?oad of Pusan.

I have said at the beginning that these observations on the

figures of speech in the Rgveda ought not, in my opinion, [ 42 ]

to be withput interest for the lexicography. It has in fact been

seen that in many cases they allow us to explain the text of the

hymns without "doing to the meaning: all the kinds of violence

which thay have been subjected to at the hands of the interpreters

who have been too much preoccupied with the exigencies of

our modern taste. But this work has. if I am not mistaken, an-

other object also. I have been reproached
1
for having

'

taken for

ready money the bold metaphors of the ancient rsis
' and for as-

signing to these metaphors a mythological value. I have more

than one reply to this criticism. And the best would be to finish

the work at which the criticism was directed, that is to say, the

complete reconstitution of a system where the formulae that are

the subjects of the controversy are grouped up too well to allow

of their being reduced in value to mere poetical figures, born of

individual fancies. But at present I shall content myself with

fche argument which has been furnished to me by the observations

that have gone above, and particularly the last ones on the uses

of the word % * cow '. It has been seen in fact that what explains

the most bizarre of these uses is precisely the allusion which they

contain to certain religious conceptions and above all to the cor-

respondence of the rites of the cult to celestial phenomena or

even to the correspondence of the engines of war on the earth and

in the sky. To unite Sorna with the liturgical cows is to repro-

duce here below the union which he himself contracts with the

1
Pischel, Gottitogisch* An#ig#n, 1879, p. 168.
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celestial cows, To hurl against the enemy the arrow or the war-

chariot
'

bound to cows ',
is to imitate Indra hurling against the

demon the lightning
which is enveloped in the celestial oowg,

And, this is very important, the rite which reproduces the pheno-

menon, the formula which assimilates the terrestrial weapon to

the celesiai one we like talismans which assure success to
every

one who employs them. Now. in the domain of the
supernatural,

the expressions that are most strange are found to he, because of

the strangeness itself; the most appropriate for the ideas which

they express or suggest. This is in my view the true explanation

of the taste of the rsis for incongruous figures. The enigmas and

the paradoxes that are the results of the incoherence of the meta-

phors are, for the rest, but one form of the Yedic enigma and

paradox which have many forms and which occasionally assume

that of the popular riddle containing, totally concealed, a mysti-

cal meaning. There is here the subject for a new work which I

intend to publish shortly and which will be closely related to this,



A NOTE ON" K8A AND JNA

BY

Prof. H, R. KAPADIA, M. A.

It appears that even In remote times keen desire was felt

by mankind to give an outward manifestation to emotions and in

ward conceptions* For this purpose different methods seem to

have been adopted by different persons at different times. One of

them was to resort to writing. I do not intend to discuss here the

evolution of the primitive scripts or the origin of alphabet re-

garding which several theories ! have been propounded by
previous scholars. I shall therefore confine myself to say a few
words about some of the features pertaining to ksa and jna written

in Dewmagari characters.

Broadly speaking we have two types of Devanagarl characters >

(1 ) Jaina and ( 2 ) non-Jama In both these cases we find that

out of the various conjunct consonants ks and jn have each of them.

a special form 3 wherein one cannot easily notice any trace 4 of

1 Out of these maybe mentioned Mr, 0. J. Gadd's theory, the opposite

view expressed by Sir Flinders Petrie and Dr. Pra^anatha's article viz.

"How the alphabet began 5 '

published in the "Illustrated Weekly of the Times

of India" vol. LVI, No, 36 and the following dafced 8-9-35 etc.

Mr. Gadd has said in his *' Sumesrian Beading Book that the evolution

of primitive scripts points out two stages : ( i ) pictorial and ( ii ) the one

which subsequently devloped from it into hieroglyphic signs.

Sir Flunders says that signs rather than pictures are the primitive

systems; for, simplicity leads to complexity.
2 See Appendix I ( pp 1-3 ) of

"
Descriptive Catalogue of Jaina Manu-

scripts vol. XVII, pt. II.

Of.

* When the form resulting from the combination of two conjunct con--

sonants leaves no trace of its constituents, it at times presents a very gre

difficulty in deciphering it Some of the forms of conjunct
Consonants

ooou -

ing in Kharo^m lipi bear testimoroy to this. Tide p. 35 of
" The raiaog P y

of India/' alias "Bharatiya PrSpina LipimSlS", a work la Hindi by r

Gaunshankar Hirach^,n<l Qjna*

10 [ Annuls, B* Q. B? I. J
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the consonants of which, they are composed. 1 & and ^put together

IB various
2 ways does not give rise to a form identified as

Jcs.
s In the case of the Jaina Devanagari characters, both the

parts are fairly noticeable in ^. The upper portion of this W
shows that there is the form of ka occurring in the Jaina forms

for kr and ku\ and that the lower portion of
^fj

8

shows ^ without

its slant stroke.
5

As regards jfla, the presence of j (sr) can be seen in ^r and TK both

the types
6 of Devanagarl characters 7

; but there remains a

i Since there is thus very little chance left of suspecting that ksa and jua
are ligatures, they are mentioned under the head ** mlllaksaras ?> in a "Desl
Hisab "

. Furthermore we learn from " The Palaeography of India "
( p 47 )

that Ksa and jfta are each assigned a place in Nagarz varnamala, as the

original forms of their constituents are not maintained in the ligatures.

Even tra is included in this varnamala, though the sign for T
s , one of its corh

stitiaents is visible in tra.

% Taking the BevanEgarl characters infeo account, K placed to the left of

^ and ^placed below ^ are the i?vays expected in a normal course. Both,

these processes have been utilized in some of the southern characters. For

instance, in Malayalam, TUmil and Grantha characters we find the first

method is adopted, whereas in Oanarese and Telugu characters, the second

method is adopted. Owing to want of suitable types I can illustrate as

the case pertaining to the Oanarese characters only :

Oanarese

Non-Jaina
DevanSgarl

3 In the form for ksa in the BrShml script both the constituents k and
seem to be present, and the ligature appears to have been formed by placing
the latter below the former. See plate LXXXII given in " Paleography of

India *'. In the script used in plate XVIII, the constituents for ksa and jfta
are both distinct.

* See Appendix II ( p. 4 ) of D. G. J. M. vol. XVII, pp. II.
5 The latter remark is applicable to 8T, too.
<$ It appears that the former tvpe is derived from the latter, tfte similar

remark holding good for &?a, top,
T This remark w applioabl to the BrEhml oharaot*? ?

too, <

'
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difficulty of tracing sr
? though It may be guessed that the portion

remaining after j I taken off from jna, resembles some part of It.

This will show that In the DeixmSgari form for jna, fia Is as-

signed a place below j. Thus this method agrees with the way
of writing Jna in Canarese l and Telugu characters, whereas It

differs from the way in which jna is written In Malayalam, Tamil

and Grantha characters; for, in these three characters jna is writ-

ten by the side of j and to its left.

In this connection I may draw the attention of the learned

reader to the plate
2

facing this page and especially to the third

line from the bottom, of a portion of the leaf 145a which may be

represented In non-Jaina characters without ^fs^ranrs
s as under :

There are some persons who believe In Matrka theory. They

opine that every letter and every symbol have something to do

with a god or a goddess
4

, and that they quote a typical line viz.
"
aksaram paramam brahma n

. Will any one of them point out as

to what god or godde ss is associated with ksa and jna as well ?

Leaving aside for a moment the tradition that every letter

is a mantraksara 5 I would like to know if ksa or jna has been

- A portion of this plate given below to the left and containing the date

Samvat 1179, is in continuation with the bigger portion containing the circii-

lar diagram. This when placed to the right of this bigger portion with a

marginal space between them forms leaf 145*> of this Ms. of which this is a

facsimile. A portion marked as leaf 145* forms apart of the same leaf of which

it is the reverse. For farther description of this Ms. see
4f D. 0. J. M. "

Vol. XVIIL
s This is commonly known as padimatra and it is connected by some

with matimatrn
( Skr. ).

Dr. Prananatha has observed in his article referred to on p. 289 that

the TantrabidhSna, Bljanighantu, Mudranighantu and Ekarthakos'a throw

light on this question.

S Of

( P.

s icJ*rr:
n
"

THis is quoted by Subhatilaka. See my edition of AnekartharatnamanjUfS
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given In amy work on mantras, as much Importance as

a mantrika symbol. If there is no such evidence coming forth,

will one be justified in saying that the Jaina and non-Jama ways

of writing ksa and jna have nothing to do with the mysticism

associated with rnantraksaras ?

I do not remember to have read anywhere the exact period
2

whence ksd and jna have been each given a special form as we

now find in both the types of Ddvanagari characters. Under

these circumstances, I am tempted to deal with this question here,

That in Devanagari characters k and s together make up ks is

a well-known fact ; but it remains to be ascertained whence this

rule came into existence. So far as I know, it is not mentioned

in Astadhyayl, Mahabhasya, Vartika and Siddhantakaumudt. All

the same this rule is found in Candraprabha ( p. 48 ) as under :

An earlier reference to this is met with in Rupmmala ( p. 49 ),

a commentary on Katantra as below :

s ' ^wi% #' \\W si
"

As regards the form for jna, Siddhantakaumudi (p. 82 ) on

Astadhyayt ( VIII-2-8 ) states that
"
sfsff^ 1 W^ \ TW I

??
. In a

foot-note ( the third ) on it we have *

From this it follows that out of Panini, Fataljail and Kat-

yayana none has stated that in Devanagarl oir any other script

i This is written in two ways : ( i ) f)-
and ( ii ) 3^>. The first of them be-

longs to the Jaina script and the other to the non-Jaina one. The former way
of writing om is what one can naturally expect ; for, it is derived by writing

^ ( i e. o in the Jaina script ) with an anusvara ( nasal ) on it. The latter

way seems to be rather peculiar , for, in 3:0 a layman cannot trace 3ft.
&

palceographist like Pandit Ojha hss suggested that 35> is a modification of

older o occurring in plates TSTos. XVIII, XIX, XXI and XXXV. Moreover, he

says ( on p. 136 ) that it follows from the 25th plate.
From Dr. R. Shamsastri's learned article published in " Indian Antiquary

"

Vol. XXXV, pp. 253-267, 270-290 and 311-324 we learn that from the latter

half of the llth century A. D. the older form of au became current for o.

*
Incidentally I would like to know exactly from what period and for

what reason, special forms for and, et cetera, dollar and pound ( 20 shitting* )

are being represented as &&c, $ and &
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the forms for j and na when combined give rise to a special form

jna.

In the Candraprabha abdve referred to* we have on p. 57 :

At first thought It struck me that the special forms forfea and

jfi& might have originated in a land where people had to write

ksa and jna
1 many a time and who, whereupon wanted to save

time and trouble. But I am not prepared to take a serious note of

it, unless and until I can substantiate it by some other valid evi-

dences and convincing arguments. It is, however, true that we

come across passages and verses where ksa occur several times.

For instance 5 in Jambu kavi'9 Jinasataka * one can trace many in-

stances of this kind. As a typical example, may be quoted the

following verse from this Jaina hymn

i s

^ u

The first hemistich of the following verse occurring in the

tippana of Sayaga and in the tippanaka of Pavayanasaruddhara,

each composed by Udayaprabha Suri may be also noted :

n

As a faMy parallel example from a aon-Jaina source, I may
mention the first hemistich of the following verse given on p. 72

of Vidyananda's Prataparudrayasobhusana
"
?^TWOf?fron: ^cT^r^nTT
g^sn^q-qw^ir^rarf^^n sffrsnnin

The 3rd cararta of the verse beginning with *<3ii*r*a s and

occurring in NMSataka also furnishes us with an example of

anuprasj, of ksa to some extent* _____

i Jna and ksa occur a number of times in plate X given in
" The Pal^o-

i ^published in Ka^yamSla as No. 7 by the Kir^ayasSg^a Press

in JL, D 1907*
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The second carana of the following verse from G-angalahan
can be also referred to in this connection '

vraerrac u \ \\
??

Sana's Harsacarita, too s has several passages where three or*

four ksas can be noticed !
.

A.S in the case of ksa, it is desirable that I should cite passages
and verses which may furnish us with examples of anuprasa of jna.

But I am sorry to note that I do not remember to have come across

any which can be assigned a place equal to verses quoted for ksa.

Will any scholar therefore kindly supply me with the pertinent
instances ? In the meanwhile* I may en passanf refer to the

following verse occurring in Nitisataka :

u
"

I may note as an additional example, the last carana of the

following verse from the Naisadhiya capita ( canto III, v. 64 ):

M ^5f U

The ligatures ^a and jna are not to be met with in every lipi.

For instance, in the 46 letters which make up the Brahml lipi
2

according to the 46th samavaya of Samavaya? the 4th anga of the

Jaina canonical treatises, there is no mention of jna. Even the

occurrence of ksa is not a matter of certainty. For, Abhayadeva
Suri, while commenting upon Samavaya (XLVI) says that ksa

may hava been Included in the 46 letters of the Brahml script
3

1 See pp. 16, 61, 130 and 170 of the Bombay Sanskrit Series No. LXVL
2 Some of the details about this Hpi are dealt with by me in a separate

article '* Some Palseographioal data from the Jaina sources " to be published
in the Annals of B. O. B. Institute hereafter.

s "The Palaeography of India "
( p. 47 ) throws light in this connection ;

for, there it is said that after a special form took place for the combination
of k and , the Bauddhas included k in the list of the varnas-matrkas-siddha-
matrkas. In the tUntrika works, k$a and jfia are each styled as a varqa I e*
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Prof. Johamn Georg Buhler denies Its existence as can be seen

from the following observation made by him in his
u
Indian

Palaeography
s7

( p. 2 )

<( While the matrkas JR 9 -R
5 L 9 L and the ligature ksa, which

in later times was often erroneously considered a matrka were

excluded.

Pandit G. H. Ojha, in
" The Palaeography of India" (p. 46)

introduces ksa in an optional manner for SB
1

.

Now a word about the presence or absence of ksa and Jna in

languages. The Sanskrit !

language and the Vernaculars where-

in tatsama words are used, contain words having ks* and jn. But

such is not case with the Prakrit languages. These ligatures

are absent there. Even the n, a constituent of" jna has no room

for it there, as can be seen from the following verse which is

quoted by Malayagiri Suri in his commentary ( p. 3 ) to Brhat~

kalpsutra :

cf

As ks and jn are absent in Prakrit, I may say a few words

regarding their substitutes.

The conjunct consonant ks is reduced to kkh and cch. The gram-

marians of the eastern, school assert that kkh is a feature of

SaurasenI, and cch, that of MaharastrL Such a distinction is

not as yet noticed to exist in the western school. In ASva-

gho^a and Bhasa we have a number of cases where ks is

replaced by kkh. Ks occuring in some of the Sanskrit words

is even now reduced to kkh in GujaratI and MarathI as well.

The treatment in the case of jn differs at different hands.s

On the one hand Hemacandra Suri, the well-known poly-

grapher reduces jn, ny and ny to jn, as is the case in

3 This is mentioned after Sanskrit in Thana ( II ) of the third anga.

2 Even in Vaidika Sanskrit we have words containing tcs9 Vide Jlg-Ve^a

(II. I. 10; etc.).

3 This topic is treated by my friend P*of. A. M. Gliatage, M. A., in hii

iplendid article Si Sauraseni Prakrit
"

( Journal of the University of Bombay

ToJ, III, pt, IV, pp. 55 and 5
).
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the MshftrSstrl. It seams that most of the modern scholars

follow in his loot-steps ( Schmidt 6-7 ). Vararaci mentions

an option of substituting ftj Instead of jn in the case of words

like vijna ( 1 i, 7 ), but only nn in the case of injitajna and

sarvajna ( 12, 8 ). Kramadl^vara 9

substitutes ftj for jn occurring

in adhijna, pratijna, yajna and vijna ( 5 f 76 ). Dr. Pischel opines

that both these rules are rather doubtful ; for, no other gram-

marian has mentioned them, and that this is probably due to

an error on the part of scribes who copied Mss.

Markandeya gives both jj and nn for jn ( 9 S 46 X Asvaghosa

replaces jn by Ian., whereas Bhasa substitutes both m and %$

almost with equal frequency.

I may conclude this note by referring to the pronunciation

of jfia. I have heard it being pronounced in various ways
1

such as

dnya, dna, gna, gnya^ gya etc, even when it is admitted by the

speakers that j and na combined together make up jna. Thus

is appears that its pronunciation has something to do with

provincialism.

In
"
The Palaeography of India

9?

( p. 47 ) Ifc is said that the

Deccanies pronounce jna as dna 2 some persons in the north of

India as gya and a few Sanskritists, something like gnya.

1 This is likely to remind one about the differences in the pronunciation
of the liquid letters viz. T and 1. In this connection it has been remarked

in " The Palaeography of India
"

( p. 44 ) that many a person pronounce ^
and <5 as f^ and (r ; some of the people of the Deccan as ^ and J and some of

the Northern India as the Yaidika % and pf. But none of these ways is correct.

2 Vide the English title of ^fRSr^T^F. Is ihis due to the mode of writing

jfla in Modi as d plus na ?



MISCELLANEA.

BHi'NUDATTA AND BHANUKARA

BY

DR. S. K. DEI, M. A., D. Litt.

In Ms very interesting article on the poet Bhanukara Dr.

Haradatta Sarraa has referred to the question of the date of

Blianudatta, with whom lie proposes to identify Bhanukara. He
has critised the date 1428 A. D. given by me ( Sanskrit Poetics I, p.

248) as the terminus ad quern of Bhamidatta's date ; but he appears

to have overlooked my note ( *t p. 252 of the same work) where I

had indicated that this date was not beyond doubt. His attention

may be drawn in this connexion to my subsequent article on

Bhanudatta's date ( whioh also he seems to have overlooked )

placed before the Fourth All-Indian Oriental Conference and

published in its Summaries of Papers ( Allahabad 1926, pp, 40-43 ).

In this article I have definitely rejected the date 1428 A. D. for

1572 A. D. 5 which Dr. Sarma, agreeing with Mr. Gode, now pro-

poses; and I have, on independent grounds* attempted a closer ap-

proximation of Bhanudatta's date to the end of the 15th and begin-

ning of the 16th century. This dating will dispose of Dr. Sarma's

surprise that Bhamidatta is not at all quoted in the tfarngadliara-

paddhqti, which was compiled much earlier at about 1363 A. D.

Tlie fact of Bhanudatta's having more Southern commentators

than Northern does not finally settle the question as to whether

Bhanudatta belonged to Videlia or Vidarbha. It is possible, as

Dr. Sarma suggests, that he wandered from place to place ; but

this does not prove the question either way.

There are two minor points in Dr. Sarma's statements which

require modification. It is hardly correct to state that Jayadeva,

the author of the Gita-govinda, was a Maithila poet ;
he belonged

to Bengal. In his footnote 1, p. 254, Dr. Sarma appears to think that

I have identified Suresvara, the ancestor of Bhanudatta, with the

Suresvara, who was a contemporary of the gteat Samkara. But

I have not done BO. Probably Dr. Sarma was misted by the des-

cription that Bhanudatfca's ancestor Suresvara was the author of

11 [ Annala, B* Q. R. I- 1
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but this description is given in

datta's Kum&ra-toKargavlya itself. On the other hand referring to

this question, I have already remarked in my article referred to

above ( p. 43 )
:

" In the genealogy of the Kumara-bhargaviya men-

tion is made of one Suresvara, son of Ratnesvara, who was an

ancestor of Bhanudatta s separated by six generations from himself,

and who wrote a ^aTirakabhasya-wrttika. We need not identify,

with Eggeling, this Suresvara with the famous Suresvara who was

a disciple of Samkaracarya ; for otherwise the date of our Bhanu-

datta would have to be unwarrantably pushed back to a time

which would be inconsistent wifch other date furnished by his

text.
"

Th main argument on which Dr. Sarma relies for the identity

of the poet BhSnukara and Bhanudatta is that a large number of

Bhanudatta
?

s verses are assigned to Bhanukara in some very late

anthologies. It is true that Bhanudatta himself was not a very

early writer, and we cannot expect to find his verses quoted in

early anthologies; but one should take very cautiously the

evidence supplied by anthological compilations. By far the

largest number of Bhanudatta s verses in question are found

assigned to Bhanukara in compilation, entitled Padya-racana by

Laksmana Bhatta Ankolakara; but for this work its editors them-

selves ( ed. Kavyarnala 86 ) would not venture to claim a higher

antiquity than even a hundred years. Of the other anthologies

mentioned, the Rasika-jivana belongs to the 17th century, and the

Subhasita-haravali, as Mr. P. K. Gode has shown, to the end of the

17th century. The attributions in anthologies are notoriously care-

less and confused, and one would require a more substantial and

independent evidence of identity than such attributions occurring

in comparatively modern compilations of doubtful value. I may,

however, aidd that since both Bhanudatta and Bhanukara refer to

one Nijama-dharanlpala or Nijama Shaha, whom I have proposed
to identify with Ahmad Nizam Shah who obtained possession of

Daulatabad some time between 1499 and 1507 A. D. and fota'tfddd

the Htizam Shah dynasty of Dekkan, it is quite possible that they

might have been ontemporaries , but this dloae does not. identify

Ih fcwo writers
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DHABMA AND SOCIETY by Dr. G. H. Mees, M. A., LL. 64

published by N". V. Servire -the Hague and Luzac & Co. f

London, W. C. L, pp. XV 4- 206; Price, cloth 12/6 s. and

paper 9/6 s.

This is a very instructive and thought-provoking work. The

subject is treated with great sympathy for the aspirations of India

throughout the ages and understanding of the problems that

confronted the Indians of all times. The aim of the work, as stat-

ed in the preface ( XII ), is *to inquire into the nature of Dharma-1

the fundamental motive force in the life of man as a social

beiug-in connection with a comparative study of the theory

and ideal of varna ( natural class ) and the phenomena of caste in

India and incidentally of class in the west \ The purpose of the

work is not to test the Hindu theories philosophically or

morally; but to show that the fundamental nature of dharma

(and of related conceptions ) is a mystic one (p. XIII). It is

impossible to convey, in a brief review such as the present, even

a vague idea of the contents of this work. The work is divided

into two parts. The first part deals with dharma as conceived

by the ancient Hindus, the various meanings that were attributed

to dharma, the various distinctions of dharma according to sub-

ject ( viz. svadharma, varnadharma, jatidharma, desiadharama, ga-

nadharma &c.) f the four ends of life (purusartha) and their relation

to varnas and asramas, characteristics of dharma (dhamma) as con-

ceived by the Buddhists, conceptions akin to dharma among othe*

tocient peoples, distinction between varna and caste, the five con-

ceptions about varna ( racial, cultural, professional, symbolical

and occult); the meaning and conception of Arya characteris-

tics, origin and function of jatis ( castes ), the asramas.

Out of the two parts, the second is the more important. The

author tries to establish that varna theory in its wider sense wa

a theory not applying to Hindu society exclusively, but to

human society generally,, in other words
*

varna
' contains a uni-

versal element and is a theory of natural class, and that mere
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was a tendency fco uphold it as an international ideal (p. 79 ) ju

consequence of which even foreigners were in ancient times

adopted into the social system of India. The author points out

how in the ancient Iranian and other cultures there were four

classes corresponding: to the four -varnas of ancient India. The

learned author distinguishes between two aspects of dharma, fche

one corresponding more or less to varna and the other to caste

he endeavours to demonstrate at great length that in alternate

periods ( called by him "periods of life
7 and 'periods of form* ) the

corresponding aspect of dharma predominated, that in different

periods of form various
'

social evils
? were evolved and that as

a reaction to the tendency towards social crystallization and caste

separatism we find again and again in Indian history the pro-

mulgation of dharma in its first aspect by great teachers who

heralded
*

periods of life
'

( p. 87 ). As examples of the latter he

refers to the Upanisads ( which marked a *

period of life
'

against

the formalism of the ritual end dogmas of the Brahmana

Literature ), the preaching of dharma by Buddha whose influence

was directly social by propagating the spiritual equality of man,

by opening up the spiritual path to all, irrespective of caste or

sex (p. 95). The author however points out ( p. 96) that there

was a biologically unsocial element in Buddha's teaching with-

drawing the noblest elements of humanity from the married state

to monkhood and that the army of idle monks and nuns was one

of the causes of the disappearance of Buddhism from India,. Then

Samkaracarya inaugurated a new period of life by establishing

the one Godhead and truth as against the doctrines of the many
sects that existed and by making the Vedanta philosophy the

basis of all the nobler movements of Hinduism. Then came the

Taisnava Reformation of which Ramanuja may be called a

fore-runner ( p. 98 ). The author refers to the work of the Arya-

Samaj, of Vivekananda, of poet Tagore and Mahatma Gandhi as

heralding the birth of a new s

period of life \ In contrast to the

foregoing periods of life, the author instances as periods of form

the complicated Vedic ritual ( in the Brahmanas ) ? the systema-

tized and dogmatised dharma contained in the dharma^astfas

such as those of Manu ( chapter III about food proper for siraddha,

chap. IV about rules for householders ). As social evils of the
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periods
of form be instances the practice of SatI ( p< 104 ) r the

prohibition
of the remarriage of widows (p. 105), the gradual

lowering of the status of women from Vedic times downwards

(pp. 111-112), child marriage (pp.110), untoitchability (pp.

111-112. )

The author summarises Ms estimate of the Brahmanas in

these words ( p. 113 )
* Hinduism owes to true Brahmans the

blessings of the theory and ideal of Varna, and to the Brahmans

as caste-upholders many of the diseases of caste.
? He does not

subscribe to the view of some that the complicated caste system

was an invention of the Brahmanas, but lie appears to think that

if the Brahmanas had lived up to fche Varna standard, had worked

for the realization of Varna in the social mind and had maintain-

ed a healthy self-criticism, caste would never have come into

existence ( p. 116 ).

the anther tries to show that not only in India but every-

where in the world cyclic processes of sleep and renascence have

gone on from remote times (pp. 121-126) and that man's task

has been from the beginning: to learn to use his hands as his soul

inspiring practical brotherhood, directs i. e. that part of the

population which corresponds to the three lower varnas must be

guided by the highest varna.

In contrasting the theory of varna with caste the author re*

marks
* In the theory of varna we find the social duty of the in-

dividual always on the foreground and never his personal rights

and in accordance with this it contains the principle that the

higher the varna, the more exacting the duties and the stricter

education. This principle was lost sight of to some extent

in caste when the tendency appeared to lay more stress on

privilege than on duty
'

(p. 127 ).

The author says
6

there were originally only two varnas, a

fair and a dark one. Bufc soon the conception of three higher

varnas must have developed from the classes into which the fair

coloured people became divided. But when classes began to

develop into castes and sub-castes varna became theory and

ideal. Yet for a long time it remained possible for people of
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lower classes to pass into high6* classes ( pp. 136-18? ).

'

author relies for this last proposition on the stories of Janaka,

Satyakama Jabala, Kavasa Ailusa and others.

The author wisely remarks
s

in the West fchs social mind is

obsessed by the idea of economical power, in India by the idea

of caste power. A reviving sense of varna may -free the social

mind of its obsession, then the natural hierachy must again eme-

rge out of the social unconscious into the light of recognition

and in proportion to this the tyranny of power will be weakened*

(p. 145).

The author's thesis is that in the natural hierarchy there

cannot be one moral standard for all, that the normal standard

of one high up in the natural hierarchy will be the ideal for a

person lower in the scale and will be entirely unintelligible to a

person at the bottom, that it is illogical to require and expect

the same conduct from these three people and to put before them

the same ideal ( p. 146 ). He thinks that the Christian church

has tended k> do this, with the positing of the
*

Christian duty ',

that the Church pointed to the goal, but did not show tie steps and

that it failed to show sense of reality and a sense of proportion

( p. 147 ). He is of opinion that when the sastras speak of the

eight forms of marriage they have in mind this principle of

natural hierarchy. The author finds fault with westerners for

turning up their noses against Indians for their caste system
when *

Europe has developed separative nation-castes which for

the moment tend to grow away more and raore from the organic

basis* ( p. 150 ). Internationalism is nothing but the sense of

social unity plus the urge of the expression of unity ( speaking

mystically ) or the sense of sociality plus the urge towards

integration ( speaking sociologically ).

The author acutely points out that though the theory of varna

implicates the social inequality of man ( which is the vertical

view of society ), it does not contain any principle of spiritual

inequality, which is the horizontal view of society ( p. 153 ).

This he supports by reference to the fact that the main schools of

Hindu philosophy hold that Brahman is the origin of all things,

of all beings and that Brahman is the goal and that into which

all will eventually dissolve*
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The author deals with the topic of varna-samkara ( which has

two aspects viz., mixture of castes and also mixture of Varna ).

For the latter lie refers to Bhagavadglta 18-45 and 47.

The author winds up by saying that
s no serious student of

caste will propagate the abolishment of the caste system' (p. 192),

but he also seems to hold ( relying on a statement of Dr. Ghurye

in Ms work
* Caste and Race in India ?

that some efforts made

during the last few years in that direction failed ) that to propose

to abolish ca^fce by slow consolidation of the small groups is to

miss the real problem. His own view seems to be that the theory

and ideal of 'caturvarnya* will have to come forward again in

the consciousness of the people not as the model on which to

remould th caste system by legislation bat as the fundamental

theory of the composition of society, public opinion will do the

rest and the problems of caste will solve themselves and new

classes will emerge from the crumbling remains of the old castes.

This is rather very vague and one wonders how long it will take

before this prophecy materializes even partially and what efforts

ordinary individuals and institutions are to make before the

ferment of ideas throws up a personality like Buddha or

Samkaracarya.

From the fact that the author quotes well-known authors,

Vedic texts and works like Apastamba and the Mahabharata from

text-books on caste (e. g. pp. 107n, 118n, 1 and 2. 139n 2, where all

the quotations are acknowledged to have been taken from N. K.

Butt's 'Origin and growth of caste in India ) it is reasonable to

infer that the author has not made any first hand study of the

original Sanskrit texts. In spite of this the author displays great

insight into the working of ancient Indian society.
^

One can

well express substantial agreement with most of the main conclu-

sions which the learned author has drawn. The author relies too

much on works of other writers on caste and does not explore for

himself the vast material on Varna in the original texts. He

quotes profusely from the Manusmrti, the Mahabharata, thd

Bhagavata and other puranas, but Vedic material is conspicuous

by its paucity. There are however several minor matters where

one differs from the learned author. On pp. 33 and 88 he still

ling to th theory of the late Dr. Buhler that the present
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of Manu is a recast of the ancient Manavadharinas%
Qnp,

190 he puts the extant Mahabharata several centuries
earfc

than Aiokft, On
p,
% he appears to state a

sweeping

tion that the Upanisads
were composed by non-Bra

Although the printing and general get-up are excellent

several misprints not noticed even in the errata
( vide pp, JJ 1 3

151 1 18, p,
In, 5 Vasistha XV, ?H8 should be XVIL

several lapses in transliteration ( p, 28 sama for
saina, p,

Brahma for Brahma ) and the inaccurate ascription ( on p, 5k 1

o! the Aitareya Brahiuana to the Black Yajurveda,

P, V, In



THE PADYAVALl. An anthology of Vaisnava Verses in

Sanskrit, compiled by Rupa Gosvanain f A Disciple of

Sri-Krsna-Caitanya of Bengal. Critically edited by
Sushil Kumar De of the University of Dacca. Dacca

University Oriental Publications Series, No. 3. Published

by the University of Dacca, 1934, pp. i-cxliv, 1-296,

This bulky volume of about 450 pages is a welcome addition

to the Anthological literature in Sanskrit, The text of the book

is based on sixteen mss. and two printed editions. The task of

collation is indeed laborious and Dr. De is to be congratulated on

Ms brilliant performance. The lengthy introduction is an impor-

tant contribution to the History of Vaisnavism and the Bhakti

movement in Bengal ( a problem which Dr. De defers for another

work which is forthcoming ). The editor gives here a very lucid

exposition of Bhakti as a Rasa, its comparison and contrast with

the Rasa of the orthodox school of Sanskrit Poetics ( p. Ixxxix ).

He has also made a clear distinction between the old type of

Bhakti as found in. the Bhagavadglta and other works, and the

erotic mysticism in the language of earthly passion, a special

characteristic of the Caitanya school. There is no doubt that

this sort of mental attitude has in some cases led to a sort of

degeneration from the high plane of religious mysticism to the

low depths of earthly passion. And it may be argued that there

is always a danger of this type of poetry leading
to^

sensualism.

But in order to appreciate it we must adopt the right type of

mental attitude. In any case
" however gross or crude their cry

of natural passion m&y sometime appear to modern taste, it is

impossible to underrate its reality and frankness, the sweet, tend-

er and familiar force of its palpitating humanity.
"

( p. cv ). In

other words it is the cry of the individual soul desirous of

communion ^rfth the Universal Soul. _
,

It is interesting to note that the Subhasita-Haravall of Sri

Hari Kavi ( Peterson : Second Report of the Search of ^nsKnt

Mss;pp.57-64and*ro.92;Foona>Xviii A, 92 of 1883-4 > w!hich

was composed in the middle of the 17th century A. D. (**
Article: TheSubhasita-Haravali'. of Sri Hari Kayi and some

12 [ Annale, B. O. R. I. ]
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Poets enjoying the Patronage of Muslim Rulers, Indian Histori-

cal Quarterly, X. 1934, pp. 478-485 ) has drawn upon this Padya.

vail. For, herein the verses of Rupa Gosvamin himself are not

ascribed to his name but to samahartufy as in the Padya. S. Har,

borrows as many as 36 verses from the Padya. The importance

of the S. Har* lies in the fact that many of the readings found

in it are not met with in any of the mss. used in the text of the

Padya. Again, some new verses from the authors quoted in the

Padya. are found here. It quotes 3 verses of Goplnatha Pandita

who as far as I can judge from the contents of the verses, must

be identical with Goplnatha Acarya of Navadvlpa at whose house

Kvarapur! composed his Sri Krsna-lilamrta ( p. xiii ). The

verses are as follows.

u foL B 2 la, 76.

: n ol. B 26, 45.

] u ol. B 27
?
57.

Following is the list of verses common to Padya. and S. Har.

with different readings according to the latter.

No. of verse in the Printed Test.

29,

8. Daksinatyasya.
9.

10. yisnupurlpadanam.
39, Srlmadbhagavad-Vy^sapa-

Nb.and the readings acc.to SJ

B 18a. a) tvamhasara; b) mukti-

stri ( sri ) yah; lines c

and d reversed, c ) -sca-

ryamasaviksate.
B 18. Daksinayanasya.
B 19a.

do. Anonymous.
do. do. d) -harsasrupulakodga-
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No. of verse in the Printed Text.

40.

43.

119. kasyaoifc.

113.

55.

54.

56. Sarvajnasya.

53.

58.

75.

77.

78.

81. Madhavasya.
79.

97. Raghupatyupadhyayasya.
32.

27.

18.

60.

61.

64.

66.

68.

67.

31. Sri Bhagavatah.

34
33.

36. Sri Vaisnavasya.'

3*. Sri Gopalabhattanam.
125. Sarva-Vidyavmodanam.

. Following are the new verses of

Hariharabliatta.

ITo.andthe readings acc.to S.Har.

B 19a

do- d) -dapavargam.
do. SamahartuiL.

B19.
do.

do. a) karmapanka-
B 20a. Sarvakasya.

do.

do.

B 20a, 70. a) -daripratyagra-; b)

-nancfamayam; d) krldatl*

B 20, 71.

72. d) -latabandhe.

75 Anon, c) vlvekanipunali.

B 21a. 78. b) devah.

B 21, 83. Eaghupadhyayasya.

B22a, 92.

94. a) svargarthadya-
95. b) nirbharamami; d)

grama^yamala-
B 22, 96. a) sambhrtabhrami-;

c) dlptenadya-

97. o) aaranajana-.

B 22, 98. c) bhaktavatsala iti.
'

99.

B 23, 8. d) he karunyanidhe.

9. a) kaSabhirShatah; W
indriyakananantare.

10. Anon, a) bahutatina-

B24a,

13. Anon*

i
14. ,.

c

Bhagavan.

15. Anon.

;
17.

Kayiratna,
Vanlvilasa and

karnadhara
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Kaviratna

^fft^fi t"S35ff 3?: ii fol. All, 126.

55.

Vanrvilasa *

: ^RTITT

: 11 ol. A 18, l,
Hariharabhatta :

it

fol. B 10, 80
By the middle of tbe 17th century, that Is, about one hundred

years after its composition, the Pady a. seems to have acquired
wide fame and its Ms. or Mss. must have travelled far south. For
Hari Kavi seems to have been a southerner as is evident from
the following verse,

, 93.
The verse

"
uddhuyeta tanWateti >\ etc

, ascribed to Ananda

In ?!^
adya - ( 358) 1S ascribed to Jayadeva in fche Padyaracana

40.,6 ( Kavyamala No, 89 ). The verse
"
citrotklranadapi f etc,anonymous m the Padya. is signed as ( kasyapi ) [ Harihamsyam the Padyaracana, 67. 54.

Dr. De. has collected a great deal of historical material on the
contemporaries of Caitanya and the other six Gosvamins. In the
elaborate Notes appended to the volume he has thrown new light

eahan^K 1

P 6tS qU ted in the Pad^' T^ differnt Indictenhance the value of the edition and make the task of the work-
ers m the same field much lighter.

Har Dutt Sharma



Eine indo-arische Metapliysik des Kampfes und der Tafc. Die

Bhagavadglta In neuer Sicht von J. W. Hauer. Verlag
von W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart 1934. Price RM 3. pp.

I-VII, 1-76.

The new view point presented by Prof. Hauer In this book is

that Glta teaches Action or performance of one's duties, howso-

ever adverse the circumstances may be. And this peculiar

attitude of fight has been the special characteristic of the life of

those people who have Aryan blood flowing in their veins. Prof.

Hauer's main purpose of writing this volume is to present this

new interpretation to German people who are today engaged in

shaping the destiny of their nation. He rightly remarks in the

introduction that scholars ( we should say specially in Europe )

had till now been more concerned about the exterior of the book,

its passages, the different interpretations, etc. On the contrary in

India the metaphysical problem of the Glta' has been the main

view point from which it is mostly studied. From many, one may

quote the instance of Gltarahasya ( The Secret of Glta ) of the late

B. G. Tilak. And what is more astonishing is that Tilak's work

anticipates much of what is found in this book under review.

The book is divided into six chapters and Prof. Hauer has

grasped the essence of the Glta with remarkable insight. He

gently leads the reader from topic to topic till he shows him the

final goal of human effort. Every thinking human being is faced

with a conflict of duties at times in his life. Even against his

will he has to perform several actions* And actions bind him by

their result. This life is but a fight It is a tragedy. It was

realised by Arjuna as well as Krsna. But the latter would not

allow him to give up the fight, howsoever tragic the result might

be. Ersna teaches him that we cannot give up actions. We
should not, nay we cannot acquire

"
akarmanyata

?;
( Niohtfcarti-

gkeit ). The best way is to acb with a detached mind which will

lead us to freedom from actions
" Naiskarmya

"
(Freihet von

Werkverhaftung ). This freedom from actions is attained by a

person if he leaves the fruits of actions and considers himself as

only a tool in the cosmic order ( prakrti ) of God. We should

develop the idea of sacrifice which is complete self-surrender m
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action. In this way we can become free from the
responsibility

or consequence of our action. We become a part of the cosmic

order ( the prakrti, which word, Prof. Hauer rightly remarks,

should be translated as TTrnatur and not Materie ) of God. Our

aim should be to realise this and establish union with Godhead.

Prof. Hauer has avoided all philological and critical discuss-

ions about the text and has presented Ms theme in simple

language and very clearly. The notes which he has added are

also not copious. Specially interesting is his comparison of the

view of the Gita with Kant ( p. 45 ). He quotes Kant at length

in his note II on pp. 1 2-4. This point has been discussed briefly

in the GltSrahasya, pp. 216-7 ( Hindi Trans. Poona, 1917).

Prof. Hauer discusses in note 15, pp. 74-5 the translation of the

first line of Gita XVIII 47 and III, 35, viz ,

Sreyan svadharmo vigunah paradharnaat svanusthitat.

He points out that svanusthitat should be translated as
"
gut zu

erfullen
%

\
"
leioht erfullt", 1 e. s good to perform or easily per-

formed. He rejects
*'

gut erfullt
" "

reoht ausgettbt ", i e., well

done or correctly performed. Similarly, according to him viguria

means opposed bringing or creating some opposition, etc., and not

incomplete, bad or unvirtuous. No doubt the meaning rejected by

Prof. Hauer is that by Sankaracarya, but the meaning adopted by

Prof. Hauer is what has already been given by the late B. G. Tilak

in his Gltarahasya..

There can be no two opinions about the goodness of the book

and the brilliance and deep insight of writer. We can safely say

that this is one of the most sympathetic studies ever written by

a European Scholar.

Har Dutt Sharma



THE JASMINE GARLAND (KUNDAMALA) Translated in-

to English by A. 0. Woolner, c. L E., M. A. ( Oxon. ),

Hon. D. Litt. (Panjab), F. A. S. B., Officier D' Academie

Francaise; Principal, Oriental College, Lahore; Vice-cha-

ncellor of the University of the Panjab, Punjab University

Oriental Publications? No, 27. Oxford University Press,

London,, 1935. pp. V-XIV; 1-50. Price 6 shillings.

This translation of Etmdamala is a valuable addition to Indo-

logy, coming as It does from the pen of an eminent Indologist of

Dr. Woolner's repute. There are some printing mistakes, the

fewness of which is but a compliment to the renowned Oxford

University Press and to the still more renowned scholar Dr.

Woolner.

But the most serious mistake committed is on p. 12, foot-Dote

1, where we read:
4tf

Kausalya was the wife of Dhrtarastra

and the mother of Rama, ? *

The name Dinnaga has led to much controversy among- the

scholars. [See :Tlie Date of the Kundarnala by A. C. Woolner

(Annals of the B. O. R. I., Vol. XV, 1933-34, pp,

236-239 ). On Kundamala by 8. K. De ( Annals of the B. O. E. I.

Vol. XVI, 1934-1935, p. 158 X Kundamala and the Utfcarara-

macarlta by K A. Subramania Iyer ( Proceedings of the 7th Ori-

ental Conference, Baroda, pp. 91-97 ) ]. One of the reasons for

giving the name DinnUga to the author f Kundamala is that the

first editors of this work ( in the Daksinabharati grantba-

mala, no 2, intro. p. iii ) state that in a manuscript copy of Valla-

bhadeva's Subhasitavall, the second verse of the First Act of

Kundamala is ascribed to Dinnaga. Dr. Woolner very pertinently

remarks in the Introduction of his translation
'

but we are not

told the date of this Ms-, which differs from the printed edition
'

( p. vi, fn. 1 ). Now, the following statement of Veda Vyasa and

Bhanot in the Introduction to their edition is very misleading*

'the second verse of our drama is quoted under Dinnaga in Va-

llabhdeva's Subha^Itavall, etc.
'

( p. IV). This statement has led

Mr. Bubramania Iyer to the error of imppoatag that the
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editors refer to the printed edition of Subhasitavall (see Proceed-

ings of the Baroda Oriental Confeienee ).

A.n uncritical statement of Messers Veda Vyasa and Bhanot

is quoted by Dr. Woolner also iri his introduction ( p. v, fn. 2):
" A DhlranSga, styled Bhavanta (obviously a misprint fcr Bhada-

nta ) is mentioned in the Suktimuktaval! ( Veda Vyasa and Bha*

not)!" (The italics are mine). Dr. Woolner should have

examined the veracity or otherwise of this statement by re-

ferring to the very detailed description of the Ms. *of Jahlapa's

Suktitnuktavall given by the late Sir B. G. Bhandakar in his

Reports on the Search of Sanskrit, Mss., 1887-91 ( now published

in the Collected works of Sir R G. Bhandarkar, Vol. II, pp. 349-

412 ). Sir Bhandarkar has not only given a historical account

of the work but has preserved for us the pratlkas of the verses to-

gether with the names of the authors. Here we find no mention

of Dinnaga or Bhadanta Dhiranaga,

Now this much discussed verse Jvalevordhvavisarpini, etc,,

(KundamalS, I. 2), is found quoted in the Saduktikarnamrta

(=Skm. ) L 12. 1, of Srldharadasa ( Saduktikarnamrta of Sridhara-

dasa, edited by the late P. Ramavatara Sarma Pandeya s with a

critical Introduction by Dr. Har Dutt Sharma. Published by
Motilal Banarsi Dass, Saidmittha Bazar, Lahore, 1930) This

verse is attributed to Ravinaga there. Now f if we take in-

to consideration the evidence of Natyadarpana ( Gaekwad
Oriental Series, No. XLVI1I ). viz., Vtranaga-mbaddhayam Ku
f.damalayam^ etc., ( p. 48 ), then we can say that most proba-

bly Vlranaga is the name of the author and that Vlra has

become Earn in the Skm, through the vagaries of some scri-

be or scribes. Had Dr. Woolner consulted Skm. then he would

have baen able to find out a better reading and also an

improved translation of the verse referred to above. In Kunda*

mala the last two lines of this verse read-

sa^ndhyeva?^dramrnalakomalatanorindoh

Payad vastariinarunaihsukapila

In place of the underlined portions Skm* reads sahasthayinl and

jatasatiihatih Dr. Woolner translates these lines as
*

like twilight

eternal or the crescent moon delicate as fresh lotus stem '. Dr.

must have felt the difficulty of construing sadJasthayini
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which he joins with samdhya. But it is difficult to understand

as to how and with, what does he construe the genitive case In

Urdramrrialakomalatanorindo'h. On the other hand, if we adopt the

reading of Skm. the construction would be simple.

ardramfnalakomalatanoh inddh sahasthayini ( accompanying the

moon, etc., ) Saihdhya iva. Similarly, jatasamhaHh of Skm. Is cer-

tainly a better reading than jatasamtatih.

The translation Is mostly very free, although at one or two

places it becomes too literal to be correct as ( on p, 31, fn. 1 )

when the word siniddha= snigdha is translated as
6

sticky '.

The following points In translation deserve special mention.

P. 3, line 20. It would be better to say
6

assisting me by sum-

moning
* instead of

*

assiting me in summoning
?

, as the text is'

aryasamahvnnena sahayanriva me sampadayati.

P. 4, line 6. It Is difficult to agree with the translator when he

translates the word amandram, as 'softly
7

. It should be translated

as
*

loudly
* mandra meas gabhtra, deep*

P. 5 9 line 18. Dr. Woolner translates the word paricchada as
{

blessing \ But the word means *

attendants \ which, no doubt,

may be Included, but along with many other things, under
*

blessings '.

R 6, last line. After Slta, the stage direction lajjam natayati of

the text ought to have been translated and not altogether left out

P. 7, lines 16-17. Dr. Woolner following Jayacandra translates

ndhi taha annasatta paino itthiajanassa dukham uppadedi jaha

annasatto
'

for a wife devoted to another does not pain her husband

as a faithless husband pains a wife.
' *

But, really speaking, a

wife devoted to another person causing less pain to her husband

is entirely against Indian genius. The passage can be construed

in a better way and give appropriate meaning : vahi taha patno

satta anria itthia janassa dukkam uppadedi jaha annasatto. Taking

the word paino ( genitive ) in the sense of locative, the meaning

of the passage will be -- a woman devoted to husband ( 1 e., a

sapatnl) does not cause so much pain to a wife as the husband

devoted to another woman. *

R 7, line 29 and P. 10, line 82. Dr. woolner translates the term

mrrtairama as
fi

caste and hermitage
7 which is wrong. The word

13
[ Annals, B. O, B. L ]

: '
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airama here stands for
' a stage of life

?
as Dr. Woolaer himself

translates it further on P, 37, line 18.

R 9, line 10. The translation of Slta's words kudo me tadiso fiflr

hadheo, viz.,
4 How did I get such luck ?

is not correct. Veda

Vyasa and Bhanofc are right when they translate
*

Whence can

there be such a good fortune for me ? ', The idea latent In the

mind of Slta is that how can I get such a good luck as still to be

called the wife of Rama* Being exiled Slta deplores her bad luck

of having lost the position of grhiyuitva.

P. 9, line 16. Laksmana begins his speech which continues

till the 36th line. Then why does Dr. Woolner repeat the name

of Laksmana in the 25th line in margin, as if before it some onei

else was speaking ? Such repetitions are to be met with again on

P 11 ( of Slta ) and P. 16 ( of Laksmana ).

P. 22, lines 14-15. It is wrong to translate arya-Hasitena sarawr

makarnitam by
* he must have heard, etc/* It should be *he heard

7

,

In the edition of Veda Vyasa and Bhanot (P. 129 S fn. 2 ) we

read that the editors have left out the following passages foun4

In the original edition on the ground of their being meaning-
less :

Vi He Mama, piavayassa* Ramatti khans aliamakurehim vaarw

him aulayasL

EaKim Tilottama ?

Dr. Woolner has also left out these passages but he ought to

have given a note on this.

P. 30, line 23. The word savana is translated by Dr. Woolner
as

*

evening rites
', which is hardly correct. The word

samna means *

sacrificial rites
'

quite alright, but it has no conne-

ction with
*

evening \ Moreover, as the context itself shows, ifc

is the description of morning
* savanamavasitam hutani knaria-

'vudayagatah, samupasito vivas'van. The rites here are those of the

morning and not of the evening.

P. 30, line 32.
4

Pale rounded cheeks
?

is the translation of

pa^urapmagariclam in the text. Here not only Jayacandra but

even Dr. Woolner, has been led into an error, Thoir justification of

ptnatva In separation i& far from convincing, Tho text Is J tambaty-
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mdanafh vahantt The

meaning will become quite clear if we construe pa^duk ( =pale

Sits ) tamb&akam aptnagan^am ( with emaciated cheeks ) prasada-

rawyafn vadanam vahantl, etc.

P. 32, line 17. Dr. Woolner translates tusarabinda as
4 snow fla-

kes
' and gives

** or
* dew drops

* n in the foot note.

P. 37, lines 11-12. Dr. Woolner says,
*

tell me, do you both.

dwell together in the same place
? while translating Mm bhavad-

bhyam avyavahita bhilmirad.hyasyate. Jn this Dr. Woolner has

followed the explanations of Jayacandra and Ms co-editors again.

But the sense is
s ' What ! are you sitting on the bare ground?

"

Rama had asked Kusa and Lava to get down hastily from tfre

throne. They &at down on the ground as is evident from the stage

direction ubhavavatlrt/a bhu?na^upavisatdh 9 Hud not on any seat. At

that moment Rama was very anxious to know if they were unhurt.

Alter satisfying his mind on this point he suddenly observes that

the boys ( of brahmana sages9 as Rama thought uptill

now) were seated on the bare ground. To this EJusa and Lava

reply
* Maharaja? pratfiarnapariwt (rta) to

9

yamarthdh f

"
That, your

Majesty 3 was settled ( ordained ? ) from the first
J
\ This, of course

refers to the previous speech of Vidiisaka ( p 148 of the text in

Veda Vyasa edition ) where the boys use the word bhusthanam.

P, 46, foot not 4. It is not necessary to change the reading

girayo for sarito, for it refers to the shaking or moving of mount-

ains, which makes enough sense,

Dr. Woolner does not mention the text he follows in his tra-

nslation, On the whole his efforts are laudable but unless a

critical edition of the drama gives us a reliable text it is diffi-

cult to judge the merits of the poet as well as those of the trans-

lator.

Har Dutt Sharma

[ This review was received in this office on Dec. 25, 1935, when

Dr. Woolner was alive. We regret that Dr. Woolner
is^no

more

to reply to the points raised in the review. Editor, 1



^ ^*\-
by Raja Raghunathrao Shankarrao Pandit, Pant Sacbiv*

Published by the Private Secretary to the Raja Saheb of

Bhor, Bhor, pp. 124.

Travel undertaken for travel's sake lias a charm of its own,

especially when such travel Is properly planned out by men of

means and enjoyed with an appetising relish and care-free mind.

The volume under review is a record of such travel carried out by
Shrimant Rajesaheb of Bhor between 20th February and 18th

April 1909 and is well illustrated containing not less than 20

beautiful pictures of important and historical places and

architectural buildings visited during the travel. The book is

mainly descriptive and as such would prove useful to educated

persons feeling any zest for long-distance travel. For those,

however, who cannot afford to undertake such a travel the book

can provide much entertaining reading matter if they bring

some imagination to bear on their reading of the book and put

themselves in the position of the author-traveller.

It is difficult to find in modern travel books that free criticism

of tnen and things characteristic of the ^travel books written by
old travellers like Morco Polo or Manuci because it results from

a natural self-abandon and complete identity of the observer and

the observed, we mean the panorama of life through which he is

dragged by the insatiable ^sest for travel. In the case of persons
of rank the difficulty is greater still as admitted by Eaje Saheb
in Ms introductory remarks.

Every attempt has been made to mak the present volume
as neat and attractive as possible in point of printing and get-up.
As an earnest of the future volumes in the series promised by
Baje Saheb the present volume is an admirable token of the

cultured taste of the author. We would, however, like to make
one suggestion with regard to the illustrations to be included in

the future volumes in the proposed series. Beproductions from
standardised pictures if included in a book of travel divest it of



novelty
and charm which generally attuul a

picture produced

{hi first time, Such reproductions, howsoever beautiful in
l/uw * ' *

lives take away from 8 publication that touch of Mm-

|y
which is rightly considered to be the verj soul of an

ic publication,
Even the beauty of the

present volume

of the varied life met with by the author during the course of

|is travel
ffe await with eagerness the publication of the futore

PI, We,



A (hide took for the
visitore, fy jy*

V

The present guide is just what a book of this kind should ]*

short, pleasant, racy and intelligently instructive, Travancore is

indeed a marvellous and progressive state in Western India anil

the present guide hook holds a mirror into its glorious past asi

picturesque present This guide produces in the mind of fee

reader a very keen desire to visit Travancore, The OiW

jlnwrsity Press deserves our congratulations for such an

excellent production-well-planned, well-written and

DJ.Potdar
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English Translation of the Review of the

of the Govt. collection

01 the deposited at fche

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

published in

Ananda Bazar Patrika of the 16th August 1936, Page 15.

"Descriptive catalogue of the Government collection of manus-

cripts deposited at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute ;

vol. XII and vol. XV LI, Parts I aadll; prices Rs* 5/-, Rs. 4/-

and Rs. 4/- respectively. Published by the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute, Poona,

The Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute at Poona is well-

known for its researches in Indian antiquities and its reputation

in this line is established beyond question. As a recognition

of this the Government of Bombay has made over its collection

of manuscripts, numbering no less than 20,000, to the Institute

and has also provided for grants to help its work. The authorities

of the Institute have taken great pains in classifying this huge
collection and are now engaged in bringing out descriptive cata-

logues of each class,

Of these catalogues vol. XII and vol. XVII parts I an4 II

are at present under* our review. Vol. XII contains catalogue

of manuscripts belonging to thejpoups of
'

Alamkara',
l

Sangit'

and *

Watya
7

. Both the/''".gasr^^f-v^yol. XVII contain Jaina

Agamika literature. The descriptive |%;ts of
* Alamkara manus

cripts in vol. XII number 308, those 'bf^:Sangit
' number 24 and

those of
*

Natya
' number IS^^The^rstr^part of vol. XVII ( Jaina

Agamika literature )" 'contains descriptions of 181 manuscripts

dealing with eleven
*

Angas ', of 84 deiliiig with twelve upangas,

of 94 dealing with ten Prakirnas and^f
74 dealing with Supple-

mentary Prakirnas. The sec9p.d'^art of this volume contains

descriptions of 174 manuscripts dealing with six
*

cheda sutras
*

and 36 manuscripts dealing with two
'

chulika sutras *. Over and

above this description of manuscripts there are many other

useful informations in these volumes relating to the librarj and

'researches of th Institute.



The method adopted in describing the manuscripts in these

catalogues is as follows *~

Title of the manuscript, its measure, number of pages, number

of lines and letters in each page, condition, age 9 author, subject-

matter! commencement; conclusion, approximate date of composi-

tion and its reference in other places. One can form an idea
-

about the manuscripts by studying their descriptions in these

catalogues*

The importance and usefulness of the publication of these

catalogues cannot be over-estimated If similar catalogues are

prepared of the collections of manuscripts in other parts of India

that would give us an idea of the total amount of this national

wealth. In this matter the example set by the Bombay govern-

ment should be followed in other provinces as well Moreover

the authorities in charge of the orthodox old seats of learning

IB India should also join in this endeavour,

Those who want to carry on researches in Indian antiquities

and old Sanskrit literature should consider such catalogues as

boons. A previous study of th^m is sure to give the research

workers a correct guidance as to the line they should take, the

materials they would require as well as where those materials

would be available.
"
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COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES OF INDIA*

( Epic and Pauranic Sources )

BY

Dr. BIMALA CHURN LAW, M. A., B, L., ph. D.

DAKSINAPATHA OR SOUTHERN REGION
* <*

Athapare janapada DaksinapathavasinaL. I

Pundrasca Keralascalva Go-iangulastathaiva ca n

Sailusa Musika^caiva kusuma nama vasakai. I

Maharastra Mahisaka Kaliiigascaiva sarvvasah II

Ablilrali Sahavaisikya Adhakya Sabarasca ye 1

PuIInda Vindhyamauleya Yaidarbha Dandakail Saha \\

Paurika Maulikascaiva Asmaka Bhogabardhanat i

Naisikah Kuntala Andhra Udbhlda Yanadarakat II

( Mark P. 57. 45-48 ),

u Now the other peoples who dwell in the Southern Region

are the Pundras, the Keralas, the Golangulas, also the Sailusas,

and Musikas, the Kusurnas, the Namavasakas, the Maharastras,

the Mahisakas, and Kalingas on all sides, Abhlras and VaiSikyas,

the Adhakyas, and the Sabaras, the Pulindas, the Vindhyamaul-

,eyas, 'the people of Vldarbha, and the Dandakas, the Paurlkas,

and the Maulikas, the Amakas, the Bhogavardhanas, the Naisi-

Continuedirom Vol. XVI [ part ill pp.
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kas f the Kuntalas, the Andfaras, the Udbhidas, the Vanadarakas,

these are the peoples of the countries of the Southern region.
"

Pu^ras Ifc is curious that the Pundras are mentioned as a

people of the South, for, they are in fact an eastern people and

have been already referred to as such. Both the Vayu and Matsya

Puranas ( XLV. 124 and CXIIL 46 respectively) read Pandyas

which Is undoubtedly the correct reading. The Pandyas were a

well-known Southern people with their capital at ( Daksina )

Ivtathura or modern Madura. The country of the Pandyas compris-

ed the modern districts of Madura and Tinnevelly. The Pandyas

are often mentioned in the Mahabharata, and sometimes in the

Ramayana as well, e. g. f in the Kiskindhya Kanda ( XLL 15 and

25 ) Vide my
"
Ancient India Tribes,

"
vol. II., Chap. IV.

Kevalas Evidently this is a mistake for Keralas which is the

reading of the Vayu ( XLV. 124 ) and Mafcsya (C 111. 46) Puranas

as well as of the Bhlsma Parva of the Mahabharata ( IX. 352 and

365 ). According to the Mahabharata the Keralas seem to have

been a forest tribe ( Sabha P. XXX 1174-75 ). In historical times

they are often associated with the Colas and Pandyas, e. g,, as

early as in the records of Asoka. This is upheld by the Hari-

vamsa as well ( XXXII 1836 ).

Go-langulas No people of this name ar known. The Matsya

Purana reads Colas and Kulyas (OXIIL 43) 5 and the Vayu Caulyas

and Kulyas instead ( XLV. 124 ). The Colas ( Caulyas ) were a

well-known people and were famous from very early times, be-

ing mentioned as early as in the inscriptions of Asoka, as one of

the four tribes of the far south. The Kulyas are not met witn

anywhere ; but undoubtedly they are the same people as the Kolas

mentioned more than once in the Mahabharata ( Sabha P. XXX,
1171

; Asvarnedha P. LXXXIIL 2476 -? ). But the people cannot

-satisfactorily be identified.

Satiusas The Vayu ( XLV. 125 ) and the Matsya ( OXIIL 4?)

Puranas read Setukas instead ; but none of the names can be

identified. But Pargiter's suggestion
! that they might mean

the people who lived near the Setu of Rama is ingenious
and may not altogether be improbable, specially in view of

} Mark. P. 332, note.
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the fact that they are mentioned in connection with people of
the far south.

Musikas The Matsya Parana reads Sutikas Instead ( CXIIL
47 X The Bhisnia Parva list reads just as in the Mrkandeya
Puranaf but elsewhere it mentions another Southern people
called Musakas. It is difficult to identify them.

Kusumas The variants are Kumanas ( Vayu, XLV. 125 ), and
Kupathas ( Matsya, CXIIL 47 X Pargifcer suggests an identifica-
tion with the Kurubas or Kurumbas ] who were the same as the
Pallavas, an important tribe of the Deccan.

Nama-VasaJcasThe Vayu Purana reads ( XLV. 125 ) Vana-
vasikas, and the Bhisrna Parva list Vanavasakas ( IX 366 )

which is undoubtedly the correct reading. Doubtless they refer

to the people of the kingdom of Vanavasi, a well-known region
of the South in historical times, and not unknown to the author
of tho Harivamsa ( XCV. 5213 and 5231-3 ). The Matsya Purapa
reads Vaji-Vasikas ( CXIIL 47 ) which is apparently incorrect.

Maharastras The well-known people of Mahar&stra country,
identical with the Bathikas and Maharathis of early inscriptions.
In the 7th century A. D, the celebrated Chinese pilgrim Yuan
Chwang- visited the Maharast-ra country. The Mafcsya Purana
reads Nava-rastras ( CXIIL 47 ), a people located by the Maha-
bharata near the land of the Kurus ( Sabha P a XXX. 1110 ; Virata

P. 1, 11-12 ).

MahisaJcas or the Mahisikas ( Matsya P. CXIIL 47 X Doubt-

less they are identical with the Mahismakas of the Mahabharata

( Asvaraedha P. LXXXI1L 2475-7 ), the people of MahlsmatI or

Mandhata, identical with modern Mahesvara or the ITarmada.

MahlsmatI was an ancient and famous city ( Mbh. Sabha P. XXX.
1125-63 ), and was the border city whence began the western

country ( Mahismatya paraloh pascaddesa ). In the Sutta-Nlpata

commentary Mahismati is mentioned as aa important city

(Vol. II, p. 583).

Kalingas The Kalingas in ancient historical tradition in the

Puranas as well as in the epics are always associated with the

1 Ibid. P. 332, note*
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Angas and Vangas. According to the Harivamsa the Kalingag

along with the Angas, Vangas, Suhtnas and Pundras are said to

have been descended from five eponymous brothers ( Mbh. Adi.

P. CIV. 4217-21 ; Hariv. XXXL 1684-93 ). The Mahabharata

tells us that the river Vaitaran! flowed through the country

( Adi P. CCXV. 7820-24 ) and the Mahendra mountains were

within Its southern limits ( Raghu V, IV. 38 ), Kalinga thus

seems to have been conterminous with modern Orissa within

the district of Ganjam,

Abhlras The Abhlras of the Deccan must be a branch of the

northern tribe of the same name. ( For the migration of the tribe

to different regions in the north and south see my Ancient Indian

Tribes Vol. II t pp. 51-54 ). The Matsya Purana reads Kamsas
instead, the same as Harness ( For Karusas or Karusas see my
Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 31-33 ).

1

Fam%z$ The variants are Esikas (Vayu P. XLV. 126)

and Aislkas ( Matsya P* CXITL 48 ) ; but It Is difficult to identify

them,

JLdhakyas The Vayu and Matsya Puranas (XLV. 126 and

CXIIL 48 respectively ) read Atavyas which Is no doubt the

correct reading. Atavl as a city of the Deccan is mentioned

in the Mahabharata ( Sabha P. XXX. 1176 ). The Atavyas were

certainly die same as the Atavikas of the Allahabad Pillar inscrip-

tion of Samudragupta, who were perhaps aboriginal tribes dwell-

ing in the jungle tracts of Central India,

Babaras Admittedly they were an aboriginal tribe mentioned

in the Ramayana ( Adi K. I, 59
5 Aranya K. LXXVIL 6-32) as

well as in the Mahabharata ( Santi P. I,XV. 2429 ; OLXVIIL
6294-6303

; CLXXIII. 6445 ) as lining in the forest regions of

Central India and the Deccan. The Sabaras can still be found

in the interiors of Orissa t
as well as in those of Central Indici

and the Deccan under the names of Sabar, Saur, etc. ( For

references to the tribe see Indian Culture, Vol. I, no. 2, p. 305).

They are almost always associated with such rude non-Aryan
tribes as the Pulindas, Mutibas, Abhlras, Pukkusas etc.

Puhndas The Palindas are referred to in the Puranas as

dwelling in the northern and western regions as well. Apparently
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they were a rude non-Aryan tribe scattered in different parts of

India. The Pulindas of the Daksinapatha were probably an off-

shoot of the northern Pulindas. ( For a deatiled account of the

tribe see Indian Culture, Vol. I, no. 3, pp. 383-4 ). For an origin

of the Pulindas, Vide Mahavarhsa ( P. T. S. ) p. 69.

Vindhi/a-mauleyas The Matsya Parana erroneously reads

Vindhya-pusikas ( OXIII. 48 ), but the Vayu reads Vindhya-
mulikas ( XLV. 126 ). No particular people of the name are

known, but the name may mean the
"
people who live at the

foot of the Vindhyas.
1>

.

Vidarbhas The Vidarblias were a famous people and known

from very early times ; their country was one of the most

renowned kingdoms in the Deccan, In the time of the Aitareya

Brahmana ( VIL 34 ), Bhlma was the king of Vidarbha, The

country is also mentioned in the Jaimlnlya Brahrnana ( II, 440 ;

Ved. Ind. II, 297 ) as also in a number of Jatakas. It seems to

have been one of the earliest Aryan kingdoms In the Deccan,

According to the Fauranio account of the Yadavas, Vidarbha,

the eponymous leader of the Vidarbhas was a Yadava ( Matsya.

XLIV. 36 ; Vayn, 95. 35-36 ). According to the Mabhabharata

( III. 73. 1-2 ) as well as the HarivamSa ( Visnu Parva, 60 )

Kundina, represented by the modern town of Kaundin-

yapura in Amaraoti, on the banks of the Vardha, was the capital

of the Vidarbha country. Its most famous king, according to

epic tradition ( Mbh. Vaiia P. CXVIL 6590-1 ) was Bhlsmaka.

Dandakas They are undoubtedly the people dwelling in the

Dandaka forests, made famous in the Ramayana in connection

with the story of Rama's exile. According to the description

as given in tha Bamayana, the forest seems fco have covered

almost the whole of Central India from the Bundelkhand region

to the Godavari ( J. R A. S., 1894 p. 241 ;
of. Fausboll Jataka,

VoL "V. p 29 ) but the Mahabharata seems to limit the Dandaka

forest to the source of the Godavari ( Sabha P, XXX. 1169 ; Vans

R LXXXV. 8183-4 ). . YT
Paurika* The Vayu Purana reads Paumkas instead ( XLV-

127 ). perhaps erroneously. According
^^arivamsa

Punka

was a city in the MahismatI kingdom ( XCV. 5220-8 ). it is

not improbable that Purika was the city of the Paunkas,
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IfauMkasIhe Vayu Parana reads Maunlkas ( XLV. 127 )

instead ;
the Sabha Parva of the Mahabharata refers to a people

named Mauleyas. The Maullkas were evidently the people of

Mulaka mentioned in the Parayanavagga of the Sutta Nipata.

( For an account of the Mulakas see my Ancient Indian Tribes,

Vol. II, p. 26 ).

Asmakas They are a famous ancient Indian tribe referred to

in ancient Greek accounts and Sanskrit and Pali literature.

( "For a full account of the tribe, see my Ancient Indian Tribes,

p. 86 ).

Bhogavardhanas The tribe cannot satisfactorily be identified.

Bhogavadham occurs in the Barhut Inscriptions ( Vide Barua
and Sinha, Barhut Inscriptions 2 p. 15. X

Naisikas The Vayu Parana reads Nairnikas ( XLV % 127 )

but none of these names can be identified. Pargiter suggests an

identification with the Nasikyas or the people of Nasik, mentioned
in the Markandeya Purana ( LVIIL 24 ).

Kuntalas The Kuntalas were a well-known people of the

South, mentioned in the Mahabharata ( Bhlsraa P. IX. 367
,

Karna P. XX, 779 ) as well as in inscriptions. They occupied a

region almost conterminous with the Kanarese districts.

Andhras The Vayu Purana reads Andhras instead ( XLV.
127 ) which is undoubtedly the correct reading:. They were a

famous and well-known people who founded a kingdom in the

third century A, D. In very early times they seem to have
been rude people ( Sabha P. IV. 119

; XXX. 1175 ; Vana P. LI.
1988 ;, and were probably non-Aryans, for they are always
mentioned with such tribes as the Pulindas, Sabaras, KirStas,

Abhiras, etc.

Udbhida* The tribe cannot be identified.

Vana-darakas The Vayu Parana reads Nala-Kalikas (XLV
127 ). The tribe cannot be identified,
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APABANTA OB WESTERN COUNTRY

., Aparantan nivodha me I

Suryarakat Kalivala Durgascanlkatalh saha \\

PulindS&ca Sumlnasca RupapaJi Svapadait saha 1

Tatha Kuruminascaiva Sarvve caiva Kathaksarah. II

Nasikyavasca ye c
?

anye ye caivottaranarmmadali I

Bhlrukaccha samaheyaJh. saha Sarasvatairapi II

Kasmlrasoa Surastrasca Avantyascarbudaih. saha 1

'

Ityete hyaparantah
( Markandeya Purana, 57. 49-52 )

" Hear from me the names of the Western peoples- the

Suryarakas, the Kalibalas and the Dargas, and the Anikatas9

and the Pulindas, and the Sumlnas, the Bupapas, and the

Svapadas, and the Eairuminas, and all the Kathaksaras, and the

others who are called Nasikyavas and the others who live on the

north bank of the IsTarmada the Bhirukacchas, and the Maheyas,
arid the Sarasvatas also and the Kasmlras, and the Surastras^

and the Avanfcyas and the Arbudas also. These are the western

people.
"

( Pargifcer. Mark P. 9 pp. 338-40 ).

Suryarakas Doubtless this is a misreading for Surparakas.

The Siirparaka country was known from very early times, and

is celebrated in the Mahabharata in connection with the legend

of Bama Jamadagnya ( Vana P. LXXXV. 8185). There it is

located in the western region, but some passages seem to locate

it in the south as well ( Sabha P. XXX. 1169, Vana P. LXXXVIIL
8337 ). This does not mean that there were two Surparakas 5 the

fact is that the situation of Surparaka has been interpreted

in some passages as west and in other passages as south, because

it was near the southern sea in the western region. According

to the same tradition the country was situated on the sea near

Prabhasa ( Vana P. OXVIII. 10221-7 ) identical with modern

Somanath in Kathiawar. The city of Surparaka, identical with

the modern town of Sopara near Bassein, is said to have been

founded by Bama Jamadagnya ( Hariv. XCVI. 5300 ).

Kalivalas The Vayu Purana reads Kolavanas ( XLV. 128),

but none of the names is identifiable.
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Durga~"" Ths. Bhisma Parva list ( IX, 359 ) of the MahabMrata
gives a similar name s Durgalas, but the Barnes are not identifiable,

Anikalas The Vayn Parana reads Kolavanas (XLV. 128)

but the names are not identifiable.

Pulindas The Vayu Purana reads Paleyas (XLV. 129

and Matsya Kullyas ( CXfIL 49 X These names are not identi-

fiable. For the Pulindas, however, see note on the tribe above.

Suminas The Vayu Purana ( XLV. 129 ) reads Suralas and
the Matsya Siralas ( CXIII, 49), None of these names are

identifiable,

Rupapas The variants are Rupasas ( Vayu 9 XLV. 129;

Matsya, CXIII, 49) and Rupavahikas ( Bhisraa R IX. 351).

They are not identifiable.

Svapadas The Vayu and Matsya read Tapasas ( XLV. 129
;

CXIII. 49 respectively ), They are not identifiable,

Kurumins The variants are Turasitas ( Vayu, XLV. 129 ),

Taittirikas ( Mafcsya, CXIII. 49 ) which is almost similar to

Tittiras ( Bhisma P. L, 2084 ). They cannot be identified,

Nasikyavas The Nasikyas are certainly the people of Nasik 6

The Matsya Parana reads Vasikas which is evidently a mistake.

Kathaksaras The Vyn Parana reads Paraksaras ( XLV.
129 ) and the Matsya Karaskaras ( CXIIL 49 X They are not

identifiable,

BhirukacchasTh Matsya Purana reads Bharukacchas (CXIII.

50) who are the same people, namely the Bhrgukacchas of

Sanskrit literature. Bhrgukaccha, Bhamkaccha, Bhlrukaccha
are all identifiable with the modern Broach or Bharuch which is

the Barygaza of early Greek geographers.

Maheyas They must have been the people dwelling along the

banks of the Mahi, The Maheyas are the same as the Mahikas
of the Bhisma Parva list ( IX. 354 ).

Sarasvatas The Vayu Purana reads Sahasas and Sasvatas in-

stead ( XLV, 130 ); but these names are not identifiable. The

Sarasvatas are of course the people dwelling along the Sarasvafcl,

the river that flows into the sea past Prabhasa, i. e, modern Som-
nath( Vana P. LXXXII. 5002-4; Salya P. XXXVL 2048-51).

Kasmiras Evidently it is a misreading, for the Kasmlras
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can in no'way be located in the western region. The Vayu PurSna
reads Kacchviyas ( XLV. 131 ) and the Matsya KaccMkas
(OXIIL5L)'; these are undoubtedly the correct readings and

mean the people of Kaooha or Cutcbu

SurastraB
- The Surastras are frequently mentioned in the

Mahabharatat and were a famous people. ( For an account of

fche tribe see my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol. II. pp. 23 ff. X

Avantgas They are undoubtedly the people of AvantI (For an

account of the tribe see my Ancient Mid-Indian Ksatriya Tribes,

Vol. I. pp. 139-155 ). But the reading as given in the Yayu and

Matsya Puranas ( XLV. 131 and OXIIL 51 respectively ) is per-

haps better. They read Anarta whose capital was Dvaraka or

DvaravatI 9
the modern Dwarka on the sea-shore. ( Santi P.

CCCXLL 12955 ; Hariv. OXIIL 6265-6 ).

ArbndaB They must have been the people dwelling on the

mount Arbuda which is the ancient name for Mount Abu.

PEOPLES AND COUNTRIES OF THE VINDHYAN REGION

Srnu Vindhyanivasinali II

Sarajasca KarusaSca Keral&scotkalaih. saha I

Utfcamarna Dasarnasca Bhojyah Kiskindhakaih saha II

Tosalah. Ko&alascaiva Traipura Vaidi^astatha I

TumburastumbulaScaiva Patavo Naisadhath saha n

Annajastustikara^ca Vlrahotrahyavantayah I

Ete janapadah Sarve Vlndhyaprsthanivasinat I!

( Markandeya Purana, 57. 52-55 ).

" Hear the inhabitants of the Yindhya Mountains. The Sar-

ajas, and Kariisas, and the Keralas, and Utkalas, the Uttamarnas,

and the Dasarnass the Bhojyas, and the Kiskindhakas, the

Tossalas, and the Kosaias, the Traipuras and the Vaidisas, the

Tumburas, and the Tumbulas, the Paius and the Naisadhas,

Annajas, and the Tustikaras, the Vlrahotras and the Avantis
;

All these people dwell on the slopes of the VIndhya Mountains.

( Parglter, Mark. P. pp. 340*44 ).

Barajas The Vayti and Matsya Purana read Malavas ( XLV.

132 and OXIIL 52 respectively ), which no doubt is the correct

reading. The Malavas, it is well-known, had settlements in

2 [ AnnaH B O. R. I. J
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different parts of India ( For an account of the tribe see my
Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 37 ff. ) ; the tribe referred to

here may probably mean that branch of the Malavas which settled

in and around that portion of Malwa which borders on the Vin-

dhyas- The Malavas are again and again mentioned in the Mats*
bharata ( Sabha P. XXXIII. 1270S LL 1871 5 Vana P. COLIII.
15256, etc. ).

KaTUsas- They are the same as the Karusas, and Karasakas
( For an account of the tribe 9 see my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol.

II. pp. 31-33 ).

K^ralas This is undoubtedly wrong, for the Keralas cannot
in any way be placed on the slopes of the Vindhyas, they being
a people of the far South. The Vayu (XL V. 132 ) and the Matsya
Puranas ( OXIIL 52 ) read Mekalas which seems to be the cor-

rect reading. The Mekalas are those people who dwelt on the

Mekala hills and the country around. They are coupled In early

Indian literature and inscriptions either with the Ambasthas or

with the Utkalas. ( Bhlsma P. IX. 348 5 Drona P. IV. 122 etc. ).

( For an account of the tribe see my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol.

II, p. 28 ).

UtJcalas They were a well-known people in ancient India

though they are not often mentioned in the epics. According
to the Kaghuvam^a ( IV. 38 ), their territory bordered in the

east on the river Kapisa, probably the modern Kasai in Midnapur.
Utkala seems to have comprised the southern portion of Chotanag-

pur and almost the whole of the modern province of Orissa except

Purl and Outtack.

Uttamarvas The Matsya Purana reads Au ndramasas ( OXIIL
52 ) but none of these names are identifiable. The Uttamarnas
are however presumably the Uttamas of Bhlsma Parva list

( IX. 348 ) of the Mahabharata.

Dasarrtas They are evidently the people of the country water-

ed by the river of the same name identified with the modern

Dasan, a tributary of the Jumna. The capital of the country
was Vidisa, situated on the river Vetravati, the modern Betwa.
The people and their kingdom are referred to frequently in the

Mahabharata ( Adi. R GXIIL 4449 ; Vana P. LXIX. 2707-8 ;

Udyoga P. CXC-CXCI1I ; Bhlsma P. IX. 348 5 350, 363 ,
Vide

also my Ancient Indian Tribes, VoL II, pp. 29-30 ).
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The V&yu ( XLV. 132 ) and Matsya Pnranas ( CXIII

52) read Bhojas which is undoubtedly a better and more pro-

bable reading. It is well-known that the Bhojas who are fre-

auently mentioned in the Mahabharata ( Vana P. XIV. 629,

XX 791, OXVI. 10172-6, COLIII. 15245 ; Mausala P. VIL

244-45 : Hariv. XXXVII. 1980-87, etc. ) were a Yadava tribe

and dwelt in north-eastern Gujrat. The Bhojas referred to

here may have been a branch of the main tribe inhabiting

the western slopes of the Vindhyas. (For further details re-

garding the tribe see my " Some Ancient Indian Tribes,
' ' Indian

Culture, Vol. I, No. 3 S pp. 384-86 ).

KisJdndhalcxsIt is doubtful that they are identical with the

people of Kiskindhya mentioned in the R&mayana, for Kiskindhya

of Ramayana was situated far below in the South. In the

circumstances it is not easy to identify the tribe.

Tosalas The Matsya Purana reads Stosalas (CXIII. 53)

evidently erroneously, for Tosalas is correct reading meaning

the people of Tosali or Tosala and the adjoining region. Tosali

or Tosala was name of a country as well as of a city. The city

of Tosali was the seat of the provincial government <rf Kalinga

in the days of Asoka ; while the country or janapada of
" Amita-

Tosala
? '

is referred to in the Gandavyuha
' along with its city

Tosala. In Pauranic literature, Tosala is always associated with

Daksina Kosala, and distinguished from Kalinga. Tosala in

medieval times seems to have been *****W *:
Daksina Tosala and Uttara Tosala (Ep. I*d. IX. 286; XV. d*

The 'city of Tosala seems to have been the same as Tosalei of

Ptolemy.

JTosa/as-These are undoubtedly the people of M
or Daksina-Kosala, well-known in early literature and

tions. Vide ray Ancient Indian Tribes, pp. 34-85.

Tra^as-They are the people of Tripurl or Tripura wh.ch

wasbotb a city and a country. The city of Trtpunwasthe capita

of the Cedi kingdon,. It was a well-known city that denved ifc

name from three cities or tri-pura once in possesston of "ra

( Sabha P. XXX. 1164 ;
Yana P. CCLin.152^^
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and XXXIV ), In the time of the Guptas Tripuri-visaya was

formed Into a province under a viceroy 5 it roughly corresponded

to the modern Jubbulpur region which was the ancient Cedi

country.

Vaidiias These are undoubtedly the poople of Vidisa, a

famous city of early times, the capital of the Da&arna country,

both immortalised by Kalid&sa in his Meghadutam. Vidisa is

probably the modern Bes-nagar, close to Bhilsa ; it was situated

on the river VetravatI, modern Betwa.

Tuniburas and Tumbulas The Matsya Purana reads Tumburas

( CXIIL 53 ) and the Bhlsma Parva gives ( L. 2084 ) Tumbumas.

Closely allied to them were probably the Tumbulas where the

Vayu and Matsya Puranas read Tumuras and Tumbaras

respectively. These names cannot be identified.

Pate* The Vayu Purana reads Satsuras ( XLV, 133 ) and

Matsya Padgamas ( CXIIL 53 ). None of these names are

Identifiable.

NaisadhaM or Nisadhas, the people of Nisadha. ( For an

account of the tribe see my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol.

II. pp. 63ff. ).

Annajas Evidently this, and the Matsya Purana read-

ing of Arupas ( CXIIL 54 ), are erroneous. The Vayu Purana

reads Anupas (XLV. 134) which undoubtedly is correct The

country of the Anupas must have been situated somewhere on the

sea. King Karttavirya ( Vana P. CXVL 10189-90 ) as well as

king Nala lorded over the Anupa country ( Bhlsma P. XCV. 4210)

which is probably to be sought for somewhere near Surastra and

Anarta with which the Harivamsa associates Anupa ( XOIV.

5142-80 ). Evidently the country was included within the

sphere of the Mahismatl.

T-ustikaras Doubtless it is a misreading. The Vayu Purana

reads Tundikeras ( XLV. 134 ) which is supported by the Malia-

bharata ( Drona P. XV1L 691 ; Karna P. V. 138 ) and the Hari-

vamsa ( XXXIV. 1895 ). According to the Harivamsa, they

belonged to the Haihaya race ( ibid ). The tribe seems to have

left their trace in the little town of Teiidiikhera, a little to the
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north of the source of the Narmada ( Pargiter, Mark. P. p. 344
note )* The Matsya Parana reading of Saundikeras is incorrect

Vlrdhotras The Vayu and Matsya Puranas read Vltihotras

( XLV, 134 ; OXIIL 54 ) which is undoubtedly correct Presumab-
ly they were descended from king Vftihotra and were a branch
of the Haihaya race ( Harisr. XXXIV. 1895 ). A variant of their

name is given In the Drona Parva of the Mahabharata ( LXX.
2436). The name Virahotra or Varahofcra is met with in the

Sanci Inscriptions of the 2nd century B. C.

Aianti They were an important tribe in ancient India who
had their capital at Ujjain. ( For a fuller account of the tribe

see my Ancient Mid-Indian Ksatriya Tribes, Vol. I., pp. 139-155 ).

PAHVATASRAYIN OR THE PEOPLE OF THE

MOUNTAIN ( OB HIMALAYAN ) REGION

Ato desan pravaksyami parvvata&rayinassca ye I

Nlhara Hamsamarga^ca Kuravo gurganah Khasah U

Kunta-Pravaranascaiva Urna Darvva Sakrtrakah I

Trigartfca Malavascaiva Kiratastamasait saha II

( Mark. P. Chap. 57. 56-57 ).

'* Next I will tell you also the names of the countries which

rest against the Mountains ( i. e. , the countries of fche Himalayan

region). The Niharas, and the Hamsamargas, the Kumsf the

Gurganas, the Khasas, and the Kunta-pravaranas, the Urnas,

the Darvas, the Sakrtrakas, the Trigarttas, the Galavas, the

Kiratas and the Tatnasas.
n

( Pargiter, Mark. P. pp. 345-47 )

Ntharas The Vayu Purana reads Nigarharas ( XLV. 135 )

and the Matsya Niraharas (OXIIL 55). None of these names

are identifiable ; but Niharas may generally mean those people

dwelling on the snowy ( nliara ) slopes of the Himalayas.

JHamsamargas They cannot satisfactorily be identified.

Kurus These must be the Uttara Kurus, a semi-mythical

country referred to frequently in both the epics as well as in

early Pali literature. Their country cannot deftnitely be Identi-
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fied, but presumably It was somewhere beyond Kasmir on the

other side of the Himalayas.

G-urganas The Matsya Purana reads A-pathas ( OXIII. 55 ).

But none of them can be identified.

KJiasas The Khasas presumably a non-Aryan tribe, and

foreign as well. In the epic tradition the Khasas are associated

with tiie Sakas, Daradas etc. ( Sabha. P. LI. 1859
; Drona P. XL

399 ; and CXXX, 4846-47 ), and were considered mltcchas (Hariv,

XCV. 6440-41. XIV. 784 ).

Kunfa-pravaranas The Vayu Purana reads Kusa-pravaranas

(XLV. 136 ). The Mahabharata often ( e. g., Sabha P. LL 1875
;

Bhisma P. LI. 2103 ) speaks of a people called Karna-pravarnas

who probably are meant But they cannot definitely be

identified.

Urnas They have already bean mentioned as a northern

people.

Darvas The have also been mentioned as a northern people.

Sakrtrakas Perhaps the Sakridgrahas of the Bhisma Parva

list ( IX. 373 ) are meant. They were a rude non-Aryan tribe,

but they cannot definitely be identified.

Trigarltas'FQ'F a full account of the tribe see my Ancient

Indian Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 55 ff.

Galavas They were probably those people who claimed their

descent from sage Galava, but they cannot be definitely identified.

Kiratas They were a rude non-Aryan tribe distributed in

different regions of India. ( For a full account of the tribe see

Indian Culture, Vol. I, on. 3, pp. 381-82 my article on
ts

Some

Ancient Indian Tribes
"

).

Tamasas They have already been mentioned as a northern

people, but cannot satisfactorily be identified.

COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES OF INDIA ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO THE POSITION OF THE KURMA
Here we practically come to an end of the geographical ( L e.

Navakhanda) canto ( 1 e. Chap. 57 ) of the Markandeya Purapas
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which In fact contains the strictly geographical information of

other major Puranas. But the Markandeya has also another

section ( Chap. 58, I. e,, the Kurmavibhaga or the Kurma nivasa )

containing a list of countries and peoples of India arranged

according: to the position of the country conceived as a tortoise

as it lies on the water resting upon Visnu and looking Eastwards.

This arrangement is based, on earlier astronomical works like

those of Par&dara and Varahamihira. This chapter though not

strictly geographical contains valuable topographical informa-

tion. Most of these countries and peoples have already been

mentioned In the Navakhanda section but there are good many
names which are new, though quite a number of them cannot be

satisfactorily identified. Here I propose to deal with only the

additional names of peoples and countries mentioned in the

Kurma Vibhaga,

( a ) In the middle of the tortoise

The Vedamantras and the Vimandavyas cannot satisfactorily

be identified.

Salvas, Salyas and Salveyas are one and the same people, and

are frequently mentioned In the Mahabharata, where their loca-

tion is suggested to have been nejar the Zurus and
a Trigarttas

( Virata P. L 11-12; XXX). The story of Satyavan, a Salya

( or Salva ) prince and Savitrl, a Madra princess, Is quite well-

known. In the time of the Kuruksetra war the
^Salva

king

was an important personage, a brother of King Sisupala of

Cedi ( Hariv. CVIIL 6029, Vana P. XIV. 620-7 ). The
Salyas

seem to have occupied some region west of the Aravalli hills

and not very far from Krsna's country, for, in the Harivam&a

the Salva king is said to have once attacked Dvaravati, but was

killed by Krsna In retaliation ( Drona P. XI. 395).

It is difficult to say where the Nlpas had their habitat : but

one can gather that they descended from king Nlpa, a Paurava,

who had his capital in Kampilya, modern Kampil on the Ganges

( Mbh. Adi. P. CXXXVIIL 5512-13 ; Matsya P. XLDL 52 and 53 ;

Hariv. XX. 1060-73 ). Later, they came to be regarded as degrad-

ed ( Sabha, P. XLIX. 1804 ; L. 1844 ).

The Sakas were a well-known foreign tribe, classed with the
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Yavanas, Kambojas, Pahlavas, Tukharas* Khasas, etc., and con-

sidered mlecchas in Indian historical tradition as contained in

the Epics and Puranas*

TJi'jihanas are difficult to be identified ; but Pargiter suggests

their probable association with Urjihana, a town situated south-

east of Hastinapur, identical probably with Ujhani about 11 miles

south-west of Btidaon.

The Ghosa-Samkhyas cannot be identified,

Dharmaranya is to be identified with a forest near Gaya (Vana

P. LXXXIV. 8063-4; Anusasana P. XXV. 1744; QLXV, 7655;

Vana P. LXXXVII. 8304-8 ).

The Jyotlsikas and the Gauragrlvas cannot be satisfaDtorily

identified, nor can we identify definitely the Sanketas, the Kankas
the Marutas, the Kala-Kotisas, the Pasandas, and the Kapingalas.

The Kuravahyas must necessarily include the Kurus, but it

is difficult to say who are the other races meant.

The Udumbaras are certainly the Audumbaras of the Mah5-

bharata ( Sabha P. LI. 1869 ). Lassen identifies Udumbara coun-

try with Cutch ( Ind. Att. map. ) ; but this is doubtful, for, here

they are placed in the Madhyadesa. There was a river Udumba"
ravatl in the South ( Hariv. GLXVIII. 9511 ).

The Gajahvayas are the same as the people of Hastinapura
which is also known as Gajapura, Gajahvaya, Gajasahvaya,

Nagapura, Nagasahvaya, Varanahvaya and Varana-sahvaya,
in the Mahabharata. All the names are coined by playing on the

meaning of the word fi

hasti ', i. e. elephant.

( b ) In the face of the Tortoise

The Vadana-danturas, the Gandresvaras, the cannibals dwell-

ing on the seacoast, and the Ekapadapas cannot be identified.

The Subhras were the same people as the Suhmas.

The mention of the Khasas as situated in different parts of the

Tortoise's body suggests that the tribe, a mleccha one, was dis-

tributed over different localities of India ; so with the Abhiras
and similar tribes.

The Lauhityas are certainly those people dwelling along the
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Lauhitya river, I. e. the Brahmaputra. This is further supported
by the fact that they are mentioned just after the Pragjyotisas.

The KasJayas probably mean the people of Kasi, if so they are
certainly misplaced here.

The Mekhalamustas is a curious reading ; almost certainly it

stands for the Mekalas and the Ambasthas, mired up by the

copyist in a curious compound. For an account of the two tribes

see my Ancient Indian Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 28 and 34-36 ).

The Vardhamanas are certainly the people who lived in the
ancient visaya or bhukti of Vardhamtna identical with modern
Burdwan.

( c ) In the Tortoises fore-foot

The Jatharas, the Mrsikas, the Urdhva-Xarnas, the ISTarikelas,

the Dharmadvlpas, the Elikas, tlie Vyaghragrlvas, the Maha-.

grlvas, the Haimakutas ( the Himalayas cannot be meant here )

and the Kakulalakas cannot be identified ; some of these names
are indeed fanciful.

The Katakasthalss are indeed the people of Kataka (modern.
Cuttack ).

The naked Harikas may mean the Hadis of modern times, an
aboriginal tribe s now found scattered all over western Bengal
and Orissa,

The Wisadas were an aboriginal race dwelling generally in

forest tracts. ( For an account of the tribe see my Ancient

Indian Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 63-64 ).

The Paraa-savaras were evidently a branch of the Savaras

who lived on leaves or who wore leaves,

( d ) In the Tortoise's right flank

Lanka is Ceylon.

The Kalajinas, the Sailikas, the Mkatas, the Sarvas, the

Akanin people, the Gonarddhas, the Kolagiras, those who In-

habit Carmapatta, the Ganavahyas, the Paras, the VSricara,

those who have their dwelling in Krsnadvlpa, the peoples who
live by the Surya hill and the Kumuda hill, the Aukhavanas,

the PlsJikae, the Karma-n&yakas, the Tapa&aSranms, and

P@pl@ who dwell in Ku&jara^dari-
[ Annals B. Q. B. I. ]

'
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The Dasapuras are the people of Dasapara ( or Mandasor ), the

capital of king Ranti-deva ( Megha D. I, 46-48 ).

The Citrakutas are the people living on the mount Citrakuta,

still known by the same name.

The Southern Kaurusas were a branch of the Karasa or "Karus^

race already discussed.

The Rsabhas are the people dwelling: on the Rsabha parvat^

identified with the southern portion of the Eastern Ghats,

Kaaei is modern Gonjeeveram,

Tilangas should properly be read as Tailangas or Tri-lingas,

people of Telinga or the modern Telugu country.

Kaccha, the same as Kochohi s the modern Cochin in Travan-*

core,

TftmraparnI is the land perhaps on both sides of the river of

the same name in the extreme south. There is also a town of the

same name in Ceylon which itself is also sometimes known $3

TamraparnL
( ) In the Cuter foot

The Vadava-mukhas, the Vanita-mukhas, the Dravanas, the

Sargigas, the Karna-pradheyas, the Parasavas ( perhaps those

who claimed descent from Parasurania ), the Kalas 9 the Dhur-

takas, the Haimagirikas s the Sindhukalakavairatas and the

Maharnavas cannot be satisfactorily identified.

( f ) In the Tortoise's tail

The Santikas, the Viprasastakas, the Kokankanas, the Panca-

dakas, the Vamanas, the Avaras, the Taraksuras, the Angatakas,

the Sark&ras, the Salma-vesmakas, the Guru-svaras ( evidently a

branch of the Savaras ), the Phalgunakas, the Ghoras, the Gum-

has, the Kalas, the Ekeksanas, the Vaji-kesas, the Dlrgha-grlvas

and the A&va-kesas cannot be satisfactorily identified.

( g ) In the Tortoises left hind foot
The Mandavyas ( probably those who claimed descent from

sage Mandavya ), the Oandakharas, the Asvakalantakas, the

Kunyataladahas, the Strlvfihyas, the Balikas, the Nrsiiiihas, the

people who dwell in Valava, the Dharmabaddhas, the Alukas

( probably the Ulukas ), and the people who occupy Urukarma
Cannot be satisfactorily identified.

Th-Baiikas are evidently the Bahlikas*
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( h ) In the fortotae's left /lank

The Kranficas, the Vakas, the Ksudtavlnas, the K&salayas,
the Bhogaprasthas ( perhaps Bhojapastha=Bho3anagar.a,. the

capital of king Uslnara ), the Aglijyas, the SsLrdana peoples, th

Avamukhas ? the Praptas, the Cividas, the t>asrakas, the

Adhama-Kairatas, the Ainbalas, the Vennkas, the Vadantikas,
the Pingaias, the Manakalahas, the Kohalakas, the Bhuti-yuYa-
kas, the Satafcas, the Hema-tarakas, the Ya&omatyas, the Khara-

gagara-rasis, the Dasameyas, the B.ajanyas, the Syamakas, and
the Ksemadhiirtas cannot be satisfactorily Identified.

Yamunas They are the people who dwelt along the JamunSi
Antar-dvlpa is the same as the Antar-yedi, the land between

fche Ganges and the Jamuna.
For an account of the Yaudheyas see my Ancient Indian

Tribes, Vol. II, pp. 43-44.

( i ) In the Tortoise*s north-eastfoot
The Yenas, the Kirhnaras, the country Prasupala, the country

Kicaka, the Davadas, the Yana-rastrakas, the Sairisthas, the

Brahmapurakas,, the Vana-vahyakas, the Kansikas, the Anandas,
the Lolanas, the Darvadas, the Marakas, the Rurutas, the Anna-
darakas, the Eka~padas, the Ghosas, the Svarga-bhaumana.-
vadyakas, the Hing:as s fche Clrapravaranas and the Trinetras

cannot satisfactorily be Identified.

The Abhisaras are the people of the Abhis^ra country, fche Ab-

hisaras of early Greek geographers, a people of the Punjab. Theif

capital Abhisarl is mentioned In the Mahabharata (Sabha'F.
XXV f. 1097 Bhisma P. IX. 361 ).

The Ktslatas are evidently the Kulutas, presumbly the people
of the Kuln valley.

The Pauravas are evidently those who claimed descent fronl

Pura, a son of Yayati. The Pauravas had different settlements

(Of. Mbh. Sabha P. XXVL 1022-25 ; Santi P. XLIX. 1790-02;

Adi. P. CLXXXVL 6995 ).

APPENDIX
Full list of countries and peoples of India

mentioned in the Kurmavibhaga.

(a) In the middle of the tortoise are placed the following

countries and peoples *
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Vedam&iifcras, Vlmandavyas, Salvas, Nlpas, Sakas,

Ujjihanas, Ghosa^samkhyas, Khasas, Saras vatas, Matsyas,

Surasenas, people of MathurS, Dharmaranyas, Jyotisikas,

Gauragrlvas, G-udas, ASmakas, Vaidehakas, PaScalas, Sanketas,

Kankas, Marutas s Kalakotisas, Pasandas, Inhabitants of the

Paxipatra mountains, Kapingalas, Kuruvahyas Udumbaras and

the Gajahvayas.

( b ) In the face of the tortoise are situated the following

Countries and peoples
*

The people of Mithila, the Subhras s Vadanadantoras, Candre-

&varas s Khasias, Magadhas, Pragjyotisas, and the Lauhityas, the

C&nnibals who dwell on the sea-coast, Slasayas, Mekhalamnstas,

Tamrallptas, Ekapadapas, Vardhamanas, and the Kosalas.

(c) The following countries and peoples are situated in the

Tortoise's right fore-foot :

The Kallngas, Vangas, Jatharas, Kosalas, Mrsikas, Oedis,

Urdhvakaranas, Matsyas, others who dwell on the Vindhya

mountains, VIdarbhas 9 Narikelas, Dharmadvlpas, Elikas, Vyagtmr

grlvas, Mahagrivas, the bearded Traipuras, Kalskindhyas, Haima-

kutas, Nishadhas, Katakasthalas, Dasarnas, the naked Harikas,

Nisadas Kakulalakas and the Parnasavaras a

( d ) The following countries and peoples are placed on the

right flank of the" tortoise

Lanka, tha Kalajina, Sallikas, Nikatas, those who dwell on

the Mahendra and Malaya mountains and the Durdura hill, those

who dwell in the Karkotaka forest, Bhrgukacchas, Konkanas,

Sarvas, Abhiras, those who dvrell on the river Venva, Avantis,

Dasapuras, the Akanin people, Maha-rastras, Karnatas, Goua-

rddhas, Citrakutakas, Colas, Kolagiras, the people who wear

matted hair ( Jarfcadharas ) in Krauncadvlpa, the people who dwell

on the Kaverl and on mount Rsyamnkha, those who
^

are called

NSsikyas, those who wander by the borders of the Sankha and

Sukti and other hills and Vaidurya mountains, Varicaras,

Kolas those who Inhabit the Carmapatta, the Ganavahyas, Paras,

those who dwell In Krsnadvlpa, the peoples who dwell near the

Surya hill and the Kumuda hill, Aukhavanas 8 PIsikas, Karma-

nayakas, southern Karusas, Bsikas, Tapasa^iama, Bsabhas,

Simhalas, those who Inhabit Kafioi, Tilangas, those inhabit

Kunjasadari and Kaccha and
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( e ) The countries and peoples located in the right hand foot

are the following :

The Kambojas, Pahlavas, Badavamukhas, Slndhus, Sauvlras,
Anartas, Vsnitaraukhas, Dravanas, Sargigas, Sudras, KarBa-
pradheyas, Varvaras, Kiratas, Paradas, Pandyas, Parasavas
Kalas, Dhurtakas, Haimagirikas, Sindhu-Kalaka-Vairatas, Sau-
rastras 9 Daradas, Dravidas, and the Maharnavas.

( f ) The countries and peoples situated on the tortoise's tail

are the following -

The Aparantikas, Halhayas, Santikas, Viprasastakas, Koka-
nkaBagf, Pancadakas, Vamanas, Avaras, Taraksuras, Angatakas,
Salma-vesmakas, G-urusvaras, Phalgunakas, the people who
dwell by the river Venumatf, Phalgulukas, Ghoras, Guruhas,
Kalas, Ekeksanas, Vajike^as Dirghagrlvas, Culikast Asvakesas.

( g ) The countries and peoples situated in the left hind foot

of the tortoise are the following :

The Mandavyas, Oandakharas, Asvakalantakas, Kunyatalada-
has, Strlvahyas, Salikas, Nr-simhas whe dwell on the Venumati,
other people who dwell in Valava, Dharma-baddhas, Alukas, and
the people who occupy Urukarma.

( h ) The following countries and peoples are placed on th

Tortoise's left flank

Kraumcas, Earns, Vakas, Ksudravlnas, Rasalayas, Kaikeyast

Bhogaprasthas, Yamunas, Antardvlpas, Trigarttas, Agnijjas, Sar~

dana people, Asramukhas, PrSptas, long-haired Cividas Dasera

kas, Vatadhanas s Savadhanas, Puskalas, Adhamakairatas, thos

who are settled in Taksaslla, Ambalas, Malavas, Madras, Venukas,

Vadantikas, Pingalas, Mana-kalahas, Hunas, Kohalakas, Manda-

vyas, Bhnti-yuvakas, Satakas, Hema-tarakas, Yasomatyas, Gan-

dharas, Khara-sagararasis, Yaudheyas, Dasameyas, Eajaiayas,

Syamakas and Esemadhurtas.
( i ) The following countries and peoples are situated on the

Tortoise's north-east foot :

Yenas, Kiihnaras, the countries of Pra^upala, Klcaka KaSmlra,

the people of Abhisara, Davadas, Tvanganas, Kulatas, Vanarastra-

kas, Sairisthas, Brahmapurakas, Vana-vahyakas, Kiratas, Kausi-

kas, Anandas, Pahlavas, Lolanas, Darvadas, Marakas, Kurutas,

Anna-darakas9 Ekapadas, Kha^as, Ghosas, Svarga-bhaumanava-

dyakas s Hingas, Yavanas, Clrapravaranas, Trinetras, Pauravas

and the G-andliarvas.



A ffEW PARALLELS IN JAIN AND BUDDHIST WORKS

BY

A. M. Gbatage, M, A.

The two canons s of the Buddhists In Pali and of the Jains in

Ardha-Magadhl, present us with a few interesting parallels

worth consideration. The study of such parallels is interesting

both for its o^n sake and for the light it throws on the problem

of the i elation in which these two religions stand with each

other. The real explanation of the similarity found therein,

whether it is a case of borrowing or one of common inheritance or

even one of accidental coincidence, is to be decided in each

particular case by considerations of its individual peculiarities.

And as such their examination will help us in forming an idea

about the exact relation in which these religions stand, particular-

ly in their literary traditions,

Both the religions, Buddhism and Jainism, arose in the same

country of Magadha and at about the same time. As such they

partook of the same surroundings which goes a long way in

determining many of their common features. But besides this

general similarity of spirit and form which can be explained

as due to the influence of the time-spirit we find something

more to think of in the present case. The canons of both these

religions show similarity not only in the general moral and

, disciplinary tone due mainly to the fact thafc they embody the

same general principles of ethics which are common to bofch.

these religions which is in its turn due to the circumstance of

their birth and early growth, "but also in matters of composition
and wording which requires something mora to explain them,

They raise the important question of borrowings and the

authentic nature of one tradition as against the other and the

question of their respective age.

Even though it is now admitted on all hands that Jainism
as a religion arose a few decades earlier than Buddhism, or eren
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a few centuries before it, If we accept the view that not only
ParSva was a historical person but fcliat tie traditional date of

his birth and death is equally trustworthy, a fact nofe beyond
reasonable doubt ; the question of the formation of the two
canons of these two religions stands on a very different footing

1

,

and is in no way connected with it. It is yet very difficult to

believe that the present Ardha-Magadhl canon, which tradition

itself admits to have suffered much recasting and reduction, and

which has the still greater disadvantage of being repudiated

by the whole of the Dlgambara community of the Jains, can be

reasonably attributed to a period to which the Pali canon of the

Buddhist is attributed at the latest.
1

It is true that the Pali

tradition also shows us the Buddhist canon as going through

the similar stages of redactions at various stages of its history 9

but their last council falls in the reign of king Asoka in the

third century B. C.
8 while the last council of the Jains comes in

the fifth century A. D, in the days of the kings of Valabhi.
'

d So

if we are to .believe In these traditions alone it is clear that the

Pali canon will have to be put much earlier than the Ardha^

Magadhi one.

This problem of the relative priority of the two canons is

further rendered more difficult and complicated by the supposi-

tion of an Ardha-MagadhI canon earlier than the present one,

and a similar canon of the Buddhist which again according to

Luders will have to be supposed to be written in old Ardha-

Magadhl.
4 All such speculations have no doubt some indica-

tions in the present canons themselvas and can on that acconnt

be said to rest on facts. In the oase of the Jain canon we even

possess Sin outline of the older canon preserved to us with more

or less accuracy, while it will be very unwise to put down the

whole .of the Pali canon at the time of Asoka. But it is equally

true that it is not possible now to separate them from their later

1 Keith, Buddhist Philosophy In India and Ceylon. Oh. i. pp. 15-24.

2 Op. Rhys Davids. Buddhism its History and Literature pp. 187-195.

Winternitz, His. Ind. Lit. Vol. II, pp. 4-5; Kern. Manual of Indian Buddhism,

p. 103ff.
, K1 -

3 Gharpentier. Introduction to his edition of the Uttaradhyayana, pp.15- 16.

4 Brtfchstucke Buddhistischen Dramen, ESinleitung.
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additions with anything like certainty. For the present purpose

then of comparing a few parallel passages from, the two canons

it Is better to set them aside and to start without the supposition

of earlier works not to be found to day, even though the parallels

themselves are adduced to prove their existence.

To begin with, we have a number of stories coinnaon to the

two canons which we take for consideration. Of all the works of

the Jain canon the Ultaradhyayana is the most Important as it

preserves many interesting stories and parables which are also to

be met with In various works of the Buddhist. Here we meet

the story
1 of the two persons called Cltra and Sambhuta who were

fast friends at the beginning and wandered a series of lives to-

gether but at the end suffered very different fates because of their

characters. This story is also found in the Jataka collections in

the Citta-Sambhuta-*Jataka,
8 As pointed out by Dr. J. Char-

pentier the two chapters show similarity not only in the general

outline of the story and its main Incidents but even In the verses

found in them which are common to both the books. The story

in the Uttaradhyayana Is In verses only while the one found in

the Jataka books is In mixed verse and prose as usual. This fact

along with the fact that the Gathas of the Jataka are decidedly

older than the prose which Is very late as can be seen both on

linguistic and logical grounds would lead us to suppose that the

story as preserved In the Uttaradhyayana is the older of the two.

But the Jain version says nothing of the earlier lives of these

two friends which are however referred to In their conversation* H

The Jataka gives us all the details about this earlier parfc of the

story which cannot be regarded as a later modification of it or an

addition to it. So also we have a few cases in which the order of

the verses In the Jataka books appears more In accord with the

general trend of the story than the one found In the Jain version.

This Is to be explained on the supposition that the Jain version

has suffered in its arrangement while the Jataka books were more

fortunate in having a commentary which numbered ifcs verses

very early and arranged them rigidly which has saved it from
... t : i__i__ ^ __, .,_ ,:r ,,^..m,^,.-^.,IJ. .

--_>jg>

i Oh. XIII, pp. 115-319*
ft No, 498, ^ausbHll, To. 1IV 9 pp. 890-400,
* Ch,:XIH. V. 5-7,
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any further change. On the other hand the Jain version also
lost the earlier part of the story which is preserved to us in the

prose of the Jatakas even though it is put down much later than
the writing of the chapter in the Uttaradhyayana.

Another story common to these two works is that of Isukara *

in the Uttaradhyayana and the Hatthipalajataka
2 in the Jataka

books The story relates that a king and his preceptor had no son,
but with the help of a tree-spirit the Purohita was able to ohtain

four sons who were all religious-minded. To test their zeal in the

matters of religion and to know for certain whether they will

live in the worldly life or not both the king and the Purohita

approached them, in the garbs of monks and found that; all of

them turned out monks. This led the wife of the Purohita and
and himself to take up to asceticism and consequently the king
and the queen also do the same thing/ In this case it will be

seen that the story of the Jataka books is fuller and gives many
details about the birth of the four sons of the Purohita which are

wanting in th chapter of the Jain work. There the story begins

abruptly with the statement that all the characters in the story

were born in the same town descending from their heavenly abode.

Another difference between the two versions is about the number

of the sons the Purohita had, they are four in the Jataka while

only two in the Uttaradhyayana chapter. This fact again is made

use of in the Jataka books to give rise to four different occasions

for the renouncing: of this world by the four sons and taking to

ascetic life, which is occasioned by seeing the king and the

Purohita in the garbs of a monk, and the repetition of the same

situation for four times. In the story as preserved in the Uttara-

dhyayana there appears to exist no relation between the Purohita

and the king, while in the Jataka they are represented as con-

sulting each other and plotting together to test the sons of the

Purohita as to their intention of becoming monk. I* the version

of the Jains it appears that when all the members of the family

of the Purohita, took to monkhood, the king came in the posses-

sion of their property according to the rule of the Dharmasastras.

This occasioned a complete change in the mind of &<&
jho

turns her mind to nunhood and also,

i Oh. XIV, pp. 119-125.

a No. 509, pp. 4T3-49Q. Vol. IV*

4 [ AnnalA, B. 0, R. L ]
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effect. This fact appears to be more natural and appropriate than

the one found In the Jataka books. Considering further, facts

Ilka the story of the four sons acting exactly like each other, their

long-drawn moralising , the Improbable story of the spirit In the

tree In the beginning which is pleased to give four sons to the

Purohlta alone and not a single one to the king who was in

greater need of an heir, and the curious relation between the king
and the PuroMta, It is clear that the Jain version Is not only ear-

lier but is better preserved and the more interesting of the two.

The story of a low-caste man attaining to a high position and

showing the Ill-founded faith of the Brahmans in their idea of

greatness in birth Is found In the Hariesijjam
l of the CJttara-

dhyayana and the Matangajataka
a

of the Buddhists. The two
stories shew a good deal of divergence In all matters except the

central idea of the approach of the Candala to the feast of the

Brahmans the wrong treatment given to him by the priest in one

case and by Ms own son In the other, the sound beating they re-

ceive at the hands of the demi-gods who attend on the Matanga,

the approach of the woman the daughter of the king of Palcals,

in case of the Jain version and of a merchant In case of the

Buddhist version, her revealing the greatness of the Matanga,
and the recovery of the Brahmans from the Illness. And It Is

interesting to note that this part of the story Is to be fouad In the

verses which are common to both the versions fco a great extent.

The Jain version adds little to the body of the text but the com-
mentator 2

gives us the back-ground of the whole story. He
relates how the daughter of the king of the country of Palcala

went to a temple and saw there the Candala whom she abhorred.

But a spirit possessed her and to get her out of Its clutches the

king became ready to give her to the same low-caste man. But

the sage refused to marry as Its being against his monkhood. Now
once he goes to the sacrificial ground of the Purohlta of the king
where he is refused food. And there the story begins In the

TJttaradhyayana. The story in the Jataka Is much more compli-

cated and expanded. There also the daughter of a rich merchant

* Ch. XII, pp, 109-115.
* Ho. 497, Vol. IV, pp. 375-389.
a p the commentaries of SEntyloEryal ssind Deve'ndra*
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beets a Matatiga and feals disgusted at hid sight. Th& man is

beaten by her servants. But lie goes to the house of the merchant

and lies at the door until he is given the same daughter in mar-

riage which is done afc Ms persistence. A son is born to them, but

in the mean time lie becomes a sage and to confer prosperity on

his wife makes the people believe that she is the wife of the great

Brahma. While the son grows old and is worshipped by all the

people, the main incidents of the story happen. From this th

Jataka proceeds to give another story of the same Matanga only

because it also deals with the same theme. Otherwise it has no

connection with the main story. A comparison of the two ver-

sions will make it clear that the Buddhist story is much more

elaborate and of mixed motifs. The Jain version, on the other

hand is much more simple and to the point. But there is one

consideration which should lead us to think that the Jain version

is the older of the two. On a careful reading of the Buddhist

story it is seen that the attitude behind it is much more haughty

and full of bitter feelings than the one which accentuated the

writer of the Jain version, This can be seen in the-facts like th

plain deception of the Brahmans and the administration of the

food as a cure for the beating. This must have also led the writer
'

to include the other story in the same Jataka. And such an at-

titude must have arisen in later times as the effect of sectarian

bias. The original motive of writing such stories appears to be

to show the hollow foundation of the greatness claimed by the

Brahmans on acoount of birth alone. And this is clearly seen in

the Jain version and in a much more humane and sympathetic

form.

Another book of stories in the Jain canon is the sixth Anga

called the Jfiatadharmakatha. Here also we meet with a few

parallels in the Buddhist works. The illustration of the tortoise

in it has a clear parallel in the Sarhyutta-Nikaya II* -hichby

the nature of the case appears to be a very
' ""*

developed into an illustration and used by both the

^
for the specific purpose of moralising on the control of the

_Thf_story^rbhe :
t

1 Oh. 4th.
2 Op. Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 313.

3 Jfiatadharmakatha", Oh. 9th.
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a good deal at the hands of the deity on the Ratnadvlpa who

killed so many ship-wrecked people and the winged horse who

helped them In flying from that Island, and the fall of one of the

two brothers because of the temptations of that YaksinI has a

parallel In Valahassa-Jataka * where the part of the winged

horse is played by the compassionate Bodtrisatta.

Of greater importance is the story in the chapter of this book

called the Amarakanka 2 which related the Jain version of the

Brahmanic epic of the Kuril family considerably changed and

modified to suit the Jain religion. In tracing the early life of

Braupadl we find a very curious story of a girl called Sukumaia

which has a very distinct parallel in the story of Isidasl s in

the Therl-Gatha. The story tells of a girl who sinned in giving

bad food to a monk, and as a result of which she was born in

her next birth with an unpleasant touch of her body. She was

married to a son of a merchant but in the very next day of their

marriage he ran off to avoid her unpleasant touch- She returned

back to her father's house where her father married her a second

time with a monK who had come to his house to beg food. He

also ran off the next day and the girl disgusted at her life took

to, the life of a nun. The Budddhist story of the unhappy girl

is materially the same. The form in which the story is found

in the Jain version is fragmentary and incomplete and is re-

legated to the back-ground, showing great inferiority to the other

version in the Therl-Gatha which is more complete and better

told. But against the natural supposition of regarding the

Buddhist version as earlier on account of its artistic superiority

we have many textual indications in the Pali version itself

which go to prove a very different result. As remarked by Mrs.

Rhys Davids 4 the whole spirit of the poem is non-Buddhistic

and shows many traces of Jain tendency of valuing mortifica-

tion and penance as more important To add to this, we find

such a technical term as Nirjara
5 used in the poem ? and the

. A No. 196, Op. Winternitz, op. cit. p. 131.

a- JTfiIt.Ch.16tb.

3 Ed, by Miiller, Verses 400-447, pp. 260-271.
* In the introduction of her Psalms of the Sisters, P. T. S.
5 V. 431.
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name of the teacher of the unhappy girl is given as Jinadatta l

not without significance. o it is more than probable that the

writer of the Pali poem had before him some Jain version of the

story even though it may not be identical with the very
meagre survival of it in the sixth Anga of the Ardha-Mag-adhI
canon. The Pali tradition itself admits that tlie present poem in

the Therl-Gafcha is much later than the bulk of the work and was
introduced into the collection by the Samgltikaras.

Two other stories in the Jantadharmakatha have parallels in

the anecdotes told by Buddhagosa in his Visuddhi-Magga, Consi-

dering the nature of his work and his usual method of relating

stories from earlier literature we can fairly suppose that the pre-
sent two stories are also drawn by him from the canon or possibly

from the older Atthakathas in Ceylon, This is more probable as

he omits all details and satisfies himself with a bare reference

which shows that the stories were very famous and already known
to Ms readers. The story

2 of the merchant becoming a frog be-

cause of his falling away from the right path to which he was
first introduced and his consequent liberation is told in the

Yisuddhi-Magga without the previous life of the merchant, while

the cause of his death is different in the two versions. In the

Jain version3 the frog is trampled down by the hoof of Sjpenika's

horse, while in the Buddhist story a cowherd kills the frog with

a stick. .The second parallel
4

is not so marked as Buddhagosa

only gives a passing remark about the cemtral idea of the story

without adding details. But the idea and the statement is so

queer and out of the way that we are forced to think that there

must be a story behind it. Tie Jain work5 relates the story in

full. It tells us that a merchant was pursuing a thief who had

carried away his daughter. But before he was able to catch

hold of him the thief killed the girl and escaped. Now the

father and his sons who were pursuing him found themselves

in a thick forest without food. So to save themselves they at

V. 427.

Ed. Mrs. Rhys Davids, P. T. S. Vol. Is p. 208.

Jnat. Ch. 13th.

Visuddhi-Magga, Vol. I, p. 347.

JfiSt, Ob. 18th.
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the flesh of the gifrl and in this manner cam safe to their own

town. Buddhagosa makes the father to eat the flesh of the son

instead of the daughter.

Besides these parallels in story and fable, we find similarities

in the two eanoDS about some important philosophical discussions.

The most important among them is dialogue in the Rayapase-

niyam
1 and the Payas I Suttanta8 in the Digha-Nikaya. Simi-

larities in wording and similes and expressions leave no doubt

as regards their mutual relation. Eitlifer both must have followed

Very closely a common source or one must have mada a consi-

derable use of the other- The Jain version as found in the second

Upanga forms the Central theme of the work. It turns on the

point of the existence of the soul independent of the body in which

it is embodied. Kesi the follower of Lord Farsva tries to provs

the soul as existing and refutes the arguments of king Paesi who

is a follower of the heretical teacher Ajita KesakambalL The

Pali version makes the king bear the name Payasi who holds

conversation with Kumara Kassapa who is also shown triumph-

ant in refuting the arguments of the king. Some scholars are

inclined to think that the Jain version is the later of the two,

but without sufficient reasons s
. On the contrary there are a few

facts which point unmistakably to the conclusion that the Jain

version is the older of the two. The vehement denial of the soul

which is the main function of this story is a little inconsistent

with the general spirit Of Buddhism. Herein Buddhism agrees

more with the views of the king than his opponent who is shown

as successful in both the versions. According to the Buddhist

tradition itself the present Sutta Is not of equal age with the

others of the same collection. It Is even admitted that the real

name of the king was Paesi and not Payasi which is an unmista-

kable sign of the authentic nature of the Jain tradition as against

the Buddhist version. On the other hand the Jain version is

shown to be contemporaneous with Mahavlra as Eesi the disciple

ofPStSva is shown in other works 4 to hold conversation with

1 Ed. by Dr. Vaidya, Poona, 1934,

* Ed. P. T. S. No. 23, Vol. II, pp. 316-358.
8 Op. B. O. Law. A History of Pali Literature, 1933. Vol. I, p. 109.

4 Op. Uttar* Oh. ftfed.
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Gotama the chief disciple of Lord Mahavlra. So here also we

will have to admit that the Jain version of the dialogue is of

batter authenticity and we can go so far as to assert that it was

the Jains who first tried to refute this doctrine of Ajita as being

the exact contradictory position of their own theory of the exist-

ence of the soul. The Buddhist took this refutation bodily from

them even though a little inconsistent with their own vehement

denial of a soul.

Another poilosophical discussion common to the two litera-

tures is that about the refutation of the philosophy of Gosala,

In the Jain works we find it stated in the Upasagadasao
* and

the BhagavatI
* while in the gfemafifiaphalasutta

s of the Dlgha-

Nikaya is found a summary of his views. The life story of

Gosala as found in the BhagavatI Sutra is not to be met with in

the Buddhist works. But the statement of his doctrines is

common to both of them in a very similar phraseology. It is just

possible that both of them were copying from the works of that

sect. But the other alternative is more probable. It can very

eesily be seen that G-osala was more intimately connected with

Jainism than with Buddhism, even though it is very difficult

to decide the exact relation in which be stood. But in view of

the fact that his doctrines are taken by him from the Purvas and

his claim to be the last prophet of Jainism it appears that he

represented another line of the school of P&rsva while Mahavlra

succeeded in asserting himself as the true continuer of the

orthodox line. So it is more probable that the Jain version
^had

better chances of giving the views of the school of Gosala in a

more authentic form than its rival religion Buddhism.

Apart from, these similarities extending over a long inci-

dent we have a good many verses
4 in common in the

1 Ed. by Dr. vaidya, Poona, 1930. Chs, 6 and 7.

2 Uvas pp. 139-19&.

1 ?gl ^^L
o

l
oS^ees from TJttaradhyayana and

as far as I arable to detect. Utta. I, 17. Thorl-GWM.247 ; II'*. Tharga-

Ga. 243; 11,24-25. Suttanipata. 932 ; III. 17. Sn. 769 ; IV I. .DHp. 18* ; IV

3. Thera-GB. 786 ,
Y. *1. Dhp. 141 ; VIII. 13. Sn. 927 : IX,

3jL

Dhp 103 ; 44

Dh704S-4. M*r^a*y.ll,lM;X,*8.Dhi>. 85: ^V, 16. 8*. *68f
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these two religions. Particularly the Uttaradhyayaim and the

Sutrakrfcanga show many verses in common with the various

books of the Pall canon like the Dhammapada the Thera and

Therl-Gathas the Suttanlpata and stray verses from the Nikayas.

Dr. Winternitz
1 has suggested the solution of such similar

verses in the supposition that there existed before both these

canons a floating mass of poetry dealing with ascetic life and

ideals which was incorporated in the works of both these

religions.

17; Si. 136 ; 31. Dhp. 264 ; XXVII, 8. Thera~G&. 976. Sntrak. I, 1, 1. 3- Sn '

394 ; I, 2, 1, 2. Sn. 578 ; I, 2, 1, 15. SaAyutta-NIkaya. IX, 1 ; I, ft ft 1L

Thera-Ga. 1053; I, 2, 2, 15. Dhp. 373 ; I, 2, 2, 17. Sn. 810 ; I, 3, 2, 21. Thera-

Ga. 1154; I, 3, 4, 7. Theri-Ga. 508; T, 3, 4, 8. Dhp. 245 ; I, 5, $, Dhp. 3(>7 '

I, 7, 15-16. Theri-Ga. 241-244; I, 7, 25. Dhp. 325 ; I, f 7. Dhp. 5; I, 8, 19.

fen. 400; etc.

5 Hist. Ind. Lit* Vol. II; P. 121, p.
:125 eto .



THE METAMORPHOSIS OF USAS

K. M. ShembavnekaTj M. A*

The disappearance of Usas from the Vedio pantheon Is as my-
sterious as her presence Interesting. It is all the more inexplicable
as we remember the amount of poetic wealth spent on the enchant-

ing Daughter of Heaven by the Vedic Rsis who handle the theme
of her rise and duration with a reverence and love that belong only
to the earliest poets, or rather prophets, of mankind. But though
the final exit of the charming goddess is generally regretted, its

cause is, as yet, scarcely properly investigated. The universal

law of Change, it is true, is the general answer to the too

inquisitive questioner in all matters relating to antiquity, but
still a momentous change is always worthy of our investigation.
For the loss of an old order or thing, if viewed in the scientific

perspective, is brought about in two ways* either by metamor-

phosis, in which the old disappears only to emerge as new ; or by
supersession, in which the old is pushed aside by a stronger new
rival. The object of the present article is to prove that Usas has

changed in the former sense, though the evolution is not even so

much as suspected, first9 because of the dimness of the inter-

mediate stages, and secondly by reason of the great development in

her new character. When, however, the progressive stages which

transformed the Vedic Usas into Laksml of later mythology be-

come luminous, it will be easily conceded that Theology also pre*

sents instances of metamorphosis as strange or remarkable as

Zoology, and as attractive as any that eiuher Ovid or Dant dep

icts in poetry.
It never seems to have struck any writer on Indian mythology

that though the goddess Sri (the goddess of splendour and wealth)

is the same as Laksml according fco all later accounts, yet in her

earlier phase she possesses certain attributes which clearly argue a

period of transition. Some of them disclose her identity with Usas,

while others are of a novel type. This is, of course, th Intermed-

iate stage wherein the old traits appear oddly blended with the

5 [ Annal, B. O K. I* ]
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new, quite in conformity with the change of time. For the period
which marked the close of the Bgvedic epoch was a period of

transition in many respects. The old gods 9 severing their con-
nection with the phenomena of Nature, were assuming a more
and more anthropomorphic shape, and also a more exalted chara-

cter as becomes the epic gods. The IS-gvedic words, at first so

strikingly cognate to the root-meaning in their import* now be-

come gradually settled in their conventional senses, And the

school of the
fi

Aitihasikas 'the gleaners of old legends and my-
ths was busy weaving them into wondrous poetic tales. But in

spite of this general change in theology, Indra, Varuna and the

other gods have not lost their old appellations which, are the most
unmistakable signs of recognition. Such is not* however, the

case with Usas. The Dawn* the natural phenomenon, slowly lost

her divinity* but her radiance which is the very essence of her
life and form came to be deified and venerated as Sri. Why this

latter goddess is not even mentioned in the Rgveda, it is now easy
to understand. It is in the famous *Sr!-Sukta % which is a 'Kbila

Siikta
7

of that Veda, and undoubtedly the oldest of that class,

that we see her for the first time. In this early conception of the

new deity we perceive a good many attributes that usually -ch-

aracterise the lustre of the dawn. And that settles the question
of identity notwithstanding the metonymic change. Thus, if

the rays of Usas are said to be
6

Candra '

(delightful) in the &.V.,
1

Sri herself is described as
'

Candra '

in the &rl~8u1tfa.
2 Both are

golden in complexion, and both shower the same gifts on the sup-

pliant devotees, namely, cows, chariots, horses, heroic sons etc.
2

The epithet
*

Pingala
7

(the Rosy) as applied to Sri in the Sukta, is

intelligible only ^when we view her in the light of this identification.
-Similarly 9 why Sri or LaksmI is described as clad in milk-white 4

garments, and fond of white flowers and decoration, will be clear

if we remember that the original Vedic goddess is said to be

3 Compare B. V. I. 48 9 12-16 ; also VII, 75, 8 with q^tf f^tftf f^'

4 Cf*
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$t'i>

1

Subhi-a
? ! or

"

Ar]
e

unl '

( the white ) , and also as dressed in-

resplendent white \ Still more Important is the epithet
*

SrdrS'*

(
the wet ) belonging to SrI 9 since it is only a paraphrase of Usas *

corresponding epithet
6

OdatI ' 8
(the moist ). It is necessary to

remark in this connection that in Inter times Laksmi has not re-

tained any such clear mark of wetness after she landed on the dry

ground leaving her watery home. Next, the fact that 'Jatavedss*

or Agni is implored in the &rl-Sukta to bring in Laksmi, furni-

shes the most unequivocal clue to regard Sri as identical with

Usas. For the close relation of the two divinities in the Rgveda
is a patent fact, while in the Sukta it is only a sort of reminisc-

ence.
s Again, the sisterhood between * A-Laksml ''

( Poverty,

Distress), and Laksmi may fairly be traced back to the times when

the dark night was sincerely looked upon as the elder sister of

the bright Dawn.
4

Lastly, the epithet
s

gandha-dvara
*

( unfolder

of fragrance ), as belonging to Sri suggests the aromatic -dawn,

while her association with the day-lotuses ( padmas) which bloom

at day-break confirms it.

All this is again highly corroborated by the history of the

evolution, which, when properly traced, is as interesting as the

result 9
and makes certain moot points in the life of the Vedic

goddess very luminous. It is expressly stated in the Visnu and

other Puranas that the churning of the Ocean was occasioned by

the disappearance of Sri into it owing to the curse of Durvasas,

and that she was known to be the daughter of Bhrgu in her

previous existence. Now, who is Bhrgu ? The Bhrgus, indeed,

figure in the Rgveda as a clan of mighty ftsis, like the Angirasas

and the Atharvans, but none of them individually receives the

distinction of spscial mention. It is only in the Taittiriya-Upanisad

* v- * 48>
14

5

7

etc.S'rl-Sukta

i S- V.I. 48-6.

Srl s * cf^ R v * L 124

; 55j u
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that we meet with a mythological personally of that name for the

first time. But then, It should be observed, he Is there said tq be the

son of Varuna 1 and none of the members of the Rsi-clan, When
we remember that

*

Bhrgu \ even In Classical Sanskrits means a
6

precipice
?

9 the mystery surrounding the mythical being is at

once unravelled. He is either the rising mountain s or the

'Lokaloka
1

the chain of mountain that seems to encircle the

earth. Viewed in this light, his paternal relation to Varana ( the

Lord of the sky ) becomes manifest. Again, Venus, the planet,

is also called Bhrgu *s son ( Bhargava ), as we may n*w believe,

because of his keeping close to the horizon throughout. Thus

proximity or close succession was sufficient for the Vedic or

post-Vedic poets to establish some kind of family connection

between a pair of natural objects or phenomena, Srl s the daughter

of Bhrgu
2

( Bhargavl ) and the sister of the Morning star, can,

therefore, be none other than Usas who invariably clings to the

rising mountain, like a young maiden to her father's side.

How she disappeared into the ocean has been already referred

to $bove. But the legend preserved in the Visriu and some other

Puranas seems to be the poetic version of an old Usas myth
which may be traced in the Rgveda, The reader of Usas hymns
is startled, indeed, when he sees the mighty god Indra chastising

the terrified celestial maiden-smashing her car in splinters, and

chasing her to a great distance through the aerial space.
3 And

yet, the enormity of the crime for which she is so mercilessly

dealt with is scarcely proclaimed. We are simply told that the

{fending goddess was a
'

durhanayu
'

i. e.
' a goer on the wrong

track ( if
*

han ? means to
'

go
?

according to the Grammarians
'

maxim % s-wma: *lcrar: ) ; or,
*

desirous of killing Indra
?

( if

*han 3 means to 'kill
1

). All Vedic scholars, so far as I know,
have been at a loss to understand the exact motive or magnitude
of Usas' guilt. Even the great scholiast, Sayana, contents himself

only with the paraphrase of the words, where we want an explana-
tion of the myth. Now as a natural phenomenon this is intelli-

~

?r: \

TTS*JciW*Fr II
v p* I

-

B. V. IV. 30, 8-11
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gible
*enough : Indra s the 'sun-god viewed as the dispeller of

clouds and darkness, scares away the mild Usas by his superior

effulgence. Her crime is s probably, nothing more than lingering
a little longer even after sunrise on a cloudy day. But however
we may explain the phenomenon, its mythological importance can

never be overrated. For this is the very myth which is referred

to, though in a slightly altered form, in the Ramayaria, and which
later on developed into the grand puranic legend of the Churning
of the Ocean. The reference in the Ramayaria is clearly to the earlier

version of the exploit of the Vedic war-god against the gentle
Usas. When young Rama, in obedience to the dictates of con-

science and the universal law of chivalry, hesitated to kill the

wicked Tadaka at the bidding of Vi&vamitra, the latter justifies

the killing of a woman, provided it is beneficial to mankind ; and
as an instance he cites god Visnu's killing Bhrgu's wife, who
thought of ridding the world of indra. 1 Here we find Visnu, the

guardian of the world f taking the place of Indra and shielding
Mm from all intrigues and mishaps, while the intriguer is the

wife of Bhrgu. Thus it is evident that Valmiki had the legend from

some older source-perhaps an old Brahmana or gatha now lost

or, perhaps, from some other source than that of the Puranas,

wherein Usas figured as the wife of Btrgu instead of his daughter.

But the difference is trivial when we remember that the change

in the import of the word
8

patnl
'

which, in early Vedic times

meant simply a
*

protectress
'

or
'

governess
7

is of subsequent

date, and that a corresponding change in mythological outlook

was but a foregone conclusion. The legend in the Ramayana,

therefore, proves, first, that the wife of Bhrgu is none other than

Usas ; and, secondly, that, notwithstanding certain minor differ-

ences, the various versions about the disappearance of that god-

dess are based on the same Vedic myth.
And lastly, we behold her once more, rising from the Ocean

when it was churned by the gods and demons. The episode of the
'

Churning of the Ocean' is not only the oldest legend in the epics

and the Puranas, but also the grandest and boldest that could be

conceived by a poet's fancy. The Visnu Purana unquestionably

presents the older version of the story when it says that the
divine^

- 25,
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enterprise was for the recovery of the lost Sri, The epics, on the

other hand, unanimously declare that the chief aim of the gods
and demons in that undertaking - perilous even for th&mw&s the

acquisition of the Immortal Drink (Amrka). And though they de-

scribe the appearance of Sr! or LaksmI in glowing words, they do

not connect the event with anything like her past history. Ac-

cording to the Paranic account, the reappearance of Sri is an event

of -far greater moment for the gods than the gain of the
*

Amrta '

as their hearty reception of 4ha goddess followed by an outburst

of spontaneous hymn clearly testifies. But this reincarnation of

the goddess, and s
indeed the whole story of the churning of the

Ocean becomes intelligible enough, when we remember that the

grand conception underlying it originated with the change in

the import of the word * Samudra ?

at the close of the Vedic

period, and that the post-Vedic poefe or poets were capable
of preserving the old myths by giving them a new lease of

life. It Is clear to anyone tolerably acquainted with the Rgveda
that the word * Samudra * denotes there the mid-air-region

]

(sntariksa) as well as the terrestrial sea. However, in course

of time, like many other l^gvedic words, it became restricted in

its import, and stood for one object only. If, therefore, the dau-

ghter of BhrgUj who, as we have already Feen, is none other than

Usas, vanishes into, arid emerges again from, the
6 Samudra ', it

is a change in the theological outlook rather than in the natural

phenomenon-a change in the import of word and not in fact.

It is Dot necessary for our purpose to trace here the previous his-

tory of the other
*

gems
?

, though, on a oloser examination, that
also may be found, at least in part, to conform, to the same mode
of explanation as above. 2 The whole episode of

* Samudra-Man-
i Compare, for instance,^: gq-gy* g STHrrft etc * R * V * X> 114>

also X, 123, 2; where Sayana remarks

2 Thus it is clear why the moon is reckoned among the fourteen
* gems ', if only we remember the change in the meaning of the word
' Samudra'. And the desire-yielding cows / *[\m ^W^TI: Who rose up from

the ocean at the same time can be 110 other than the ^{eq^^T m^ whose
abode is

* antariksa ', and who manifests herself in the sweet and pure
utterances of the wise. That sweet words serve the purpose of man in

the highest degree was admitted in early Vedic times and hence 'speech*,
was said to be a bounteous cow; Compare. ^T^pr^jng-q-^r^g |

Again,

Airavata, Indra's elephant, is none other than the white cloud that floats in
the Antarikxa. Of.
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thana
?

is, indeed 9
a legend which proves that while Brahinanic

ritualism was fast developing in the post-Yedic period, the Bra-

hmanic Muse also was keeping pace along with it, And our

only misfortune is that the names of those gifted sons of the Muse

who left a rich and considerable "heritage to the authors of the

Epic and the present Puranas should have been so easily con-

signed to oblivion,

And, lastly, Laksmfs union with Yispu amply bears out her

Yedic origin and character as traced above by us, That Yisnu

is the sun at the meridian is a conclusion of Yaska who

identifies all the Adityas with the solar deity. When, there-

fore, we behold the goddess taking refuge with Yisim,

the most high and popular of later mythology, we but

realise what is anticipated in the Rgveda, where the

morning sun is described as chasing TJsas-the rosy dawn-like

a man who pursues a youthful maiden, As the worthy consort ot

the chief of the Hindu Trinity, Laksmi has equally risen in dignity

and divinity, and now exercises a far greater influence on modern

Hindu society than she did in the times of the Vedic ftsis* For

there are few high-class Hindu house-holds nowadays where at

least one female-wife or daughter-is not christened with one of

her names. Immortal Dawn, in the words of a Vedic poet, die-

appears only to rise again,



BA.MARANGANASUTRADHARA AND
YUKTIKALPATAB tL

Whether these works are productions of one and- the same

king Bhoja of Dhara Nagarl.

BY

P. A, Mankad

( N. B. wcrfp^ and IT% are abbreviations for

and ff%"cP^RT^. )

1 In the foreword to gT%epc*TrW, Mr, Narendranath Law
writes

" The evidence brought together by the learned Editor

( Pandita Ishvara Chandra Sastri ) in the preface, points to the

llth. century A, r>. as the probable and generally accepted fcime

of Its composition, and to Its reputed author, King Bhoja, to be no

other than the Bhoja Parmara of Dhara ??
. Mahamahopadhyaya

Ganapati Sastri, in his preface to ^mf^W^W-TR Part I, says that

the author of the work as mentioned In it is Maharajadhiraja
Sri Bhoja Deva who Is probably the same Bhoja of Dhara who
ruled over Malwa in the 1st part of the llth cantury, A. D. and to

whom many important works are ascribed, such as

etc.

In the preface of the same work, Part II, he says
"
The Subject

matter being I%?1, the work need not possess the characteristics -

of a literary work. Nevertheless, it is remarkable for its sweet

and simple Kavya style. It Is for this reason., that I said in the

1st volume that the author of the work Is the same King Bhoja
of Dhara who wrote 3pfrororsreu and other works, and to whom
Is ascribed a high place in the domain of mf&T.

"

2 It would* thus, appear that both the editors are unanimous
as regards the fixing of authorship on one and the same indivi-

dual, viz. King Bhoja of Dhara Nagarl- The former adduces
exhaustive evidence from extraneous materials, while the latter

is content only with the solitary Internal factor-sweet and simple
kavya style, and colophons, besides, perhaps,
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3 Now, fff%^is composed by %^r^r, while ^3TO1fT
D

is the

product of
ffra^%^5W?ift^^. ^r% has references, in the body

of fehe work to ws? and ^qfrsf^sr, as is clear from various extracts
interspersed In

thejbook itself. This very fact shows that some
other %3T and wtsf^sr were authors of works treating of subjects
dealt with in grfrte

10
. ( It may be pointed out, by the bye, that

none of t!ie extracts of -%3f and ifftf^T in r% has
1
been found in

^Frmtf'tft . ) -Further, one comes across a writer by name sr

Tide Pages 78, 178 9 199 of the 3rd part ( raaqror^
1

) of f^rr^r%
f* of the Travancore Sanskrit Series

; Dr. Hajendralal Mitter,

moreover, in his
**

Antiquities of Orissa " mentions as many as
a dozen or more Bhojas who have flourished from the Vedic times
downwards to the 12th century A, D, The majority of them, if

not all, were reported to be not only patrons of literature, but to

be, themselves, endowed with literary abilities of a very high
order. This problem of authorship, when viewed from the point

of so many Bhojas assumes a complicated aspect.

4. Unless the learned editors have been in possession of mate-

rials to definitely lead them to the conclusion that the same

King Bhoja was the author of the works, I venture to hold that

mere mention of the name Bhoja or of works sp% and qafH^r^trr ,

in works of other writers, could not be the conclusive warrant

for the statement advanced by the editors. I regret, I am not in

possession of the reasons which have prompted them to reach the

conclusions they have arrived at, I, for rny part, have tried to

study comparatively the works under reference from the internal

evidence alone and have mainly confined myself to the position

which bears on WSJ and f^^ more than anything else.

5 a To start with, let the benedictory stanzas speak for them-

selves

^n ^* TTH;

in

11 R \\ in 31% and

etc.

These, by themselves, tend, though to a very slight degree,

to justify the position I have undertaken to emphasize, in as

[
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much as .the author In the one (si% ) distinctly displays a lean-

ing, towards ^5W (f^m) while that in the other fa*TO?pir ) towards

6 Cfa/opAona sr% has, at the end of every

atid s at the close of the book, the

colophon runs as
"
fit

The colophon inWWW at the end of every areqro runs as

etc." These

colophons* too, are suggestive. The author ofgf% is only a

HfTO^fSHtW, while that of WT^rifW is a personality with higher

attributes, Wfr^n%T5frat3f$3T. If these colophons, were . really

meant to signify what they actually connote, the only feasible

inference would be that %3tTT3? when merely a iTfRtsfT composed

2T% while 'JEriTOlftfr
e came to be composed later on, in the height

of his glory, when he had become HfHI^Ttf^rTT^^t^?^ In these

days, we are quite familiar with instances of assumption of

successive appellations such as Tfisrosrr, iTfro^rrr%^T^T, ^r?rt<?, ^rr? f

^f etc. by individuals in their different stages of life and thus

and *TfT'Ti^rrr%l^tfifgr, may, for aught one can

say, apply to one and the same person, as one advances in

material and intellectual prosperity ; and on this very account,

I.will dismiss these colophons, too. The author of g*f% makes a

direct mention of the names, both of himself and his work (the

benedictory verses on the 1st page are closely followed by a

verse a^ ^sr^f^flTB^qrcTt B^ ), while the author of 'BWrftiY

is very modest in as much as he remains quite silent in this

respect.

c The treatment of subjects in ^mrfW follows the

Pauranik method, iu as much as the subject matter is dealt with

in the form of a dialogue between fir^cpifjg; ( fche first and foremost

exponent of Architecture, especially of the STR* school ) and his

disciples. The manner of treatment in gf% is not so.

d Further, nm and WTIlfW , both, have JEW ^T general-

ly ; only the closing verses which sum up the contents, of every

3TO3W in the latter are mostly composed of WTirTS of more than

8 syllables in a qr? while ST% on the contrary, is interspersed

TO the body of fff%s throughout, with longer verses,
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Vide Pages Verses
47 328

50 348
63 454

78 91

80 4

82 20 to 22

87 61 to 67

90 90 to 93

91 101

etc. etc. etc. etc.

6. The benedictory stanzas, colophons, mention or absence

of names of authors and "works, after the opening: verses, as also

the justification or otherwise of the names assigned to the works-

these, in combination, if not singly, may assist one in the work

of differentiation of authorship to a certain extent, though not so

much as the substantial internal evidence which follows and

which, I .presume, will lead one to the irresistible conclusion as

regards the non-identity of authorship of these two works. For

a positive assertion that the one or tlie other was the King Bhoja

of ^mwt, internal evidence is totally wanting in both. All the

same, there is no doubt that srTOripor is the product of the King

Bhoja of ^T^r^r^Cf.

7 Writings of authors belonging to any department of know-

ledge are generally characterized by their individual or personal

stamp. Turn to any domain of knowledge, say Poetry, Literature,

Science etc. and one is sure to be impressed by this personal

stamp. This is, moreover, prominently brought out in works,

especially when they have emanated from one and the same

author. Plays of Shakespeare, novels of Walter Scott, writings

of Kalidasa etc. will bear out, on comparative study, the above

statement in a marked manner. Such a characteristic feature

is manifested in a variety of ways common words and set

phrases, similarity of ideas, the diction etc. It is only when on

fails to recognize any of these common traits of language and

ideas, in works which are ordinarily ascribed to the same author,

that one has, perforce, to set about thinking as to the real author-

ship of these works. When the abovn test is applied to *rmnpf
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and fT%:, the conclusions are in favour of the contention that

these productions cannot be of one and the same individual-

King Bhoja of Dhara.

a Single wards. 5r% displays an unusual though distinct

terminology of technical words which has BO place in

I append them in parallel columns for easy verification.

( a fortress ) Not to be found , but

is used instead-

( an enclosure ") ditto

(broad)

'(breadth)
1

( an objectionable

combination ) ,,

( a plan )

'

( a bedstead )

( a head piece of

of a bedstead ) , 3

( a foot piece
of a bedstead )

( a side piece of

a bedstead )

( a room near the

gate of a palace )

( V. 410 )

]

9 j

Measures of

length

Names of 16 kinds of

Names of 8 kinds of

Names of 18 kinds of

a kind of ( tnp@T 9

and
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Names of 12 kinds of TWZS Not to be found

etc. etc. etc.

While the above words are profusely used in 51%, most of

them, If not all, are conspicuous by their total absence in ^ironpsr .

Moreover, one whole chapter is devoted, in the latter, to an ex-

position of definitions of technical words and yet it is surprising

to note that; the definitions of

( ^a^^ s fpr^,

, ), 3TT^W ( 86. 87-88 ), ^r ( 447 ) rfnl, ^^, ?PFT,
TT^T,

( 4=50-451 ) ^TW P. 81 V. 19 etc. etc. which are given, in

are absolutely wanting therein. fr%
e has q^nrm.

WT^:tf
etc.

whereas ^EfiTTr^^ has SFC^r, HTT^^r etc. Similarly

of the latter are replaced by
etc. in ?JT%.

& >SW phrases. To illustrate, the expressions which are very

current in 1T% are rarely met with in ^RTflpor ;
I aPP^nd parallel

phrases ihe most common combination for length and breadth*

has while Wfripr has

Turn to any description where length and breadth are concern-

ed and you will find that g:f% will invariably show a*mm-

while for the same meaning, WTOfOT has different

expressions.

07% has hardly 350 verses bearing on nft and ^3 in
comj

parison wifch^WH which is several times bigger than S^

in this respect, and yet, even in that small compass, the ordinary

combination for length and breadth-WTW-mmif occur, as

many as 14 times. *** and rf* as many as i. times

and ^m-^K twice in fr%, whereas the same combination
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scarcely finds a place in ; ig used

only 3 times and that, too, in a sense rather different from the

one pointed out above, while and are never used in such

a combination at all, in OT'ttSpar .

c. Similarity or otherwise of ideas. treats of 3TSJJ for

the ordinary run of the populace as well as for higher personages,

culminating in the residential seats etc* for divinities. It in-

eludes principles of design and many cognate subjects at great

length. It is as exhaustive in the treatment of the subject matter

ST^g in its various aspects, as it is logical in its method of handl-

ing it. As such, it deserves rightly to be styled a standard work

in the frrn* school of Indian Architecture. oj% in comparison

with the above, is merely a specialized epitome of a certain

section of 31*5- It, all the same, covers an extra ground in that

it includes in its treatment, all the paraphernalia of royalty, such

as the appendages of a King ( ^o"^", ^mr, 3T*5nsr, etc. f^srerar, %>% ),

his ornaments ( various kinds of ^o?Ts ) ^FW, arer, horses, elephants,

bulls, animals of draught and conveyances, ships etc. etc.

2% is thus, restricted in its treatment of the principles of srreg-,

and yet, withal, it is, as its name implies, really a ZS&RTG so for

as its ^TT^S go. Each, page bristles with some unusual or original

conception, not commonly met wifcfc in ^HTflpwf an exhaustive

and all embracing work on srreg.

I append hereunder a number of these ideas

c 1 Various are the considerations that go to guide the selec-

tion of a site for buildings, townships etc. ; one of them is ^
declination or

"
lie of the ground site '\ This c^^, it may be

stated, may be in one direction, or it may be concurrent in two

or more directions. The form which the consideration of this

problem assumes, becomes the more complex, the more directions

are involved in it. One generalization, however, emerges from

these considerations re. ^^ and it is~that a direction ranging

anywhere between North and East is acceptable for the selection

of a site for buildings. OTRTlpW equally with many other works

on snrcjj mentions this aspect of c^jsr in a more or less detatiled

manner. The only correspondence that has been established in

that work has reference to the slope of the site? and the direction
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in general ( without any reference to an extra element) in which

it runs. *rf% s on the other hand, introduces a third and unique

element in this consideration. This third element is 5

over and above the slope and general direction of run of the site.

The introduction of this extra element Is a deviation from the

general rule so far as grr^r of ^rsrflf is concerned. All tlie same,

the absence of this phase of ^oPt In an exhaustive treatise like

^SKlf**!
8

* wherein s by the bye, two exclusive chapters dealing-

with Royal Palaces, over and above general specifications scatter-

ed in several chapters In the body of the book have been Intro-

duced 9 cannot but be striking and thought provoking,

c 2 Books on WFfg In their earlier portions begin with a

description of units of measurements which vary with the nature

of the 'BTRg. Measures of all kinds required for the smallest srr^

e. g. bedsteads, fignjraws mouldings, ornaments etc., to the largest

e. g. streets, townships, highways across the country etc, are

prescribed at great length in *nrof*T. These measures start

from the lowest basic unit L e, a very minute particle of dust

floating In the air, and rise, in gradational series, eventually to

the highest: cftsnr etc. Such an all embracing nature of these

tables notwithstanding, it is really surprising to notice that a

kind of measurement used In the design of several Royal

Appendages, and defined in oT% has not even been Muted at In

This system of measurement is allied to the decimal

system used for Scientific purposes, as each succeeding measure

In this system forms a multiple of ten with regard to the one

preceding it. This table of measures Is appended hereunder for

facility of reference*

10 ^rfs of a king: make one

10 *w*ws " one

10 WlOTs '
ne

^ one
10 ^TSf^^S

one
10 ^FHcpn^s "

one
10 nsTS^Ts "

J
f\ un^HWHAuWnr**^! >. \Jii"
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c 3 Similarly, there Is another table of measures where'u 9

takes the place of 10 as under

9 cT^s make one

9 ^JSTS One

9 gars one

9 qrsrs one

9 THPTS one ^35.

It would be tiresome if I were to jot down in details all the

uncommon ideas. I shall., therefore, content myself with a bare

enumeration of some of them.

c 4 Division of HTH" into 16 kinds with its terminology in

accordance with their dimensions measured by ^T^r^^r.

c 5 ' Determination of the dimensions of a q|Ri3; from the

5T of a King.

c 6 Specification for a locality fit for ^n-gpOT and the excep-
tions thereto in the case of ^T^P.

c 7 Determination of 8 kinds of TP5J when measured by

c 8 Division of 3Tarr ( sfRcf ) into 18 kinds as derived from a

formula |ength_x breadth, including their effects on occupants,
f9

" ""

c 9 Correspondence between mm and the fixation of cardinal

points of a ^.
c 10 Functions of three doorways ?iH"gfT 9 W[TT, and wrjT in

a ^rsrcjf and the varying distances of STf^rr^ in the case of each.

c 11 12 Kinds of TTWIf determiaed from OTrnrsn^ at the

times of birth of kings, their names, dimensions, wq^erai, (H"f )

the number of doorways with varying colours of STT^flTW, and

houses covered by *T|[s of different colours, suitable for every one

of them.

c 12 Disposition of minerals on the top of houses to ward off

evil influences, even death.

c 13 Adjustments of measurements for 8 pieces of timber
in of 8 kinds from ^t^T%sT to ^r%3ffa^T 9 including their

names.

$ 14 S^^R-
'

its rrumbers in TF^^f and dimensions.
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8 The non-existence of ideas expressed above could not be

made to construe that the author of ^rwrr^ir was not aware at

least of some 9 if not all. Verses 9 and 10, page 62, Part I
etc.

The author may have ignored them or rather thought it in-

significant, on account of rare usage etc, for incorporation of

them in a standard work. The author of 51%, on the other

hand, has made the most of them, as he includes them in the jp%s
which form the products of a ^F^^ETO.

It stands to reason to assume that one or two view points

could be left out of consideration from a standard treatise as

^rmr^^T is. When, however 9 a host of views on diverse matters

is conspicuous by its absence, the question of penmenship
assumes an unusual character.

9 Now, the last and at the same time, the most unrefutable

factor in deciding the authorship The Contrast in Speci-

fications

a ?p% sanctions %^TT^, STRUT, WTO, mtf, s
irrs|FT and SEIWP

months as acceptable for starting the construction of houses.

vide. V. 212.

WF1*!!^^^ gSROWi jT?R*H ^Tr^fTJ^RPIf^T* II

on the other hand, lays down that in this respect,

and ^if&cfs bring down destruction of beasts and servants

respectively to occupants of such houses* Vide verses 6 and 7 9

page 246, Part I.

i ^^rr^R^rwri", ^f^f ^r^^ ^rra;ii^ n

... ... 11 ^ u

b Certain kinds of trees are considered as objectionable in

the vicinity of Royal Palaces, temples, and dwelling house in

townships. The following verses describe them and it will be

found that ?T%rfV is included in the list of trees as being not ac-

ceptable in ^WTlft*r<>. Verses 130-131, page 255, Part I.

si

*r=ar ^ f

[ Annal, B. O. B* L ]
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17% on the contrary, prescribes this very as a bringer
of prosperity

IWrfT ^PST* II ^^ ||

I

^HWTTfWffr it \^ n

c ^RTRIlfQT Part I, page 67 Verses 19-30-^1,
S

II ^ ii

TRT^fTO^fsrfir^^

Again Ibid, page 154 Verse, 5.

11

^ it will be clear from the above, specifies certain
trees as unfit for building materials, ( ^grgepifrot %HT^ ). Further,
while specifying the usefulness or otherwise of different kinds of

timber for ^RT^r (bedstead), ^fr^Fr (seat) etc, the author of ^TiT^r^w
6

adds that whatever timber is undesirable as a building material
is equally so ? so far as those articles of furniture are concerned.

F5Tr is one of the trees included in the above list as unsuitable
for building purposes. Evidently , therefore, it cannot be accepted
as a useful material for the articles of furniture mentioned above.

Moreover, th use of fSfrs
1

tree which is unsuitable for ordinary
3?r*r?f even, should be absolutely prohibited according to ^sro^or
in the construction of f^rfr^nr, as the latter forms a specialized
kind of STTB^T. irrar , on the contrary, prescribes this very
objectionable material for use in one of the 8 kinds of
and attributes to that timber, besides, the property of bestowing
on the user, Prosperity, Victory, Wealth and Health.
372 to 374 page 53 5% are quoted as under,

II
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Not only Is thus very positive ( Verses 377 and 378 ) in
ipecifioations but, also* It does not brook any the slightest devia-

tion whatsoever from its prescriptions except on penalty of death.

d In the design of" any grng, its dimensions-viz, length,

breadth and height or thickness, are arrived at after due adjust-

ments made in accordance with certain principles laid down
for it These principles are embodied in the form of certain

relations or formulas which constitute the s^s of a <srn?[.

In this connection be it noted that the choice of dimensions

is deemed most happy when it ( 3TRf ) secures the greatest

satisfaction of these relations* The greater the agreement of

these relations it secures, the closer it approximates to an ideal

stage dimensionally. These ST^FS are STO, sqrr, ?C3T^, 3%cF, <fptr etc.

Their number varies with different writers, the maximum reach-

ing as high as 27. It is not the purpose here to enter into the

details of these formulas and the rules to be observed thereunder*

except for a certain arithmetical technicality in their derivations*

3fFTs are 8 in number, determined by remainders in the division

of length x breadth
8

Similarly^ sws are also 8 obtained by remainders of the divi-

sion of

8
B

are 27 determined in the same way, from remainders

in length x breadth x 8
27.

Remainders in sgrar 4- ^w<F3T 4- gggrmgrerrfft give 3 S%^T: and so

3

forth, for 9 cTTCTs where the divisor is 9,

It may be pointed out that in a division, the remainders can

never equal, but should invariably be less by one than the divisor.

Thus the 3TWs, s^RTs, sf^rsrs, 3i$rcjFs and cTKrs could never be 8, 8 9

27, 3 and 9 ( equal to the divisors in each case ) but should be one

less viz. 7 S 7, 26, 2 and 8, though really they are not so. AQ

anomaly such as this is common not only to 56Wcnpor but m&ny

other books on m^g also. It is, strange, however, that gf% is

free from this anomaly, e. g. 18 kinds of TOT. in that work ar

derived from 18 remainders left out of length x breadth, the

19

divisor being one more than the kinds
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in specifications as to thd number of doorways
in THTO^ is so wide that there could be no reconciliation in the
view points of both 5?W and ^TO^W * 5f% page 38 lays down

s

JTPTf* ii

s

if 5^^" era"
:

^^iT^iT^i^Tra1% ^rfhrt is ^^ n

, on the other hand, in aretmr 30th which treats of

in details, prescribes 4 doorways in various palaces described
therein, e. g,

etc.

-Verse 42

-Verse 57 f^g ^r^ftsr^f sftrFt f^f^ftsns^q^ II

98 ^rs^nrftrcf gsriF 5qr9ri ^rgfrfrrw^^ 11

117

10 The above illustrations of divergent specifications, it is

believed, are sufficient to show the non-identity of authors. If

the authors of gT% and ^rni^T were one and the same in-

dividual, it would be wellnigh impossible to reconcile such

diametrically opposite prescriptions. It is as plain as anything
that one and the same person would never dictate in one and the

same breadth, specifications conflicting one with the other in such

a marked manner. Under the circumnstances ? no room is left but

to accept the contention of different Bhojas as authors of

and

11 To sum up, the opening verses, colophons* manner and

method of treatment, dissimilarity in language as revealed by
non-esistence of several words and set phrases, and in ideas, by
the total absence of certain conceptions, in some places, and

complete divergence in others all these peculiarities both in the

subject matter and method of treatment |go to prove beyond a

shadow of doubt that the works have emanated from different

individuals and that if one of these is the product of King Bhoja
of ^rRT^nift, the other can never be his.



FURTHER LIGHT ON RA.VANA'8 LANKA LOCATED IN

CENTRAL INDIA FROM VlLMlKI'S RAMAYAFA

BY

M. V. KIBE, M. A.

In a paper of mine read before the XVII International Con-
gr^ss of Orientalists held at Oxford, I have given mileage of
the distance between Citrakuta and Kiskindha as 98.

Thus four Yojanas as stated in Aranyakanda ( 3 ) Sarga 11
Slokas 38 and 39 were interlocated by me as 32 miles, and three

Krosas in Aranyakanda Sarga 5 sloka 69 as 6 miles, I did so in

other places too.

The above mileage can be tested from the distance between
two known places viz. the Gaiiga at its junction with Yamuna at

Allahabad and the Citrakuta Mountain situated in the Banda
District of the United Provinces in the North-west or West of

Allahabad.

In Ayodhyakanda ( 2 ) Sarga 54 and Slokas 28 and 29

dvaja whose hermitage was on the junction on the Ganga and

Yamuna informs Kama that 10 Krosas from there was situated

the mountain Citrakuta where he should stay. Thus*

In the next Sarga in Slokas 4 to 6 he gives further directions

for reaching the place. He says that from the junction of the two

Rivers, the Ganges and Yamuna, they should follow the latter

Upwards from its mouth and having raached an old landing place

they should cross it by making a boat and reach a big Nyagrodha

tree which has big leafy branches and after having gone only a

Krossa further, they will see a blue forest Thus:
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^ff

^ff I

t^T II

II

Tne Muni Bharadvaja also adds in the Sloka 9 that he has been

often over this road to Citrakuta, Tims'

Accordingly Kama made a boat and having put Slta on It

first s crossed the river ( Slokas 18 and 19 ). Thus'

"

ifrar

Having done so they went a distance of one Krosa, they

wandered in the forest of Yamuna, evidently this being the same

place which Is mentioned In Sloka 8 (supra) and Sloka 33. Thus'-

*|r3T WIRffl"

Later when Bharata came with his army In the wake of

to the hermitage of Bharadvaja and asked for the whereabouts of

the former, he pointed out that three and half Yojanas from there

was the Citrakuta Mountain where Rama was staying. As

Bharata was accompanied by a big retinue Bharadvaja pointed

out to him another route but the distance although mentioned in

two different methods of calculating it, viz. Krosas and Yojanas,

10 Krosas ( i. e. 20 miles ) are almost equal to 3H Yojanas ( i e,

about 9 Krosas ), having regard to perhaps different places for

crossing the river ( Yamuna ) as the route pointed out is to the

South or South-west ( Sarga 92, Slokas 10t 11, 139 and 14). Thus*-
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cT5r

i. .....it \\ H

nffgrar^ SIT i

*ni%^TqH \\\\\\

Trqronr cicfr 3$*ri% Trogii S......H ?y ti

Having followed this direction Bharata came to the vicinity of
Citrakiita and said to his chief adviser that the place pointed
out by Bharadvaja had been reached ( Sarga 93, and Slokas 6 ?
and 8 ). Thus:

*nrar: sfrarg; srfw ^n%oit g-^ n ^ u

WTTTT: w H" %^t ^TRfNt ^nnrsfh]; M vs u

The description of the bluish forest has reference to what was
stated in Sarga 55, Sloka 8 supra. Now the shortest distance

between the bank of the Yamuna aud Oitrakuta is between 20

and 30 miles, although it is 80 miles by rail from the junctions of

the two rivers-

This test should leave no doubt as regards the distance

between Citrakiita and Kiskindha as calculated by me in my
last paper.

II

In the 32nd Sarga of Aranyakanda ( 4 ) it is stated that when

Surpanakha saw Trisiras, Khara and Dusana with their army
killed by Rama singly, filled with grief she went to Lanka,

protected by Havana, from Dandakaranya, ( Sloka 3 ). Thus :

SI 3 II

Then Bavana went to the stables, asked his charioteer to yoke

the mules who did it in a moment and in his golden chariot

came to the ocean. ( Sarga 35, Slokas 4,' 5, 6 and 7 ). Thus :

\

it V )i
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I

^^r "^r^w^prrar rf^ffT^i'Wtfg'TpTO^ ti x n

^rgfifcp^ i

...... ...11 5 u

*ror ^qT^c^: * u

He then crossed the sea and in a lovely and beautiful place

In the forest saw the Raksasa named Marlca ( Sarga Ibid Slokas

37 and 38 ). Thus :

is ^^ ii

Ravana induced Marlca to accompany him on his chariot to

the place where Rama was staying to decoy Slta ( Sarga 42,

Slokas 7, 8, 9 and 11 ). Thms : ': I..JI *s N

I...II ^ n

fftft

^q^: II <i II

II ?o II

ii ? ? u

It is noteworthy that it is particularly stated in the passage
underlined that from their hermitage (that of Marlca ) they came
soon to the place where Rama had built his cottage.

It appears that while Havana came to the place in a chariot,
which was destroyed by Jatayu, when the former was taking
Slta away, on Ms way back he had the use of a sort of a glider

( Sarga 67, Slokas 17 and 20 ). Thus :

': ... ie ?vs> i!

it ? ii

11 ?^ ii

.11 Ro it
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In Kiskindhakanda ( 4 ) Sarga 6 9 Slokas 9, 10 and 11 Sugrlva
says that he saw Site being dragged by Havana when seeing
him and his followers she threw down on the peak her covering
garment and some ornaments, It is however not clear from this

nor from a similar description of the manner of her being taken

away by Sampati in Sarga 58 and Sloka 15 whether she was being
dragged on earth or by air. Thus :

CHIT ...... \\ \\ u

;rrqr <|HT HWCFFf <|TRRT SI ^H SI

It will be evident from the above narrative that neither in the

journey of Havana, with Marloa, to Janasthana, where Rama was

staying, nor on his return journey with Slta, is there any men-
tion of the formidable obstruction of the ocean. On the contrary
he seems to have crossed it easily. It clearly appears that he had

to use two chariots one to the sea from Lanka and other from

the hermitage of Marica, which was near to the sea* Aranya-
kanda ( 3 ) Sarga 35, Slokas 37 and 10. Thus :

q-frr%:. i

^ spnfr SFTFcR 1 1 \* \\

^TiTrf^rT^ TT^^T: u ?o ii

III

Now those who maintain that the the sea or the ocean which

surrounded the island of Lanka was in the South of India base

their argument on the mention of the names of Mountains Sahya.

Malaya and Mahendra, which are well known mountains at the

extreme end of the Southern peninsula of India. ( Yuddhakanda
( 6 ), Sarga 4 Slokas 73, 74, 95, 96 and 97 ). Thus :~

s.-is vs>^ u

s n ^M u

: H & u

^--- u ^ n

8 [ Annals, B. O. Ba I. ]
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But apart from the fact that this lengthy Sarga appears to be
later Interpolation, there is evidence to show that the Malaya
and Mahendra were the Barnes of forts or peaks near Kiskindha

. In Aranyakanda ( 3 ) Sarga 72 S Sloka 12, It Is stated that

Sugriva had to live on the mountain Rsyamuka which spread
nip to Parnpa, which was a lake ( Aranyakapda Sarga 73, Sloka
11 ). Thus:

and

\

In Kiskindhakancla ( 4 ) Sarga 2 it Is stated that seeing Rama
In the neighbourhood of Rsyamuka ( Sarga 1, Sloka 129)
Sugriva and his followers became terrified ( Sarga 2, Sloka 1 )

fearing that Vail had sent them ( Sloka 13 ). Then Hanuman
assured them that the place where they were standing i. e* the

hill named Malaya, on which was situated Rsyamuka, was
beyond the pale of Vail ( Sloka 14 ). Thus:

J n

: n

That the place mentioned above was In the neighbourhood of

Tlsyamuka is seen from Sarga 3 Slokas 1, 2 and 21 to 23.

sNr

^rr^f^^-Rf i-niww STFW n ^? it
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Then Hanuman went to Rsyamuka itself which was the abode
of Sugrlva ( A.ranyakanda ( 3 ) sarga 72 Sloka 12 supra), to Mala
yagiri from where they had seen Rama and his brother wa;nder

ing near Rsyamuka Kiskindhakanda ( 4 ), Sarga 5, Sloka 1.

Thus:

?3T cf

H^T Crft SFmTSlW ^TW SI ? II

Vali, the opponent of Sugrlva, lived at Kiskindha ( Elskiudha-

kanda ( 4 ) Sarga 11, Sioka 21 ). Thus:

This place was at a distance of one Yojana ( 4 miles ) from the

hermitage of Matanga ( Sarga 11, Slokas 46, 47 and 48 ). Thus:--

i ... i! ^ n

.n 8^ n

This hermitage of Matanga was at a distance of 12 miles from

Janasthi.na 9 where Rama had lost his wife ( Aranyakanda ( 3 )

Sarga 69, Slokas 5 and 8 ). Thus.

^f^" cfr ^fNrt n H si

u c \\

From ftsyamuka Sugrlva was asked to immediately proceed

to Kiskindha ( Sarga 1 1, Slokas 12 and 14 ). Thus'

.H ?3 n

u.. ? II

Sugrlva was hotly pursued by Vali upto Malaya forest (Slokas

and 23 ). Thus'

H ^ II

srraft
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Kama accompanied by Laksmapa and Sugrlva went to

kindh& from Rsyamuka. In the way they met a broken grore
named Sapta Janasthana. From here they saw Kiskindha
( Sarga 13, SIokas 1, 13, 29 and Sarga 14. Sloka 1 ). Thus'

f?r*rr f%f8^vrt ^^Rvrnren \

g?f^i%^^FF%rn"^ \\% \\

era"

^^Tf^^TH'^f^iT^T^lT^ I

II H^ II

All this description shows that there was not much distance

between Bsyarnuka and Kiskindha. The latter was in a valley
( Sarga 27, Sloka 1 and Sarga 26, Sloka 7 X Thus:

K..II

This is made clear in Sarga 31 Sloka 16, Thus-

r$8TTfspnrr: ^i TOW^^S: II ?^ 1 1

and Earns with his brother went to live on the Prasravana
Mountain ( Sarga 27, Sloka 1 X Thus:---

* ..... airsprn? ^rf srrar ^^ ir^r^of tSrirn it ? si

In the neighbourhood also were in the North a peak and in

the South a peak named Kailasa and on the East a river flowing

by a peak known as Trikuta ( Sarga 27
? Slokas 14, 15, 16, 26 and

27). Thust

I...H ^ n

H

t
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^\$ \\

Besides Kisklndha there were other forts on the mountain
( Sarga 19, Slokas 14 and 15 X Thus'

1 . . . I . ? It

fi; prffnr finriT^rfif cfFRn n ?H n

During this time Rama lived on a peak uf Prasravana moun-
tain which was known as Malyavafc ( Sarga 27, Slokas 1 and 29
and Sarga 28, Sloka 1 ). Tims'

=^- cn%?53;

frcrr

f^...... I! ? II

In Kiskindhakanda ( 4 ) Sarga 2 Sloka 14, this Malyavan is

called Malaya, Thus*

n

That this Prasravana Mountain otherwise known as Malayaf

was in sight of Vindhya at the foot of which was the sea, which

divided Lanka from the Vindhya range in a valley of which was

Kiskindha is "borne out by Sarga 53, Slokas 12 and 16 Sar^a 60

Sloka 6 and Sarga 58 S Sloka 34 and Sarga 64, Sloka 2. Thus :

u "^H u

s H R 1!
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So when Hanuman, who was among the above army made
Ms mind to cross the ocean, he observed that the ground below

Ms' feet being soft will not be able to bear the repurcursion of

Ms leap ( Kiskindhakanda ( 4 ) Sarga 67, Sloka 37 ). Thus :

ricT I...U s^vs II

So he pointed out to the peaks of Mahendra Mountain as firm

enough to bear his burden and ascended one of them ( Sarga 67,

Slokas 38 and 41 ). Thus :

f^T?TT% ^ SflfTT^T ^ 1

U *^< M

I...H y? n

This Mahendra was a peak of Vindhya is shown by the

narrative in Sarga 63. Sloka 14 arid Parga 64 Slokss 1 and 2

according to which Sampati, who was on a peak of the Vindhyas
flew away from it followed by Hanuman and others to the banks

of the sea* Thus :

f*Rt T^ I... ...U ? U

fH"T* OTTWT^rnj: cn^^R^PTTor: U R M

Here as seen later ( infra ) Rama ascended the Mahendra.

On his return from Lanka Hanuman and others ascended the

peak of Mahendra and leaving it ran to where Rama was.

Sundarakanda (Sarga 60, Sloka 13, and Sarga 61 Sloka 2). Thus:-

T u ^ u

Here also came Rama ( Yuddhakanda ( 6 ), Sarga 4, Sloka 95

and 96 ), Thus

: n ^H n

L..H ^ 11
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He came here from Prasravana Mountain where HanumEn
had reported his success to him ( Sundarakanda ( 5 ) Sarga 65,

Sloka 1 ). Thus :

isr ar sTc^rr iarwran t

ftrrar *m swtf ^r irsrsra^ \\ ? u

But in this lengthy chapter 4 of Yuddhakanda in which
Rama's journey to the sea and his ascending of Mahendra is des*

cribed, there appear to have crept in some interpol&tions,

such as in 1 3, 74, 97 and 98, the meaning of which is also

obscure. Slokas 73 and 74 say that Eama reached the Sahya and

Malaya Mountains, and a river which is full of water or the name

of which was Prasravana. Thus :

T U ^ U

TPRT:

If the latter interpretation is correct then the river might

have been named after the mountain on which Eama was living:

near Kiskindha, as it might have had its source there. Then

Sahya and Malaya appear to be synonyms and Malaya was

another name for Prasravana as seen above.

But Slokas 96 to 100 are not clear. They appear to mean that

Rama had ascended the peak of Mahendra, he saw the sea at a

distance but in between were Sahya and Malaya, and having

ascended from the peak he crossed a beautiful forest reaching:

upto the sea coast and said to Sugrlva that they had reached the

sea. Thus :

U ^ \\

u

TTHT
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But the above does not mean that Rama crossed the mountain

ranges named Sahya and Malaya,

Beference has been made to the existence of a mountain known

as Trikuta with a river flowing by to the East of the cave in which

Rama had taken his abode. ( Kisklndhakanda ( 4 ). Sarga 27,

Slokas 16 and 4 X

n

Hif c

tr%fiwT w u

This Trikuta which was observed fco the East of Malaya, or

Ptasravana, with a river between, was in the vicinity of Lanka

( Ytaddhakanda (7). Sarga 11, Slokas 22, 24 and 49 and Sarga 40,

Slokas 2 and 3 X Thus'

rf?r

...U ^ U

^^
IV

That the distance between the North bank and the South bank

of the sea dividing the Continent from the Island of Lanka was

not great is evident from Yuddhakanda ( 6 ). Sarga'17, Slokas 1,

9, 10 and Sarga 19 Slokas 1 and 2 '). Disregarded by his brother,

Havana, Bibhlsana came to the Northern Coast of the Sea, when

Kama had reached the Southern Coast, There he stood on a high

ground (
" FWW ? * and ww ^ strmn'cf ) and loudly spoke (

). Thus:

: n n

^ H
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: t

cfkimnrsr ^rer qr^ s^nwcr n ?o

u ? u

1%^fprDrr:

At his instance was built tlie Sefcu for crossing the ( Sarga 19,

Slokas 3S ? 33, 39 and 40 ). Thus:

\\ ^ \\

s

"<Trar3 ^T^ITT H? : STK H^nr:; u go n

The above shows that the distance between the two coasts al-

though difficult to be crossed by an army without a bridge, loud

conversation between the two could be heard. Moreover, a small

party could cross it as Bibhlshana did ( Sarga 19, Slokas 2 and 3).

Thus:

H R is

Ji ^

When visiting Marlca Havana too had crossed it. ( A.ranya-

kanda ( 3 ). Sarga 35 s Sloka 37 ). Thus:

^ H 3R5IT ^ Tft

Moreover the bed of the river ( exaggerated by poefcic imagi-

nation into a sea ) was mainly without mud ( Kiskindhakanda

( 4:). Sarga 27, Sloka 16 ). Thus:

I Annals, B. O. B. I. ]
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SUMMARY
In my paper on

s

Bavaria's Lanka discovered ?
read before the

XVII International Congress of Orientalists I had located Lanka
In the Vindhya Mountain on the description of the rente of Rama
to Lanka, as given in Valmiki's Rarnayana. In the present

paper I locate it at the same place on the basis of Ravana's
route to PafLcavati and Ms subseqent movements.

It is noteworthy that in the Ayodhyakanda Valmikl gives the

distance between Ayodhya and Citrakuta, both in Krosas and

Yojanas, and it tallies exactly with the present location of these

two places. It is also noteworthy that against the popular belief

that Valmlki lays stress on the vicinity of Malaya and Sahya to

the north bank of the sea which divides Lanka from India, these,

as a matter of fact, are only mentioned once in a long Adhyaya
in Sundarakanda 9 which there is reason to suppose, contains many
Interpolations. On the other hand* Malaya is the name of a fort

on a peak of fche Vindhya Mountain near Kiskindha. As a matter

of fact s Valinlfci in many places insists on the vicinity of Vlrr

dhya to Lanka. All these facts and the fact that Ravana easily

came to Pancavatl and Bibhlsana spoke to the followers of Rama
from the other side of the sea, di Tiding India and Lanka, lead to

the same conclusion as I have arrived in my previous paper,
*

1 N. B. (1) Important references in Sanskrit quotations have been

printed in black type.

N. B. ( 2 ) The Edition of VSlmiki RSrnEyana used for the purpose of

this article
" Srimad Valmiki Ramayana " Published by R. Narayauaswami

Aiyar, M. A, s B. L. Advocate, with the help of an editorial eommitfeee consi-

sting of Mahamahopadhyaya VidyavScaspati Darsanakalanidhi Professor
S Ruppuswami Sastrigal, M, A., I. E. s., Mahamahopadhyaya Sastraratna-
kara Yedantavibliusana Pandit S. Kris M a Sastrigal Vedantavisarada \red-

Sntavibhusana Pandit S. K. PadmanSbha Sastrigal and Vedanta Siromani

VedantavilSrada Ved&ntalamkara Pandit T. V. Ramachandra Dikshitar.

Printed at the Madras Law Journal Press Mylapore, Madras, 1933.
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SRlHAJTA-NAGABA AND'THE SRl-GAUDA BRJUiMANAS
*

BY

JCGENDBA OHANORA GHOSH

Ttie traditions of the Gauda Brahmanas point to G-v.icL, in

Bengal; as their original home. 1

Tiiey are divided into two main
sectionsp viz., the 5di-Gauda, i, e. those who were first to migrate
from Gauda, and the SrI-Ganda, In speaking of the origin of the

last-named of Gujarat, the Brahmanotpatli-martan^ writes,

Pura G-au$a~BrW)manas-ca Kasmira~de$a~vasinah \\ 41 if

Apratigrahinah sarve Laksml-Wpena biiksukah \\

Jatah snhitta~nayarari~-nirgitq$~ca diso-dasa \\ 4% If

Malave ca gatah kedn-Marudhanve tufha'par* |

$n~Uauda iti yan~nam.i~grama-ri~kara--yQgatah \\ 48 \\

( pp. 133-434 I

i. e.
"
Tn ancient time the Gauda Brabmanas v^ere the res ; cl-

ents of the country of Kasmira, They were all non- acceptors of

gift and were turned to beggars, through the curse of the goddess

of f.jrtune. Born in the city of Srlhatta, went forth to ten direc-

tions, some to Malava and others to Marudhanva ( Rajputana X

They are called SrI-Gauda by the addition of 'Sri* of their villa f
e-

name ( i. e Srlhatta )

5?
.

Srlhatta has been called
*

nagara
'

i. e. city in the third line

and again as
4

grama
?

i. e. village, in the last line of the above

extract This leads us to suspect, whether, Srihatta-nagara
*

is

the correct reading. We think that the correct word is Srfnatta-

Nagara \ This slight change makes the sense clear, without spoil-

ing the metre.

Let us see if our surmise can be supported by facts. In this

connection, the word JBhiksukah first attracts our attention, it

i Sup. to <?/ow of Ind. Terms, by Sir JEL M. Elliot, pp. 417-20,
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reminds us of the JBhiksu or Bhiksuka section of the Nagara Bra-

famanas of Gujarat These Brahmanas are principally divided Into

two sections, viz., JBhiku>
l

i. a fclie priestly G\a,sss which lives

on charities ( protigraha \ and Grhastha 2 who follow all sorts of

professions, including government service, s

Again the tradition says that these Brahmanas were formerly

the residents of Kasmira. This does not seem to "be a pure myth.

Tfils is capable of proof, If our surmise Is accepted Six years

ago, we hinted that the Nagara Brahmanas of Srihatta might have

corne from the north-western border of Kasmlr. 4
Prof. Bhandar-

kar has since substantiated this by positive evidence. He has

shown that a place named Nagarakhanda, In Kasmlr, Is men-

tioned in the Rajafarangini ( VTF. 194 ). This, no doubt, proves the

existence of the Nagaras In Kam!r. He identifies this place with

the second of the two chiefships denoted by Hunza-Nagara, to the

extreme north-west of Kasmlr. He, further, says that the Nagaras

migrated from their original home in Hataka, near Manasa lake,

westward to Kasmlr. This Is also proved by the existence of the

Nagari class of Brahmarias In Kasmlr. s

f

Now we shall try to see where this Srihatta was or is. The

compiler of the Brahamanotpatti-martarida In his bhasa-tlka has

located It in Kasmlr. He has not given any evidence in sup-

port of his assertion, nor have we been able to find any. On the

other hand the Bombay Gazefeer ( Vol. IX., Pt. L, p. ix & n. )

1 The Nagaras of Gujarat attribute the origin of the name of * Bhiksuka
'

to the curse of Indra, and not of LaksmT, The origin of the tradition is

based on the following verse of the 8kandapurana, ISTagarakhanda ch. 206,

which says: -

44 Mama Vvkydd-api pravya ete Lak&mlfn dvijottamah \

Nirdhanah sambhavisyanti nitva yad-dvarato' khilam \\ 163
3 As regards vocations and religious customs, these Grhasthas have got

striking similarities with the KSyasthas of Bengal, who according to Prof.

D. R, Bhandarkar, were originally Nagara BrShmanas. Sherring, speaking of

the Mehtas says: The Mehtas, moreover, are spoken of as writers, and
apparently hold the position of the Kayastha, or writer caste, in northern
India. >

( Hindu Tribes and Castes, Vol I, p, 100 ). It is very curious indeed
that of the different meanings of the word *

kaya %
*

grha
'

is one. Thus the
words Kayastha and Grhastha etymologically maan the same thing.

2 Nagarotpatti by G. S, Pancoii, pp. 60-61.
4 Ind> Hist. Qly. Vol. VI, p. 71.
5 Ind. Ant, 1932, pp. 68-69,
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gays'
' Among the^

later arrivals of Brfihmanas and Kayasthas
in Gujarat are the SrI-G-auda Brahmanas from Gauda or Bengal
by way of Malava and Doliad '. So according to this evidence
Srlhatta must have to be Booked for in Bengal. In fact there is

an ancient place named Srlhatta, in Assam f on the eastern border

of Bengal.
!

It is
^the head-quarters of the district of the same

name* Not only Srlhatta, but fchere was also a small kingdom
named Gatida * in this district The king had his capital at the

modern town of Srlhatta ( Sylhet ). This kingdom was conquered
by the Muhammudans in the fourteenth century A. D. 8

. We
have already shown^that there has been a settlement of the N agara
Brahmanas in this Srlhatta, since about the fifth century A. D. 4

In enumerating the different kinds of silver, Kautilya, in his

Arlhasastfa, speaks of a variety named *

Gaudikam '

or GaulikamJ

BliattasvamI, fche commentator, interprets this term as
* Kamaru-

pajam
9

Kautilya's Gauda is, no doubt* the Gauda In Bengal,

which is much older than the other Gauda in Srlhatta. We do

not know what was the exbent of Gauda in Kautilya's time, nor

whether Gauda produced any silver. A. commodity is known by

the name of the country of its production, or by that of its mar-

ket We do not know again, if the name of Eamarupa is so old

1 Although Sylhttt is now politically under Assam, from the liguistic and

ethnological points of view, it still forms apart of Bengal. As far as is known

in the latter part othe fifth century, Srlhatta was under the kingdom of

Kamarupa. It Is not known how long it remained so. Most probably with

the decline of the KSmartfpa kingdom, there grew up several independent and

semi-independent chiefs, who were conquered by the Muhammudans in the

fourteenth century. With this conquest it came under Bengal, and remained

so till 1874 A, D., when it was transferred to Assam.

2 It is interesting to note here that besides Gauda, there were two other

petty kingdoms, named Magada and Lauda. Magada is, no doubt, named

after the well-known kingdom of Magadha, by the people
^migrating

from

there Similarly the other two countries, viz., Gauda and Lauda ( Racjha.
=

Ladha= Lauda) were named by the people coming from Gau4a and RSdha

of Bengal This, no doubt, accounts for their linguistic and ethnologic affinity

with Bengal. An aboriginal tribe called Radha is found in Mayurabhanja, on

the borders of Radha, and also in the Sylhet district. They are no doubt,

original inhabitants of Radha. Lata or L^dtia of Gujarat might have som,

connection with Radha or Ladha of Bengal. We hope some students of eth-

nology will take up this interesting study.

J. A. S B. 1P22, P. 413.

Ind. Hist. Qly., Vol. VI, pp. 60-71*
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as the fourth century B. G. It may be that Kamarupa produced

silver, which came to be known to the outside provinces through
its market, which was Gauda in Bengal Or it may be

that in Bhattasvatnfs time Gauda of Bengal was under Kama-

riipa kingSj which was about the latter half of the seventh, and

first quarter of the eighth century A. IX If he is of still later date

he might have in view the Gauda in Sylhet*

Ya&odhara, the author of the Jayamangala commentary on Vat-

syayan's Kamasutra, flourished about the middle of thirteenth

century. He appears to have known both the Gaudas. He inter-

prets,
* Gaudah* as Kamarupakah, and again writes-6 -'

4

Rali&ga-

G-auda-visayad-daksinena '. It should be noticed here that he

makes a distinction between Gautja and Gauda-visaya. . The first

is, no doubt, Gauda in Sylhet, which was probably under the

Kamarupa kings, in the thirteenth century. Gauda-visaya, to the

south of which has been placed Kalmga, can not but be the Gauda
of Bengal. In the Hitopaclesa, which is considered not later than
the twelfth century has 'asti Gauda-visnye Kausarribi-nama-nagarY
Kausambl occurs in the Velabo plafce of Bhojdvarman, 1 and also

in Samdhyakara's Ramacarita of about the twelfth century. It

has been identified with the village of Katisambl, with consider-

able ancient remains, in the RajshaM district, in Bengal*

The Srlhatta-Nagaras, whom we have identified with the pre-

sent day Sampradaylka or Vaidika Brahmanas of Sylhet, know
nothing about the "r corning from Kasmlr M On the t>ther hand,
.some of them claim that their forefathers came from Kanauj, while

others say that they came from Mithila. We find no improbabi-
lity in either of the two assertions, as both the provinces have got

Uagara settlements. It :s not necessary that they should come
direct from Kasmlr. They might have come via either or both of

the countries.

According to the Nagara-puspanjali ( Vol. I. p. 2 ).

'

Kanaujia*
Is the name of a section of the Kapola-Nagara division of the

Nagaras. This is siipported by epigraphic evidence also. An in-

scription, in the script of the seventh century, found in me ruins

E$. Ind. Vol. XII, p. 40.

Inrf, Hist. Qly., VoL VI, p.
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of Kudarkot, Gavidfamat, Itawa district, U P.,
l

records gift of
houses to some Brahmanas, with the surnames of Sorna, Klrti,
Sarma and SvSmI, like those of the Brahmanas, mentioned in the
Nidhanpur grant of Bhaskaravarman, found in the district of

Sylhet.
2
Again Risely says that

s

Nagara
'

is a hypergamous group
of the Maithii Brahmanas. 3

It is, therefore, very probable that the
Srlhatta-Nagaras oame to Sylhet from Kasmlr, via Kanauj and
Mithila.

As we find both Srihatta and Gauda in the same locality, that
is in the district of Sylhet, we feel no hesitation in identifying
this Srihatta with the Srihatta of the traditional account of the
Sri-G-auda Brahmanas of Gujarat, whence they are said to have

migrated to Malava and other provinces. By going from Gauda
in Srihatta, they probably came to be known as Srlhatta-Gauda,
in contradistinction to the

*

Adi-Gaudas,
? who had already been

there. SrI-Gau4a seems to be nothing but the shortened form of
4

Srihatta-Gauda '.

Now let us see if we can find out the time, when these Br&tr

manas migrated to Malava. The Srahmanotpatti-martB>^cla (p. 433)

gives the date of their migration to Gujarat as
*

the Nande Rudra-

varse9

' L e. in the year 1190. Taking this to be in Vikrama era,

it comes to 1137 A. D. So their migration from Bengal to Malava

must have taken place in the tenth or elventh century at the lat-

est, Epigraphic evidence also goes to support this story of mig-

ration of Bengal Brahmanas to Malava, in the latter part of the

tenth century onwards. Mr. E. N. Dikshit exhibited at the 150th

Anniversary of Foundation of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, held

before year last, certain copper plates found at Gaonry in Narwhal

Estate near TJjjaln. One set of these copper plates was issued by

the Paramara king Vakpati-Munja on the 10th of the bright half

of the 2nd Asacjha of V. S. 1038 (
= 982 A. D. ). Some of the

donees, says Mr, Dikshit, migrated from
4

Kanopa in Magadha,

Madhyadesa, Bilvasavasa in Daksina Eadha (south-west Bengal)

Nandipur ( modern Nandur ) in south Gujrat, Paundarika in the

Uttarakula country which may mean the northern bank of the

Ep. Ind. Vol. I, p. 172.

Ibid, Vols 2(11, p. 65 and XIX, pp. 118 and 246.

(pastes and Tribes of Bengal, Vol. IT, P. 121
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Ganges, KauSambI, Savathika which is apparently the same as

Sravasti and Kolanca In Bogra district of North Bengal.
? *

Several other Inscriptions also testify to the fact of migration of

Bengal Brahmanas to Malava. 2

HINDU ALCHEMY AND MODERN CHEMISTRY

( The Origin of gold from Mercury )

BY

J. C. GHOSH

The Alchemists of old claimed the knowledge of transmuting

baser metals into gold. But the science of modern chemistry,

which Is a biproJuct of the ancient Alchemy, has so long

poohpoohed the idea, and called it a dream. Now the Chemists

are constrained to admit that this dream of the Alchemists Is

on the verge of fulfilment. Recently Rao Bhadur Prof, B,

Venkatesachar, in the course of his lecture on &t The Structure of

the Nucleus and the transmutation of Elements '\ In the Senate

House of the Calcutta University, says J

44 The dream of the alchemists was to change baser metal

into gold. If we can knock out one proton from the nucleus of

the mercury atom we will get the nucleus of gold
"

( Statesman,

Saturday, January 5, 1935 S p. 5).

1 Printed List of Exhibits at the loObh Anniversary of A8B. We are not

in agreement with Mr. Diksit, In some of his identifications of the villages,

As it appears that most of the donees migrated from Eastern India, their

former residences must have to be looked for there. If we fail in that, we
should try else-where. Madhyadesa is, in all probability, Madhyadesa in the

Midnapur district. The Brahman 3 s of this locality are called Madhyasrenl
ErShmanas even today (Midnapur District Gazetteer). There is a village named
Kandipur, under police station Chintamon in Dinajpur ( Village Directory,

Dinajpur). Pundari and Pundri are the two villages in the same district (Ibid).

We know cf a village named Pundari in the Rajshahi district, from where
some ancient remains have been collected in the Varendra Research Society,

Bajshahl.
2 Descriptive Lists of Inscr. in C. P. tic Berar p 72 No, 99: Jp. lnd<

Vol. IX. pp. I08ff.
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The knowledge of the Hindus in Alchemy has been traced
as early as the Rgveda ( Hist, of Hindu Ctiemi&try, Vol. I, Intro.

p. ii X The use of gold was also known at the period. In the
Atharva-veda, gold Is spoken of as born of fire (Ibid, p. VI ).

Kanada 9 the author of the Yaisesika system of Philosophy, denies
that gold is a substance, although the Mirnamsakas affirm this

to be a peculiar substance. He calls it a mineral light and says
that 'some maintain that gold is solid light; or, at least the

chief ingredient is light, which is rendered solid by mixture
with seme particles of earth* He again says that gold is affected

by the quality of gravity, by reason of earth contained in it
7

( Ibid, pp. 5 and 7 ).

Mercury does not appear to have been known so early.

Parada ?

l a name of quick silver, occurs in the Susruta* but Sir

P. C, Ray thinks this reference of Mercury, in that work* rather

vague ( Ibid, p. 26 X Indubious mention of it is found in the

Vagbhata ( Ibid<> p. 31 ). Regular treatment of mercury is found

in works of 800 A. D. and later* From this time it came to be

studied extensively. It acquired so much importance that the

word rasa, inspite of its earlier well-known meaning came to be

identified with mercury. Rntasiddhi meant * The knowledge of

Alchemy, the possession of peculiar familiarity wifcb mercury

obtained by performance of chemical operations, conjoined with

certain mystical and magical rites and the securing thence to

the adept of happiness s health and wealth, the power of transmut-

ing metals and the art of prolonging life '. ( Wilson ).

The word Easayana,
2 which is now the Sanskrit word for

chemistry, used to signify as the science of mercury ( Ibid, pp.

43-44 ) at that period. Not only this, from the Sarvadarsawi-

samgraha we come to learn that a system of Philosophy named

Raseivaradar&ana grew round it. Mercury was considered as the

energy of Siva or the creative conjunction of Hara and Gaurl

(Ibid, pp. xlii4-43 ).

We have so long seen what the Hindus thought of or did with

gold and mercury. We shall now see what some of our scriptures

say about them. __^____ _

aa occurs in the

a Albernm connects Pat afijail, the author of the Toga system, with

( Alberu^i's India I. p. 80).

10 [ .Annals, B. Q K. I, ]
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The Ramayana that the ^Aka^a-Ganga (the celestial

Ganges ) received the semen of Siva from Agni and conceived

'thereby. But as she was unable to bear it, under Instructions of

Agni ? threw it on the side of the Himalayas, This womb coming
in contact with the different substances of the earth was turned

into gold, silver, copper and iron and its impurities into tin and

lead ( AdikSndaj Ck XXXVII ).

Again in the Bhagavata, we read, that the river HatakI was

formed by the semen of Bhava and BhavanJ (Siva and his consort)

in the Vltala. Once upon a time Siva, finding that Agni (fire),

strengthened by Vayu (air ) was drinking this semen, turned it

Into gold named Hataka by phTilkara i e. the blowing of his

month ( Skandha V. Ch. XXIV, 13-18 ).

Are all these creations of pure imagination or have they got

facts at the base ? It is well-worth comparing these with the

modern theory of the origin of metals. The account given in the

Phagivata seems to be an allegorical expression describing how

gold used to be extracted from some compound of mercury by

blasting process*

It has been stated above that parada { mer?ury ) does not occur

in the extant Hindu medical books before the Susrufa. This does

not prove that mercury was not known to the Indians before thai

Varahamlhira (587 A e D. ) knew this to ba an aphrodisiac ( Brhat-

Samhita, Ch. 76 ). The Amarakosa ( c. 400 A, D, ) mentions parada

as a synonym for mercury. We have seen that mercury occurs

in the &dikanda or the first book of the Ramayana. which accord-

ing to Jacob! is a later addition, Maodonell considers these recent

portions to be added not till the 2nd century B. Ce and later ( Hist

of Sanskrit Literature, p. 309). Mercury is chiefly fouad connect-

ed with the Saiva and Tantrik cults, which are much older than

the second century B. 0. So it may not be Improbable that

knowledge of mercury in India is as old as those cults.



MAHARAJA. RAWABHANJA AND

RAHAKA RANABHA^TJA

BY

J. a GHOSH

Some scholars have held that these two princes are Identical,

bun we have already expressed our disagreement with this view.

( J B O. R. 8. 9 Vol. XX. Pt. L p. 43 ). There are, no doubt, some

points of resemblance between the two, which mark them off as

belonging to the same dynasty. But there are sufficient dls*

similarities which stand against the'r Identity. They are -"

(1) The charters of the Maharaja Ranabhanja begin with
4 Om ( expressed by a symbol ) slddhi ', whereas those of the

Kanaka commence^ with.
* Om (also expressed by a symbol)

svastl \

( 2 ) The Maharaja was a
6 Paramamahe^vara *, while the

Ranaka* a
*

Paramavaisna"va .

( 3 ) The Maharaja was the son of Gandhata, while the

Rariaka was the son of Satrubhanja and the grandson of Silabhafr a.

The Maharaja Ranabhanja ruled in Khinjali mandala only

whereas the Kanaka Ranabhanja and his father Satrubhanja were

the lords of Ubhay a-Khinjali mandala.

Of these four points of objection, point ( 3 ) presents greatest

difficulty in identifying the two as one person. In lines 5-8 of

the Baud granfe of Maharaja Ranabhanjadeva of the 54th
year,jw

kave: _ < ^r i - (}anahata[1i]prakata-paurusa-ra^

-an-hrdayo-sya pita nrpatya 3
*

. Late E. D. Banerji at first Inter-

preted It as that a king named Gandhata was the king's father.

( E. L Vol. XII., pp. 322-23 ). But subsequently, with a view to

identify the Maharaja with the Kanaka, he explained the passage

by saying that the Maharaja Ranabhanja was born In the lineage

of Gandhata, ( J. B. O, R, S., Vol. XIV.. Pt. 1 p. 120 ). If this

interpretation Is accepted as correct, then the similar expression

inline 8 of the Patna Museum grant of Eanaka Ranabhanja (E. L

Vol. XX, pp. 100 ft ) shall have to be explained in a similar
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manner. In that case Satrubhanja, the father of Kanaka Rana
bhanja 9 was not the son of SilSbhanja, but was only born In Ms
line* But as far as we know, nobody lias given this interpreta-

tion of the line referred to above. We do not s therefore, see our

way to agree with Banerji iti his subsequent explanation,

Further^ if the two princes are identical, we do not know what
satisfactory explanation there can be, for Kanaka Ranabhanja to

make the following changes, as soon as lie assumed the title of

Maharaja*

( 1 ) to begin his charter with 6 Om siddhi
9 and discard

* Om
svasti \ which he had been so long* using*

( 2 ) to change his religion from Vaisnavism to Saivism.

( 3 ) to cease to name his father and grand father and men-
tion in their places the name of a distant forefather, Gandhata.

(4) to rule over only one Khinjali mandala, although as a
Ranaka he was the lord of Ubhaya-khiBJaii mandala.

Beside the above, we find that their scribes and engravers
were also different. Points ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) may be explained away,
but; nofc ( 3 ) and ( 4 ). When we notice the consistency with
which these differences occur, we cannot brush away lightly their

cumulative effect. For these reasons, we are of opinion that they
were two different persons. Of the two, we think Maharaja Rana-
bhanja was the earlier.



ON

BY

P. K, GODS, M. A.

XXXIV
DATE OF VIMALA.BODHA ?

S COMMENTARY ON rJHE
MAHABHARATA GALLED THE VISAMASLOKl

after 1150 A. D.

Dr- V, S. Sukthankar in Ms recent article l on the comment*
ators of the Mdhabharala states that Arjunamisra mentions Vima-
labodha and Vimalabodha cites Devabodha and hence we get
the series : Devabodha- Vimalabodha-ArjunamUra As the date of

Vimalabodha's commentary has not yet been fixed by scholars 1

propose in this note to analyse a Ms of his commentary called the

Visamasloki viz, '.No. 84 of 1869-70 in the Govt. Mss Library at

the B. CX R. Institute, Poona s referred to by Dr. Sukthankar in

Ms article mentioned above. This Ms consists of about 88 folios

and bears the date Saka 1724 (
= A. D, 1802 ). It was copied afc

Poona by one Krsnabhat Sivarama Sivanekar from some original,

which he complains ( in the colophon ) was extremely incorrect

Vimalabodha refers to the following authors and works in his

commentary :

( 1 )
"

foL 1, 85.

( 2 1.

( 3 ) %*wm*rr-fol. 1, 12, 15, 23,

24, 31, 54 5
59,

( 4 ) t^I^W'- -fol. 2,

( 5 ) -fol. 2,

( 6 ) -fol. 2
9
43.

( 7 )

( 8 )

( 9 )

-fol. 12.

2.

2.

3.

(10) snroft-fol. 3.

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

12, 70,

-fol 13, 81.

foL 22,

. 23, 2H,

I 25.

25 9 81.

26.

fol. 27.

Annals, Vol. XVII, p.



of the

(21)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

iSNCTmfKn-fol. 30.

"srr^n%5p: ^RECT ff^nri srsrq?-

^Errar"
-

fol. 31 ( Gujarati
Press Edition of the

Virataparvan, p. 59

quotes this passage)
"

-fol. 48.

--fol. 47.

'-fol. 47.

s-fol. 48.

-fol. 48.

(36)

(37)

(38)

r-fol. 48.

Hol. 52.

srofr-fol. 58.

-foL 59.

trfHT-fol. 61, 63.

foL 61, 64.
-; -fol. 61, 62.

-fol. 63.

-fol. 64.

(39)

(40) *ftmft-foi 67,

(41)

(42) ^^
(43) 9?fq$5T-foL 69."

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

m-fol. 70.

(T^iRTitsrtHol. 70
-foL 70.

-fol. 71,

-fol. 71.

n%?na:-foi. 72.
5TT?:?:-foL 74, 77.

oi. 74.

. 74,

-fol. 76.

fol. 76.

~feL 78.

"-78.

T^w-foL 78.

ofr |jT^:-fol. 80.

-foL 85.

,

' arscTnitf qr??
65 - ! Tmrt^r^rst u

In the above references the colophon on fol. 65 quoted by me
l!

S
^*^PPeartohaVeformed Par^f Vimalabodha's comment-

conclusion is proved by its absence in another Ms of
s commentary viz. No. 167 of 1887-91 of the Govt.

folio 49 we have the following- brief colo-

*&fosr:". Evidently the colophon on folio65

ascribes definitely the authorship
to

hi i

ngy M@re in the Pw * Ma Aofrecht
His CWalowa Caialogorum does not meBtion any commentator
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of the name as the author of a commentary described in
the above-mentioned colophon, In the list of 2 commentators on
the Mahabliarata given by Dr. Sukthankar In his Epic Studies !

no commentator of the name has been recorded 2
,

We now come to the question of the chronological limits for

Vimalabodha's commentary. Dr, Sukfchankar has already given
us the Series

*"

Demhodha-Vimalabodha-Arjunamisra
^ which

states the relative chronological position of the three comment-
ators* In the list of references recorded above, the references to
"
^TlTaT

? ' on folio 64, to
" W^FST n and his

"
^wp^WCf "

on folio

63 and to
**
^r^HfaPTOPPRnr

?? on folio 74 enable us to fix one ter-

minus to the date of Vimalabodha's commentary. As king Bhoja
of Dhara is assigned to a period-1010 A. D. and 1055 A. D.

?> and
as A. IX 1062 IB considered as a limit for his date 4 we may not

be "wrong in fixing about 1150 A. D. as one terminus for the date

of Vimalabodha's commentary on the Mahabharafa.

XXXV
'DATE OF KEBARABHATTA'S VftTTARATNAKARA.

before A. IX 1000.

In my note on the Date of Kedarabtatta's Vrttaratnakara,
R a

popular work on Sanskrit Prosody, I tried to prove that the work

was composed before A. D. 1250 in view of its being mentioned

in CaBdupandita's commentary on the Naisadhacarita (A. D. 1*297),

Subsequent to the publication of my note I have come across tha

following quotations from the work in Arunadatta s commentary

called Sarwngasundara
6 on the Astangahrdaya of Vagbhata II :-

1 Annals. Vol. XVII, p. 185.
,

2 Whether fcfcm was anofcher name of Vimalabodha in tae grhastha^

rama (househoder'slife) is a matter for investigation W*.may cite as an ana-

logy the name g^nfr' which was the name f Ananda 3nana, the author of

the Tarksamgraha ( G. O. Series Baroda ) lathe grhzsthatrama*

S S. K. De ; History of Sanskrit Poetics, Vol. I, p. 147,

^ Keith: History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 153, foot-note 2-

alive later than 1060 ; so also Kalhana vii, 259 treats him as alive

5 Annals, Vol. XVI, pp. 143-144.

6 Astangahrdaya with the commentaries of Aru*adatta and HemSdn. ed.

by Paradkar Shkatri of Akola. N. S. Press, Bombay ( forms kindly supplied

by the Editor ) -pages 235, 236,,
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Page 885~" maprw^ (m aFTT^:) "- 1

,

ST. ) i

Page 236--" Jli
w> m\ " 2

ST. 31^ ).

If the identification of these references as given by the learned

shastri is correct we can push back the date of Kedarabhatta's

Vrltaratnakara to 1200 A e D, if not earlier.

According to Dr Hoernle s Artmadatta flourished o5o^ i22#

J.. Z). and if we presume his reference to the Vrllaratnakara as

identified by the editor of the Sarvangasundara commentary as

correct we may safely conclude that this work on prosody was

composed earlier than 1150 A. D, Prof. Keith 4
states that the

Vrttaratttakara of Kedarabhatta was composed before 15th century,

while according to the evidence recorded in the present and ear*

Her notes of mine it appears that the work must have been com-

posed before 12th century^ if not earlier. This work deals with 136

metres and is commented on by not less than 20 commentators

as pointed out by me in my previous note on the subject.

Further evidence on the date of the Vrtiaratnakara is furnished

by the commentary of Somacandra which was composed in

Sarhvafc 1329 (
= A. D. 1273 )

5 as recorded by the author in a

verse at the close of his commentary. The Govt, Mss Library at

B. O. R. Institute, Poona possesses a Ms of this commentary
( No. 349 of 1884-86 ) but it does not contain the date of composi-
tion found recorded in the III war Ms described by Peterson.

1 The bracketed variant is found in the Calcutta edition (1915) of the

Vrttaratnakara, p. 8-

2
Ibid, ps 14 line -6 is exactly identical witli the line quoted by Arana-

datta.

3 Hoernle : Osteology, p, 1? of Introduction The dates of Arunadatta
and two of his successors as fixed by Dr. Hoernle ar :

(1) Arunadatta about 1220 A B D.

(2) Vijayaraksita ., 1240 A 9 D.

(3) Vacispati 1260 A, D.
4

History of Sanskrit Literature ( 1928 ). p. 417*
5 Vide Extract 245 in Peterson's Catalogue of Uhoar Mss p. 89. Soma-

candra records the date of his work in the following vsrse:

The above date of Somacandra's commentary on the Vrttaratnafcara has
been included in the Chronology of Indian Authors by Nilarnani Chakravarti
puulished in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. Ill ( 1907 ),

pp. 204-220. This is a supplement to M. Duff's Chronology of India and will

be found very useful to students interested in Indian Chronology.
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Somacandra mentions Hemacandra on folio 17 of the B. CX R I.

Ms referred to above:--
'*

HOT

sfr

.

It appears from the above extract; that Hemasuri or Herns-

candra lias in one of his works dealt with the two lines of the

Vrttaratnakara viz.
' 6

etc.
" and *'

R^iitT etc.
"
as stated by

Somacandra. If this statement proves true on identification w

may be in a position to push back the date of the Vrttaratnakara

before 1000 A. B as for the reason that Hemacandra !
flourished be-

tween 1088-1172 A. D.

Later references to the Vrttaratnakara especially in works, the

chronology of which has been settled, will be found useful as they

will show the authoritative character of the work, Hemadri,

the author of a commentary on the Raghuvamsa, who is different

from his namesake the author of JLyurvedarasUyana and Caturvct-

rgacintamani quotes, the VrttaratnMara* while commenting upon

Raghuvamsa VI, 6. I have proved elsewhere s that Hemadri the

author of the Raglmvamsadarpana flourished in the 1st half of the

15th century.

"

Mr. NilamanI Chakravarti in this Chronology cf

Indian Authors
4 records the following information about RRma-

candra BhSratl's commentary on the VrttaratnaJwra composed in

" A D 1455~ One thousand ninehundred and ninetynine

years after the Nirvana of Buddha ( according to Ceylonese cal-

culation ) Ramacandra BharatI composed a commentary on the

Vrttaratnakara. The author who was a Bengal BrAm^
went to

Ceylon ; converted by Parakrama Vahu VI (A. D. U10-1462) and

wassurnamed Bauddhagama Oakravartm, He ^

the Mahayana School, a.form of Buddhism, says Prof,

almost unknown in Ceylon, B. M, 0. No.

i rrit
11 I Annaifl* B. - B.



REVIEWS

BHATTACINTAMAN1 of VanccheSvarayajvan, edited by

M, M. Venkatasubrahmauya Shastri, The Madras Law

Journal Press, Madras, 1934, Price Rs. 6/~

The work under review is a commentary on the Bhattadlpika

of Khandadeva. This commentary should be distinguished

from other commentaries of the same name on the Mimamsa

Sutra viz. ( 1 ) by Gangadharabhatta and ( 2 ) by Vi&vefivara-

bhatta.
* Aufrecht does not record any Ms of the Shatta-

cintamani the work under review, composed by Vaficche&vara,

though he refers to the other works of this author viz. ( I ) $rauta

Sutra commentary
2

( Hiranyakesisutravyakhya) which he says

was * s

composed about 1800 ". Another commentary on the Bha>

ttadlpika of Khandadeva was written in 1708 by Sambhubhatta,
a pupil of Khandadeva s himself. Khandadeva ^also called Srl-

dharendra, was the son of Rudradeva* Besides Sambhubhatta he

had another pupil viz. the renowned Jagannatha Panditaraja
4
.

In addition to Bhattadipika two other works are also ascribed to

him viz, ( 1 ) Bhattaraliasya and ( 2 ) Mimamsakaustubha. Khanda-

deva died at Benares in A. B. 1865*

There is another published commentary on the Bhattadipika
called Bhattacandrika written by Bhaskararaya. The present com-

mentary by Vancce&varayajvan though it follows the Bhattar*

candnka of Bhaskararaya in certain respects has still its

special features and peculiarities. These have been dealt; with

by Aiyasvam! in his able Sanskrit Introduction to the work under

review ( p'p, 1-2 ). Though Vancchesvara ?

s commentary is com-

paratively modern it serves a very useful purpose by its lucid

exposition and vindication of the ancient Mlmansa doctrines.

The language of the commentary is as simple as could be used

1 Aufrecht's Catalogus Catalogorum^ Part I, p.
^ Ibid Part I, pp. 561, 766.

404
;
Ft. Ill, p.

4-UIVi. JU CII.W Xj jJp. CM

8 Ibid Ibid p. 404.
* Ibid Ibid p. 136.
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consistently with the demands made on the commentator by the

abstract nature of the Mimamsa doctrines and their critical

exposition*

The edition of the present commentary was first projected in

1927 and commenced by Mahamahopadhyaya Venkata Subralr

manya Shastri of Madras, He was eminently fitted for this task

by his deep erudition and ability. He had also in his possession

the only Ms of the present commentary on which the edition

under review is based. Another fortunate cricumetance was his

ancestral relation to our commentator, he being the son of the

daughter of Vancchesvara, the author of the BhattacintZtmani (vide

Genealogy on p, 20 of Introduction ). A. work so well-circum-

stanced and enthusiastically projected has had, however, many

mishaps. M, M. Venkatasubha Shastri unfortunately died in

1928 and the work of publication came to a stand-still. After

sometime His Holiness Sri Sarhkaracarya of the Kamakotipltha

came to the rescue of this work and appointed Mr. Venkatarama

Shastri, the son of the late M. M. Venkatasubba Shastri to see

the work through the press. He too unfortunately died after

sometime and Messrs Subrahmanya Shastri and Balasubrahm-

anya Shastri were appointed in his place to carry the work of

publication to completion, Naturally, therefore, the printed

volume of the present edition though elegant in all other respects

contains numerous printing mistakes and an attempt has been

made to rectify them in an Errata of 32 pp. annexed to the

volume. Another difficulty of the Editor was his necessary reli-

ance on a single Ms of this valuable commentary.

Inspite of these blemishes the work has been on the
^

whole

carefully done by the Editors and the main credit of bringing to

light this elaborate unpublished commentary on
Kha^dadevas

Bhattadipika must be given to H. B. Sri Jagadguru Samkara-

carya of the Kamakotipltha, but for whose sponsorship of to is

laborious and costly undertaking this commentary would have

remained unknown as hitherto-

The Sanskrit Introduction by Aryasvami to the present edi-

tion is sufficiently critical and historical. Aufrecht sta es as

we have stated above that Vancche^Vara wrote his #*
**travV*khv* about 1800 A. D. On page 331 of the present
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Vanocliefivara states "<?* sfrffarnff WS^rtfan 3TgrerTflf&rq7l%*
" This reference by our author

to his commentary on the HiranyakesiButra In the Bhattadntawa^i

proves s if Aufreoht's statement referred to above is correct, thai the

Bhattacintamani may have been composed after A. D. 1800 or so.

The author of the Introduction states ( p. 18 ) that Vaficchesvara

wrote other works l

previous to his writing the Bhattacintamarii

in his oldage and that he flourished between A, D, 1780 and A. D.

1850 ( p. 2 ). The Genealogy ( on p. 20 ) shows that our author

was descended from Govinda Dlksita, tha well-known minister

of Acyutadevaraya ( 1529-1542 A. D. ).

Vancchesvara travelled far and wide from Benares to Rame-

svaram. This fact is vouched by the following passports in the

possession of Ms descendants and now published after the Intro-

duction in the volume under review.

Appendix I Passport No. 292 dated 26th Nov. 1816 signed by
-M. Elphinstone, Resident at Poons.

Appendix 1J-- Passport dated 8th October 1818 signed by W.

M. Chaplain, Eatoral Palace Agent, Subha Dharwar etc.

Appendix J/J Passport dated Poona s 25th Sept, 1822, signed

W. M. Chaplain.

Appendix IF Passport in Kanarese dated 24th January

1824 signed by Krishnaraya Wodiaravaru of Mysore.

Appendix F Passport in Persian language, modi Script and

Kanarese signature, dated 31st Jan, 1824 written by Bukh Row
Munshi, Huzur Darbar, Camp Hamanathapura.

Appendix VI Letter dated Hth Feb. 1828 to Vedamurty
Kutti Sastry by Shri Krishnaraja Wodaiyar.

1 In the Introductory verses to the BhaMacintamani Vancchesvara states

that he composed the following works

(1) Hn%OTg^TRc3T , (2) fl^Wig^^i^cin ; (3) ^f%?rTRiat .

(4) 3U5-

1%-FfRrot; (5) srr^pqi%?rnriT6t ; (6) ^r^?rrc?R^m.
The writer of the Introduction adds the following works to the above list

of Vancchesvara's works.

(7) fliTj^rOTrHW^o^r^T ; (8) ui^rf^Fi ; (9) wr^ri%^r and (10)
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All the above documents refer to Yancchesvara/s pilgrimage to

Rarae^varara and the facilities offered to him by the then author-

ities for a safe and comfortable journey. The name Kufety

Shastry referred to In the above permits was the popular name of

Vamcche^vara.

The persent edition contains (1) an elaborate table of contents;

(2) an alphabetical Index of adhikaranas dealt with in the JShatta-

dtpiha ; (3) an alphabetical index of the sutras ; (4) an alphabet!*

cal Index of nyaya-adhikara#as and (5) a dictionary of quotations

occurring in the Bfiattaciniamani Indicating In some cases their

Identified sources. All these are useful features of the edition.

But for a student of the history of Sanskrit literature not. only

quotations but even the mere names of authors and works men-

tioned in this bulky text of 482 pages are Important. I have tried

to make up this deficiency partially by preparing and appending

to this review a list of such references which caught my eye

during a cursory perusal of this valuable commentary which I

trust would be a rough guide to the historical student

APPENDIX

Works and Authors mentioned by Vaflcchesvara

in his Bhattadntamani

OTTC-99, 103, 57, 88

175, 335

9, 208, 328, 137

,
198

^n-89

-95, 97, 137

5
406

K- )-336

-198

-114, 351, 440

,71, 67,
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-73 178

-136, 144, 177

?-9l, 284

[-95

76

225

152, 265

, 404

22

-336, 341, 343
08

:-331

-137, 166

:-17, 5, 72

)-184 s 338
Ci. oW"&

210, 248, 267

169, 374, 378 9 384, 385,

455, 252, 259
j 23

, 137, 175,

230, 260, 282, 439

124, 249, 41

, 136

, 369

-11, 64, 93 ; 345, 378, 437,

473, 476S 109, 125

:-174

-33, 17?

, 17

sFr-19 2

-8. 51, 21, 98, 103, 104

:-41, 287

369

; 84

)-lQO
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(rifo-285, 399, 406, 414, 425, 436,

439

^$^-84,94,99,109,144,374,

376, 386

J9, 39, 45

278

-49, 136, 300, 394

-90, 94

446

fiw-82,95

37,76,188,196,328,331

P. %. Gode.



THE MYSTERY OF THE MAHABHARAIA, TOLS. I-V,

by Prof. N9 V. Thadani, M. A e , price Ks. 44/-, Bharafc Pubi
House, Karachi

This large work covering more than 2000 pages, has now been

finished, and the learned author who has been busy with this

task for more than 12 years past 5 deserves to be congratulated

upon his patience and perseverance, which alone, combined

naturally with a sincere enthusiasms could have led to the

accomplishment of the
"
mystery".

As we had already expressed, while reviewing, in these pages,

the first volume of this workf it is one thing to conceive an ides,

and altogether another to exerfc the necessary patience to work
out the same. Every man 9 according to a well known mazing is

a poet ; but it is given to only a few to bring their heart's poetry
into concrete form, and of fewer still, to do the work beautifully.

Leaving aside casual readers who only read for diversion, and

others who read it as a sacred rite which fetches some s

punya ',

any student who carefully reads a number of chapters in the

Great Epic, is struck by a sort of looseness of construction all-

through, There are many contradictions, repetitions, parallelisms

etc. in the body of the Epic, and for nearly a century past

scholars are busy studying the different problems, connected

with the Great Epic, each scholar trying in his own way to find

some reasonable solution thereto.

And here is a large work of the nature ;
this has engaged

Prof. Thadani for 12 years, arid one really admires the patience

with which the learned author has stuck to his laborious task,

five bulky volumes of a considerable size, covering more than

20CO pages, is not the work which can be turned out of an

ordinary brain. And one's regard' for the author rises still higher,
when one sees that the subject, too, is not such an attractive one.

But uhe idea of this great work attracted Prof, Thadani, and
we have the result before us. And what would be our judgment
when we glance at the contents, and with patience equal to that

of the author, set ourselves to studying the whole
*

Mystery
?

?
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In order to justify his own remarks, It is now the unfortunate
task of the reviewer to lay before the readers^ at least a brief out
line of the work he reviews. Of course, If It is a really sweet
work the reviewer is blessed by the reader for supplying the
contents, but the present is a different case, and hence this

apology :

& The Great Epic
?

in the opinion of the learned author,
*

Is nofe

a mere story of great deeds of mythological heroes and gods 3 but
a wonderful explanation of all systems of Hindu Philosophy and
Religion, written In a story form which} when examined In the

light of ancient method of Letter-analysis^ reveals the great secret

of Its real meaning and mystery \

This idea of Letter-analysis has been most patiently worked
out In all the five Volumes before us. The First Yolume shows
how the Sacred Books of the Hindus, from the Vedas to the

Epics, deal with the science and philosophy of life- evolving
from the organic Cell Into BrahmaBda or the whole Universe '

and concludes with an explanation of the Hymns and Gods of

the Vedas In this light.

Second Volume examines the great systems of Hindu Philo-

sophy and Religion, and shows how they are all based on the

Vedas s and connected with one another.

In the Third Volume we have a detailed account of the story

of the Epic, divided into 373 sections and a brief explanation of

the essential idea of the whole as a picture of all the systems.

The Fourth and Fifth Volumes contain a detailed explanation

of the whole story of the Great Epic, and show that it Is a picture

of the contest between the different Systems of Philosophy, in

the light of the ancient method( ? ) of Letter-analysis.

The reader is, all through the extensive work, faced with the

mystery of this so called ancient method of Letter-analysis. It

would have been well If the author had quoted the original source

of this method ; but such being not the case, the mere perusal

of the table at p. of Vol. Ill Is not at all convincing and

satisfactory. The learned author has also, at the beginning of the

Fourth Volume, given a long list of the characters in the Epic

with the corresponding Ideas which, in the opinion of the author,

they personify.
12 [ Annals, B O* R. I, ]
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Going a little further. Into the heart of this laborious work,
we have 9 at Vol. Ill, p, 316 :

6S The whole story of the Maha
bharata is but an" account of the connection and conflict between
the different systems of Hindu Philosophy and Religion

9

\ So
that really speaking* there is no history, no war and no death I

What Is war Is only a debate where each side starting from some
common point of agreement, marshalls Its array of arguments.
" Of these,

f '

to quote the author again s

"
the most interesting

as well as the most comprehensive conflict Is between principal
Vedanta and principal Saihkhya or Vaisnavlsm on the one hand,
and Buddhism and Jainism on fche other-and that Is the subject

matter of the great
"
battle" of Kuruksetra !

"

Now, we shall quote a few stray instances, picked up at ran-

dom, to show how Pro! Thadani, explains the story in his own
way.

"The word for Gambling In the text Is Dyuta (d, y ,
u

5 ta,) mean-

ing, ( d ) giving, ( y ) Buddhi, ( u ) woven with ( u ) the senses of

knowledge, and (ta) the senses of Action.
" The Gambling match

is thus a discussion between Buddlii on the one hand ( Yudhlst-

hlra), and the senses of knowledge and Action, the basis of

Jainism ( Sakuni ) on the other
)?

In Vol. Ill of the work, we have an Enalish translation, in

verse, of all the eighteen chapters of the Lord's Song, Bhagavad-
glfca 5 while the situation Is explained, in Vol. IV. ( pp. 463ff. ),

as follows.
*' The Battle of Kuruksetra is a 4i

conflict
7?

of sys-

tems of thought. Man Is first represented as unable to accept the

the Yoga system of thought, where Yoga is Identified for practi-

cal purposes with Vedanta, as Buddhi, the basis of Yoga, is

identified with the soul, the basis of Vedanta* This gives us

Yoga-Vedanta, Vislstadvaita, or qualified Monism, the creed of

the Man, while his opponents are wedded to Buddhism and

Jainism.
?i

" The Nature of the combat-we have explained that the gen-

eral
"
combat ?? between the Pandavas and Kauravas is between

Vaisnavism ( Vedanta-Yoga-Vaiseslka ) on the one hand and
Buddhism and Jainism (SSmkhya-NySya-Val&esika) on the other.

The two sides meet, however nominally on the common ground
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) Val&eslka based on the character of tha Mind, holding that

?urusa and Prakrti are joint and equal or almost equal partners

;n the creation of life. Starting from this, the Pandavas hays to

3rove that it is god alone who creates, and Prakrti, if it is a

separate entity is hut a spectator of this work.
"

It is really wonderful Prof. Thadani has, with exceptional

patience, worked out even all the minor details of his theory ,

although, in the elaborate Volumes* one often comes across tedious

repetitions, the only point-and this is really the important point

at issue* is how far the reader can be convinced by all his lab-

orious argument in favour of the allegorical nature of the Great

Epic,

That the Mahabharata is an Itihasa' of course Prof. Thadani
f

s

Letter analysis is sure to interpret this word in quite another

way. But, as it is at present understood, by all-a
*

history
' and

not a myth or allegory, is recorded in the very text of the Epic,

in numerous places:
'

Itihasofctamad asmat';
e

jayo nametlha-

so yam
?

s etc. etc. That the Pandavas, Eauravas, Krsna, in fact,

all the characters connected with the story were living persons;

they moved, they fought, and they died, is the idea which holds

us to the end, as we read the Great Epic ;
and we exult, cry, and

weep with them, owing to the deep interest that is aroused in our

heart,

And now comes Prof. Thadani with his thesis and asks us to

consider the whole as nothing more than a deliberate a tempt

want of any followers,

Aad still, oM oana

which carried Mm to the end of his self-.
still, oM oanao. but admte the

task

S. N. Tadpatrikar,



BHARATIYA ANUSlLANA, publ. Hindi SaMtya Sammelana,

Allahabad, Sam, 1990

This Commemoration Volume prepared in honour of and de-

Headed to Mm. Pandit G-aiiri Shankar Ojha, the Vetaran Indian

Scholar^ on the attainment of Ms 71sfc year, contains, as usual,

numerous articles from the pan of scholars of repute, and deals

with different topics of Ancient Indian interest. The fact that

many ruling princes of Northern India 3 have made liberal dona-

tions to cover the cost of printing tha Volume, shows the great

respeot that this venerable scholar commands even among the

aristocratic circle.

A special feature of this Volume Is that, excepting those in

English, all the articles written in the different vernaculars of

India, are printed in Devanagar! type; while to each article is

attached a short Summary in Hindi,

The Volume has "been divided into 10 different sections, and

the list of scholars who have written articles for this Volume
covers not only the whole of India, but also includes some

European scholars of high reputation. Among latter, to mention

only a few, are Prof. A, B. Keith 9 Otto Strauss* Przluski, Konowf

Glassennop f Norman Brown etc.

Looking closely into this vast field, we have before us, a rich

harvest of the different important ciops s in different places. It

is not, however9 possible to take a complete survey of all the

articles in this large volume. With apologies therefore, to the

learned writers, whose writings have not been noticed here, the

following is a running summary of some of the articles that

would interst even a general reader.

Prof. Keith has 9 in Ms article on the Indus valley civilization

arrived at the negative conclusion that it is not that of the

Rgveda ; while in his Hindi article, Prof, S. K, Chatter]!,, has

taken a review of the Ancient Indian Culture, and having men-

tioned the different influences to which it was subjected, Ixas 8
turn-
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ing to the finally remarked that the Great Epic Maha-
bharata In its present encyclopaedic form, was established some
time about the beginning of the Christian era.

Prof, Sten Konow^s notes on Taksaslla, as well as Mr. JayaswaFs
article on AryamanjuSrltnula Kalpa are also of considerable in-

terest, the latter especially so, as the writer has culled out a
history of the Mauryan period from this Bhuddhistlc work,

Prof. Altekar has thrown some new light on the RSstrakutas
of Gujarafch, while the articles on Poet Dhoyi, author of Pavana-
duta 9 Karna, Solanki king, the Jain king Kumarapala have a
historical interest, Mr. Bahadurohandra Sastri of Leiden univer-

sity, gives an account of the Hindu literature In Java ; Mr.

Acharya of Mayurbhanj writes about some rulers of Orissa in

the Mediaeval Period.

Turning to the period of Modern History, Mr. Eendre of

Poona in his Marathi article,, describes the last battle of Vijay-

nagar. Then we have some side light on the history of the Mara-
tha movements In Hajaputana, where the writer Mr. Bhalerao,

pleads for more research work In the line. A military History

of India from Ancient times Is given in a brief outline by gen-

eral Shinde of Baroda ; here we see how the art of warfare dev

eloped among the Indians.

Diwanbahadur Sarda gives in an Interesting article, a brief

history of the research work mainly bearing on Rajaputana

done by scholars of the 19th century.

Passing over some articles of Epigraphic Interests, we come to

Indian Art, where Mr, Ramachandran gives us some interesting

details of Pallava Paintings.

An English article treating of some Tibetan customs, by the

late Sir J. J. Modi of Bombay, takes us to another, treating of

4

Ksatrlyas in Greater'India
y where Dr. V. Chatterjl, gives us a

peep into the history of Indian exploits In the Far East. Rai-

bahadiir Hiralal brings us back to Central India and G P., and

shows how Rajputs settled In this part, are connected with their

orlginal^clans.
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It Is interesting to note that Sjfc. Rameshvarji son of Pandit

Ojha, contributes an article on the Boar incarnation of Visnu,

The article gives a comparative study of all the Pauranic sources

and it is illustrated by Photos of some of the old images of the

Varaha, And speaking of the Puranas, we have another
interesting

article from the pen of Mr, Jayachandra Vidyalamkara, one of

editors of this Volume. Tbis article deals with the Rajasuya

expedition of the Pandavas, and throws important historical light

on some of the places into the west enumerated in Nakula's

expedition as described in the Sabhaparva of the Mahabharata,

Mr,Naranghas,here, suggested some intelligent emendat'ons

and also shown his critical views regarding the identification of

these places.

In the end, we wish long life to Pandit Ojha, who commands

such high respect among all Sanskrifcists, and with repeated

apologies to the scholors, whose names and writings, have through

oversight, been omitted in this short review, we conclude.

S, N, Tadpatrikar,



EVOLUTION OF HINDU MORAL IDEALS by Sir S p
Sivaswami Aiyer, K 0. S. I a L E, LL, D .

f Calcutta
Untvarsity , ( 1935 ) 5 pp. XIX +230 + 12.

It is well-known that the late Sir Ashutosh Mukarjee had
been an exemplar to the the Vice-Chancellors of the other Indian
Universities by founding the Research Department of the Calcutta
University. It is not however equally known that he had also
been an examplar to the well-to-do from amongst the living
fathers of children by founding in 1924 a lecfcurership at the
Calcutta University in loving memory of his beloved daughter
Karaala, for an annual delivery of a course of three lectures in

English or Bengali on some aspect of Indian life and thought to be

treated from a comparative standpoint and by providing the Uni-

versity with the wherewithals to remunerate the lecturer liberally
and publish the lectures, by handing over GL P. Notes of a fairly

large amount The choice of the Senate of that University hav-

ing once fallen on Sir S, P. Sivaswami Aiyer and he having been

left free to select any subject falling within the terms of the

endowment, selected the subject which forms the title of the book
under review.

The learned author has made it clear in the preface that the

said subject had suggested itself to him by the recent organized

attempts of orthodox Hindus to oppose the introduction of social

reform in Hindu Society by legislative enactments and that his

object was to convince the educated Indians that the ethical

ideals of the Hindus have not remained the same since the

earliest time of which we have a literary record bun have conti-

nued to undergo changes from time to time according to the

requirements of each age and that therefore it would be no

sacrilege to mould our ethical ideals so as to suit the modern

conditions. With that end In view he has examined the views

of the Hindu law-givers on several topics of ethical interest such.

as woman, slavery, caste, law and justice &c. and appraised them

in the light of the modern notions on those topics, in the first

nine chapters following the Introductory. While doing so he has
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given comparative notes based on the works of European writers

on morals such as Leckey; author of the History of European

Morals, Westermarck, author of tie Origin and Dev&lopement of

the Moral Ideals,, Hobhouse 9 author of Morals in Evolution and

others, with a view to enable the readers to take into considera-

tion the ideas and customs of other nations on the -same topic

before passing judgments on those of the Hindus.

His other declared object in selecting this subject was to con-

sider the validity or otherwise of the criticisms of the principles

of the Hindu religion made by some Christian missionaries in order

to show to the world how ill-informed, unfair and biassed they
were. This he has done in Chapter XI of the work. He lias also

considered therein the question whether the influence of the

Hindn religious principles has been deleterious to the ethical and

social progress of Hindu India.

Chapter XII has been devoted to an investigation of the

question whether the changes that have already taken place in the

ethical conception of the educated Hindus of both the sexes are

desirable or undesirable. In the thirteenth and the last chapter
the author has expressed his views as to the trend of modern

thought on ethical subjects and considered how far the unhealthy
tendencies that have crept in are capable of being checked and

ought to be checked in order that the foundations of Hindu
society may not be shaken and uprooted though Its structure

may be re re -modelled and re-constructed so as to suit the

changed outlook on life brought on by the spread of Western edu-

cation and culture and by an increase in the intensity of the

struggle for existence.

This book thus serves a triple purpose, ( 1 ) that of trying to

persuade the orthodox Hindus to agree to the introduction of cer-

tain reforms which the spirit of the present age have made inevi-

table and which are not inconsistent with the Scriptures ; ( 2 )

that of defending the fundamental principles of the Hindu religion
against the^ attacks of prejudiced and interested critics and ( 3 )

that of warning the radical reformers of both the sexes against
the danger of blindly following the Western nations wherever they
go and of impressing upon them the necessity of drawing a line

up to which it would be safe to go if the integrity of the Hindu



character of our society Is to be preserved. His criticism is well-

founded and sympathetic* Ms defence well-documented and

vigorous and his warning well-thought out and friendly. There
is no Invective in his criticism, no partiality in his defence and
no imperiousness in his warning.

There are however two drawbacks therein which I cannot re-

frain from taking
1 a note of. The first is that no attempt has been

made by the learned author to determine what is the scope of the

science of ethics, whether morality is an end in itself or a means
to an end, what are virtues and what are vices, whether there is

anything like an absolute moral standard by which the actions

of everybody, whether in privafce or public life, should be

judged and if so, what it is and if not, what should be the standards

by which private conduct and public conduct ought to be

judged. If the examination of the ethical notions of the Hindus

had been commenced after doing that, I believe the work would

have proved more useful. Another drawback that I have noticed

in this work Is the lack of any scientific arrangement of the dif-

ferent topics of ethical interest with reference to which the evol-

ution of the Hindu ideals have been traced. The learned author

has admitted in the preface that he has not attempted any classi

fication of the topics and Ms excuse for not doing so is that what-

ever principle of classification is adopted, the classes would be

found to be overlapping. In my view that excuse is not con

vincing.

Yet so far as it goes, the work is sure to commend itself to the

educated Indians for whose edification it has been written and

to prove an eye-opener to them with respect to several topics of

interest about which they carry wrong notions imbibed in the

college class-rooms and on playgrounds. For thos who wish

to study the subject seriously the author has taken pains feo pre-

pare and append an exhaustive index. The printing and get up of

the work are also such as to attract readers towards It.

P. (I Divanji.
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EAELY HISTORY OF by Nagendranath Ghosii

with an introduction by Eadhakumud Mookerj! ; Allaha-

bad Archaeological Series, No* 1, Allahabad^ 1935. Pp.

XXXV+120. Price, Rs. 4/-.

This book is a praiseworthy attempt to collect in a single

volume all known information aboufe the city of Kausambl be-

fore the Mughal period. The author is a typical exponent of

that renascent enthusiasm for antiquity which has found an im-

portant practical outlet in the activities of the Allahabad Archa~

eological Society9 of which the author is . ( according to the title-

page ) an Hony. Life Member.

The book opens with a discussion of the oldest known refer

ences to the city of Kausambi, of which that in the Satapatha
Brahmana seems more valuable than any in the PurSnic tradi-

tion- - But these, after all, are vague. The fullest body of evi-

dence adduced belongs to the Buddhistic period and to the days
of Mauryan rule. At this stage s something more is known of

the people associated with the city than mere narnes9 and the

author closes the Early History proper at the reiga of Udayana,
The rest of the book consists of three appendices* rather cur-

iously divided. The most important single report is that in

Appendix II, on an image of Buddha of the second year of

Kaniska's rule. Appendix I is a reasonably full and critical

account of the date available to the author from Udayana to Bahs-

satimita. The book is decently printed, and supplied with some

moderately good plates as well as a very convenient Inder,

With all due praise for a first attempt, it must be confessed

that the work in question leaves a great deal to be desired. The

striking part about the whole discussion is the paucity of mater-

ial to which any credence can be given by the historian. From
the pioneer view-point of a Vincent Smith, in the much larger
framework of a general history of India, even fabulous references

have some worth. But the evidence of a book like the Kafchasarit-

sgara 9 mentioned in the introduction as well as the text, has

about as much value as that of the Arabian Nights for a critical



history of the caliphate of Harounal Eashld. The Jataka stories
are not much better, and an Atihakatha written eight centuries
after the period by a monk In Ceylon who shows no acquaintance
with northern India can, at best, be mentioned in passing. For
all this, it might be possible to excuse the author and the learned
prefator ; but both have neglected the most important new source
available to them, the Jain tradition. The sole religious build-
ing of any Importance that survives on the ruins of a far vaster
edifice at Kosam is Jain, the temples at Pabhosa are Jain ;

the images, which lay scattered In 1930 on the path from the
Asoka pillar to the riverside-perhaps a by-product; of Dayaram
Sahni's work in excavating the base and restoring the pillar-and
which ( according fco pages 110-111 ) now grace the Allahabad
Museum are mostly Jain. But to one who relies on the present
work alone for his knowledge, there Is not even a suspicion of

the existence of a large ardhamagadhl tradition In which many
Interesting details about the venerable city could be found,

The book and t for that matter* all the activities of the Society
call for a word of warning. No history of Kausamb! is pDssible
without excavation, A.nd as yet, nob even the surface has been

scratched. The ruins have raised the ground level for about 'three

square miles to very nearly the height of the pillar there* but the

indigent farmer still ploughs over the mixure of dust and brick-

bats in the hope of a precarious crop. The legend that an unex-

pectedly classical if unerudite tenant relates even now of a

spot where the relics of Janamejaya
?

s ( sic) yajna may be found

indicates some holocaust from which t&at portion of the ancient

city never recovered. The dry water- courses which lead to the

river are undoubtedly old streets s
as seen from the remains of

brick walls down to the very bottom. When the Allahabad

amateurs begin to drive their trenches across these gigantic

ruins, let them not, in the excitement of a first discovery, obscure

or damage evidence that will be of great value to the expert.

That they themselves, .
even with the very besfc of intentions, still

lack something of the expert touch is evidenced by the publi-

cation of the present book which, however, Is quite suitable

for newspaper articles, The present reviewer photographed ( in

mtu ) the companion inscription to that referred fco on p. 110, but
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sii years have elapsed without the Allahabad people reaching

anything like a satisfactory reading, or even one which scholars

who have seen the photographs think plausible. Again, the large

bricks referred to on p, !03 as presumably ancient are either pav-

ing bricks, or bond bricks used, even after the Guptas, for the

siring courses necessary in buildings erected without good found-

ation in alluvial soil, The conjecture on p, 106 about the Aoka

pillar is incomprehensible, and could be decided at once by a

word from Dayaram Sahni as to the precise extent of his spade-

work.

KausambI has yet to find its Gregorovius and its (riacomo

Boni,

K.
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Apastambadfaarmastltra edited by Dr., G. Buhler, 3rd Edition, by ProC
M. G. Shastri-, M. A. ( Nos. 44 & 50 ) Price Rs. 3.

Jhalkikair's ISTyayakosa, revised and enlarged by MM. Vasedevaslaasfcr!
Abhyankar. 3rd Edition* ( No. 49. } Price Rs. 15,

Tarkasamgraha, edited by Y. V. Atbalye. ( No. 55, ) Price Rs. 2-8.
-Peterson's Selections from Rgveda, Second Series. 2nd JSdition, by Dr*

B. Zimmermann, Ph, r>. ( No. 58. j Price Rs. 5-8.

KtimarapSlacarita, Second Edition, revised by I>r. P. I*. Vaidya, M. X,
B. Litt., ( No. 60 ) Price Rs. 6

PrakriySkaunradi, parts I' and II, edited by Rao Bahadur K. P. Trfvedl*
( Nos. 78 & 82, ) Price Rs. 10 eacb.

KSvyalamkSrasarasamgraha, edited by N. D. Banbatti, B. A. ( No, 70-. >

Pjrice Rs. 3.

"VyavahSramayilklia, edited by 'Prof. P. T. Kane, M. A. li. M, ( No. 80. )

Price Rs. 10.

Anubhasya, Vol. II, edited by MM. Sbridharshastri Pathak ( No. SI* )

Price Rs, 3.
'

^yadvadamanjarl, edited by Principal A. B. Dhrava, M. A.* IX. B. ( No. 83.)

Price Rs. 11..

( iv } Miscellaneous Publications

Mammata's KSvvaprakasa -with Jhalkikar*s Commentary, 5th Edition,

by Prin. R. D. Karmarkar, M A., UllSsas I~X, Price Rs S; UllEsas I

and LI, Price Annas 10 ; UllSsas I, II, III & X, Price Rs. 3.



Proceedings of the First Oriental Conferences Vol. I Pr\ice Rs 5Bo . Do Bo Vol. II Prfic Us 8*

'

-

( For Proceedings of subsequent Conferences, see be^ow. )

' *

Summaries of Papers read at the First Oriental Conference^. Price Rs 2
Inscriptive Catalogue of MSJ. in the -Government Mas. oLibrarv ^f- **

Institute Vdl. I, part I SaiiihitSs and BrShmanas, Priofc Rs. 4.
Descriptive Catalogue of Mss In the Govt. Library Vol. XlpTI parts I & IT

( Jaina Literature and Philosophy ) compiled by Prof. JH. K
M. 4.,FrIce Rs. 4 each.

'

f
Descriptive Catalogue of Mss. in the Goyt. Ms. Library. Vol
(Alamk&ra, Saxhgita and NStya ) compiled ..... -by P. ^K God*

'

-

Price Rs, 5.
|

*

Historyofthe Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bom/bav
-from 1868 to 1900. Price Rs. 8. .'

y
A "List of New Mss. added to the Library 1895-1924. Pri.be Be 1-8Annals of the B. O. K. Institute. Price

"

Rs, 10 per Volume
> I-VII two parts each ; Tols. VIH-XVII parts four e'ach
Bhandarkar CommemoratioB Volume on sale at the; Oriental Book
Supplying Agency, Poona. '

WORKS IN THE PRESS
{ * ) The Mahabharata

.

The MahabhSrata > Vol. V, Virita'parvan, containing Introduction Armer-
dices etc. edited by Dr. B'aghu Vira, M. A., Ph. D.

*

(n't ) Government Oriental Series
Word-Index to Taittirlya-Samhita, Part II, by Pandit Parashuram Shastri
JTighaptu and Nirukta, edited by Prin. V, K. Rajwade, M. A
Mimamsa-Nyayaprakasa ( ApadevI ) with a new Sanskrit Commentarv'

_edited by MM, Vasudevashastri Abhyankar-
KayySdarSa, Text and, Sanskrit Commentary by Pandit Bangachary*Baddi Shastri -

.

'

Bh5radr3jaiks^w.Uh gloss by VB B. B. Diksbitar, M. A.
{ Hi ) Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series

- ( New Volumes Reprints and Revisions )
TarkaparibhSa edited by Dr. 'D. B, Bhandarkar, and Pandit Kedarnath.
JSmikta, part If,',with Durga's commentary, edited by Prof. B. 'Ov
Isnadkanikar, M. A. -

:

.

PesmSmamSla, 2nd edition,, by, Prin. P..V. Ramanujaswami, M. A,
Descriptive Catalogue of Mss. in the Govt., Mss. Library, VoL - II

( Grammar ), compiled by Rao Bahadur Dr. 8 K. Belvalfcac. M. A.. Ph B
Descriptive Catalogue of Mss. in the ,Govt. Mss. Library VoL XIV

( NStakas ) compiled by P, K. Gode, M. A.
Descriptive Catalogue of Mss. in the Govt. Library, VoL XVII part III (Jain*Literature and Philosophy ) compiled by Prof. H.'B. Kapadia, M^A.WORKS IN PREPAHATIOlSr -

-

T ,
- ( * ) . The- Mahabharata

Arawakaparvao, edited by .Dr. V. S, Sukthanakar, M. A., 3PH, D.
, uayoga,dpar?an, edited by Dr. 8. K, De, M, A. D. Litt. ,

'
'

-, _. (-** ) Government Oriental Series
VyWcarawa-MahHbhasya, English Translation, by Prof. K, V, AbnyankazvM. A,,, and M_M. Vasudevashastri Abhyankar.
TT l

9

i

Die S*tlilkh 5ra Philosophie, English Translation by Pro! R.'IXv adeicar, M A,

Catalogiis Catalogorum for Jain Literature, compiled by Prof. H D;
;

,.
,

^vanySloka, with tocana edited by Dr. S. K, -De, M.' A., D, Litfc*
Vakyapadfya, edited by Prof. Charudeva Shastri, B. A.

(Hi} Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series

T^'U.'.' .- . . ( Reprints and Revisions )
R^atarangini, 2nd Edition by Prof. A. B. Gajendragadkar. M. A.,

_ ORIENTAL COK-FEBBNOE BEPOBTS
Proceedings of the Second 'Oriental Conferenc

"'

Price R 10
5' .

' Third ' Do '

'

Price Rs, 10,1

S Fourth'
.

- Do '

Vol. I Price Bs. . 5,
2a .

' Do Do VoL II Price Bs. 8.

5 0: - Fifth
'Do Vol. I

, Price Bs, 8.

S - o ^ Do ' '

V"01- II F"oe Bs. 7.
' Sixth Do , Price' Rs. 10.

13 . B. The Institute is prepared to buy old, rare and otherwise valuable*
.Mas. of Sanskrit, Prakrit, Avesta, Persian and Arabic works*.




